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ABSTRACT
What is a book? What do we expect to find in books? Who is the twenty-firstcentury reader? Such questions have proliferated over the last thirty years as the
anxiety of the death of the book and the vanishing reader has loomed over literature.
In this dissertation, I explore how twenty-first-century American multimodal narrative
books featuring intradiegetic readers (a character who reads a story within the
storyworld) represent the possibilities and limits of the print book to engage the
informed reader in a changing media ecology. The books in this study are not merely
testing the limits of how stories can be told but are intimately investigating the form of
the book which went mostly unchallenged in twentieth-century popular literature.
By going beyond the conventions of traditional literary print books, Tree of Codes
by Jonathan Safran Foer (2010), House of Leaves by Mark Z. Danielewski (2000), S.
by Doug Dorst and J. J. Abrams (2013), and Syllabus: Notes from an Accidental
Professor by Lynda Barry (2014) all ask what it means to read a print book at the
beginning of the twenty-first century. This has implications for what we expect a book
to be, potentially allowing us to be more specific in our definition than was once
possible, through understanding what the form of the book can offer a reader beyond
current conventions.
These four narratives are not books about books, but they do have something to
say about books in our current moment. Importantly, each text tells us that the book is
not an object we are meant to “look through” for meaning (treating the form as
something that transports knowledge from the writer to the reader without affecting it)
or simply another thing we are meant to “consume” (seeing the book as an object the

reader uses and discards once the information has been received) but a place for the
reader to have an experience with the narrative.
These four books each tell a story that includes a reading character through
linguistic text and another semiotic mode, such as visual or spatial elements, also
known as multimodality. The characters in these narratives not only read, they read
and make a mark on the book that we as empirical readers receive, thus creating the
physical object with which we interact through their roles as readers. By showing, and
not just telling, how these characters read and interact with books, these projects also
indicate how readers and reading are changing as our media choices have changed.
While this type of book is sometimes diagnosed as a symptom or reaction to the
death of the book, I read these narratives as exploring how books continue to change
to fulfill the needs of the reader. Using the convergence paradigm of complex and
networked relationships among forms, I use media-specific analysis through a media
studies lens to bring together book history and literary criticism to examine the whole
medium of the book, incorporating its physical, textual, and cultural aspects, to discern
our changing ideas and expectations of the book in the twenty-first century. Through
this analysis, I find that, though books and literature are changing, these changes are a
positive response that focuses on what needs books can fulfill, and that the reader is
not an endangered species, threatened by changes in the media landscape, but is
evolving and chooses to read print books when those books best fulfill their needs.
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CHAPTER 1

TRACING THE MARK: INTRODUCTION

When I pick up a book, I anticipate the interior: what story will be told? How
will it be told? Will the narrative be straightforward, a twisting path, or barely
discernable? Will I enjoy this book? I rarely spend much time thinking about the
material object in my hands beyond the quality or condition. But what does this
medium offer to the reader?
As I write this, I am in a room filled with books, from the piles that grow on
my desk, to the books arrayed on the shelf above my computer, to the bookshelf that
practically bursts with books—lined up with their spines facing outward displaying
their many titles and authors, wedged onto the tops of these rows, or buried behind
those visible to create a second string. Each offers a world in and of itself, filled with
characters who often encounter other books, reflecting my own reality. These books
also offer reasons to exist on my shelf, from the reasons I possess them to the reasons
for each to be in this medium, as opposed to a computer application.
As a reader, I have my own reasons for picking up a book. Sometimes I want
to relax and enjoy a well-told tale. More often as a scholar of literary studies, I am
seeking out information to bolster or expand my thoughts on other books. At times, I
sit down in a comfortable spot and start from page one, expecting to continue as time
allows to the final page. Other times, I open to a chapter or section, using the table of
contents or index to guide my reading for a piece of information, whether on the origin
of wax tablets or the definition of book-objects. I grab at moments in doctors’ offices
1

or on buses just as often as I take big chunks of my day to read uninterrupted. There
are even times when I read a “book” on my computer, tablet, or smartphone, using the
network of the World Wide Web to find what my library access cannot physically
offer. While I romanticize the sort of reading that sweeps me into a story, allowing the
everyday concerns that might otherwise interrupt the flow of my eyes across the page
to fade from my mind, I also read for other reasons, often indicated by a writing
utensil, my notebook, or sticky tabs to mark a page. I also read news articles on my
phone, dispatches from my acquaintances on social media, and emails on my
computer. I may not read as much literature as I want, but my days are full of reading,
whether in print or on digital devices.
Each of my acts of reading is a choice. As I wipe the sleep from my eyes each
morning, I decide whether to pick up the book I need to finish or look at the latest
news on my phone. After writing my to-do list, I choose to sit down at my computer
and write using my word processor or to sit on the couch with my notebook and pen.
In the evening, after I have decided I have worked enough for the day, I decide
whether I will watch a TV show or enjoy the book that’s been lurking in my pile of
scholarly texts. As much as I choose which books I will read, the one a friend
recommended or that good one again, I also choose the medium in which I want to
read. There are times when the medium dictates the content: sometimes I just want to
read a series of funny tweets, rather than immerse myself in what I know will be a
complicated story with many threads over several hundred pages. I also make my
choices based on what that choice will say to those around me: if I want to be quiet
and still, a book tells my partner that I do not want to discuss the events of the day,
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whereas a TV show invites conversation. Most importantly, I expect a certain
experience based on the medium I choose, sometimes to my grave disappointment. All
of these decisions normally go unremarked, as we move through such a series of
decisions daily among many available media forms. When we acknowledge the fact
that, in addition to the e-book and electronic literature—literature produced for a
digital medium—most media today can contain narrative, the print book becomes a
significant choice, for its creator but especially for its reader.
The books in this study are not merely exploring how stories can be told but
are intimately questioning the form of the book which went mostly unquestioned in
the twentieth century. By going beyond the conventions of traditional literary print
books, Tree of Codes by Jonathan Safran Foer (2010), House of Leaves by Mark Z.
Danielewski (2000), S. by Doug Dorst and J. J. Abrams (2013), and Syllabus: Notes
from an Accidental Professor by Lynda Barry (2014) all ask what it means to read a
print book at the beginning of the twenty-first century. This has implications for what
we expect a book to be, potentially allowing us to be more specific in our definition
than was once possible by considering not only what books can contain but also what
the book can offer to a reader beyond current conventions. These four narratives are
not books about books, but they do have something to say about books in our current
moment. Importantly, each story tells us that the book is not an object we are meant to
“look through” for meaning (treating the form as something that transports meaning
from the writer to the reader without affecting that meaning) or simply another thing
we are meant to “consume” (seeing the book as an object the reader uses and discards
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once the meaning has been received) but a place for the reader to have an experience
with the narrative.
This study focuses on twenty-first-century American multimodal narrative1
books that feature intradiegetic readers. Each of my four books tells a story that
includes a reading character through linguistic text and another semiotic mode, such as
visual or spatial elements. The characters in these four narratives read, and each
character further makes their mark on the text, concretizing their interaction with a
print book. By showing, and not just telling, how these characters read and interact
with books, these narratives also indicate how readers and reading are changing as our
media choices have changed. While this type of book is sometimes diagnosed as a
symptom or reaction to the death of the book, I read these narratives as exploring how
books continue to change to fulfill the needs of the reader.
Though it might seem that the appearance of these texts in the twenty-first
century is an effect of contemporary technological and commercial innovations, the
technology for printing and disseminating multimodal books precedes their
introduction to the mass-market. Narratives certainly can more easily engage
multimodal story-telling, in which literary texts make spatial and/or visual modes of
representation legible alongside linguistic ones, because of the technology we now use
to compose, design, and print, but the material book was always capable of such
forms: the Medieval illuminated manuscript is the epitome of the multimodal text. The

Narrative is “a story or a telling of a story, or an account of a situation or event [and] may be fictional
or nonfictional” (Murfin and Ray 326). Though Tree of Codes, House of Leaves, and S. are all fictional
novels, Syllabus is better described as graphic nonfiction. Furthermore, my interest lies in how these
stories are told and how these stories allow the reader to have an experience with the book, not whether
these stories are objectively true. Thus, I use the term narrative to describe these four books.
1
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practice is not new, but there has been a revival of these books in the twenty-first
century.
Instead of focusing on the author or the book’s creation, I take a readercentered approach through the intradiegetic reader. The term intradiegetic reader
denotes a reader who figures within the text (J. Pearson), based on the narratological
term “intradiegetic”—“pertaining to or part of the” (Prince 46) “(fictional) world in
which the situations and events narrated occur” (Prince 20), or diegesis—because the
readers in these four books are characters who read books as part of the narrative told
within the book.2 The reading characters in Tree of Codes, House of Leaves, S., and
Syllabus do not just appear as readers, but as readers of the texts we hold in our hands.
This relationship of the intradiegetic reader to the same book we have allows me to
close read how these characters interact with the book and how this encourages us to
perceive books now.
Rather than focus on what has made these books possible, this dissertation asks
what has made these books necessary. My objects of study are in every case popular
titles that aim to change the conception of a literary book by exploring the limits and
possibilities of the medium of the book as such. This exploration is possible because
transition in our media ecology has caused an instability of the book; digital
technologies have displaced many types of print books and at the same time have
influenced the creation and reception of books. It is these types of interaction, which
we can interpret through the convergence paradigm of complex and networked
While the term “intradiegetic reader” is not often used by other scholars, I am using the term in the
tradition of the intradiegetic narrator: “a character narrator, like Marlow in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness;
in other words, a character in a storyworld who in turn narrates a story within the story, that is, a
hypodiegetic narrative” (Herman 279). Thus, the intradiegetic reader is a character who in turn reads a
story within the story.
2
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relationships among forms, that allow for a reconsideration of the book and especially
the social protocols, the learned cultural habits and practices, of literary texts. By
looking at these customs of reading modeled by intradiegetic readers as enacted on the
pages of multimodal narratives, this dissertation seeks to examine the whole medium
of the book, incorporating its physical, textual, and cultural aspects, to discern our
changing ideas and expectations of the book in the twenty-first century.
So, what is a book? Despite the fact that the idea of the book appears obvious,
it is difficult to find a concise yet encompassing definition of “book.” Currently, we
appear to be operating under the idea that we know a book when we see it. Most
people agree that a book must be a bound volume of pages filled with some printed or
written matter, but that is about as far as the consensus goes, and questions of how this
relates to the audiobook and e-book begin to show how vague this definition can be.3
The question of what a book is is especially significant in the twenty-first century as
literature now competes with and is influenced by many forms (Tabbi and Wutz),
especially digital technology.4 Digital technologies have changed book production—
from initial drafting (Kirschenbaum) to final printing (Houston)—and they have
changed book reception as part of a media ecology in which multiple forms support
and struggle against each other for resources, such as attention (Lanham Economics).
Amaranth Borsuk acknowledges just this fact in the preface of The Book: “As the quotations scattered
throughout this volume suggest, defining the book is no easy feat” (xiii). Borsuk’s study traces the
development and changes in the book and includes many full-page quotes of others defining the book to
show that no definition is universal.
4
Throughout this dissertation, I will take the broad definition of “technology:” “The product of
[knowledge dealing with the mechanical arts and applied sciences] ... Also: machinery, equipment, etc.,
developed from the practical application of scientific and technical knowledge” (OED). In media
studies, “one of the features which distinguish media from other types of communication is the
technology that is necessary. These range from pen and paper, through printing presses… to digital
technologies associated with the Internet” (E. Pearson). Thus, I will modify “technology” to specify
types originating in different periods. Digital technology should be understood as equipment that uses
numeric code, most commonly associated with computers and the Internet age.
3
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Technology has even changed how we purchase and receive books, with Amazon
acting as a significant turning point in book history and the largest retailer of books
now.5 However, despite these changes to the whole life cycle of the book, showing
that it can adapt when the possibility arises, we worry that these same technologies are
killing the book.
Though books and other printed materials, such as pamphlets, broadsheets, and
handbills, were once ubiquitous, the use of print has narrowed. This change has
serious repercussions on our conception of the book. As Leah Price says in “Reading
as if for Life:”
But this elevation—or reduction—to a plaything is a historical anomaly: for
most of its lifespan, the codex has been a tool. If we now associate print with
“curling up in bed” or “reading from start to finish,” it’s only because
searchability has now been outsourced to electronic media: even the telephone
book that was once synonymous with the book tout court (“are they in the
book”) is no longer one of the two books found in every American
household—the other being that equally random-access volume, the Bible.
Whether you still have a physical phone book or encyclopedia gracing your home, the
diversification of material delivery systems for different types of information has been
an important shift in our comprehension of books. Print books once served many
purposes, from the encyclopedia to the planner, but print is no longer the only option
or even the preferred option for many of these once-books. The book can organize

5

While Amazon has changed much about the marketing and selling of books, Price points out that
books have always been at the forefront of sales innovation and that one reason that Amazon first
looked to books is that their marketing and sales had been standardized through bookstores already
(What 27).
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information in both linear and database systems, though digital technologies have
superseded the book’s capacity for storage and have become preferable for database
formats (Manovich 218). Most forms that rely on “random access,” or nonlinear
access to information, have migrated to digital formats and the days of the print
dictionary, phone book, or atlas are fast fading.
This change has not been a death knell for literary texts, though, despite the
anxiety of the death of print. Rather, this transitional moment reminds us of the
cyclical nature of the book’s history (Finkelstein and McCleery; Howsam 7): there
have been multiple periods of instability and variance in the design of books that
reflect changes in technology, practices of reading, and social protocols surrounding
books or print media more generally (M. Hammond). The book has both existed and
adjusted since the classical era, often stabilizing and remaining extremely similar in
appearance if not content (Houston) until the next disruption caused by events such as
the introduction of printing to Europe (Johns), increased literacy (Howsam 256), or the
widespread use of the Internet (Bath and Schofield). In fact, the book that we now
treat as the standard was not common until the twentieth century, at which point the
form appeared to stabilize.6

Interestingly, this is also the century in which book arts grew as a fine art practice: “The twentieth
century saw a turn to experimentation with books in response to the very mechanization and mass
production that had turned them into an enterprise by the late Victorian period. This experimentation
was done in part by printers, whose expertise and access to tools of the trade led them to make books
for a kind of in crowd; in part by writers, taking the means of production into their own hands; and in
part by artists, who saw the book as a means of circumventing the power system of the art world. The
books they created, conceived as complete works of art in their own right, are given the name ‘artists’
books,’ though the term is malleable… Such self-referential and self-aware objects have much to teach
us about the changing nature of the book… They disrupt our treatment of the book as a transparent
container for literary and aesthetic ‘content’ and engage its material form in the work’s meaning”
(Borsuk 113).
6
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Just as the book began to stabilize in form, and literacy rates made literature
widely accessible, other entertainment media began to threaten its supposed
dominance. Leah Price posits that this is the reason why we now treat reading as highbrow where once novels were suspect for inflaming emotions: “Perhaps the
explanation is that the first generation to accede to mass literacy was also the last for
which the book had been the default communications medium” (What 133). While a
1916 commentator still thought that books were akin to “sedatives,” the cinema made
others see the calming effects of literature as a positive (132, 133) and by the time
radio was entering into the American home, literature was already considered a “cure”
for modern life’s woes (133). These changes in attitude stem from changes in the
media ecology, not the book itself. The media culture “designates the interrelation
between media technologies, values, actions and opportunities in any given society”
(Paulson and Skare Malvik 4) and can be understood through the metaphor of ecology
which “suggests that the relationships between different media are as diverse and
complex as those between different organisms coexisting within the same ecotome,
including mimicry, deception, cooperation, competition, parasitism, and
hyperparasitism” (Hayles Writing 5). Thus, to critically engage the question of what
we think about the book, we also need to comprehend that other technologies exist
alongside the book, and how and when we turn to the book instead of those other
forms.
Our current media ecology can be understood through the convergence
paradigm that Henry Jenkins outlines in Convergence Culture: Where Old and New
Media Collide: “If the digital revolution paradigm presumed that new media would
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displace old media, the emerging convergence paradigm assumes that old and new
media will interact in ever more complex ways” (6). The function and status of older
media7 shifts in accordance with new media, such as the Internet, and, while forms
have not coalesced into a single technological delivery system,8 the features of
different forms dictate their place within the media ecology. Scholars often treat
convergence in terms of competition and division, but we can also treat it as a
cooperative relationship in which mediums influence each other and make possible the
introduction of previously unconventional features, or “new tricks,” based on those
found in other mediums (Hayles Electronic 162).
Books are often imagined as existing outside of our digital world and any
intertwining with or reliance on technology is, therefore, corruption or proof of the
form’s impending doom. As Leah Price reminds us, though, “The irony is that books
became talismans—empowered to silence cell phones or inculcate focus—in precisely
the decade when historians were coming to agree that books have whatever powers
their users vest in them” (What 69) because “books are special—or at least have been
treated as such, and are perhaps being treated as such more than ever” (52). But these
“special” books are “neither cookbooks nor biographies,” but what Price calls “The
Book,” whether the Gutenberg Bible, Shakespeare’s First Folio, or Pride and
A medium is “an intermediate agency, instrument, or channel; a means; esp. a means or channel of
communication or expression” (OED). Media is the plural of medium, but to avoid confusion, I
sometimes use “mediums” to make it clearer that I am discussing distinct forms. My discussion of
media and our media ecology is not limited to “new media,” which signifies the creation and
dissemination of forms via digital technology.
8
This term is used in media studies to designate the physical substrate needed to access content, for
example the technology of the TV is one delivery system for a TV show, but so is the computer now.
While some media allow us to both store and access content, such as the book, others do not—we do
not store TV shows in our television, but we can in our computers. The idea that we would have a
single technological delivery system, the black box paradigm, relies on the idea that we would access
everything via our computers or smartphones or another similar digital technology, though it does not
rely on the idea that all content would be stored in these devices.
7
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Prejudice, “The Book” has become a cultural touchpoint (52). Though Price does not
tell us exactly what “The Book” is, we can take her phrase to mean the books that
epitomize our ideal interactions with the form—in this study I take “The Book” to
signify literary books.
The shifting of functions that has allowed digital technology to displace the
book for nonlinear access has changed how we expect to interact with books. While
the technological delivery mechanism of the book has not vastly changed—most
books are still made of paper and contained within covers—the social protocols
around books, including what we expect to find in books, when we choose to use
books, and how we handle books, cannot be assumed to be the same. Social protocols
are the learned cultural habits and practices derived from the significance created
around and attached to an object (Gitelman 7). These practices are culturally unique
but also situationally understood, e.g., the practice of silently reading in public spaces
like the train but reading aloud to children in the United States. Social protocols of the
book incorporate how we learn to interact with books, including aspects of the reading
experience that we associate with literacy. Though studying how we learn to read and
how reading habits are changing with digital technology can help us learn how our
brains function as well as how the form of the book has organized thought (e.g., Wolf
and Stoodley), that is not my goal in this study. Rather, I will focus on the individual
reader’s experience of reading the book, the experience of the narrative, that assumes
literacy as an automatic function, much like breathing. 9 This dissertation intends to

My focus is similar to that of “user experience” or UX. “‘User experience’ encompasses all aspects of
the end-user’s interaction” (Norman and Nielsen) and is normally applied to websites and other new
media. I am borrowing this term because it is useful for considering the reader’s interaction as more
9
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examine how the social protocols around books are changing, to conceive of the book
as a cultural object rather than just a material object. The question of what a book is is
more nuanced than the materials, binding, or format. To this end, throughout this study
I will ask how we locate the book in the twenty-first century, examining the material
object, the content, and the reader interactions that we see through the mark of the
intradiegetic reader.
Inherent in the question of how we understand books is the question: “who is
the reader?” Just as there has been pervasive anxiety about the death of print, there has
been much anxiety about who is reading, what they are reading, how much they are
reading, how they are reading, and the multitude of effects this might have. The 2013
Humanities Report Card released by the American Academy of Arts & Sciences cited
an eleven percent decline in reading for pleasure from 1992 to 2008, preceded by
studies such as Reading at Risk (2004) and To Read or Not to Read (2007) from the
National Endowment for the Arts. The idea that the reader might be “vanishing,” has
been the companion to the death of print for some time. In 2015, The National
Endowment for the Humanities published an article that acknowledged the anxiety
about the vanishing reader was most likely unfounded as “reading always seems to be
in crisis,” but also called the late-twentieth century “print’s golden twilight” (Dirda).
Whether readers, specifically adults reading literary texts for leisure, are vanishing,
there is still anxiety that readers of print books are diminishing.10 In part, we can
determine this based on the number of studies that take the book as their subject. In

than just the process associated with literacy also called reading. I am more interested in how the book
engages the reader than how the reader decodes the marks on the page into language.
10
This is the topic of Leah Price’s What We Talk About When We Talk About Books. She similarly
points to these studies to prove the anxiety of the vanishing reader in the last 30 years (2).
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general, the fear is unfounded—and several articles have used variations on the title
“The Death of the Book Has Been Greatly Exaggerated” to demonstrate this point
(Price What 105)—so, instead, these studies focus on how the book has been changing
and how the role of the reader is changing in step.
The theorization of the post-postmodern responds to an essential shift in
contemporary literature and often asks what readers expect from contemporary novels,
such as Wolfgang Funk’s The Literature of Reconstruction, which posits that readers
want a more participatory experience of reading.11 The questions raised by postpostmodern theorists encourage us to consider what readers want from books, an
essential part of locating this medium and also push us to ask what readers might find
lacking, either in books or in other forms. However, most of these scholars neglect to
look at the form of the book as an essential part of a literary project and usually look at
the literary content in isolation from other media.
While texts that draw the reader’s attention to the surface of the page using
images, charts, graphics, and white space, for example, are not new, in the twenty-first
century United States, we are seeing a resurgence of multimodal books—texts that
deliberately activate visual and/or spatial elements making them covalent with the
linguistic element—which has been identified as a shift similar to the end of
postmodernism, and multimodality has emerged as a topic of study in several fields.
However, the effect of multimodality on the reader’s comprehension of the literary

11

Looking at contemporary media more broadly, Jenkins proposes a similar participatory drive for the
user in Convergence Culture and Spreadable Media. On the other hand, Funk also argues that the postpostmodern attempts to reinstate a sense of connection that was lost in postmodernism, a conclusion
shared in The Mourning After: Attending the Wake of Postmodernism edited by Neil Brooks and Josh
Toth, Succeeding Postmodernism: Language and Humanism in Contemporary American Literature by
Mary K. Holland, and Do You Feel It Too?: The Post-Postmodern Syndrome in American Fiction at the
Turn of the Millennium by Nicoline Timmer.
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book has not been examined. Scholars in rhetoric and composition have written
extensively on multimodality, but usually have treated the multiple modes of meaningmaking as a general form of communication rather than as a method of literary
representation (e.g., Kress and Van Leeuwen; Palmeri; DeVoss and Hacker; Hiippala).
Scholarship that does look at multimodality in literature has generally approached it
from three fields: narrative studies, metamediality, or intermediality. Scholarship in
narrative studies asks how visuals change our comprehension of stories (e.g., Hallet
“Reading;” Gibbons Multimodality, “Reading”) often bypassing the medium to focus
primarily on the contents of the book. The field of metamediality asks how the
contents of books are inherently linked to the form of the book, (e.g., Hayles
Electronic, “Combining;” Pressman “Aesthetic,” “House,” “Jonathan;” Starre) but still
assumes that literary texts break with conventions only in order to protect their status
as books, rather than asking how other mediums are shifting our expectations of
books. Finally, intermediality studies ask how we can position books as narrative with
and against other narrative forms and how the lines between mediums are blurred
(e.g., Ryan; Elleström; Hungerford) but rarely take into account the rich history of the
book or how its contents conscripts its readers. Each of these approaches attempts to
isolate one aspect of the medium of the book, as evidenced by the prefixes “meta” and
“inter,” and most rely heavily on the concept of the book as a container for something
more significant than the form itself while neglecting how the book has influenced
literature and reading. I build on these foundational works to create a holistic study of
multimodal literature that values the whole over the part to discover what has made
multimodality necessary again. Instead of treating multimodality as a general
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technique or looking at the “bookishness” (Pressman “Aesthetic”) of these texts, I
want to be attentive to the full medium of the book and its contents to bring the
narrative, the materiality, and the cultural into a conversation that views the book
within a transitioning media ecology rather than in isolation and outside of time.
Other scholars have sought to treat the book as a culturally inflected and
evolving medium. One of the earliest collections to interrogate the constellation of
values associated with the book, The Book of the Book edited by Jerome Rothenberg
and Steven Clay expands the definition of the book. In enlarging the definition of
“book,” we assume that more forms can be understood through our social protocols of
“reading” and the cultural significance of abstract ideas such as “information,”
“knowledge,” or “perspective.” This allows us to see mountains, earthworks, and any
“container” as a possible book, helpfully illuminating many of the assumptions and
expectations we have of books, but I seek to refine the definition through the lens of
media studies. Though some expansion may be merited, redefining, resignifying, and
revaluing the book based on its place within culture and the tacitly-learned system of
interaction seems more significant at this time when so many mediums are staking
claims not on content but their boundaries for representation and reception.
More recently, Amaranth Borsuk’s The Book has again taken up the form of
the book as an object, but also as “content,” “idea,” and “interface.” Usefully tracing
the evolution12 of the book to the object we now know and how the form of the book
has been “shaped by the materials at hand and the needs of writers and readers,”
Borsuk does not limit her focus to a particular genre of book (Borsuk 111). While she

12

I use the term evolution not to imply a betterment of the form, but to signify its changes across time.
Much as biological evolution is not evaluative, neither is my use of this term to describe the book.
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does address how the material form of the book has “in turn shaped the content with
which such books were filled” (111), acknowledging that many things that were once
books are no longer, her hope is “to offer a path forward for those interested in
shaping the book’s future,” which does not necessarily include the print book (xiv).
Additionally, though Borsuk looks to artists’ books to examine the form of the book,
she is not studying literary texts within that definition, an essential part of my study.
Attending specifically to how reading is understood, Leah Price’s What We
Talk About When We Talk About Books: The History and Future of Reading does
much to show that the fear of the vanishing reader is unfounded. A complementary
study to Borsuk’s, Price’s account thematically investigates reading practices and
values across the centuries. As much as the form of the book has changed, moving
from the scroll to the paged codex we now associate with the term, so have our ideas
about reading and being readers. Though she is both a book historian and a literary
critic, Price traces reading practices through secondary sources such as newspaper
articles and conduct manuals, rather than literary texts. Importantly, she also struggles
to find a space to combine the practices of literary studies and book history and
questions the importance of literary criticism to the lay reader (35, 159-162). Where
Price bifurcates her practice, I bring awareness of the form to bear on my training in
literary studies to show how narrative books can help us comprehend our media
ecology. By foregrounding the thematic of reading in four multimodal books, I ask
how our expectations of books are changing to examine what a book is, how we
expect to interact with books, and who is the reader of the twenty-first century.
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This dissertation focuses on the book as a book. The material object of the
print book is not just the physical product that we hold in our hands, an essential
aspect of this study, but is a medium that we understand through the social protocols
and cultural significance surrounding the concrete manifestation. Additionally, literary
studies scholars often focus on the content of the book, the story or perspective found
within its pages that we then interpret as part of the literary historical dialogue. Thus,
the book could be understood as either the material substrate that we interact with or
the language found within that is read for meaning. Both of these aspects of the book
are understood through the cultural system of the reader—we know both how to hold
and treat a physical book and how to synthesize the series of words as laid out in the
book because of the learned habits we have developed, also known as social protocols.
I am interested in all three aspects of books: the material book that we physically
interact with, the content of the book delivered via the text, and the protocols we have
learned for reading books when I say that I will focus on the book as a book.
This tripartite consideration of the book allows me to thoroughly analyze,
through the technique of close reading, the narrative of each text as inherently related
to its form, as opposed to treating the physical book as merely a container for content.
It further offers me the chance to look not only at the relationship between each
narrative and the form of presentation it relies on but how these books propose we
interact with both the object and the content presented in the form of the book. We can
no longer assume that books are a mode of convenience or a type of default, and thus I
treat each project as consciously activating its form. To build this methodology, I
focus on one aspect of the book in my first three chapters, though these elements are
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always intertwined, and in my fourth chapter, I synthesize this method to show how
looking at the book as a medium is essential. There is a reason that these books are
books as opposed to electronic literature, audiobooks, e-books, films, or another
competing medium that goes beyond a simplistic desire to preserve or prolong the
presence of books.
Media studies informs my method of media-specific analysis—“a kind of
criticism that pays attention to the material apparatus producing the literary work as
physical artifact” (Hayles Writing 29)—and I center myself in that field to look at the
book and its history and conventions as a distinct but culturally inflected object that
exists alongside what is found within the covers. In particular, media studies engages
not just what we have found in a form, but the affordances—“the possibilities for use
presented by its form” (Borsuk 1)—and constraints of the material object to imagine
what a form could offer. Media historian Lisa Gitelman has greatly influenced me. In
Always Already New, she says that “I begin with the truism that all media were once
new as well as the assumption, widely shared by others, that looking into the novelty
years, transitional states, and identity crises of different media stands to tell us much”
(1, emphasis mine). Furthermore, she articulates “Just as it makes no sense to
appreciate an artwork without attending to its medium (painted in watercolors or oils?
sculpted in granite or Styrofoam?), it makes no sense to think about ‘content’ without
attending to the medium that both communicates that content and represents or helps
to set the limits of what that content can consist of” (7). Much like scholars have made
a point to focus on the many modes of meaning-making that are present on the page
(Drucker Word 46, Graphesis 162; Elleström 27; Lanham Electronic 4), I want to
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draw attention to the form of the book and consider the physicality of the book
alongside its contents. A focus in media studies offers the position that books exist
within a larger field of mediums, rather than as completely distinct objects.
At the same time, the book is a unique medium. Not only have we developed
close reading as a technique for carefully analyzing literary texts, but book history
strives to unearth how the book as a tool and object has fulfilled an essential need for
millennia (Raven; Borsuk). Thus, our conception of the book is based on the practices
that surround it, the cultural significance we attach to it, and the narratives presented
within the book, as well as its status as a medium. Throughout, I will draw heavily on
the history of the book to understand the form of the book, how this form has
influenced its content, and how our reading practices have evolved. Close reading will
be an essential part of this study to trace how the intradiegetic reader models social
protocols alongside the themes and goals of each project. In this way, I am marrying
these two disciplines, using both a historical view of the book’s development and the
precise attention to individual books as emblematic of their cultural moment, while
placing the book in conversation with other media through media studies.
My method will manifest in my close attention to how each book is presented.
By looking at the effect of multimodality on the medium of the book, both a material
delivery system and a cultural system (Ryan 19), we can ask not only what these
elements offer to the story that is held within the covers of the book, but how
multimodal literature comments on the medium of the book itself. Multimodality is an
important shift in contemporary literature precisely because it responds to the
possibilities of the book over the conventions of the literary tradition—the book has
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always been capable of presenting visuals alongside text and activating the space of
the page to change the reader’s experience even when printing technology made this
difficult to execute on a large scale. I focus on multimodal texts because these texts
engage our awareness of the form of the book through the exploration of affordances
instead of precedence, much as Borsuk focuses on artists’ books.
To focus my attention on the reception of books, I will look at intradiegetic
readers as these characters “recruit the very reading [the narrative] requires” (Stewart
Dear 12). Garrett Stewart shows how the “encoded presence of a reading
consciousness to a narrative episode” (12) reflects the text in which the presence is
found and drafts the reader into the text as an active participant. The intradiegetic
reader both tutors the empirical reader, or real-world as opposed to storyworld reader,
in the intended social protocols of a book and serves as a reminder that the reader is a
necessary actor in any work of literature. Looking closely at intradiegetic readers in
contemporary multimodal novels illuminates how these convention-breaking texts
encode their method of reading and prompt other types of interactions that
contemporary readers should enact with print books by engaging visual and spatial
modes of meaning-making and reviving social protocols from the history of the book.
Tree of Codes, House of Leaves, S., and Syllabus have something to say about
the form of the book, but unlike the artists’ books of the twentieth century, they were
all produced by relatively large presses and marketed to the general public. Taken
together, they change the popular conception of what constitutes a literary book. The
narratives each challenge some aspect of traditional print conventions and reading
conventions in their multimodality, forcing the reader to question their assumptions
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and expectations. By focusing on the intradiegetic readers and examining how these
readers are influenced by other media forms, I will make visible how the definition of
the book is changing in terms of the form and the social protocols of reading by
examining all aspects of the medium, including the content. With this focus, I will
show how book history and literary studies can come together with media-specific
analysis through a media studies lens to locate the book in our media ecology.
Focusing on the physical form of the book, my first chapter examines Tree of
Codes by Jonathan Safran Foer. This project creates its story through die-cut erasure
of The Street of Crocodiles by Bruno Schulz, a Polish Jewish author who was
murdered by a Gestapo officer during the Holocaust. By creating square holes in the
pages, Foer makes it obvious where he has removed words from the original text and
makes present the absence of Schulz’s voice and life. This technique also destabilizes
the reader’s assumption of the book as a form by making reading difficult and
changing the relationship of the words on the page—because there are holes the pages
become fragile and we can see words on upcoming pages, upending the assumptions
that pages are opaque and words should be read in a sequential and additive manner.
The holes further thwart the expectations we have of the page as a unit of reading and
the binding as creating a linear relationship of pages. Tree of Codes forces the reader
to ask how we read.
To explore these topics, I trace the history of the book and how the form of the
book developed to the paged volume we now know. I also dissect the term medium
and its many aspects to provide a common understanding and locate the book within
the media landscape. Building on these ideas, I ask how the conventions of reading are
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based on the material object of the book and how Tree of Codes frustrates these
assumptions and practices in its treatment of absence. In my close reading of Foer’s
book, I show that the holes co-create meaning with the text to produce a personal
response to an overwhelming and unending atrocity, largely by overwhelming the
reader with the constant absence on the pages. Tree of Codes does not just tell us of an
absence, but it makes us contend with that absence in our reading practices. Based on
this analysis, I evaluate how our expectations of the book and text as separable have
affected the study of print literature and what awareness of the form can bring to
literary studies. While the material object of the book is extremely significant to
Foer’s work, it is a book that must be read. The holes do not keep us from reading but
make the form of the book covalent with the words and by recognizing this
relationship we acknowledge the significance of this medium to our comprehension.
As a confounding and complicated story about a house that is larger on the
inside than the outside, House of Leaves by Mark Z. Danielewski is my case study in
my second chapter. Moving to interrogate content, an essential part of any book, I
explore how what is contained does not become more significant than its container
through this book’s links to architecture and the Internet. House of Leaves is a multilayered text written by a blind man, Zampanò, about a movie that does not exist,
annotated by a young man named Johnny Truant, with further notes by unnamed
editors. Here there are two layers of intradiegetic readers, whose comments are
footnotes, as well the layer of the framed text by Zampanò that remarks upon a
different medium. These nested levels introduce several new ways to perceive a
reader’s potential relationships with books. The earliest book that I am including,
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House of Leaves is also unique in its paratextual material, several appendices and an
index that further the experience but do not have a clear attribution and that set up the
book as a dialogic medium relying on multiple independent readers to come to its final
form. Through remediation of the film and many other inscription technologies, the
book continually confuses readers to force questions about the experience of reading a
book: is the print book something we ignore in finding meaning, a thing we consume
in search of its narrative, or does it have a purposeful relationship to its content?
House of Leaves engages our bodies in the act of reading and demands that we find a
path to the end amongst the many possibilities it presents.
Throughout this chapter, I ask what we expect to find in print books today.
While books organize information, literary books do not exist to disseminate or
provide access to knowledge, and House of Leaves deliberately activates reading aids
traditionally found in academic and reference texts to test the relationship between
content, context, and form. To achieve this, I begin by explaining the relationship
between the book and its content. This allows me to treat literature and narrative as
creating meaning as an essential role of the book; books offer places to come to
comprehension, and in this section, I consider the relationship of the book to the
cathedral and the Internet as media shifts functions. Turning to look at the
“supplemental” aspects of the book, the reading aids of the index, appendices, and
footnotes, I explore this tension between raw data and narrative in House of Leaves.
Though it is the hardest part to see, this chapter seeks the center of the book—its
content and purpose.
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S. by Doug Dorst and J. J. Abrams appears to be a used copy of Ship of
Theseus by V.M. Straka that has been annotated by two previous readers, Eric and Jen.
These intradiegetic readers are the focus of my third chapter as I explore how they
transform the physical object of the book and the content of the story into a place of
communication. Though the print object is essential in their relationship (i.e., it is both
the means by which they come to know each other and their main method of
communication, eventually becoming a scrapbook of the development of their
relationship and research), Jen and Eric do not limit themselves to the confines of the
book. S. is a transmedia project—which “unfolds across multiple media platforms,
with each new text making a distinctive and valuable contribution to the whole”
(Jenkins Convergence 95). It encompasses ephemera inserts and digital platforms to
explore the limits of the book and the reader’s relationship to the book and new media.
By close reading the notes in the margins, the inserts, and Jen and Eric’s interactions
online, I explore how the twenty-first-century reader can seize the book as a dynamic
location of shared conversation while also acknowledging that the book has limits that
can be transcended through complementary forms.
In drawing out the informed reader’s relationship to the book, I first define and
describe how Jen and Eric use the book. The social protocols that are evident in S.
encompass the expectations of the book, and I build on the practices that these
intradiegetic readers use to investigate how these protocols trouble and question their
expectations. Having identified the limits of the book in this story, I then explore how
Jen and Eric use materials outside of the book, both analog and digital, in the full
transmedia project. This use of many media shows how we can locate the book
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amongst other forms, rather than isolating the book from our media ecology. As
informed readers who make use of Twitter, cell phones, and postcards alongside the
text of the book, Jen and Eric show the book in a cooperative relationship to other
media that can expand boundaries of the narrative, even as the book remains the heart
of this relationship.
My fourth chapter synthesizes my method of media-specific analysis with a
media studies lens to consider Syllabus: Notes from an Accidental Professor by Lynda
Barry. This book looks like a composition notebook, but Barry’s project is not
pastiche or simulacrum for the sake of nostalgia or aesthetic pleasure. Rather, its
physical form is deeply embedded in Barry’s project that weaves all the aspects of the
book together to conceptualize the book as a place, rather than a thing, where we
engage both our bodies and minds to come to understanding. Syllabus covers roughly
the first three years Barry taught at the college level, and, throughout, we join her in
the classroom as she guides us through an imagined semester based on the notes she
kept at this time. Barry is her own intradiegetic reader as she compiles and reflects on
her syllabi and respective courses that she has taught in drawing and writing to selfproclaimed non-artists at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, building Syllabus
from her notes, as she also reads and responds to her students in the text, who we can
treat as another layer of intradiegetic readers. Importantly, Barry lays out a method
that we can take beyond her classroom and book, and beyond art or creative writing, to
better comprehend how we think and what inspires us. In doing this, we watch as
Barry uses the method herself and shares her place for deeply engaging with the ideas
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of memory, understanding, image, and the relationship between cognition and the
body as she seeks to share this form of play.
The weaving of form, content, and social protocols throughout Syllabus allows
me to show how media-specific analysis can illuminate the hardest part to see—the
soul of the book. To do this, I first examine how the form of the composition notebook
draws on the history of the notebook alongside Barry’s own writing and drawing.
Having argued that the book relies on the form of the notebook, I ask how the hybrid
genre inherent in the content allows us to see Syllabus as an artist’s book that shares a
conviction about the place of the book in our media ecology. Finally, I demonstrate
that Barry presents her methodology through explicit social protocols in the form of
instruction and transforms the book from an object to a shared space of
comprehension. In doing this, I move multimodal literature from the realm of merely
“weird books” to books that have something to say about the form of the book in the
twenty-first century without being corrupted by association with digital technology.
Syllabus is not anxious about the death of the book; it is enthusiastic about the
possibilities of the book as a form of choice.
Having demonstrated the importance of media-specific analysis from a media
studies perspective for literary studies in these four books, I turn to three projects that
engage other media forms in my coda. I briefly look at A Visit from the Goon Squad
by Jennifer Egan (2010); The Silent History by Eli Horowitz, Russell Quinn, Matthew
Derby, and Kevin Moffett (2012/2014); and novelling by Will Luers, Roger Dean, and
Hazel Smith (2016) as works that engage digital technology in their form to question
the future of literature. These works allow us to see the convergence culture paradigm
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as not just affecting the form of the book but changing literature more broadly
conceived. These works, which use the form of a PowerPoint presentation, iOS app,
and algorithmic online novel, respectively, raise questions about how readers are
meant to interpret and respond to works outside of the form of the book and
interrogate how long we read, how we want to participate in our reading, and how we
connect or disconnect in our reading, issues that are present in many contemporary
literary works. By applying my methodology to projects that are not entirely reliant on
the form of the physical book, I also show that media-specific analysis through a
media studies lens can fill a gap in literary studies by encouraging a close reading of
the form alongside a close reading of the words and other semiotic modes of meaningmaking found therein for more than just book-bound studies. New media has not only
changed the form of the book and the narratives we find within books but also our
ideas about literature and reading, and this coda illustrates what we can learn by
examining projects that engage digital technology as more than a production aid.
As a scholar of literary studies, I seek to better know our contemporary
moment through these works of literature. To do so, I focus on all parts of the book—
the material object invested with a history that has affected the form of literature; the
content that engages visual and spatial modes alongside language to provide an
experience; and the social protocols that have taught me how to read and handle books
as well as when and why I should reach for a book—because books and readers have
responded to the introduction of digital technology. This response has raised alarms
about the status of the book and reading in our current moment, and other scholars
have read the same books that I do as building battlements around the traditional
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concept of literature. Basing my work on the symbiotic understanding of convergence
culture, I see these works as productively exploring what the strengths and
possibilities of the book are, why we choose books over some other medium, and how
other forms have freed the book from many of its past chores. Clearly, the book and
literature are changing, but, rather than bemoaning some golden past that has slipped
away unnoticed, I seek to trace the mark of the vanishing reader to show that the book
may be shifting in its purpose but not disappearing into extinction.
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ENCOUNTER: THE HOLLOW BOOK

I first heard of Tree of Codes, this “weird” book by Jonathan Safran Foer, not
too long after its November 2010 publication at a small academic conference when I
was studying abroad in Paris as an undergraduate. My interest in this work prompted
my first visit to the national library, la Bibliotheque Nationale de France (BNF). The
BNF sits on the Seine river in the 13th arrondissement in Paris, far enough from the
center of the old city that the modern glass high rises that make up the four corners of
the library’s footprint blend in with the other buildings around it. Traveling to the
outskirts of Paris always makes me feel that I am in a different time, but not a different
city. As the city spirals outward, the architecture jumps decades and centuries forward;
skyscrapers reflect the sun along the Seine, dazzling the eye that has grown used to the
tiny alleys and off-white stone that absorb the light at the center. Wood, glass, and
metal dominate compared to the stone and slate of old Paris. There is no vaulting or
gargoyles, just clean lines rising straight up.
Walking along the river, I see the library come into view, rising above the
street. As I walk up the wooden steps, I feel as if I am approaching a grand building,
but the stairs lead to what appears to be a boardwalk with Parisians sprawled out like
cats in the sun. Glass gleams in each of the four corners, protecting a hollow middle.
The true courtyard rests far below, with greenery and flowers offering a pleasant, if
distant, landscape.
The glass towers in each corner are the library’s stacks, housing books and
documents from throughout the annals of French history, which most people will
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never enter. Each of the four towers looks as if it is propped open, with two
perpendicular wings meeting at a ninety-degree angle. While these buildings resemble
the books they house, these book buildings are not meant to be read. They exist for
their content but are larger than we can handle. Rather, they protect the courtyard, an
absence, in the middle which offers light to the readers.
After climbing up the stairs, one must descend to enter the library. My first trip
to BNF stopped at the lobby, one level down from the boardwalk. I had heard that the
library had a copy of this “weird book” that supposedly was very expensive, maybe
even rare, but I had wanted to visit the library and had not researched where the book
might be or how I could view it. I wandered through the top level of the library, above
ground level still but feeling subterranean, looking for galleries of rare books. I never
found Tree of Codes on that trip but looking it up at in my chambre de bonne on the
8th floor of a building closer to the center of Paris, I discovered I could just buy it.
While at $40 the book was more expensive than a typical paperback, the price was not
completely out of my range. But my budget and my impending return to the U.S.
suggested against the expense at the time, and so I placed Tree of Codes onto my
mind’s shelf to be pulled out another day.

I returned to France in 2014, having completed my master’s degree in English,
to teach English at a high school about a half an hour south of Paris. I had returned to
Jonathan Safran Foer’s work more seriously during my graduate career and I was in
the process of applying to PhD programs. Back in France, I remembered the rumor of
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Foer’s “weird” book at the BNF and decided to succeed in seeing it. I had a
membership to the BNF, having finally researched how one accesses the light of the
hollow center, and I was accustomed to taking the train into Paris, checking in to take
the escalator at least two further flights down to the reading rooms, and quietly making
my way to the Tour des Lettres and “litteratures etrangeres” to look at scholarly texts
about American literature in English.
Usually, I would request the books I wanted to peruse in advance or at the
librarian’s station, picking them up to look through during the few hours I spent there
each month. Tree of Codes was not available in the regular reading room, though; to
look at and read this text, I had to make an appointment in the Rare Books room.
Surrounded by people reading manuscripts, incunabula—the first books to be printed
on a press, usually before 1501—and historical documents, the librarian, wearing
gloves, brought out a four-year-old book. This hushed room with velvet page weights
heightened the ever-present description of “delicate pages.” The holding of Tree of
Codes in the Rare Books collection made me fear me that if I ripped a page, I would
be kicked out and never allowed to return, perhaps not to the library at all. After the
anxiety of touching the book died down, I confronted the act of reading the words in
the book, though I still turned the pages as if they were liable to disintegrate at my
touch.
The pages of Tree of Codes are literally full of holes, allowing the reader to see
words on upcoming pages, sometimes four or five pages away. Some words are
wholly visible while others only have a head or a tail appearing through a misaligned
hole, begging the question if reading happens on the page or through the page, to
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encompass all the words that are visible at any one time. This issue, like the delicacy
of the pages, comes up again and again in literary criticism that addresses Tree of
Codes. The book not only subverts expectations in its form but also in how it
functions. Normally, the words that are meant to be read at any one time are present
and obvious, because the plane of the page hides words that come later in the
narrative, but in this book, words that come later are hints of what is to come that have
to be willfully ignored. I grappled with different possibilities for reading—some
readers insert a blank piece of paper behind each page to avoid “distraction,” while
others read the future words and fragments into a sort of poetry, in which each page
interacts with the other pages, that is only very loosely linked to any kind of narrative.
I played for some time with including all the visible words to see if it created
meaningful text, or perhaps only one page back, but since neither seemed to add much
sense, I decided on reading each page on its own. I remained aware of the words I
could see in the distance but did not attempt to incorporate them into the narrative. I
did not find avoiding “distraction” feasible; I did not have much loose paper with me
at the time, largely because blank A4 paper was not something I thought to bring, even
though a guard checked the materials I brought upon entering and I knew not to bring
a notebook with me on this trip.13 Even if I could not read the words on the coming
pages, I still had to hunt the page to find the words of the story. The paper merely
would have added an extra step in what was already a more stressful than usual

I rarely allowed myself to avoid “distraction” from the pages coming up by creating an opaque plane
with more paper. Since this first reading, I have tried out the various methods again, including
transcribing the text for myself. I’ve used blank paper, but the best method for transcribing was actually
reading the story aloud using voice to text on my phone.
13
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reading experience. Instead, I lightly lifted each page, allowing the light to stream
through the holes and make it clear what few words were on a given page.
Even with these questions, reading Tree of Codes took considerably less time
than I had expected; I had thought I might need to come back a second or third time to
read the 280-page book. In fact, the book is under 4,000 words making it much closer
to a short story than a novel in its arc and development. To accommodate the die-cuts,
most of the book is only printed on one side of the page, which is reflected in the page
numbers, only reaching 139 instead of the full 280. Furthermore, each page is brief,
containing as many words as a haiku, and in some cases no words at all. I do not
remember much of that first reading, besides being flummoxed and unsure if I had
done it “right” or had missed some essential step. Even as someone who had chosen to
make a career of reading books, I felt unsettled by Tree of Codes. This book lacked
features I had grown used to in books of all types and made me question my
assumptions about what books could be. Though it was interesting, I felt frustrated and
like there was something just beyond my grasp. At the time, I did not know what it
was about Foer’s books that interested me, and Tree of Codes did not immediately
reveal itself to me. Leaving the inverted library, I put aside thoughts of the hollow
book again.

I came back to Tree of Codes when preparing for my PhD comprehensive
exams. I had included Tree of Codes on my list of primarily “odd” texts as one that
was interesting and that I had already read. This time I was in Rhode Island instead of
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France and there were no libraries nearby with the book.14 I had looked it up and I
discovered it was now out-of-print and used editions were regularly offered for over
$100—outside of my price range for a book I did not expect to talk much about.
Though two other works by Jonathan Safran Foer had made it on my list, Tree of
Codes seemed not to garner as much critical attention as it had reviews. I remembered
it being interesting, but it had been hard to read—both physically and for meaning.
The holes were overwhelming, the absence seemed to overshadow everything else the
book had to offer, but mostly the book was too expensive. Though only seven years
away from its initial publication, Tree of Codes had become rare.
I continued reading and preparing for my exams. I ran across more than one
text that referenced Tree of Codes as a particularly notable book that played with our
concept of what a book is. I started thinking more about this question: what is a book?
I began asking how different fields analyzing media and literature dealt with the issue.
Throughout my exam preparation, I noticed how infrequently other scholars examined
the story of Tree of Codes—how issues of its material presence and the difficulty of
reading the text overwhelmed more people than just me. I also began to wonder how
this particular book exists only as a physical book and “resists” transfer to other
common media such as e-books or even PDFs.15 As I became more interested in why a
book might want to only be a book in the twenty-first century, I found myself
returning once again to Tree of Codes, dusting off the idea of owning it.
I had begun my exams without a copy of Tree of Codes. In writing about it, I
knew I had to attempt to read the text and read meaning into the words rather than
Of course, there is now a local library with Tree of Codes. It is in the “graphic novel” section.
It is worth noting that Tree of Codes has been adapted to ballet (2015) and opera (2018), though not
in another form you can read.
14
15
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brushing them off as some sort of poetry more mystical than meaningful. Truly
resistant to transfer and unavailable online or nearby, I finally found a copy that was
selling for under $75. Even getting the book at what I considered a bargain, I needed
to sign for the package at the post office. Well-aware that every minute I spent away
from my computer was a minute I was not writing feverishly closer to my PhD, I
walked the mile to the post office so I could finally incorporate the text into my ideas.
Even before rereading it, I knew I needed to treat Tree of Codes as a whole
rather than disregarding one of its aspects for convenience. If there is no meaning to
be read in the text, the pages of this book did not fit with my core understanding of
multimodality as being narratively productive. Returning home to read it, I began to
consider how we can read the absence rather than just be overwhelmed.
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CHAPTER 2

“BETTER THAN A PAPER IMITATION:” TREE OF CODES AND THE
PHYSICAL BOOK

Few books are known for what is not there—some are searched for clues to a
puzzle or for details about an enigmatic life—but, Tree of Codes, a commercially
printed book by a best-selling author, does not garner attention because of a mystery
or gossip. Rather, critics and readers praise this book for what is absent. Jonathan
Safran Foer carefully removed words from one book, The Street of Crocodiles
(1934/1963) by Bruno Schulz, to create his book, Tree of Codes (2010). Normally
identified within the tradition of erasure poetry,16 Foer’s book is even more dramatic
in its departure from printing conventions than most books that begin with another
text. Where similar books of erasure reproduce pages that have been covered in black
ink or correction fluid or even just substitute white space for the missing words, Tree
of Codes removes the paper on which those words would have been.17 This absence is
what makes Tree of Codes noteworthy for most—it is a book with holes in the pages.
To create Tree of Codes from The Street of Crocodiles, the letters and words are
physically removed through rectangular die-cuts, producing pages in which every edge
Tree of Codes came out just months after Austin Kleon’s Blackout Poetry in 2010, a book that did
much to popularize blackout poetry while also acknowledging the substantial history of the practice.
The technique has a roughly 250-year history, with many writers using an older text to create their own,
selecting which words to keep and which to obscure in the text, or to even times cutting them away or
hiding them as in the case of “cut-ups” or “fold-ins” from the 1920s (Kleon xviii-xxii). Álvaro Seiça of
the University of Bergen has identified a considerable uptick in erasure poetry in the last 15 years
predominantly in the U.S., though it is not exclusive to American literature.
17
I have heard of one other project that approaches erasure work in the same way. Between the Lines
(2007) by Ariana Boussard-Reifel took the “black” out of RaHoWa (Racial Holy War) to follow the
book’s own ideology of separating black from white. This resulted in a book with all the words cut out,
making it unreadable.
16
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is complete but whose center has a variety of empty spaces. Some pages have just a
few holes scattered between words, while other pages have less paper to block the
sight of the next page and the ones beyond that, creating pages that are mostly empty
margins. Though this book looks radically different from others when opened, it does
not keep us from reading the words that remain. In fact, if we read the words alongside
the gaps as co-creators of meaning in the book, we find the work much easier to
understand as it manifests absence. This reminds us that it is a significant choice to
create a physical book today and that materiality must enter into our understanding of
books.
From the outside, Tree of Codes looks like a “typical” book; however, it begins
upending expectations almost immediately: the volume is lighter than one would
think; if one presses the center of the cover, there is a sense of hollowness; one is not
sure if it is to be read like other books. Most of the early reviews of the book focused
on just these facts and it was called a “sculptural object” (Heller) and “objet d’art”
(Faber) with writers focusing more on how it was “very, very cool” (Wagner) or likely
to cause “a swelling in the PhD gland” (Faber) than on the content of the text. As the
book has continued to excite interest, it is not subject to the sort of close readings that
are typical in literary studies, as Jessica Pressman says in “Jonathan Safran Foer’s
Tree of Codes: Memorial, Fetish, Bookishness:”
Thinking of the book as a program and this book in particular as a post-digital
object that is part sculpture, part literature, part gimmick, and part memorial
might explain why Tree of Codes is left largely untouched by literary critics.
Tree of Codes is a bookish object that can be read in relation to other bookish
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things, yet it is still also a book. Although it is often mentioned in surveys of
contemporary digitally inflected literature, few scholars actually engage it in a
serious interpretative manner. (106)18
Often, scholars focus on what has been removed from the book. These scholars can be
grouped into those who treat absence in the abstract sense and in the literal sense. For
example, in “[ ]Tree[ ] of C[ ]od[ ]es,” Matt Rager argues that the holes destabilize
our practice of reading and foreground the relationship between the writer, reader, and
the material book—an important part of my reading of Tree of Codes—but he comes
to this conclusion without close reading the text. Other scholars looking at the holes in
the pages as metaphor suggest that Tree of Codes is reacting to digital technology
(Fan), using silence as a “weapon” (Watkins), remediating the form of the book
(Miller), treating the book as a privileged site of memory (Tanderup “Intermedial”), or
furthering the theme of the “impossible book” in Foer’s oeuvre (Starre). The scholars
who look at the absence literally compare Foer’s book to The Street of Crocodiles by
Bruno Schulz, such as James Randall in “Sculpting in Lost Time: The Fragmentation
of Bruno Schulz’s The Street of Crocodiles in Jonathan Safran Foer’s Tree of Codes,”
which reads the text as a memorial to Schulz and the Holocaust, or Berit Michel in
“‘PlastiCity’: Foer’s Tree of Codes as (Visual) Multilayered Urban Typography—
Performing Space and Time in a Twenty-First Adaptation of Bruno Schulz’s Textual
Labyrinths,” which reads both texts as responding to changes in urban life compared
to contemporary technologies. N. Katherine Hayles in “Combining Close and Distant
Reading: Jonathan Safran Foer’s Tree of Codes and the Aesthetic of Bookishness” is
also interested in how Tree of Codes differs from The Street of Crocodiles, and she
18

I believe Pressman overlooks some articles, but her assessment bolsters my own.
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uses digital textual analysis to compare the two texts and traces how Foer alters the
character of the text as well as the pages. Though this is one of two articles that
Pressman cites as engaging with Foer’s books “in a serious interpretative manner,”
Hayles does not close read the text; rather, she makes general claims about the themes
based on quantitative analysis of the words used (106). “Old and New Medialities in
Foer’s Tree of Codes” by Kiene Brillenburg Wurth is the other article Pressman
singles out for praise, in which the holes are interpreted as showing the viability of
print. However, again Brillenburg Wurth achieves this not by reading the words
alongside the holes, but by considering the form of the book as the most significant
element of the project. None of these scholars engage in the traditional literary studies
practice of close reading and most seem to look only at the physical fact of the holes,
whether treated comparatively with Schulz’s original text or generally with ideas of
atrocity. This is because Tree of Codes is difficult to read and this difficulty is
intentional, just as the form is overall.
This awareness of materiality can be taken too far though. Rather than focusing
on the content, most people who come to this book are interested in the material fact
of the pages as evidenced by the articles I cited earlier. While the pages are significant,
this runs into the danger of reducing the text to an after-thought; the book is often
described as “sculptural” and hailed for its object-ness. It is true that the material form
creates the book’s identity more than the tone and techniques of the text, but one can
still read this book and in reading the book come to an understanding of it. Just as
other books are, Tree of Codes is a self-contained narrative; rather than being some
sort of “new” or “better” book, Tree of Codes merely exemplifies the fact that creating
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a physical book, as opposed to any other narrative form, is an intentional choice and
that we should treat this choice as significant in weighing the material form of the
book alongside its text as a co-creator of meaning.
Jessica Pressman, however, does read the text. In her analysis, she concludes
that Tree of Codes acts as a memorial to The Street of Crocodiles, Bruno Schulz, the
Holocaust, and the book as such. Though she close reads the text, and I would argue
with more care than most others writing about this text, as a metamediality scholar,
Pressman focuses on “bookishness” and fetishization of the form. I differ from
Pressman in her identification of the book as a fetish which seeks to memorialize its
own form, instead preferring to explore how the materiality of Tree of Codes creates
an embodied absence that can be read in both the material object and the words.
Furthermore, by investing the book with “godlike powers” (Taussig 25), fetishization
complicates the issue of the reader, who becomes a worshipper rather than an
informed participant. Here, we see the reader vanishing as newer talismans appear,
drawing people away from the older religion. As metamediality scholars are some of
the few to seriously consider the form of the book alongside the text, I will return to
Pressman, Hayles, and Starre later in this chapter, and to their ideas throughout this
dissertation, to draw out how my method differs from their own after having
illustrated it in this chapter.
Whereas what appears on the page is normally the most notable feature of a
book, here it is what does not appear on the page—the physical fact of pages is that
they are full of holes, again as evidenced by the focus of both critics and scholars. The
die-cut holes simultaneously erase and produce the narrative to create a book that is
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fragile and difficult to digitize.19 There are several consequences of this method of
erasure. The holes allow text from future pages to be visible. At times, these words are
complete and at other times only a portion is visible through a hole. Furthermore,
these words might be on the next page or five pages away. The gaps are an obvious
departure from the typical page of a book, but the holes also ask us to consider the
way we normally read. This choice also required further changes in the book’s form:
while the book appears to have 280 pages, most sheets are printed on only one side
and so we only read 127 pages in the story. Tree of Codes, excluding the introductory
pages and afterword, is 3,815 words, for an average of about 30 words per page
(Hayles “Combining” 227). These 127 pages are more easily recognizable in their
physical status—holey, delicate, difficult to simply flip through—than for their
“content,” but the holes should be read as content that affects the story, as well as a
material fact of the page.
The physical object, in this case, the book, and the content, what is typically
called the text, are usually considered separate. This line between material, or delivery
system, and content is common and especially so in discussions of media, but this
relationship is particularly unique with books. Whereas we use the same TV to watch
many series and, with a DVD player, many movies, a physical book holds one text.20

19

N. Katherine Hayles discusses this at length in her PMLA article on Tree of Codes. This does not
make digitization impossible—Hayles does find a system that allows her to scan, code, and usefully
parse the text, but it is interesting that this book seems to not only signal its materiality, but protect it by
being difficult to digitize or transfer. Hayles takes this as a sign of “bookishness,” a backwards-looking
protection of the importance of the book, which I will discuss in more depth later in this chapter.
However, I prefer to acknowledge this difficulty of digitizing as the inter-animation of content and
materiality as Hayles herself proclaims in her earlier work Writing Machines.
20
This was not always strictly true. While the physical book is universally recognized as a single object,
many medieval manuscripts were “miscellanies,” containing what we would now consider many books,
and scribes or authorities sometimes adjusted what these books held, as was the case of the Bible, which
is made of individual books (Black 1).
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We could say this is similar to visual art, such as a painting or even a print, but books
are mass-produced beyond even the mechanical reproduction of Walter Benjamin’s
fading aura21 and therefore exist as supposedly identical copies of a unique text. This
might be closer to a stage play or opera, which is only given expression by the
performance, but unlike these forms, a copy will remain the same22 on a shelf
indefinitely.23 Furthermore, our understanding of “authorship,” developed over
centuries and largely shaped by copyright, has encouraged us to think of the text as the
primary identity of any work of literature or book, while the physical form is a
secondary consideration. That Tree of Codes is “resistant” to transfer illuminates this
fact.
While we can easily scan another book or readily find an electronic version,
Tree of Codes is only available as a print book and it is difficult to scan without losing
the sense of the holes. It is meant to be a physical monograph and Tree of Codes does
not offer choice to the reader beyond the choice to pick it up or not. We should not
disparage this book for being unavailable as a PDF, ePub, MP3, or any other form
than the print book; instead, we should acknowledge that the form of the book is not
truly separable from its content and that its presence as a physical book is a significant
choice that is considered in any analysis of the work.
Alexander Starre suggests that publications with “detailed production” attempt to “counteract the loss
of aura that Walter Benjamin famously diagnosed with regard to the mechanically reproducible
artwork” (73).
22
The book is hailed as stable because once the text is printed on the page, it does not change. Unlike
Wikipedia, which causes endless anxiety because of its changing nature, a book you hold in your hands
cannot be changed without your knowledge. While it is true that an individual copy of the book should
be stable, the “stability” of the book across copies and editions is much more difficult to rely on. I will
discuss stability more in my third chapter.
23
The presumed permanence of books exists along similar lines. While it is a bit hyperbolic to call
books permanent—book history is filled with stories of fire damaging or destroying books that we wish
we still had, from the fire at the Library of Alexandria to the damage on the sole copy of Beowulf—they
are not considered ephemera, unlike so much other paper.
21
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To further understand the relationship between the text and the book, we need
to look more closely at this form. There are various definitions for “book” from a
“volume consisting of a series of written, printed, or illustrated pages bound together
for ease of reading” (OED) to those that focus primarily on the physical object or the
text. Most often, we define the book at the intersection of the physical and textual. As
Thomas A. Vogler explains in “When a Book Is Not a Book,” “books have text and
exist for the texts that they have,” showing the interaction between these two aspects
of the book (448). Thus, we should understand books as the physical volume and as
the material on its pages; without either of these, the material and the content, the book
ceases to be a book.
Overemphasis on the physical properties of Tree of Codes can become
problematic because the book needs both the physical manifestation and the text.
Vogler defines “book-objects” as objects that appear to be a book but are not. This is
because the object is reduced to the physical form through the absence of the text,
often through resisting reading, such as being sealed shut or Boussard-Reifel’s
Between the Lines which removed all the text from the book. Vogler delineates the
book from book-objects, which we can also understand as projects concerned with the
form but best defined as not books because they feature no text or keep it from being
read (448). In his chapter, Vogler is looking at book sculptures in fine art,24 but we can
also find book-objects in any number of knickknacks and accessories that look like

Significantly, book sculptures are different from artists’ books, which I will treat in more detail in my
fourth chapter. Drucker cites the 1970s as the development of book sculpture and says “They…
function as icons of book-ness or book identity, but not provide an experience associated with books
themselves” (Century 14, emphasis mine).
24
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books, such as bookends or phone cases, that have the appearance of a book but have
no text.
However, Vogler goes on to explain that we should not assume the “book” is
simply whatever medium a text exists within. As he explains there is “an established
sense of the book as a physical object that exists only, or primarily, to be the
‘container’ of a therefore separable text” (449). This assumption is what allows us to
call Pride and Prejudice the same book regardless of its binding—the text of Pride
and Prejudice is “contained” in the print object but when it is transferred to another
binding, we treat it as the same “book.” This is because “The ‘physical’ production is
separated from the ‘artistic’ production, in a way that parallels the conceptual
separation of the content of a text (which always points elsewhere to its meaning) and
text regarded as material object” (449). Here Vogler reveals the assumption that the
two essential aspects of the definition of the book, text and object, are often unlinked.
We habitually assume the material book is inessential to the more significant text, but
Vogler reminds us that a book is not a book if it does not have text and the text is not a
book if it exists outside the confines of a book. The ideal book not only has text, but it
exists for that text. This is the relationship between form and content that we see in
Tree of Codes, even as many scholars focus primarily on the physical and “sculptural”
elements of the book. The focus on the material form of Tree of Codes is warranted,
but we need to be careful not to sweep aside the text that we can and should read when
we examine the form.
Tree of Codes’s sculptural elements, the spatial design, considers both the two
dimensional, found in margins, spaces between words, and white space, and three
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dimensional, resulting from several layers of die-cuts which often produce a hole
seeming to bore through the pages—which do not just surround or decorate the text
but co-create meaning alongside the text. We need to understand the material as
equally important, but, likewise, not superseding the text in such a way to resist
reading. As N. Katherine Hayles says in Writing Machines, “Materiality is content,
and content is materiality!” (75). The story of Tree of Codes is not just printed on the
pages; the pages themselves have become an integral part of telling the story through
their material presence.
Tree of Codes immediately makes us aware of its physical presence, raising
questions we do not normally ask, but we should also be aware of its relationship to
reading. Like all works of erasure, Tree of Codes is premised on the work of a reader.
This statement could sound trite, perhaps some version of “if a tree falls in the woods
and no one is there to hear it, does it make a sound,” but this intradiegetic reader is
more than a node within the production cycle or the “true maker of meaning” in a text.
This reader has been embedded in the narrative of Tree of Codes through the work of
erasure. The implicit intradiegetic reader is Foer, introduced through the afterword that
explains “writing” the book, but the work of his reading is present throughout. As a
fan of Bruno Schulz, Foer wrote Tree of Codes out of The Street of Crocodiles—even
the title comes from the previous title, STreet of Crocodiles.25 Foer comes to Schulz’s
work as a reader and his story is made possible in his role as a reader of Schulz. We
also encounter the protagonist of the book as an intradiegetic reader, though we are
rarely, if ever, told what he reads, just as we are not told much in this story. Like Foer,
the narrator does not stay only a reader, and also becomes the writer of the book,
25

Bold here indicates the letters from The Street of Crocodiles used to create the title Tree of Codes.
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showing a dynamic relationship between the roles of reader and writer. The story of
this work’s creation is also a story of reading The Street of Crocodiles and Tree of
Codes. Awareness of the reader revealed in Schulz’s work by an empirical reader of
The Street of Crocodiles returns our attention to how we read. Though much has been
made of issues of authorship in this text, I will be focusing on these readers and what
Tree of Codes suggests about the physical book for readers, rather than authorship.
Before getting into the content of Tree of Codes, it is worthwhile to look at
Schulz’s original book. The Street of Crocodiles is a collection of short stories
published in 1934. Originally titled Cinnamon Shops in Polish, Celina Wieniewska
retitled the book The Street of Crocodiles when she translated it into English in 1963.
The stories in the collection follow a small family in a Polish town and are all written
from the same point of view with reoccurring characters, but there is no indication that
they occur in any particular chronology or are otherwise linked. Existing somewhere
between artfully rendered in beautiful language and bizarre and fantastical, many
stories feature “Father” who appears to be either insane or embroiled in a mysticism
no other character can access. “Mother” is another major character, who takes over
running the family’s shop, in addition to the household, as her husband fades from the
family’s life and only seems inconvenienced when her husband has physically
disappeared in one story and her child demands answers as to his whereabouts. Adela
the maid is also a frequent character who often seems responsible for dealing with
Father’s many whims. At times, our young narrator ventures on his own into the city
and encounters streets and shops of ill-repute, as well as peers and neighbors. Many
read these stories as commenting on the transition of a small town to an urban center
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near the turn of the century (e.g., Michel), but I believe that religion and mysticism are
Schulz’s main focus in these stories.26
Just as it is difficult to summarize The Street of Crocodiles, it is difficult to
summarize the plot of Tree of Codes. The text of the narrative is unnatural, and while
it has a somewhat unearthly, unmoored quality to it, it also lacks many of the specifics
or devices that one has come to expect in a story, which might be several super short
stories to mimic the form of The Street of Crocodiles. The narrative also proceeds
slowly, with significantly more space on a page than words, and begins in much the
same place that it ends. There is an unnamed first-person narrator who lives in a town
that is slowly sinking as the inhabitants wear masks and fall asleep. Mother and Father
are both mentioned throughout the text, but they only appear in a scene together once,
as Mother drives “him, step-by-step, out of the room” (Foer Tree 62). None of the
characters appears to interact much, if at all, as the characters seem to exist in their
own worlds that run parallel but never intersect. In the end “life returned to its normal
course” but this normal course might not actually include “life” as we know it (134).
Inanimate objects become actors throughout this text that plays with notions of
absence, death, remembrance, and paper ephemera.
The theme of absence is not only present in the material substance, but also in
the story created by erasure. The protagonist has many encounters with Mother and
Father, but it is unclear if either or both are physically present in the narrative, or just

The Brothers Quay released “Street of Crocodiles,” a short animated film adaptation of Schulz’s
stories, in 1986 and they seem to interpret the stories in a similar manner as I do, though it is worth
noting that this film does not feature any dialogue.
26
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remembered. Father, in particular, seems to be struggling with unpleasant memories
and loss: 27
Full of / vast / faded / mirrors, / our apartment sank / deeper / owing to / my
mother, / endlessly / everywhere / discarded / . / sometimes / during the night
we were awakened by / nightmares
, / shadows / flew sideways / along the floor and up the walls / — / crossing the
borders of / almost / . / hideously enlarged / shadows / attached to / my father /
. / he would spend whole
days in bed, surrounded by / Mother / . / he became almost insane with /
mother. / he was / absorbed / , lost / , / in
an enormous shadow / . / From time to time, he raised his eyes / as if to / come
up for air, / and looked around helplessly, / and ran to / the corner of the room /
. […]
Then / he would fall / into / his thoughts / . He would hold his breath and
listen. / He did not wish to believe / the / absurd. / But at night / The demands
were made more / loudly, / we heard him talk to God, as if begging / against /
insistent claims / . (Foer Tree 23-8)
Begging God, the father becomes insane “with Mother” as if he has lost her and can
neither forget her nor move on without her (25). Later, he says “‘How / beautiful / is /
forgetting / ! / what relief it would be for / the world to lose some of its contents / !’”
(48). Though it is not explicit, it seems that at least the mother who “could not / finish

27

This notation style attempts to show how words appear on the page. Slashes indicated a gap from a
die-cut and paragraph breaks show page breaks.
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/ her / almost completed / day” is another present absence within the text and it is the
memory of her that both keeps her from disappearing and tortures the father (44).
Absence and the void are constant throughout the text. While Mother and
Father are both mentioned, it is unclear if either is present in the text or only
remembered. This looming absence alongside the context of the book leads me to
believe that Tree of Codes is a response to the void created by the Holocaust. This
would be in the tradition of other Jewish writers, notably Georges Perec and his novel
La disparition (1969), “a novel composed without the letter ‘e’ that provides a parable
for the disappearance of millions of Jews, including the author’s own parents, during
the Second World War” (Borsuk 172). Where Perec did not use the common letter
“e,” Foer introduces the void into the page with the die-cut holes. This could be seen
as a reference to the “unspeakable” nature of the atrocity of the Holocaust, but Foer
does not remain silent and also forces us to contend with the void created by the
murder of millions of people by Nazi Germany. Significantly, we can read this as
questioning the complicity of others in remaining silent, as Naomi Mandel suggests in
Against the Unspeakable:
But the fact remains that family members, friends, neighbors, coworkers,
students, teachers, employers, employees, religious leaders, municipal and
government officials, real and imagined allies, were all potential betrayers or
murderers, and it is this dissolution of an entire network of human relations,
not just the killing, that constitutes the Holocaust. Calling it “Auschwitz”
effaces this fact, makes it too easy to face [by localizing, abstracting, and
isolating it]. (34)
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Foer invokes not just the void, but also silence in his work, making us not only aware
of what we have lost because of this atrocity that was allowed to occur, and also,
perhaps, the difficulty that remaining silent, and therefore, complicit can create in our
lives. Tree of Codes concretizes the absences that will forever persist in Jewish
communities because of the genocide, and it also forces the reader to question their
relationship with the book.
Foer often writes about the void created by the Holocaust and accommodating
or reconciling this loss with life as he knows it as the descendant of Holocaust
survivors. Moving from his early works, such as Everything is Illuminated and
“Primer on the Punctuation of Heart Disease” through Extremely Loud & Incredibly
Close to Tree of Codes, we see Foer grappling with the narration of absence and how
to discuss what cannot be present in his work.28 In “Primer on the Punctuation of
Heart Disease,” he uses symbols to visually show non-verbal aspects of conversation
used by a family rather than describing silence and pauses, and in Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close, he integrates illustrations to limn the trauma of loss without words.
Significantly, we can also consider how silence hurts the characters in all of these
works. Their silence is not treated as the moral high ground, but as harmful to others.
However, it is in Tree of Codes that the void, and possibly the repercussions of
silence, is made manifest. These die-cut holes not only place the book solidly in the
realm of print, but their presence forces the reader to confront absence at every
moment, how it can make reality fragile and complicate meaning. The story is also
Alexander Starre, in Metamedia, and Paul Ardoin, in “Jonathan Safran Foer and the impossible
book,” both trace the trajectory of Foer’s book as testing the limits of the book. Ardoin says “one could
read Tree of Codes as being about the impossibility of finished representation, as well as the failure of
any inscription—particularly the printed book—to do anything more than represent itself, making the
physical book a sort of monument to its own useless materiality” (1007).
28
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interesting because of the source material (Foer Tree 11). Foer cites Schulz as his
favorite author, and so the Holocaust becomes embedded in this choice as well (138).
Why is it necessary to not only make the absence physical but to do so through holes
rather than another method? What does this relationship between content and form
offer?
Tree of Codes seeks to discuss the continued absence of the people murdered
during the Holocaust, showing that “reality is as thin as paper” and can be easily
destroyed, just as this book can be damaged (Foer Tree 67). Books often address
silence and absence, but this present absence cannot truly be a dearth because of its
substance, in text and in material. Jacques Derrida discusses how absence functions in
the book as it relates to the religious tradition of “the book” in “Edmond Jabès and the
Question of the Book.” My ideas have been influenced by this essay, in which Derrida
says, “Absence attempts to produce itself in the book and is lost in being pronounced”
(88). Foer seeks to produce a continuing absence that is not lost through the die-cut
pages. The fact that Bruno Schulz was silenced as an author and artist and perished in
the Holocaust reinforces this. Schulz was a Polish-Jewish writer and painter who was
shot by Karl Günther, a Nazi officer. Felix Landau, another Gestapo officer,
conscripted Schulz to paint murals and offered him protection. In November 1942,
Landau shot a Jewish person in a similar relationship with Günther. Günther shot
Schulz in retaliation of Felix Landau and supposedly said “You killed my Jew. I killed
yours” (Foer Street vii). The material of Foer’s story complicates and underlines
Schulz’s absence, giving it form but also hollowing it out. He discards the few words
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we still have from Schulz to remind us of all that Schulz did not write.29 In this way,
the book becomes connected to the lost but remembered body. The three-dimensional
form of the book is essential in producing this; it cannot exist in another format. Not
only does the text need the physical manifestation, but it also allows the reader to
contemplate the fragility of life and reality as if it were these pages you need to
delicately turn. Furthermore, by connecting the book to the body through the source
text, we also confront a voice murdered in the Holocaust, examining the consequences
of that genocide to us as readers.
To consider how Tree of Codes engages the physical book as a cocreator of the
narrative, I will first look more closely at the form of the book and how it has come to
be the book we now know. I will also parse the term medium to better place the book
within our current media ecology. Having defined the book historically, culturally, and
as media, I will then consider the conventions of reading suggested by the form of the
material book and how Tree of Codes subverts these conventions to make absence
present. Finally, I will consider how our expectations of book and text as separable
have affected our analysis of books.
Tree of Codes exemplifies the relationship between the print book and its
narrative. Foer used the form of the book not just to contain a story, but to tell it fully.
As an intentional form, Tree of Codes makes it easier to see how its materiality is not
secondary to the overall project, but an essential part of the story. However, we should
not discount this in other books, even when the text appears to be separable. Tree of

The Street of Crocodiles and Sanatorium Under the Sign of the Hourglass are two of Schulz’s works
that survived him. There are rumors of another manuscript, The Messiah, that Schulz sent to gentile
friends to preserve, but which has not been found. While we can read the absences as simply the loss of
Schulz’s voice, we can also consider if this lost manuscript is being invoked (Foer Tree 137).
29
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Codes interrogates the assumption of the container by using the physical form as
content to push us towards considering this possibility in other books. The narrative,
co-created by the words of The Street of Crocodiles and the physical form, can and
should be read. The readers within the book remind us of this, even as their traces
make us question our assumptions about books. Creating a book is a choice among
media and we should treat this choice as significant.

“Only the small section immediately before us is able to endure:” The Physical
Book
What is a book?30 The concept of the book rests heavily on its physical form as
almost every definition considers it as some sort of “volume… bound together for ease
of reading” (OED). Pages contained within a cover, usually attached through glue or
thread, is what the book calls to mind. What material is inside of the book is often less
significant; even the OED only adds “consisting of a series of written, printed, or
illustrated pages” and does not begin to suggest what the writing, print, or illustrations
on those pages might represent. However, it is content, which we know to be
significant even as the form of the physical object is an immediate reference. The
codex, a bound volume consisting of multiple signatures of several sheets of paper
each, clearly fits into this definition, but we can also imagine other types of
construction that would allow a book to fit this definition, for example, pages collected

30

I like to ask people this question, especially people who are not acquainted with my research, to get a
sense of how books are generally understood. I always picture the traditional hardcover book, also
known as a codex or a book that is made of numerous sheets of paper, or similar material, that are then
bound together on the inside of the spine, most often with thread. Most people seem to imagine this as
the ideal book, and most suggest “bound” as an essential part of the definition.
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into a box.31 As suggested by the co-creation of meaning through the physical form
and the words within Tree of Codes, as well as Hayles’s pronouncement that
materiality is content (Writing 75), this definition rests on a book having both of these
elements. Without content, or if it exists in a way to keep us from accessing its
content, it is a book-object and without the form of the print book, it is a text.
While a book-object does not exist for a text to be read and encompasses most
things that we would readily otherwise identify as a book, the issue of text is more
fraught. Simply, the text is the words without a material existence. Barthes laid out
this relationship in “From Work to Text:” “the work can be held in the hand, the text is
held in language, only exists in the movement of a discourse” (157). Liedeke Plate
traces the idea of the transferrable text, the part of the book that can be an e-book or
audiobook, and thus the “empirical oblivion” that does not consider the effect of the
print book on its narrative or reception to this essay by Barthes. While Barthes did not
advocate for ignoring the materiality of books in setting out the difference between
text and work—the two do not coexist but are designations for different productions—
the idea of the text as existing only in language allows for it to move from form to
form, whether in the form of different editions with their accompanying design
choices or alternate media such as the audiobook and e-book. The text of Tree of
Codes, however, cannot be transferred without significant loss, and I contend that this
is true for all books: texts can never be separated from their form without loss.
Furthermore, the emphasis is too often placed on the content of the book and
the text is treated as not only being separable but as the main identity of the book. This

31

Such books do exist. Notably Composition No. 1 by Marc Saporta (1962) asks the reader to shuffle
unnumbered, unbound pages to create the order of reading.
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idea is usually traced back to the introduction of copyright in the eighteenth-century.
As writers and publishers were fighting to preserve the right to earn money on the
creative works that they created, they took emphasis away from the paper and print,
“mere accidents, which serve as vehicles to convey that style and sentiment to a
distance,” and placed it on the content (Blackstone, qtd by Hayles Writing 31).
Rather, it was the ways in which ideas were expressed that could be secured as
literary property and hence copyrighted… Consistently in these discourses,
material and economic considerations, although they had force in the real
world, were elided or erased in favor of an emphasis on literary property as an
intellectual construction that owed nothing to the medium in which was
embodied. (Hayles Writing 31-32, emphasis mine)
Though this tide has turned as authors and scholars interrogate the idea of “original
genius” with projects from Kenneth Goldsmith’s Uncreative Writing to David Shield’s
Reality Hunger, literary studies as a field still struggles to consider materiality as
playing a significant role in literary works. As Hayles aptly points out in Writing
Machines “the long reign of print made it easy for literary criticism to ignore the
specificities of the CODEX book when discussing literary texts. With significant
exceptions, print literature was widely regarded as not having a body, only a speaking
mind” (32, emphasis original). This is not to say that materiality did not affect the
interpretation of books before new media “dethroned” the codex, but rather that it was
taken for granted how the form affected meaning. Multimodal books, such as Tree of
Codes, foreground the materiality of the text by transgressing conventions of print and
offer us the opportunity to close read form as part of content.
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Tree of Codes looks from the outside like any paperback book. It has heavy
cardstock for its cover and a perfectly straight spine, as opposed to the gentle convex
curve of a hefty hardcover’s spine (figure 1).32 While its paperback binding appears

Figure 1 - Exterior of Tree of Codes

standard, we cannot consider not much else about Tree of Codes’s process usual. If we
stop to read the copyright page, it is clear that this book involves more labor than is
typical for a trade edition, whose creation is mostly automated at this point. First, there
are four separate shops that were involved in its creation: printing by die Keure in

32

This is literally called perfect binding, though I am not perfectly certain about this because I refuse to
rip apart my book to confirm my suspicions. Rather than being bound by thread, perfect bound books
have a spine that is glued with all the edges matching up perfectly, rather than have the slightly uneven
edges that some older or handmade codices feature. Normally the spine edge is first roughened with an
abrasive material, such as sandpaper, and then glue is applied in layers, until there is a thick coating that
will withstand the bending required to open the book. The cover is then glued onto the other side of the
spine, protecting the glue itself from our hands. While we have been taught to think of pages as folded,
and this method is still used in many types of print publications, from newspapers and magazines to
hardcovers and composition books, perfect bound paperbacks are single pieces of paper that are merely
lined up to one another. This is why when a paperback’s spine is cracked, sometimes just one or two
pages make their way loose, instead of falling out in pairs 2, 4, 6, 8, or another multiple of two away.
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Belgium, die-cutting by Cachet in the Netherlands, hand-finishing by Beschutte
Werkplaats Ry-hove in Belgium, and binding by Hexspoor in the Netherlands. These
credits are all in addition to the publisher, Visual Editions; the copyright of both the
text, Jonathan Safran Foer with thanks to Marek Podstolski on behalf of the Estate of
Bruno Schulz, and the design, Visual Editions and Sara De Bondt, whose studio
created the design for the die-cut pages with assistance from Nina Klein; and the
designer of the cover and title pages, gray318. Furthermore, while it is a paperback, a
relatively new format for the book in the long run, it does not fulfill the original
purpose of the paperback to be cheap and easy to print (McCleery 165). Tree of Codes
practically hits you over the head with its intentionality, from small questions like why
it was printed as a paperback for a first edition33 to how to read the die-cut holes
(figure 2). Though the desire to look at this book is strong, and many seem to consider
Tree of Codes in isolation from other books as potentially outside of the history of the
form, we need to center our understanding of the book before we can confront how we
read the materiality of this text.

33

If we come to Tree of Codes with an interest in its material presence and the assumption that the
physical object has purpose, we might ask why it is a paperback as opposed to the traditional first
edition hardcover. In part, the answer returns us to the pages. As mentioned, most well-made hardcover
books are still codices, meaning that their pages are folded and then gathered into signatures or quires.
The number of folds to a sheet of paper decides the ultimate size of a volume, with the largest being
folios (one sheet folded a single time to create four pages) and moving down through quarto, octaves,
and duodecimos each featuring an additional fold and exponentially more pages per sheet. This does not
adapt easily to the die-cuts that are an essential feature of Tree of Codes. This is not to say that it is
impossible to create a traditional hardcover with die-cuts, but the paperback format is attributed to this
portion of the design. Foer has been quoted saying that the reason is a hardcover would “collapse in on
itself” (qtd. in Wagner) but it’s unclear exactly what that means; perhaps that the hollow center would
not support the weight of the covers (which seems unlikely given the edges would probably take much
of the weight) or that the binding would not be able to withstand normal use given the small amount of
paper in the gutter, but it is enough for us to know that this was a decision based on the material
possibilities. Such practical concerns would also explain why the pages that feature die-cuts (for the
title page and the author’s afterword are all printed on both sides and do not have die-cutes) are printed
on only one side.
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Figure 2 - Interior of Tree of Codes

To better understand how to read the form of the print book, it is helpful to
survey the beginnings of the book we now know. A volume that is made of many
sheets of paper bound together using thread is a codex and this form is nearly
universal among books today. The term codex distinguishes a book from a scroll, and
the earliest recorded codex book dates back to about the first century of the Common
Era (Roberts and Skeat 15-22). People used the two forms, the scroll and codex,34
simultaneously through about the sixth century, at which point the codex book was
dominant in the Christianized Greco-Roman world (75).35 Whereas the scroll is a
continuous ream of paper, useful for storing information but difficult for accessing
said information, people can flip to pages in the codex at random. Eventually, the
34
35

Wax tablets were also used alongside the scroll (Houston 241-260).
One notable use of the scroll that was not superseded by the codex is the Torah.
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codex came to be preferred to the scroll36 for these reasons and the codex became the
dominant form for record-keeping and sharing (Petroski 29). As Hayles notes “the
codex book was heralded as a great improvement over the scroll precisely because it
allowed random reading. In contemporary parlance, we might say that the book is the
original random access device” (Writing 99). Thus, while there certainly were other
forms that people could use for creating texts, the codex book came to be the default.
Books were not widely available and still represented a huge expenditure of capital
through the sixteenth century (Petroski 147), but books housed the information and
knowledge of Europe and became the assumed form for housing future written
knowledge, communication, and expression for long-term preservation.37
As new technologies were introduced, such as the printing press, as well as
developments in papermaking and others that allowed more leisure time, books began
to change and became more accessible to the public at large (Johns). Choice was also
introduced among books. On the one hand, ephemeral print, such as newspapers,
flyers, and pamphlets, developed and people often used these forms for materials that
one wanted to quickly and cheaply distribute.38 On the other hand, books themselves
became easier and cheaper to print and over time came in a variety of forms that even
the lower classes could afford (M. Hammond).39 As the industrial revolution

36

Initially scrolls were considered books too, but we rarely call scrolls books now.
This is still true. The Internet Archive, a large non-profit with the mission “to provide Universal
Access to All Knowledge,” (“About”) primarily through digitization and web access, has begun keeping
print books as a stable back-up for their online archive (Borsuk 220).
38
This could also be used as a technique to evade censorship as Cyndia Susan Clegg discusses in “The
authority and subversiveness of print.” Governments have long struggled to control print and this issue
has emerged anew, as evidenced by the recent article in The New York Times, “The Authoritarian’s
Worst Fear? A Book” (White).
39
This change occurred slowly. Throughout the Renaissance and Romantic periods primarily the upper
class could afford books and the choices were among the content and sometimes the color and materials
of the binding. It was not until the Victorian period that books began to be produced cheaply enough for
37
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progressed, publishers introduced paperback novels in the 1860s (Corlett).40 The
introduction of the paperback is significant because it was, and continues to be, a
significantly cheaper form than the hardcover codex book, but also because it offers
real choice in the form of the book. However, publishers generally controlled the
choice of whether to print both a hardcover and paperback version of a book and then
offered readers the choice of which book they would like. The book has continued to
evolve as technology has changed and in addition to these physical forms, we have
audiobooks and e-books. Where early readers had very limited choice, readers
currently have boundless choice. In addition to choice among different books, forms,
and editions, there is also much more media available to today’s reader.
Now, as we can no longer say that the book is the dominant form, we
acknowledge that the book is a choice among media rather than the default form.
Normally this choice is focused on the consumer—people have the option to read a
book, watch TV, surf the web, among many other options—or the publisher, who can
produce a hardcover, paperback, e-book, and audiobook to potentially appease every
type of “reader” or can limit a book to just a selection of the possible forms. It is
certainly true that the consumer has choice—which pundits and scholars alike often
bemoan in fears of the death of the book and vanishing reader—but we should also
acknowledge that creating a book at all is a choice. Where once the book was one of a
small handful of options for sustained narrative, authors now choose to write and
pursue creating physical books. We could once assume that a book was a book
other classes to make purchases and the introduction of subscription and lending libraries offered
further access to books.
40
Some say that James Fenimore Cooper was publishing in the paperback format as far back as 1823.
There are precursors to the paperback going to the seventeenth century, though these differ from our
modern understanding of the form (Corlett).
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because knowledge, information, or expression needed to be shared, recorded, or
preserved; we cannot assume that anymore. The codex is now an intentional choice
rather than the default option and that choice is significant in understanding any book.
As the book exists among many media forms, we should consider how this
form fits into a larger media ecology, which “suggests that the relationships between
different media are as diverse and complex as those between different organisms
coexisting within the same ecotome, including mimicry, deception, cooperation,
competition, parasitism, and hyperparasitism” (Hayles Writing 5).
First, it is important to discuss what I mean by media and from that perspective
reconsider the book within the media ecology. There are many ways to define
medium. The most basic definition states a medium is “an intermediate agency,
instrument, or channel; a means; esp. a means or channel of communication or
expression” (OED). This definition of medium focuses on the route or carrier, making
the form an intermediary between people. This definition does little to help capture the
nuances of media that appear very similar and how we can understand the limits and
possibilities of different media. This is especially important when forms cross or
transgress previously understood borders between forms, just as we see with
multimodal narrative books.41 Thus, scholars have sought ways to clarify and parse
media that can help us locate the book more exactly.

Forms that seem to exist between media are intermedia forms. “Intermediality in the narrower sense
of media combination… includes phenomena such as opera, film, theatre, illuminated manuscripts,
computer or Sound Art installations, comics, or, to use another terminology, so-called multimedia,
mixed-media and intermedia forms” (Rajewsky 55). While this definition appears to suggest that
intermediality can also be considered multimedia, Rajewsky uses the term to signify forms that rely on
a single form of technology, such as the book. Another way to think of this is as the potentially mixed
media being “fused” (Clüver 180). This is a good way to think of the multimodal book, because, while
we look at it and imagine someone drawing, taking a photograph, or otherwise contributing a different
“medium” to the linguistic text, “Each of the pages in the printed edition of [a] book is essentially a
41
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Just as the book can be understood through the physical book and its content,
we can also understand all media as having multiple aspects. Lars Elleström sets up
useful categories in Media Borders, Multimodality and Intermediality: “Basic media
are simply defined by their modal properties whereas qualified media are also
characterized by historical, cultural, social, aesthetic and communicative facets.
Technical media are any objects, or bodies, that ‘realize’, ‘mediate’ or ‘display’ basic
and qualified media” (5, italics original). There are several ways we can go about
dissecting mediums, based on how we perceive the contents (whether through sight or
sound, as with a print book or an audiobook), its cultural definition (for example
understanding a novel as different from a magazine), or how we receive the content (in
print or on a computer). These facets of medium are particularly helpful in identifying
the limits and possibilities of different mediums, but it is more important to address
“the critical meeting of the material, the perceptual and the social” to understand any
medium (13, italics original). This meeting could also be called the “socially realized
structures of communication,” how we as a culture have come to understand a
medium, that Lisa Gitelman introduces to the discourse (7). Understanding this
meeting point as socially constructed is significant because while parsing aspects of
the book clarifies its materiality, we have difficulty understanding the book through
the material object alone. In addition to appreciating the book as a historical form that
was dominant for the dissemination and reception of knowledge from about the sixth

single illustration—a combination of text and imagery broken down into pixels too small for the eye to
see—that has been etched onto an aluminum plate… and printed in an offset lithographic press… when
we read a book’s text, we are looking at a picture too” (Houston 237).
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century to the twentieth century and for entertainment for a small portion of that,42 a
significant part of how we qualify the cultural significance of the form, we can also
understand the book as a delivery system or technology, as we do digital technology.
However, all of this relies on how we culturally define books at this moment. This is
true of all media: while the technical media that delivers the content, alongside the
senses we use to take in the content, might be the most obvious aspect, we need the
“historical, cultural, social, aesthetic and communicative facets” to fully understand
how to define any medium (Elleström 5).
Another way to think about the question of medium as it particularly relates to
narrative would be to consider “how the intrinsic properties of the medium shape the
form of narrative and affect the narrative experience” as Marie-Laure Ryan does in
Narrative Across Media (1). Overall, Ryan’s definition relies on the constraints and
affordances, that is the limitations and possibilities, of forms in expressing narrative,
rather than merely the conventions, which align more closely to genre and
“purposefully uses limitations to channel expectations” (19). “Genre conventions are
genuine rules specified by humans, whereas the constraints and possibilities offered by
media are dictated by their material substance and mode of encoding;” therefore, when
we consider different media, we must keep in mind what is possible in their material
form (19). So, while the conventions of the novel suggest that we read each page in
the order they are bound, this is a generic limitation rather than a true constraint—I
can choose to flip through a book at random, reading pages out of order. These generic

42

I roughly place this period from about the Victorian period until the rise of television post-WWII
(Price What 130-3).
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limits add a layer to our cultural understanding of the medium that vary among types
of narrative books.
Based on these definitions, we can say that we perceive the book using
primarily our sense of sight, though the material object can activate the sense of touch
and smell as well. Using our sense of sight, we read the linguistic material on the page
and perceive additional visual and spatial information, including the typeface and
margins along with other possibilities, such as images, charts, and white space. This is
made possible through the technical media of paper held together between two covers.
Moreover, we understand all of this as a book, as opposed to a magazine, newspaper,
or other printed matter, through the cultural and historical values and meaning that we
have associated with the book. On top of this, the generic limits of novels suggest that
we read every page, in order, and this additive process will lead us through a narrative.
Multimodal books have the same possible means of representation as other books, but,
rather than using the visual and the spatial solely in the service of producing legible
text, these books use the page in convention-breaking ways43 to further our
understanding of the book as a form and of each book as a distinct work of art. In
examining how the elements of the narrative book come together, we ultimately still
place them on the same shelves in the same stores44 and anticipate a similar reading

43

Multimodal books are not attempting to replace traditional books or invent a new form, but, rather, to
fully explore the capacities of print beyond the traditional conventions of literary narratives.
Furthermore, other scholars dealing with multimodality often note when a text is not only multimodal
but also multimedia, a distinction that would be unnecessary if we could easily assume all multimodal
texts were multimedia. For example, Alison Gibbons cites The Nambuli Papers as using “both
multimodal and multimedial means in its hoax” (432) as it includes not only two books but also a DVD
and board game in the boxed set. See “Multimodal Literature and Experimentation” in The Routledge
Companion to Experimental Literature.
44
Several times, I have come across Jonathan Safran Foer’s books shelved with “graphic novels.”
Sometimes, I assume this is a joke, like the time I found Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close among the
comix in Borders, but I have to acknowledge that some consider this the proper placement—such as the
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experience, though our expectations are sometimes exceeded or thwarted. Multimodal
books, such as Tree of Codes, do not seek to become new types of book, but to draw
attention to their materiality as an essential part of the form which cannot truly be
separated from its content.

“Beyond the margin of time:” Conventions
By turning our focus to how the print book influences and co-creates meaning
with the linguistic mode, we can look at specific aspects of the book to discuss what
the material form of the book offers to literature, a form that has developed in step
with the print book. Since I will be looking at literature and its definition more closely
in my second chapter and how we can understand its relation to the book, for now, I
will use the general definition of writing as expression instead of communication
when considering how generic print conventions affect Tree of Codes. We have long
taken for granted these conventions of narrative texts as physical truths of the material
object. To begin this discussion of the properties of books that we normally overlook,
I draw from Hayles again:
We are not generally accustomed to think of a book as a material metaphor, but
in fact it is an artifact whose physical properties and historical usages structure
our interactions with it in ways obvious and subtle. In addition to defining the
page as a unit of reading, and binding pages sequentially to indicate an order of
reading, are less obvious conventions such as the opacity of paper, a physical

local library that holds Tree of Codes in their selection of comix. There certainly is a visual element to
understanding this book, but this seems like a vast oversimplification. Furthermore, do we want to shunt
all books that are atypical into this section? Why can’t books be more than their conventions over the
last few decades?
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property that defines the page as having two sides whose relationship is linear
and sequential rather than interpenetrating and simultaneous. (Writing 23)
Here we have three standard properties of the print book, the page as a unit of reading,
the binding as an order of reading, and the page as opaque, which have not only
informed our expectations of the print book but also of literature. Steve McCaffery
and bpNichol include a similar list of properties in “The Book as Machine:”
Throughout its history (and even prior to Gutenberg) the book has possessed a
relatively standard form varying only in size, colour, shape, and paper texture.
In its most obvious working the book organizes content along three modules:
the lateral flow of the line, the vertical or columnar build-up of the lines on the
page, and thirdly a linear movement organized through depth (the sequential
arrangement of pages upon pages). (18)
McCaffery and bpNichol’s list focuses on how we read through a book, from the line
to the sequence of pages that Hayles discusses. Implicit in their description is the idea
of the page as a unit of reading and the linear rather than simultaneous relationship of
pages within the sequential order of the bound pages. There have been exceptions to
these conventions—for example, books that ask the reader to create their own order
either with or without a binding45 or books that feature blank pages and demand a
rethinking of how we measure a page,46 but by and large these properties, as well as
others, have informed how we expect to read and how we interpret literature.

45

For example, Hopscotch by Julio Cortázar (1972) and Composition No. 1 by Marc Saporta (1962),
respectively.
46
I will discuss the use of blank space further in my second chapter on House of Leaves and in the coda
with A Visit from the Goon Squad.
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One of the defining characteristics of a book is that we encounter material
printed on pages inside of the bound volume. Normally this means that we “read” the
content of each page individually, whether the information presented is primarily
linguistic, visual, spatial, etc. While the order in which we move through the pages,
the amount of time it takes us to “read” any one page, and the exact movements we
might make on any given page are subject to the type and genre of book we are
reading, we assume that each page is a separate plane and other pages rarely offer
additional information in the visual field of that plane.47 While the material on the
pages preceding and succeeding any individual page is significant in our
understanding of the text, it is usually not visible to the eye. We understand each page
as having a relationship, but that relationship is sequential and additive, rather than
simultaneous—this fact is inherent in our understanding of narrative itself, as well as
the generic conventions of the narrative book.
Tree of Codes plays with the conventions of the page most obviously, asking
us to reconsider how we read pages. With the die-cut holes in the pages, the page loses
its opacity. Through the holes, we see words or parts of words visible from pages to
come. A consequence of these holes is that we are no longer sure if the words on the
page interact with words on other pages—are we meant to read all the words we can
see or are we supposed to use words visible through holes to offer a sort of ambiance?
Even if we decide, as I have, that the words visible through holes do not repeat in the
text, it is difficult to ignore these clues of what is to come, begging the question if
reading happens on the page or through the page, to encompass all the words that are
47

The exception to this statement might be transparent overlays, such as the type you see of the visible
body; these partially transparent pages allow us to remove layers to reveal more information while
allowing us to see through parts of the page.
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visible at any one time. It seems obvious that the words that we can see should be
read, this is how we normally read a page, but this is because the material aspect of the
page blocks our ability to see future pages. While what remains of the page still acts as
an opaque barrier, the convention that the words on the page do not have a
simultaneous relationship with words on other pages is destabilized in Tree of Codes.
This change to our expectations for reading is the first and primary challenge
of Foer’s book—you have to read around, through, or with the holes, picking out
words that are not next to each other, as words in a sentence typically are, and keep
enough of them in mind as you visually search for the next word. This sounds simple,
reading words in sequence is an early skill in literacy and something that most people
do without thought, but by destabilizing the way we read, Tree of Codes becomes very
difficult to follow. This fact, alongside the lack of plot—as Foer says, “it is not exactly
a work of fiction” (Tree 139)—is part of the reason that not many people comment on
the content of the book. While some books foreground the content and story to the
apparent exclusion of the material and thus treat the physical book as a mere container
that can be switched out for another method of delivery, the relationship can appear
reversed in Foer’s text.
To better understand this, it is helpful to return to Hayles’s point that each page
is a unit of reading which we search for meaning. Simply put, we anticipate that each
page is an individual plane in which “the vertical or columnar build-up of the lines,”
as McCaffery and bpNichol phrase it, functions additively. Thus, we read each page
individually before we move on to the next page in the sequential text that is bound in
its proper order. Once we cannot assume the page is opaque, as we see in Tree of
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Codes, the conventions of the page as a unit of reading and the sequential nature of the
pages are also compromised. Linked to this are ideas of time and space, as the pages
provide pacing and material heft, and the sequence conveys time as an arc and literal
depth to the book. Because the page makes visible portions of pages to come, it does
not establish pacing as we expect. There are far fewer words on each page than we
normally encounter in a narrative book, but the words take longer to identify, and
therefore read, than we would assume given their number. Each page additionally has
different amounts of text, causing the pace to vary considerably and the large swaths
of space that do not align with our idea of the book from its exterior dimensions. Thus,
by introducing holes into the pages, Foer visibly changes the material fact of the book
in a way that has significant consequences for our reading.
To examine how the holes function, let us look at the second page48 of Tree of
Codes, which says “The passersby / had their eyes half-closed / . / Everyone / wore /
his / mask / . / children / greeted each other with / masks / painted / on their faces / ;
they smiled at each other’s / smiles” (8). These 25 words create three sentences and
offer us the beginning of an image, but not much more than that. It is also hard to
overstate how different it is to read the text with the holes in the pages, so I would like
to quote the text as it appears on the page. My notation thus far marks each gap with a
slash, but that simplifies the process of reading, and perhaps allows you to imagine
searching the page for the next word. If I include what can be seen on upcoming pages
in brackets49 and the spacing roughly recreated, the same three sentences one page 8
would become:
48

The first page is entirely holes and white space.
The linguistic information from each page is represented in its own set of brackets to attempt to
recreate the many layers one can see on a single plane.
49
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[spre] [screamed] [lf-] [the bri] [hoarse] [Apart from them,]
[my eyes]
[from] [growing in this emptiness, ][ing, windows and all, into]
[back rising and fall] [thei] [mother and I a][wanting to ][s] [.]
The passersby
[over a keyboard] [less day.] [the][ormous][`] [of] [gr] [paving stones]
had their eyes half-closed
.

Everyone

[clumsy gestur] [.] [whole generations]
wore

his

mask

.

[fallen asleep]
[the] children

greeted each other with [jar] masks painted

on their faces [pain] [with][we pass]; they smiled at each other’s
[secret of] [The sleeping] smiles

The cacophony of words visible prompts many people to insert a blank piece of paper
under the text because then it is at least:
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The passersby

had their eyes half-closed
.

Everyone

wore

his

mask

children
On their faces

.

greeted each other with

masks painted

; they smiled at each other’s
smiles

The holes do not just create a “weird” book, they create a book that is hard to read.
These pages make you think about what you are doing, how to read, in a way that
most people stop doing after they have learned how the conventions of printing guide
reading.50 Even those of us who are accustomed to thinking about what we are reading
rarely have to put in this much effort to read a text. In finding the words on this page,
50

In her article on Tree of Codes, Pressman suggests that we are meant to read the book aloud:
“Historians of the book have shown that blank spaces emerge in the evolution of the page interface
along with and in order to support silent reading practices…. This is true in Tree of Codes, but for
different reasons. Here, the blank spaces—both the holes on the page and the white spaces left on the
paper between words—result not in readerly ease but in challenge and confusion…. They function not
to provide rest for the eyes and support for a regular pace of silent reading, but rather to disrupt this
now-normalized reading practice. This disruption turns our attention to the presence of gaps and how
they encourage a reading practice that returns to vocalization, the sort associated with scripta continua
from pre-print manuscript textuality. Indeed, when read aloud, a narrative emerges easily from the text
fragments on the die-cut pages” (109, italics original).
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we attempt to ignore a large amount of visual information that our brain wants to read
as linguistic, making it very difficult to follow the thread of a sentence. It is similar to
the difficulty of participating in a conversation in a noisy room when strains of other
conversations drift into your ears. The holes, and therefore absence, are absolutely
overwhelming—that is if our goal is to read only the words.
If instead of looking just at the words for meaning, we understand the holes as
co-creating the story with the text, we find that understanding occurs more easily. The
text continues:51
growing in this emptiness, / wanting to / resemble / the / reflections / , / whole
generations / had / fallen asleep / .
Apart from them, / mother and I ambled / , guiding our / shadows / over a
keyboard / of / paving stones / . / we passed / the / chemist’s / large jar / of
pain. / we passed / houses,
sinking, the windows and all, into / their / gardens. Overlooked / beyond the
margin of time / an endless day. An enormous / last / day / of / life / . (Foer
Tree 9-11)
From the initial image of a town full of masked inhabitants, we now learn that
“emptiness” pervades the landscape (9). The children who smile at each other only
want to “resemble the reflections” rather than reacting to emotion or personal
connections because “whole generations had fallen asleep” (9). Our narrator and his
mother are “apart from them,” and as they walk “guiding our shadows,” they pass a
“large jar of pain” and “houses, sinking… into their gardens” (10-11). This could be

51

From this point forward, I will use my earlier notation, in which slashes indicate a gap from a die-cut
and paragraph breaks show page breaks, for the remainder of this chapter.
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an artful rendering of feeling like a misfit or becoming disenchanted with life in the
contemporary trend of a bildungsroman, but the next two sentences, “Overlooked /
beyond the margin of time / an endless day. An enormous / last / day / of / life ” (11)
bring our attention to the physical book with the mention of “margin,” one of the few
typical book features that Tree of Codes consistently retains, and suggests a story that
is not sequential, but rather “an endless day” (11).
As mentioned earlier, Foer created Tree of Codes from The Street of
Crocodiles; Foer’s narrative consequently seems to be an extended reflection on the
unspeakable loss exacted by that genocide. The characters in Tree of Codes are
endlessly searching for each other, sometimes interacting but rarely connecting, as if
they are ghosts existing on the same plane but unable to touch, much like the words
that float on the page before us.52 Memories of what is lost haunt the characters, just as
we have words haunting our pages, always as something to reach. In the past, the
pages we have turned accumulate on the left side of the book and show only the holes
and the white of blank pages. The emptiness, the absence, grows as we move through
the book and is ever-present. This serves to remind us that the absence of those killed
during the Holocaust is also always present.
The disconnection from sequential time and other people continues. In the first
pages, we are told it is August: “August had expanded into enormous / tongues of /
greenery. / August / painted / The air / with / a mop” (Foer Tree 12-13). In a sequential

52

Tatiani Rapatzikou does suggest we read all visible words we can see, both on the page and through
gaps, in her article, “Jonathan Safran Foer’s Tree of Codes: Book Design and Digital Sculpturing.” She
draws this idea from Schulz’s ideas about the word as drawn from the “original” word, in the religious
tradition, and says “It is this attitude, as it emerges from Schulz’s own comments, towards the flexibility
and plasticity in addition to the branching out potential of language that Foer attempts to explore in Tree
of Codes” (44). This connects to “the book” in the religious sense, which I will discuss more shortly.
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narrative, we would assume that time passes, and we would end at a future point, but,
instead, when the narrator returns to the subject of temporality, we are told:
August has / passed, and yet / summer continues by / force / to / grow / days / .
They sprout / secretly between the chapters of the / year /, covertly included
between its pages /. the / crumbling / book of the calendar / continues / to
increase between the boards, swelling incessantly / from the / lies / and /
dreams which multiply in it. / when writing / these tales / about my father/ , / I
/ surrender to the secret hope that they will / merge / into the / rustle of / pages
and become absorbed there /. (109-10)
The first sentence seems to set out the paradox that August has both passed but
continued, mirroring the first statement that this is “An enormous / last / day / of / life”
(11). As we are grappling with how time is passing, we encounter the book as a
metaphor for the year with “chapters” in place of months and days “covertly included
between its pages” (109). This growth causes “the / crumbling / book of the
calendar… to increase between the boards” of its cover, again bringing us back to
awareness of the book, though this time our awareness is of how the book we hold is
distinctly different from the “book of the calendar” (110). Whereas this book is
swelling between its crumbling covers, we hold a paperback that has been depleted.
The narrator identifies the cause of the “swelling” as “the / lies / and / dreams which
multiply in” the book of the calendar (110). These “lies and dreams” are mentioned
throughout the book, from the lies that the narrator accuses the mother of telling (97101) to the “pretense of a city” that attracts (93). Where we expect to find action and
life, we find only the imaginary, most often centered around the mother and father.
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Then, in the closest we come to a motivation for the book, the narrator says “when
writing / these tales / about my father/ , / I / surrender to the secret hope that they will /
merge / into the / rustle of / pages and become absorbed there” (110), suggesting that
what has been written is not in the form of the book, but may be absorbed in its pages.
This again draws our attention to absence, in this case, the absence of stories the
narrator tells us they wrote, but of which we only have the smallest glimpse in what
was left on the pages.
At this point, we also move from a focus on the mother, who the father initially
searched for—“my mother, / endlessly / everywhere / discarded” (Foer Trees 23)—to
a focus on the father, who likewise seems to be missing from the narrative, until in the
end, “my father alone was awake, wandering silently / through the rooms” (134). It is
in these closing pages that we are introduced to “the great book of catastrophes /,
copied a thousand times, / incessant draft, / relentless / flowing / bleeding” (131-32).
This book of catastrophes connects to the larger idea of the Book, as in the Book of
Life or the book of the universe, descending from religious teachings. Sonja Longolius
elaborates on this connection: “The Book of Life, in Christianity as well as in Judaism,
is the book in which God recorded the names of every person who is destined for
Heaven or the World to Come… Foer’s approach parallels Schulz’s own aesthetic
epistemology, as evident in his short essay ‘The Mythologization of Reality’” (268).
She goes on to quote Schulz, explaining that all words are sacred.
In the foreword to The Street of Crocodiles, Foer invokes this idea of the book
of the universe and says that Schulz gets closer to unlocking the order of its words
than any other. David A. Goldfarb reinforces this connection of the book to sacred
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texts in the introduction to The Street of Crocodiles: “The image of The Booke in
Schulz’s mythic world is like a book of the Talmud… But in the childlike mind of
Schulz’s narrator, recognizing that all poetry is made up of fragments of ancient
mythology, virtually any great compendium of arcane mysteries can aspire to the
status of The Booke” (xix). Thus, we can also consider how both Schulz and Foer,
alongside others such as Derrida and Jabès,53 are participating in a much larger
tradition of the book in a religious context, though the goal has changed for Foer.
Tree of Codes draws out these themes with erasure through die-cut, pushing at
the boundaries of what is possible in printing today. Rather than assuming that this is a
gimmick, a common judgment on books that exceed our expectations for their
physical presence, or simple hubris, we should take Foer at his word when he explains,
“I was in search of a text54 whose erasure would somehow be a continuation of its
creation” (138). By removing words, Foer is able to make the loss of Schulz’s voice
Johanna Drucker in The Century of Artists’ Books cites Edmond Jabès as a significant figure for
theorizing the form of the book: “Jabès was concerned with the idea of ‘The Book’ within the cultural
legacy of the Jewish religion and its interpretative practices… Jabès takes the relationship between
written text and active, ongoing interpretation which is fundamental to Jewish thought and makes it
contemporary, secular, and spiritually charged. It is not Jewish faith which motivates Jabès’s writing,
but Jewish culture and identity within a 20th-century frame. Within Jewish tradition the Jews have the
identity of the people of the Book. The Book is the Bible, most particularly the Torah which is
comprised of the five books of Moses. Jews are also the people of the Mosaic law, and writing as an
instrument of divine instruction which establishes the basis of a Jewish life through daily interpretation
as practice is a theme which Jabès also investigates in terms of the effect of writing as a limit. The idea
of limit suggested by Jabès is meant to invoke a sense of taboo, as in the limit of the law, and also a
limit of what is representable, the point at which writing leaves off because it cannot extend, by
definition, beyond its own capacity to represent. That limit can be interpreted in a positive sense as
when Jabès states: ‘… We destroy the book when we read it in order to make it into another book. The
book is always born from a broken book….’” (39-40). Drucker continues her discussion of Jabès and
places him within the tradition of interrogating the form of the book, and narrative, much as I have
located Foer.
54
It is worth noting that Foer uses the word “text” as opposed to “book” here. While The Street of
Crocodiles is later referred to as a book, Foer was not rightly using a “book” to create Tree of Codes;
rather, he used the text of Schulz’s collected stories to create his own work. This careful distinction
between the object and what it holds reinforces his awareness of the material presence of his own
project. In “Jonathan Safran Foer’s Tree of Codes: Memorial, Fetish, Bookishness,” Pressman suggests
that Foer elides the transformation that occurred to create his book from Schulz’s, but he is careful
about his word choice and does allow for elaboration in paratextual material.
53
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concrete and also push at the limits of the book. The erasure creates new questions
about how we read books that run counter to the expectations of the opaque page that
is a unit of reading without an additive narrative.
While the die-cuts certainly make Tree of Codes unique, we should also
consider how they affect our understanding of the book, as an object, as a text, and in
our expectations of the book. It is clear that the holes distinguish the work from other
books, which Foer acknowledges: “This is in no way a book like The Street of
Crocodiles. It is a small response to that great book. It is a story in its own right, but it
is not exactly a work of fiction. It is yet another note left in the cracks of the wall”
(Tree 139). Referencing the Western Wall of the Second Temple of the Old City of
Jerusalem, or the Wailing Wall, Foer aligns his text with prayers that “form a kind of
magical, unbound book, conjuring the enormity of the desperation of the world, the
needs we haven’t defeated” (137). A fitting comparison for “an enormous last day of
life” (11), this connection of the work to the prayers left in the Western Wall goes
back to my interpretation of the volume as concretizing the void of the Holocaust and
draws on Foer’s shared heritage with Schulz. It also raises the question of exactly what
a book can be. Is a book limited to a bound volume or can it explore the edges of the
form and expand our view of the book?55 Through Tree of Codes, the answer seems to
be that the traditional definition of the book needs to be reconsidered. Foer says “For
years I had wanted to create a die-cut book by erasure” making it clear that the
presence of the book and its visual difference was part of the interest for him (138),
making it obvious that this work was considered as a possible physical object all
along. Because of this fact, we need to read meaning into its form alongside its words.
55

The Book of the Book has many essays that ask us to consider expanding the idea of the “book.”
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In his afterword to Tree of Codes, Foer goes on to say “At times I felt that I
was making a gravestone rubbing of The Street of Crocodiles, and at times that I was
transcribing a dream that The Street of Crocodiles might have had,” but does not
mention the goal of unlocking the secrets of the universe (139). We could also
consider how Foer invokes ideas of medial transfer and adaptation here, through his
references to the gravestone rubbing—which transfers the content from one medium,
stone, to another, paper—and transcribing a dream—in which the immaterial content
of a dream is transferred to a material form. In enacting a remediation of Schulz’s text,
he focuses on how his work could be seen as a “gravestone rubbing,” as both an act of
remembrance and a reminder of death. Keeping Schulz’s murder and its subsequent
absence central in our interpretation helps us clarify the seeming disappearance of the
father, who then wanders alone, and provides meaning for the nonsequential
sequence—as Foer says “it is not exactly a work of fiction,” instead we should think
of it as a narrative of absence, one which is endless but ever-growing and subsumes all
(139).
As I have illustrated, the words and the physical fact of the holes cocreate the
meaning of in Tree of Codes, reiterating the importance of maintaining our
understanding of the book instead of treating Tree of Codes as sculpture or a bookobject that is only meant to be a tactile experience. Tree of Codes is a book that fights
against the empirical oblivion of literary studies; it asks us to consider its materiality,
the visual, spatial, and tactile, alongside the linguistic mode, rather than asking us to
treat any part of it as auxiliary or supplementary. The reason so many critics have
trouble with this book, besides attempting to pigeonhole it into even more specific
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types of literature, looking for things such as the sustained narrative of a novel or the
plot of a fictional story, is that it does not allow us to ignore its materiality. Instead,
the theme of absence is made manifest, even before we read the words. When we do
read the words, the emptiness grows and nestles within the pages.

“Our creations will be temporary:” The material future of the book
Accepting that Tree of Codes is a book aware of its materiality56 and that it
should be read not in spite of its holes, but with the physical presence as a co-creator
of meaning, it is worth our time to consider what Tree of Codes suggests about the
future of books and reading in the twenty-first century. As I have illustrated, changing
the form of the book can greatly impact its reading, making it difficult, and forcing
questions about how we read. It does not just make books frustrating, though; it also
raises the materiality to the level of content. It would be foolish to think that die-cut
erasure narratives will become a significant trend and that Tree of Codes is suggesting
that books become radically different. Rather, Tree of Codes foregrounds the
significance of the specific material object, and therefore the assumptions based on the
medium, in producing meaning. This book asks readers to pay attention to the material
object they hold.
Though the “death of print” has been forewarned for at least the last three
decades,57 these fears appear to be overblown as print books continue to sell and e-

What Hayles calls a “technotext” in Writing Machines (25).
Though Price identifies 1992 as the start of our current anxiety about the death of the book, she also
points out that in 1835, Théophile Gautier prognosticated that the newspaper would kill the book (What
1, 165).
56
57
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book sales are in decline.58 This trend suggests that readers are aware of the
connection of the book to its material form, even if not all can articulate why they
prefer physical texts.59 Rather than focusing on the general population of readers,
which is varied and difficult to make sweeping claims about, I will focus on how
scholars have been receiving this suggestion to focus on the material book and not
only the text within.
Many scholars have been primarily interested in the physical manifestation of
Tree of Codes and how its format “resists” transfer across media, as my review of the
literature indicated. Created as a physical book, there is yet to be a suitable alternative
that would retain the features of this material object. Tree of Codes reminds us that it
is always the case that another form would not retain the features of a physical book—
sometimes that is just not as important, or more accurately it is less obvious because
the narrative or content of many books relies less heavily upon their physical
manifestations. Much has been made of this book that uses the physical form to inform
its reading, but this should not be as surprising as it seems to be. Those studying
adaptation and intermediality have long considered how the possibilities and strengths
of different media affect their reception. This is also understood outside of those
fields, as people debate the merits and faults of book-to-movie adaptations and other
similar projects, often highlighting limits and possibilities of each form.60 While there

Sian Cain, “Ebook sales continue to fall as younger generations drive appetite for print;” Alexandra
Alter and Tiffany Hsu, “As Barnes & Noble Struggles to Find Footing, Founder Takes Heat;” Pressman
“Jonathan” 99; Howsam 257.
59
Beyond the argument that you can’t take an e-book to bed or into the bath, both of which are now
untrue with e-readers. I am also personally concerned about books in baths, as this seems to neglect that
water is a natural enemy of paper.
60
A simple example of this is first-person narration. First-person perspective works very well in a book
as we experience the world through the eyes of another. Likewise, omniscient narration offers us a wide
view of the fictional world as well as access to the interior life of its inhabitants. When novels that make
58
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has been interest in the form of Tree of Codes, many scholars have struggled to reenvision their own work to account for the importance of the materiality of this book.
Scholars of metamediality studies61 concern themselves with how the medium
is self-reflexively treated and look at the book as commenting on the form of the book.
In many ways, scholars working within this subfield represent a leap forward from
empirical oblivion. The scholars that I focus on, N. Katherine Hayles, Jessica
Pressman, and Alexander Starre, all recognize the importance of the material book,
often acknowledged through its multimodality, as significant in analyzing the book.
Rather than completely disregarding the visual, spatial, and tactile aspects of a book,
these scholars acknowledge these facets in reading both the linguistic and the material.
However, as a whole, there are three flaws in this approach. First, the importance of
materiality rarely approaches that of the linguistic—even in highlighting how the text
interacts with the form of the book, the text is still given more weight in creating the
narrative. Second, most of these scholars appear to be more interested in what books
have to say about books than in what we come to understand through treating
materiality as content. Often, work in metamediality seeks to show the book as staking
a claim to literature,62 and assign exploration of the limits and possibilities of the form

use of these viewpoints are translated to film, attempts at fidelity can backfire. Voice-over narration has
become passé, making first-person narration, as well as thoughts, difficult to portray in the same way in
films. Additionally, the gaze of the camera, in many ways, becomes our narrator and so films that
combine this gaze with consistent voice-over often rely on a disconnect in what we see and what we
hear. This is not to say that these techniques are never used successfully in film, especially in genres
such as Film Noir, but that film does not lend itself to such narration because of its modes and tropes.
61
Metamediality is a term I am taking from Alexander Starre’s book Metamedia: American Book
Fictions and Literary Print Culture After Digitization to describe a number of scholars who look at the
book in particular as reflective of its status of a book.
62
Again, I will talk more about literature in my next chapter, but it is worth noting here that I do not
think literature is inherently attached to the form of the book. Literature developed alongside the book
and has thus been significantly influenced by the form of the book, but I do not think that will always be
true. Electronic literature is now exploring this, but we can look to poetry as an example of literature
that predates the book and often resists presentation as a book. This is one of my concerns with
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to an “anxiety about the continued life of books and a desire to reassert the book’s
authority in the face of the exponential expansion of the Web and the ongoing
conversion of books into digitized texts” (Hayles “Combining” 226). Metamediality
relies on the idea of “bookishness”63 and the importance of the book within the
narrative and thus creates only a reflexive loop, the equivalent of the book singing to
the choir of its devoted readers. Finally, perhaps because of a reliance on the idea of
“bookishness,” metamediality often fails to situate books with and against other
media.
Though Hayles and Starre both look specifically at Tree of Codes in
“Combining Close and Distant Reading: Jonathan Safran Foer’s Tree of Codes and the
Aesthetic of Bookishness” and “Beyond Trauma: The Ethics of Materialized Memory
in Jonathan Safran Foer” from Metamedia, respectively, neither of them attempts to
read the holes as a significant part of the narrative. Hayles focuses on the relationship
of the embodied reading experience and says, “Understanding these embodied texts
requires not only close reading and hermeneutical interpretation but also (since these
texts tend to be patterned) digitization and textual analysis, as well as consideration of
the embodied senses involved in producing meaning” (“Combining” 231). This
statement seems very different from “Materiality is content, and content is
materiality!” (Writing 75), and this may be due in part to the focus of her article on
distant reading, but it is still telling that rather than using her own senses to read the
die-cuts, she suggests using computer-aided analysis because “these texts tend to be
metamediality because claiming a connection between literature and the book seems shortsighted,
ignoring both the past and the future.
63
According to Jessica Pressman in “The Aesthetic of Bookishness in Twenty-First-Century
Literature,” the “aesthetic of bookishness [is] the fetishized focus on textuality and the book-bound
reading object” thus focusing on the reverence of this aesthetic for books.
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patterned” (“Combining”).64 Even though books are meant to be read by humans, and
the article does not suggest that she is looking at a large corpus of “embodied texts,”
her focus on words not only overshadows the materiality but is so important it requires
additional tools for their analysis.65 Starre, on the other hand, describes Tree of Codes
as a “bibliographic sculpture” which evokes the idea of a “book-object” or a sculpture
that somehow relates to books rather than being a book itself (217). Furthermore,
while he carefully close reads Everything is Illuminated and Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close, two of Foer’s earlier books, he does not go into the text of Tree of
Codes much beyond pointing out its differences from The Street of Crocodiles. He
says “Even though Tree of Codes succeeds mostly at the level of individual, poetic
phrases, a vague leitmotif pervades the text,” seeming to discount the point of the
words in Tree of Codes at all and assigning its success as an artistic endeavor to only
its physical form (251).66 In the absence of a clear dominance of words, it appears that
Starre gives Tree of Codes over to the form of sculpture. Metamediality acknowledges
that materiality is important to understanding books, but it stops short of giving weight
to that importance by treating materiality as covalent to text.
Others have also considered Tree of Codes with books that might be called “computational” or
“algorithmic” such as Brian Kim Stefans in “Terrible Engines: A Speculative Turn in Recent Poetry and
Fiction.”
65
Hayles does slip in a few moments of interpretation early on in the article, for example the assertion,
“Thus, Foer’s erasures can be seen as aimed at mourning the loss of Jewish cultural heritage in the
Holocaust and recovering it in a new sense through creative interpretation” (“Combining” 227), and
“the pages as material artifacts participate in creating flimsy surfaces that nevertheless achieve
remarkable depth through multilayered holes revealing words behind” (231). However, she comes to
these conclusions without close reading Foer’s gaps as creating meaning with the text, but through
contextual information about the book and comparison to The Street of Crocodiles. This is not to say
that Hayles does a disservice to Tree of Codes or literary analysis, but that the “aesthetic of
bookishness” focuses more heavily on words, including paratext, instead of materiality.
66
Throughout his book, Starre gives emphasis to words. As he says earlier in the same chapter, “I hope
to have shown in the course of these chapters, medial close readings should pay attention to the
placement of pictorial or verbal matter on the finite artifact” (242). Though it is subtle, this statement
shows that words are still the most important part of a book, with the material form playing
accompaniment.
64
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In “Jonathan Safran Foer’s Tree of Codes: Memorial, Fetish, Bookishness,”
Pressman looks at Tree of Codes through her theory of “bookishness.” Ultimately, she
reads the book as a memorial and fetish, and, though she reads both the materiality and
the text of the book, she returns to the idea that the book is “always on the verge of
loss, erasure, and obsolescence” (115). While she corrects one flaw in metamediality
studies by reading the text and the physical presence of the pages, she reads the text as
only referencing the materiality of the book and she compares the book repeatedly to
book-objects, using the term “bookwork” from Garrett Stewart, which suggests that
she is not integrating the materiality into her understanding the book as literature.
Most importantly though, she maintains that the book is always in danger and reads
the form of Tree of Codes as primarily commenting on the form of the book. She
situates the book in terms of book-objects without carefully considering the important
differences between these two mediums and does not consider how other media have
affected Tree of Codes. Thus, Pressman returns us to reflexivity, even as she claims it
is not that of postmodernism, and it seems to be a reflexivity that has no space for the
reader.
These scholars seek to understand bookishness as it relates to the future of the
book, much as I do throughout this dissertation, but their interest in the materiality of
books seems to stop there as if the books only engage materiality to fight against
transfer to digital platforms. Hayles, Pressman, and Starre all begin their works with
mention of “the death of the book” or the influence of digital technology on our lives,
immediately setting up their interest in books as somehow “threatened.” Whereas
metamediality seeks to defend the purpose and possibilities of the book, I believe the
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book as part of a media ecology is shifting in function and form due to the influence of
newer media.67 Pressman articulates the stakes of bookishness best when she says
“this focus on the book and the aesthetics it promotes is not merely another form of
postmodern reflexivity in which the author toys with the reader in a layered process of
simulacra. There is a decisively different tone and ambition at work in the novels of
our moment” (“Aesthetics”). Ultimately, she says the aim of “bookishness” is to
“respond to their contemporary, digital moment by showing how literature retains a
central role in our emergent technoculture as a space for aesthetic expression and
cultural critique” (“Aesthetics”). This supposedly antagonistic relationship between
books and digital media is problematic because it reduces most of the arguments
within metamediality to how the book succeeds at showing the importance of the
book, rather than focusing on individual works as literature that use their materiality. It
also envisions the future of the book as one in which the book is safely acknowledged
as literature and does not go much beyond that. This both ignores the possibility of
electronic literature as a growing field in literary studies and also does little to
consider the reader.
Finally, even though much of metamediality is premised on a competitive
relationship between books and digital technology, these scholars do not situate books
in the media ecology.68 This ranges from claims that “print books are now so

67

Many of my ideas of the interaction of media are drawn from Convergence Culture by Henry Jenkins,
which I will deal with in more detail in the next two chapters.
68
This is not to say that theories that explicitly focus on the interaction of media, such as intermediality
studies, are the answer to all the flaws of metamediality. For example, in “Old and New Medialities in
Foer’s Tree of Codes,” Brillenburg Wurth explicitly considers how books are situated with other media,
but also considers this to be an antagonistic relationship asking “why produce a book, carefully cut to
pieces, condensed yet also distorted, in a time when books are said to be increasingly out of step with
our current modes of information and reading? … Like Brian Dettmer’s ravaged book sculptures, Tree
of Codes may readily appear to us as a trace of the eroding force of digital media: the overwhelming
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interpenetrated with digital media at every stage of their production that they may
more appropriately be considered an output form of digital texts than a separate
medium” (Hayles “Combining” 226) to disregarding parts of the project that exist
outside the book’s binding, often online.69 Attachment of “bookishness” to an
exploration of literature both assumes that literary texts break with conventions only to
protect their status as books, rather than asking how other mediums are shifting our
expectations of books, and negates the importance of the book as a medium with
unique possibilities for literature and narrative more broadly.70 It is undeniable that
Tree of Codes is aware of its status as a book and forces us to question the form of the
book, but “bookishness” stops short of fully understanding the book within our media
ecology. While the book is also the focus of my dissertation, isolating the book from
the media ecology does not allow us to situate the book and its readers in a positive
relationship to other forms. Just as important as how the book is unique from other
media is the ways in which books draw on design features and reader relationships
that we more readily associate with other media. Ignoring these interactions feeds into

stream of electronic information that seems to destroy and render obsolete books and paper as analog
storage and knowledge media…. Tree of Codes does not signal a current of demediation but one of
reinvention: of books coming to life again. Rather than being a monument to the book, Tree of Code
[sic] shows us that alternatives to electronic textuality are still viable.”
69
In particular, I am referencing Pressman’s complete lack of reference to the “un-chapters” of The
Raw Shark Texts, the book she uses as her tutor text in “The Aesthetic of Bookishness in Twenty-FirstCentury Literature.” These “un-chapters” or “negatives” exist outside of the main body of the work and
are part of a larger transmedia project, in which the full project exists across multiple media forms. I
will deal more closely with transmedia in my third chapter on S.
70
Pressman and Hayles have advocated for “comparative textual media” studies since the publication of
the article in which Pressman articulates the idea of “bookishness” (“Aesthetics”), and Pressman has
been very clear about the importance of materiality, “Electronic literature demands that readers compare
not only language and text but also the media formats and ecologies that support them…. reading
electronic literature can support a paradigmatic shift within the discipline of Comparative Literature: a
medial turn” (“Electronic Literature as Comparative Literature”). Perhaps the disconnect may come
from a stronger interest in electronic literature in their work, rather than a blind spot in terms of print
books.
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the sense that books have solely an antagonistic relationship to other media and need
to protect their status as print texts above any other goals.
Metamediality has done important work in drawing attention to the importance
of the physical form of the book, but it does so through a backward-looking
perspective rather than a forward-looking suggestion. “Bookishness” recalls the
significance of the book throughout modern history and wants to retain the form of the
book because that form, without considering the representational or other goals of the
text, has benefits. Implicit in this theory is the notion that book-bound narratives have
chosen to explore the form of the material book not for its potential opportunities, but
because it is the status quo and through this exploration, we understand literature as
linked to the print book. Pressman and others ultimately align the aesthetic of
“bookishness”71 to the practice of literature rather than an interest in media.
Rather than sharing the focus of these scholars in metamediality of how the
book will continue to function as the default form for literature, I suggest we focus on
how the choice of media is significant to more than “the book” in the abstract. The
future suggested by Foer’s Tree of Codes goes back to Thomas A. Vogler’s contention
that “books have text and exist for the texts that they have” (448). Books, more so than
in the past, are a form of choice. Through being a book that can only be a physical
book, Tree of Codes suggests that the physical format of the book is becoming a more
While Pressman’s definition, “the fetishized focus on textuality and the book-bound reading object”
(“Aesthetic”) has come to dominate discussions of bookishness, we should juxtapose that definition
with Jonathan Freedman’s “reassertion and reimagination of the constellation of values and meanings
traditionally associated with ‘the book’” to better understand how this idea functions within the media
ecology. Pressman’s definition originates in a special issue of Michigan Quarterly Review and other
scholars in the same special issue illuminate that there has been much more associated with “the book”
than literature. Leah Price, in particular, considers how questions of the “death of the book” are more of
a reaction to moving “the file, the directory, the calendar, the form” from the print book to digital forms
(“Reading”). Thus, part of the issue with “bookishness” is just this separation of the book from its many
uses over the years and limiting our investigation to considering the book as linked to literature.
71
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significant choice. Rather than the material object being treated as a mere container for
the text, something that has no bearing on the reader’s expectations and experience,
Tree of Codes, and multimodal texts more broadly, signal an interest in paying
attention to the physical possibilities and limits of the book, especially as we find
literature in other forms with different constraints that similarly affect their meanings.
This relationship between the physical book, both its inability to be transferred
without severe loss of the reading experience and its creation of the narrative through
die-cuts to foreground absence, is the radical suggestion that Foer is making in Tree of
Codes. Rather than creating a book simply because it is the expected format or
creating a book to make a stand that books have a place in our society, Foer is
signaling that in our current media ecology, choice is abundant, and it is a conscious
choice now to create a book. Even for those who exist as traditional “authors,” the
options abound for media outlets. By creating a book that can only be a book without
losing a major part of the story, we are reminded that there are always things that are
gained or lost by transfer across media.
Parallel with this statement is the idea that each book will not look the same.
While books such as Tree of Codes, and all of the books I discuss in this dissertation,
are currently “weird” books, they also suggest a time when all books will exist for the
text they contain rather than conforming to conventions for the sake of convention.
While conventions can be the basis of genre, these decisions based not on possibility,
but precedent can easily overwhelm questions of what a book needs to exist for the
text it contains. This is not to say that convention will be thrown aside, but we are
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seeing more books engaging visual and spatial elements as we enter the third decade
of the twenty-first century.
By destabilizing our idea of the book, highly multimodal and material books
allow us to redraw the boundaries of what a book is and better understand the choice
of the book as it relates to the project of the text. Driven not by a nostalgic desire to
stake a claim for a dying medium or a belief that literature is inherently linked to the
form of the print book, books such as Tree of Codes want to explore what we can do
with books, both in creating new books but also as readers of books. Other scholars
have been correct to point out that this often is made possible through new technology
that aids in every step from inception to reception, but it is false to consider these
books as only another “output” of digital technology. If this were the case, the death of
the book would be imminent, because the form would only appeal to those who
already have a connection to the form as the form would serve no purpose other than
to hold a text that could exist otherwise.
Rather, these books make use of possibilities that have always been
theoretically available but logistically restricted to explore what the material object of
the book offers to literature. Now, moreso than ever, books exist for the literature
within because that literature could be delivered to the reader in another way. If this is
not true, the text becomes a transferrable document, shuffled between delivery
systems, such as audiobooks, e-books, and electronic literature, not to mention film,
television, oral storytelling, and more. If we ignore the impact that the medium of the
book has upon the text the object contains and our reading experience, then we are
ignoring the different strengths and weaknesses, or affordances and constraints, of
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various media. If we consider this in terms of adaptation, including the well-known
trope that the book is always better than the movie, it becomes immediately and
obviously clear that media influence our reception. We may act as though terms such
as “text,” “literature,” and “book” are interchangeable, but the subtle differences
between their meanings begin to outline how these ideas interact and change our
understanding of media in our culture. Once we have acknowledged that this choice of
form is significant, it becomes clear that we also need to treat the media as essential to
our analysis.
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ENCOUNTER: IGNORING THE CONTENT

I do not know when I learned how to read, either the first moment that words
coalesced into meaning or the date I began to confidently pick up books to read to
myself, but that is not so uncommon. I remember the picture book Pat the Bunny and
going through those pages on my own, touching the textures of fluffy cotton and rough
sandpaper inserted into the pages and the story. Books were ever-present in my
childhood, appearing in most rooms and sometimes held by my parents or siblings. I
am sure people read to me, but I do not remember reading to myself. In general, I was
not particularly enthusiastic about books, besides putting them in my mouth, but I did
not avoid reading or being read to. Reading, whether I was doing it or not, just does
not enter my childhood memories as something notable until I began first grade and
had to prove that I did know how to read.
I began first grade in remedial reading. This was not the result of trouble in
pre-school or kindergarten—I may have fought writing my full name, Catherine,
instead of my childhood nickname, Katie, because of its length—my progress in
reading and writing was suitable at the least. I do not remember how I was placed in
Reading Recovery, my school’s euphemism for remedial reading, and I also do not
remember when I came to understand that it meant I was being taught something I had
already learned. I do remember attending a much smaller class; we left our general
classroom for our reading class, just one or two other children and almost as many
instructors in what was probably a glorified closet somewhere else in my elementary
school. These teachers gave me basic tasks, such as placing pre-cut words into
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sentences, and I distinctly remember working on spelling, which I was not good at
until well into high school. At the same time, I was also in speech therapy for a bit of
lisp associated with my overbite. Otherwise, I stayed with my first-grade class;
apparently, language had been pinpointed as a difficulty.
But I could read. According to my mother, my kindergarten teacher might have
suggested my placement in Reading Recovery, but this strikes me as odd because my
final exam was to tie my shoes, not read. My mother also once told me that when I
took my “placement exam,” I had made up a new story that I felt went with the
pictures in the book. I chose not to read whatever I was handed. It is unclear if it was a
book I had read before, or if I was just being difficult (as usual). I do not know now if
my mother knew I could read—almost twenty-five years have sanded down the
details—but either way, she figured that allowing me to work closely with teachers on
“remedial” reading would solve the problem just as quickly as anything else she could
do.
As soon as I had the freedom to make my own sentences rather than read the
same book again, it was clear to others that I could read. I remember there was some
mild surprise I could create more than simple sentences. Still, I stayed in remedial
reading for some time. Perhaps I had to really prove that I could read or perhaps it was
just easier to wait for the end of a quarter to move me back into the general reading
class. One day, without warning, at least it appeared that way to 6-year-old Catherine
Katie, I was told to stay when my classmates left for our “special” class and I no
longer saw the speech therapist. In the grand scheme of things, I do not think I missed
out on much in those first few months by being in the remedial class.
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The next year, I was in advanced reading, having learned that at least in school,
I had to read the words on the pages in front of me. I did not come to enjoy reading
until several years later, but I continued learning how to read better. My progress was
not based on my ability to tell my own stories, but on my understanding of the content
at hand. The book dictated and I learned to understand what it told me.
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CHAPTER 3

“THIS THING IN A BINDING TOMB:” HOUSE OF LEAVES AND CONTENT

Published in 2000 when over half of the adults in the U.S. were online (Pew
Research Center), House of Leaves is a book with a paradoxical relationship with the
Internet.72 In part, this is because of Mark Z. Danielewski’s insistence that he created
it all with analog media in spite of the book having all of the earmarks of digital
influence.73 More importantly, the relationship to the Internet is oppositional due to
how House of Leaves imagines itself, not how it was created. As a book that comes to
the reader in multiple layers, with an index that goes nowhere, appendices of
seemingly unrelated material that was clearly added by a second or third contributor,
all about a house that is bigger on the inside than the outside and cannot seem to
control its growth, the text acknowledges the Internet and includes reading aids and
practices that have been more readily absorbed into digital technologies. This is not a
simple binary opposition though. While the Internet is typically characterized as
connected, collaborative, and participatory, House of Leaves represents a book and
way of interacting with books and analog media that is not isolated, unique, or passive.
While it does show the tension that can grow between old and new media at a moment

I am drawing on several scholars’ explanations of the connection of Danielewski’s book to the
Internet. For example, Jessica Pressman says, “House of Leaves [challenges and expands the concept of
the literary work] by presenting a paradox: it is a print novel for the digital age, a book that privileges
print while plugging into the digital network” (“House” 107). Mark C. Taylor says, “Danielewski leaves
clues—countless clues—and as his tale unfolds the canny detective begins to suspect that the
labyrinthian House of Leaves is, incongruously, the World Wide Web” (8).
73
This statement has been disputed, but more importantly the computer is not the Internet; computers
existed before the Internet and while both are digital, we should not take them as synonymous. For
more discussion on how the “mark of the digital” appears in House of Leaves, regardless of the initial
drafting, see Hayles’s Electronic Literature (177).
72
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of their introduction, House of Leaves also gestures toward where these two forms
might converge or diverge and make space for something new. As Jerome McGann
says: “We are not facing the extinction of a species. We are involved in the historical
convergence of two great machineries of symbol production and hence of human
consciousness. Like any serious human intercourse, this convergence brings
enlightenment from engaged differences. It also brings change” (209). By using
textual conventions of scholarly genres, such as an index and footnotes, House of
Leaves questions our expectations of content through a story that constantly
remediates The Navidson Record, a fictional film, and asks what is the knowledge and
information that we gain from literary as opposed to information-based texts.
Of the texts that orient my study, House of Leaves has the most extensive
corpus of criticism and scholarship; it has been a subject of interest since its
publication in 2000. Scholars have investigated the symbol of the labyrinth and
connection to Borges (N. Hamilton), the absence in the house as nihilism (Slocombe),
the explorations as a descent into the underworld or katabasis (Fordham), potentially
as a representation of the main character, Johnny’s traumatic childhood (Dawson), and
the references in the text as enacting interpretation (Belletto). There is also significant
interest in the book as representative of the move past postmodernism (Timmer 243297; Little; Holland 98-123; Toth), though some argue that it exemplifies postmodern
treatment of space and time (Davidson) or modernist experiment with narration
(Huber). Within this array of essays, there are those who acknowledge the complicated
materiality of the text to discuss another topic, such as those I have already listed, and
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there are scholars who take up the materiality of the text as compared to new media. It
is this second group of scholars that I am in direct conversation with in this chapter.
In both Writing Machines and “Saving the Subject: Remediation in House of
Leaves,” N. Katherine Hayles argues that mediation is at the heart of House of Leaves.
By this, she means that the novel represents many other media forms to reposition the
book against the computer and other inscription technology “to redefine what it means
to write, to read, and to be human” (“Saving” 804).74 Mark B. N. Hansen builds on
Hayles’s analysis with a more specific focus on orthography and inscription to argue
that House of Leaves shows the flexibility of the novel. Jessica Pressman situates the
novel as part of a network of connecting works in “House of Leaves: Reading the
Networked Novel” to discover how being a “good reader” involves not just the book
(116). There is also a strain of scholarship that considers House of Leaves as a
hypertext, arguing that the book’s network is within its covers and offers many
possible paths for reading as influenced by websites and other online texts, (see, for
example, Brian W. Chanen in “Surfing the Text: The digital environment in Mark Z.
Danielewski’s House of Leaves.”) While all of these essays approach the novel with a
focus on the design and materiality of the book, acknowledging that there is a purpose
to these experimental features, most focus heavily on the connection of the book to
digital technology at the expense of considering the legacy of the book as it has
competed with other technologies throughout history. Some gesture towards how the
narrative element of the text, especially when juxtaposed with the reading aids taken
74

In neither of these works does Hayles argue that House of Leaves should be seen as the output of an
electronic text, an argument she will later make in Electronic Literature. I have struggled to understand
this change from her claim that “materiality is content” in Writing Machines, and I think that it might
best be described as a change from a focus on the reader to a focus on the structures that bring the text
to the reader.
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from scholarly or reference texts, emphasize how the book generates meaning, 75 but
none spend significant time examining these reading aids.
Alison Gibbons is also an interlocutor. Writing from the field of cognitive
poetics, Gibbons explores how multimodal aspects of this text, such as the placement
of text, allows the reader to identify their reading experience with the character’s
actions and experiences within the text in her book Multimodality, Cognition, and
Experimental Literature. Focused on the process of understanding as informed by
neuroscience, Gibbons concentrates primarily on multimodality within the book,
rather than how the structure of the book affects our reading or how the materiality
becomes a part of the narrative.76 Thus, while her work is important for understanding
how we read the visual and spatial alongside the textual, she does very little to
consider the book as a medium or as compared to other media.
Rather than focusing exclusively on its connection to the Internet and digital
technology, I want to focus on how the conventions of academic genres figure in
House of Leaves as a part of the media ecology. The conceit of House of Leaves as an
annotated scholarly text begins to address a central concern about books in the twentyfirst century—what do we expect to find in books, or what content is best suited to the
form of the book? People have used books for many purposes throughout the years,
from the database of the phone book that we flip through to find discrete pieces of
information to the linear narrative of literature that we expect to read from the
Notably, Hansen says “And if the novel appears to be the victor in this agon, it is precisely because it
undergoes a fundamental transformation in its function: liberated from its vocation as a means to
stabilize, resurrect, and transmit the past—that is, to cash in a referential promise—the novel in its postorthographic form operates as a kind of machine for producing what we might call ‘reality affects’ in
the reader” (621 emphasis original).
76
Cognitive poetics also uses language that implies there is only one way that readers process texts.
This seems suspect and does not offer space for neurodiversity.
75
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beginning to the end, among others. If we look to book history, which tends not to
directly address the content of individual books (Price What 31-5), we see it explores
“how diverse peoples… have striven to store, circulate, and retrieve knowledge and
information” (Raven 2). This definition implies that books contain “knowledge and
information” and that the ability to “store, circulate, and retrieve” this information is a
book’s primary role. In fact, as the media ecology has changed and introduced newer
technologies that fulfill certain roles the book once performed, in some cases
superseding the book as the preferred delivery system, it has been recommended that
book history will need to contend with the “function [of books] as a means of
communication” over their status as physical objects, thus meaning that book history
will focus more on communication than books (Raven 142). Presented as an
academic-style text, a genre concerned with circulating information and knowledge,
House of Leaves asks what the role of the book is in a world that does not solely rely
on the book for these functions, exploring the needs that the book can fulfill.77
House of Leaves by Mark Z. Danielewski is a multi-layered text, by which I
mean there supposedly have been several intradiegetic readers that are responsible for
the final book. At the center of the book is the first layer, a monograph written by a
blind man, Zampanò, about a fictional movie that explores a house bigger on the
inside than the outside. Zampanò’s manuscript was then annotated by a young man

77

It may seem hyperbolic to say that information and knowledge are no longer the domain of the book,
and to some extent I am using these terms loosely. However, we if understand “information” as closer
to facts and figures, this idea becomes more reasonable. Furthermore, this use of books as vessels for
raw data has been fading. As Jerome McGann says: “Computers will displace—are already
displacing—most of the information functions of our bibliographic tools. The aesthetic function of
books will remain, however, and it’s clear to me that they will prove indispensable in this respect” (170171). I will discuss the relation of books to information and knowledge more closely throughout this
chapter.
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named Johnny Truant. Finally, the book was prepared for publication with further
notes by unnamed editors (figure 3). The title page states the book is “by Zampanò,
Published book prepared by The Editors. Includes
Introduction and notes on Zampanò’s
manuscript by Johnny Truant.
Zampanò’s House of Leaves, an
academic monograph on the film
The Navidson Record. Includes
footnotes and Exhibits One-Six.
Also includes Appendix I.
foreword, footnotes, Appendices II and III, and an index.
Figure 3 - Intradiegetic Readers in House of Leaves

with introduction and notes by Johnny Truant.” As the title page implies, Zampanò is
the initial writer of an academic-style essay on the film The Navidson Record that
follows photographer Will Navidson as he moves into a new home on Ash Tree Lane
with his family and discovers that the house is larger than it should be based on its
external dimensions. Johnny Truant finds this manuscript in Zampanò’s apartment
after the old man’s death and begins the work of textual editing, including annotating
the text with footnotes, though he never explains why he takes up this work. These
footnotes range from comments on the text to his personal story of having found the
manuscript and encountering the ideas it holds; Johnny creates these footnotes prepublication in the world of the book, and we hear about the text circulating as a sheaf
of papers and on the Internet. The final layer is by “The Editors,” otherwise unnamed
figures who do not invite us into their lives but fulfill the traditional role of textual
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editor. The original text and footnotes by Zampanò are in Times, Truant’s footnotes
are in Courier, and those of The Editors are in Bookman (Danielewski 4, figure 4).78

Figure 4 - House of Leaves pg. 45 showing all three layers of intradiegetic readers

78

The Editors give this information directly in the book. I would assume that The Editors assigned the
separate typefaces for the different voices, though Johnny’s notes not only appear to use Courier font,
but use notation from the era of typewriters, such as underlined words when we would use italics. This
gives the impression that he is using a typewriter, or at the very least retaining the style of typewritten
works.
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Together, these three layers create a narrative that is also bigger on the inside than the
outside by creating a book that is expansively unwieldy, even as it is physically
limited by its binding. Not only does the book hold three layers that use different
typefaces and grow the book through the supplements of introductions and
appendices, but it also incorporates white space, images, codes, other notation
systems, such as braille (423) and musical notation (478-9) along with references to
other methods of inscribing a surface, such as tattooing.79 Ultimately, the book
becomes encyclopedic in its attempt to represent other media forms through
commentary by Zampanò, Johnny, and The Editors. At the same time, House of
Leaves relies on narrative to draw the reader through the book and asks us to consider
our experience with the book and what content it both can contain and can best
contain.
Readers and scholars often categorize House of Leaves as a horror story80 as
The Navidson Record recounts an eerie situation. This fictional film81 started as a

79

Hayles notes the many methods of inscription as particularly important in this book that offers layers
of commentary. She notes “The inscription technologies include film, video, photography, tattoos,
typewriters, telegraphy, handwriting, and digital computers” (Writing 111).
80
For example, Joanne Watkiss and Danel Olson both consider House of Leaves in the tradition of the
Gothic in Gothic Contemporaries: The Haunted Text and 21st-Century Gothic: Great Gothic Novels
Since 2000, respectively. Fred Botting looks at the novel as a modern interpretation of horror related to
the space of the house in “Horrorspace: Reading House of Leaves.” Danielewski evens comments on
this, saying that while House of Leaves considers something that is terrifying, we could also classify it
as a love story, “I had one woman come up to me in a bookstore and say, ‘You know, everyone told me
it was a horror book, but when I finished it, I realized that it was a love story.’ And she’s absolutely
right. In some ways, genre is a marketing tool” (qtd. in Wittmershaus).
81
While the film does not exist in our world, it seems that it also does not exist in the world of the book.
Even as Johnny is editing Zampanò’s text on this film, he does not believe the film is real: “After all, as
I fast discovered, Zampanò’s entire project is about a film which doesn’t even exist. You can look, I
have, but not matter how long you search you will never find The Navidson Record in theaters or video
stores. Furthermore, most of what’s said by famous people has been made up. I tried contacting all of
them. Those that took the time to respond told me they had never heard of Will Navidson let alone
Zampanò” (Danielewski xix-xx). Later on, Johnny seems to assume that the film might exist: “all three
of them were pretty glib about their music, until I asked about ‘The Five and a Half Minute Hallway.’
… ‘Wasn’t it a movie?’ I stammered back, more than a little surprised by how fast the mood had just
shifted. Fortunately, after studying me for a moment… the drummer shook his head and explained that
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project by photographer Will Navidson documenting his move to a house in the
suburbs as a new chapter in his life: having spent years traveling the world on
assignment, Navidson promised to spend more time at home with his family and this
new house was meant to help Navidson keep his promise. Having set up cameras in
the house to capture what should be a happy time in the family’s life, Navidson
discovers that the dimensions of the house do not align with the exterior
measurements. At first, this is simply a paradoxical discovery, leading Navidson to
consult the blueprints and find more accurate ways to measure, but this quickly
becomes more ominous as new areas of the house appear. Eventually, this discrepancy
becomes a hallway off the living room that leads to a series of unexplained and everchanging spaces in the center of the house. When I describe the house as larger than it
should be, I do not mean that the family discovers there is an extra crawlspace or that
it resembles the TARDIS from Doctor Who; the house would be better described as
randomly replicating rooms thereby creating a labyrinth82 of featureless and empty

the lyrics were inspired by a book he’d found on the Internet quite some time ago” (513). But he seems
certain that Zampanò invented certain portions. For example, while Navidson engages in his final
exploration, his partner, Karen, supposedly creates a film called “What Some Have Thought” in which
she interviews a number of real well-known public intellectuals, from Harold Bloom to Douglas R.
Hofstadter, a computer and cognitive science professor at Indiana University (which is still his current
appointment). However, Johnny attempts to verify these statements and receives only a few responses
that imply these interviews never took place: “To date, I haven’t heard back from any of the people
quoted in this ‘transcript’ with the exception of Hofstadter who made it very clear he’d never heard of
Will Navidson, Karen Green or the house and Paglia who scribbled on a postcard: ‘Get lost, jerk.’”
(354).
82
Labyrinth and maze are used somewhat interchangeably in scholarship on House of Leaves and
within the book itself. While the most common definition of labyrinth, “1. A structure consisting of a
complex network of tunnels, paths, etc., deliberately designed or constructed so that it is difficult to find
one’s way through; a maze” (OED), does connect the term to maze as a synonym, labyrinth has the
additional meaning of “1. c. A representation of such a structure (esp. one consisting of a single
convoluted path) set into the floor of a church with tiles or stones, esp. one walked by Christians as a
symbolic pilgrimage; (in later use also) any of various similar representations made on the ground or
cut into turf for the purpose of meditation or other spiritual practices” (OED). While we can use the two
synonymously, mazes are “designed as a puzzle” (“maze” II.4.a, OED) whereas labyrinths are not
necessarily meant to be “solved,” highlighted by the meditative use of the term. If we think of the house
as a maze, we have hope that there is meaning to be found. If the house is a labyrinth, we need to accept
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chambers within its center. Not only is the house expanding and changing at a rapid
and uncontrollable rate, there also seems to be something within its depths that wants
to harm the family or anyone who descends into this ever-changing space.83 We can
infer that this might be a “minotaur.” Throughout the text, Zampanò includes several
references to the Minotaur in King Mino’s labyrinth, all of which appear in red and
have been struck through. 84 Will Navidson, along with his brother Tom, engineering
professor Billy Reston, professional explorer Holloway Roberts, and his team, Kirby
“Wax” Hook and Jed Leeder, explore this mysterious interior to learn more and find
that it is nearly impossible to avoid becoming lost inside. The film follows several
expeditions by these men into this unknown and unmarked portion of the house, some
more successful than others. Much in the way that Theseus descends into the labyrinth
to confront the Minotaur, reeling out Ariadne’s thread to find his way back, they each
descend into the house on Ash Tree Lane hoping to come back victorious; not all of
these characters return. These events are the subject of Zampanò’s study, and he walks
us through this film.

that there might not be a solution and that there is no end. Natalie Hamilton argues that we should
assume that labyrinths can be solved because they are man-made, but also says “two-dimensional
diagrammatic mazes have been used for centuries in religious rituals to symbolize man’s suffering and
confusion within a divine plan, again emphasizing the difference between a synchronic and a diachronic
experience of a labyrinth” but fails to connect this fact with the literal two dimensional nature of the
page that we are reading (12). Labyrinths are themselves an ancient form, predating the religious
context in which is it used and we can ask if House of Leaves is also drawing on the joy of getting lost,
as Mary Cappello discusses in “How We Escape It: An Essay,” when she quotes her mentor Martin L.
Pops saying “‘There are, after all,’ as Pops is quick to note, ‘certain labyrinths without goals… your
only reward the pleasure of your play.’” Labyrinths are also significant in work on ergodic texts, in
which “nontrivial effort is required to allow the reader to traverse the text” (Aarseth 1); Aarseth looks at
narratives compared to labyrinths in the introduction to Cybertext (3-8).
83
Not only is the center of the house larger than it should be, the layout of the rooms also changes.
Those who explore this part of the house find that it changes, even when they are inside, stretching and
contracting, adding rooms, or disappearing previous landmarks, as well as seeming to consume
anything, including people, left behind.
84
For example, see pages 313, 335-338, 109-111, 114, 115, 144, and 540 in House of Leaves.
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House of Leaves does not offer us direct access to this supposed film but to a
series of commentaries on it. The first commentary is Zampanò’s work, which
constitutes the main body of the text and delves into the film seeking to understand
what we can learn about the family and house. This layer nests inside Johnny’s
comments on the manuscript, Zampanò’s life and work,85 and Johnny’s own life,
mostly in the form of footnotes throughout, along with an introduction, one chapter
(Chapter XXI) of journal entries, and Appendix I. The Editors create the exterior layer
within which all the other material—Zampanò’s original essay with notes and
Johnny’s notes, introduction, and appendix—rests. Though the Editors do not
comment on their personal experience with the book, unlike Johnny and to a lesser
extent Zampanò, they do include a plethora of paratextual material that at least appears
to allow us, the empirical reader, to better understand Johnny, Zampanò, and the book,
including more footnotes, appendices,86 and an index. Here there are two layers of
intradiegetic readers whose comments consist of footnotes, as well the layer of the
framed text by Zampanò that remarks upon a different medium.
These nested levels introduce several new ways to understand a reader’s
potential relationships with books and other media. Importantly, the commentaries
work to remediate, that is the work media does in “translating, refashioning, and
reforming... both on the level of content and form” (Manovich 89) based on the work
of Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin. Specifically, the commentaries remediate

Johnny also includes a section called “Exhibits” based on Zampanò’s instructions.
There are three labelled appendices in this book, but only the second and third are attributed to the
Editors. Johnny created the first, which collects material from Zampanò’s life. We can assume that
Johnny added everything, mostly from Zampanò’s original manuscript, but “Chapter 21, Appendix II,
Appendix III, [and] the index,” as The Editors note that these four parts were added for the second
edition (Danielewski ii).
85
86
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other media through the form of the book.87 Each layer of the text comments on at
least one previous layer while also transforming artifacts found outside of the book
into a representation on the page. Zampanò writes primarily about the film,
remediating what occurs in this visual medium into language, which already features
transformations from the supposedly real events into a film.88 While this work is
typical in translating a film for scholarly consideration, it is worth examining how
Zampanò transfers the visual medium into the book: he is a blind man writing about a
film. Here he remediates a film that relies heavily on a mode he cannot engage with,
namely the visual, to another, the linguistic, that we assume he has easy access to, but
his blindness reminds us that these modes are not the only ones inherent in either film
or the book. While we know that he is read to and dictates, Zampanò’s blindness also
brings up questions about reading: if The Navidson Record existed, could Zampanò
“read” it without seeing it? Is reading the process of deciphering symbols? Or is
reading about the experience one has with a text or book? Acting as an intermediary
between the reader and the film, Zampanò presents information from and about the
film, but it’s a film that readers of his pages cannot access.89

Hayles terms this a “mediation plot” (115) in Writing Machines, saying “The computer has often
been proclaimed the ultimate medium because it can incorporate every other medium within itself. As if
imitating the computer’s omnivorous appetite, House of Leaves in a frenzy of remediation attempts to
eat all the other media, but this binging leaves traces on the text’s body, resulting in a transformed
physical and narrative corpus. In a sense House of Leaves recuperates the traditions of the print book
and particularly the novel as a literary form, but the price it pays for this recuperation is a
metamorphosis so profound it becomes a new kind of form and artifact” (112).
88
It is worth noting that there Navidson and the other explorers spend a significant portion of time in
the dark—traditionally this is not ideal material for a film because film requires light. Even if we
assume that Johnny is correct and Zampanò made the film up, this choice brings up more questions than
it answers. Furthermore, Zampanò’s text on the film is somewhat mysterious in itself, featuring cryptic
footnotes, references to sources that may or may not exist, and sections that have been struck out or
entirely effaced.
89
This is a limit of the book. While books can contain images, they cannot contain films or videos. The
closest a book can come to containing a film is presenting a series of frames from the film. If enough of
87
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While Zampanò’s text appears in the empirical book we have, Johnny also acts
as an intermediary, this time between Zampanò’s manuscript and the book. When
Johnny first finds the text, it is a collection of papers and other materials, rather than a
book. Johnny spends much of his time attempting to reconstruct Zampanò’s text,
sorting through the scraps and putting the text in order, transcribing Zampanò’s notes
from note cards and adding his own explanatory notes, and attempting to verify
information. Thus, Johnny is essential in preparing Zampanò’s text for us, and while
we can assume that we are reading Zampanò’s monograph, we cannot assume that the
book represents unmediated access—Johnny not only puts things in order, but he also
makes choices and changes as an editor. While doing this work, Johnny struggles with
an ominous presence he feels has been called up by the manuscript. Just as there
seems to be something within the house on Ash Tree Lane that is threatening the
family, Johnny fears an unknowable threat.90 At the peak of his paranoia, Johnny feels
that he cannot leave his apartment, boards up all his windows, and nails down tape
measures to make sure the dimensions of his apartment are not changing. None of
these precautions save him from night terrors or intense hallucinations of his own
death when he does step outside of his apartment. It is further insinuated that this
presence might haunt us as readers, encouraging House of Leaves’s categorization as a
horror book. Thus, while Johnny exerts control over the text, it seems that the book
controls him in the relationship. Even as Johnny tells us that The Navidson Record
does not exist, therefore throwing doubt on the events of the film, he becomes

these are printed, a flip book can be created, but these can usually only represent a few seconds before
becoming unwieldly to the point of uselessness.
90
Johnny also hints that Zampanò was similarly plagued by fear. Zampanò himself does not speak of
this, but Johnny seems to believe many of his strikethroughs are the result of this fear.
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embroiled in a similar situation as Navidson with the house on Ash Tree Lane:
Zampanò’s text seems to replicate without logic, providing more information that
Johnny must sort through to create meaning in the narrative, ultimately causing
Johnny to become obsessed in the depths of the text, fearing that he will not escape the
minotaur. This again returns us to the reader’s relationship with the experience of the
book: is Johnny’s obsession the result of sustained attention to unorganized
information? Are we in danger of a similar obsession, or has Johnny’s work
organizing Zampanò’s narrative created enough meaning for us to traverse the text
safely? Though Johnny appears primarily in the footnotes, he is also a mediating force
in collecting and organizing the disparate information that Zampanò wrote about the
house on Ash Tree Lane.
The introduction of House of Leaves, as written by Johnny, explains how the
book came to its final form. 91 As in many novels that involve “the production of
textuality,” the introduction becomes a “metanarrative of reading concerned with
reading’s own nervous perversity” in which Johnny tells us about the origins of this
book (Stewart Dear 347). While Johnny acts as a creator of this text, his story of
becoming an editor also involves his role as a reader, and the introduction of House of
Leaves begins to show how the book affects and is affected by Johnny. Zampanò lived
in the same apartment building as Johnny’s friend, Lude, who was one of the first
people to notice the old man’s death. After the authorities take the body away, Lude
calls Johnny and asks him to come over and look at the old man’s apartment with him,
91

We also understand The Editors as further readers and mediators, though ones we do not have a
personal connection to, who prepare the book in its final printed form for us. While Johnny does much
of the work of organizing and compiling, The Editors add further clarifications and are ultimately
responsible for creating the form of the published book. We can understand Johnny’s product as a book
in the abstract, but distributed online and as printouts, it lacks the binding and covers of its final form.
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in large part because Lude has found claw marks on the floor. While they are in the
room, Johnny comes across the manuscript and describes it as follows:
At least some of the horror I took away at four in the morning you now have
before you, waiting for you a little like it waited for me that night, only without
these few covering pages.
As I discovered, there were reams and reams of it. Endless snarls of
words, sometimes twisting into meaning, sometimes into nothing at all,
frequently breaking apart, always branching off into other pieces I’d come
across later—on old napkins, the tattered edges of an envelope, once even on
the back of a postage stamp; everything and anything but empty; each
fragment completely covered with the creep of years and years of ink
pronouncements; layered, crossed out, amended; handwritten, typed; legible,
illegible; impenetrable, lucid; torn, stained, scotch taped; some bits crisp and
clear, others faded, burnt or folded and refolded so many times the creases
have obliterated whole passages of god knows what—sense? truth? deceit? A
legacy of prophecy or lunacy or nothing of the kind?, and in the end achieving,
designating, describing, recreating—find your own words; I have no more; or
plenty more but why? and all to tell—what?...
One thing’s for sure, even without touching it, both of us slowly began
to feel its heaviness, sensed something horrifying in its proportions, its silence,
its stillness, even if it did seem to have been shoved almost carelessly to the
side of the room. (Danielewski xvii)
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Johnny’s initial description talks around the material object of Zampanò’s manuscript
and sundry notes and focuses on “the horror” of the content, that is, the ideas and
information it contains. This first description of what will become the book which
“you now have before you… only without these few covering pages” seems to suggest
an unbound manuscript that spawns more pages and other materials, much like the
house on Ash Tree Lane proliferates rooms at random. Johnny describes both the
materials he finds—“years and years of ink pronouncements; layered, crossed out,
amended; handwritten, typed; legible, illegible; impenetrable, lucid; torn, stained,
scotch taped; some bits crisp and clear, others faded, burnt or folded and refolded so
many times the creases have obliterated whole passages”—and the “the horror” that is
not material but comes from the content (xvii). It is not until the fourth paragraph into
this description that Johnny appears to address the object of the manuscript itself,
describing its “heaviness” that has “something horrifying in its proportions, its silence,
its stillness” but even this was something that Johnny could tell “even without
touching it” (xvii). Thus, it is likely that he is not referring to the reams and reams of
paper, but to the content that is, at this point, unorganized and wide-ranging. Just as
Zampanò is dealing with the content of the film and remediating it for us, the reader,
Johnny is likewise dealing with the content of Zampanò’s manuscript, attempting to
corral what is “horrifying in its proportions” into a narrative (xvii).
Unlike other intradiegetic readers in other books in this study, Johnny comes to
Zampanò’s manuscript before it is a “book” proper; it is not a published text that he
finds, but a manuscript that requires his work to come to its final form. What we have
is still considered the same as what he encountered “only without these few covering
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pages” (Danielewski xvii). Here it is not the book that is in question, but the dangerous
“branching off” that appears to be uncontainable appearing on “anything and
everything but empty” (xvii). It is the content of the book and the idea of what it
contains that is most significant in this first description and that will continue to be
significant throughout the story. The text that is contained—content being “that which
is contained in anything” (OED)—is initially unmoored from its material support of
the book, and while we now have a contained text, it also threatens to continue to
replicate itself, much as the manuscript seems to produce more text first through
Johnny and then The Editors. Throughout the text, questions of meaning, narrative,
and content recur with the implication that much of this book comes from a
compulsion to write rather than a drive towards an end; rather than seeking to make a
single, ordered argument, Johnny describes Zampanò’s writing as changing much in
the same way the center of the house on Ash Tree Lane does. Johnny says,
Zampanò was in essence—to use another big word—a graphomaniac. He
scribbled until he died and while he came close a few times, he never finished
anything, especially the work he would unabashedly describe as either his
masterpiece or his precious darling. Even the day before he failed to appear in
that dusty courtyard, he was dictating long discursive passages, amending
previously written pages and restructuring an entire chapter. His mind never
ceased branching out into new territories. (Danielewski xxii)
There seems to have been no discernible purpose to Zampanò’s writing: Johnny does
not find a conclusion that offers meaning, but rather finds more bits and pieces that
never seem to coalesce into a reason for their existence. As Johnny says, “At least
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some of the horror I took away at four in the morning you now have before you” (xvii
emphasis mine), proposing that either “the horror” continues to grow or that the work
Johnny has done as an editor has produced order. If we assume that the horror is
greater, this requires us to ask if the book is also growing and spawning on its own, at
least for Johnny in the world of the narrative, and creating a book that is bigger on the
inside than on the outside92—and if it is, is this just as ominous as the house on Ash
Tree Lane? The book, just like the house, has obvious proportions, but as we descend
deeper into the narrative, we discover that there are depths we could not foresee from
its exterior. To be able to come out the other side, though, rather than remain in depths
obsessed to the point of destruction, requires a path or narrative.
House of Leaves is a novel, but at the same time, we should pay attention to
how House of Leaves uses the conventions of an academic monograph to subvert our
expectations of narrative fiction.93 Just as easily as we could classify the book as a tale
of horror, we could also look at it as an exploratory conversation that can be found
almost exclusively on the shelves of academic libraries, professors, and graduate
students. While it is primarily the paratextual materials, the parts of the book outside
of the text which Genette defines as the “certain number of verbal or other
productions, such as an author’s name, a title, a preface, illustrations” that accompany
92

I find this idea interesting. What does it mean for a book to be bigger on the inside than the outside?
On the one hand, books are almost always “bigger” on the inside—especially when we are discussing
narrative texts, we often travel the narrative world along with the character(s) and traverse much more
area than could possibly be held within the bounds of the book. On the other hand, books are the size
that they are, and the imaginative content does not really constitute a spatial reality. Just as it is a
physically impossibility for the house on Ash Tree Lane to be larger on the inside, it is likewise against
the laws of nature for a book to hold more than its proportions would lead us to believe. So then, we are
left asking if this is a physical paradox or an imaginative truth. The issue of expansiveness will come up
again when I more closely examine the use of footnotes in House of Leaves.
93
If we consider House of Leaves in this vein, Pale Fire by Vladimir Nabokov is a predecessor. Steven
Belletto draws on this precedent to consider how House of Leaves is a novel of interpretation and
purposefully bends the rules of academic texts.
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a text, that designate the book as “academic” as opposed to “entertainment,”94 we need
to account for these reading aids in the world of the book. Rather than focusing on the
malevolent presence, which could also be read as an obsession with the ideas of the
house or the text rather than a creature, we can consider the book as a study of what it
means to encounter space with no content or context, as we have in the house.
Importantly, this book also rests on the sort of discourse, writing that participates in a
larger whole,95 which is common in academic books from scholarly research to critical
editions. While fictional novels often do owe much to discourse and are often not the
work of a single isolated genius, we receive novels as extended monologues.96 By
modeling itself after academic works, House of Leaves uses the trappings of another
genre of book to explore the potential of the form for fiction and narrative.
As a novel that remediates a film that takes place largely in the dark, House of
Leaves could be about attempting to see “the most difficult subject of all: the sight of
darkness, itself” (Danielewski xxi), written by a blind man. The darkness is not only
the subject of Zampanò’s work but also haunts Johnny. Johnny begins to be
overwhelmed by dark as he works on this manuscript, but he still cannot discern what
is at the center of the house. Johnny remains in the dark, both as fear continues to
plague him and because he never seems to come to understand the book on which he
is working; Johnny stops commenting on Zampanò’s narrative after Chapter XXI,

These paratextual materials can be found in all types of books. It is not that “academic” texts have
claim to these, but that by paying attention to paratextual material, we gain more information about
what type of book we can expect.
95
I am using the idea of discourse as presented by Antony Easthope in Poetry as Discourse.
96
While authors are not “isolated geniuses,” this trope is often evoked to explain the author function.
Furthermore, books almost always exist within a larger conversation and history, but as Grafton points
out, books that do not actively bring conversation in are equivalent to one person talking at length
(234). Thus, novels could be considered extended monologues in that normally a single narrative voice
is allowed to “speak” uninterrupted.
94
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sending the reader along to the conclusion without him. Rather than also becoming
obsessed with darkness, we can ask what resides at the center of House of Leaves as a
book. Books exist for their content, and we define each book by its content, but
content is not as simple as what we think the book “means.” Content, like the soul of
the book, is something that is defining but undefinable. At the center of the book is not
the theme, subject, keyword, or Library of Congress classification, but an experience
we are meant to have with an individual work of art, which perhaps is the most
difficult part to see. House of Leaves is a physical book that seeks to present an
experience unique to reading physical books. Its content tells a story, but through the
remediation of many media types by three layers of commenting intradiegetic readers
and the conventions of academic texts, it also considers how books are not merely
containers for stories, but spaces for understanding.
To examine these issues more closely, I will first explore the relationship of
content to books. Having defined content and explained its relation to form, I will then
look more closely at literature and narrative to discuss how narrative transforms
information into knowledge. In my third section, I will take up the supplemental
aspects of the book, the appendices, index, and footnotes, to investigate the tension
between information and narrative in House of Leaves. Together, these three sections
will create a path for us to understand what this novel offers for the future of the book.

“Labyrinth—that which contains work:” Content
Content is essential to defining the book, but the text is not the only significant
aspect of a book. As I discussed in my first chapter, we can treat books as mere
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containers with the form of the codex acting as a vessel that holds the text but does not
otherwise affect either the text or how we read it. However, the physical properties of
the book influence how we read books in general and shape individual books as
conventions are followed or transgressed, as I illustrated with Tree of Codes. As
Thomas A. Vogler says “books have text and exist for the texts that they have” (448,
emphasis mine). This could mean that books simply hold text but otherwise do not
affect it, but medium does affect our experience with the text, including how we
understand the material. While content is significant to the book as a medium, helping
us separate books from other similar looking book-objects—sculptures or other things
that have the appearance of a book but are not books, usually because they cannot be
read—it is just one part of the book and one that is often intertwined with the form of
the book. As Vogler notes, it is not just that books have content, but that they “exist
for the texts that they have” (448). The content influences the form, but the form also
influences the content and the reading experience. Content is essential to books, but it
is not the only important aspect of the book.
Often the content of the book is considered the dominant element of a book:
for many, the text within the material object is the defining element, deciding not only
that something is a book (as opposed to an album or journal) but what sort of book it is
(fiction, nonfiction, dictionary, encyclopedia, directory, or novel). What fills the
pages97 is, in fact, a defining feature of the medium of the book. At the same time, we
treat this content as separable from the book, at least implicitly, if not explicitly. While
the physical object is not a book if it does not house text that can be read, the text of a
97

Or in the case of notebooks, the blank pages, therefore the lack of content, is a defining feature. I will
take up this relationship between content and form in terms of notebooks as blank or needing to be
completed by the reader in my fourth chapter.
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book removed from the material object does not become unreadable or unlinked from
the idea of “book,” even as it becomes a disembodied voice, a t-shirt, or even a string
of code to be read by a computer before being transformed into language that can be
read by us. This would indicate that the content is the book’s main value and that
medium does not affect the text. Without text, the book would become something else,
but content is not the only defining feature of the book, even though some scholarly
traditions seem to acknowledge it as the only salient feature.
If content were the only important aspect of the book, the anxiety about the
“death of the book” as a delivery technology would not persist. These debates
acknowledge that the print book offers benefits that are not found in other methods of
accessing the text, such as e-books or audiobooks. The shape of the book and its other
physical properties do more than just provide a way for us to access the content of the
book, they affect what we find in the book: “the book as figure, its physical shape,
how that physicality has affected reading, looking, touching—and how that shape was
then challenged by the digital” also has influenced the art that is found within the book
and in particular narrative in the form of the novel (Brillenburg Wurth “Book
Presence” 12). Ultimately, “the form of the book counts as content in its own right”
because we have long associated the material book with the art forms that it most
commonly holds (J. Hamilton 34, italics original). For example, the opacity of pages,
the page as a unit of reading, and the assumption that narrative books are meant to be
read in a linear fashion with a cumulative relationship between the words, lines, and
pages have influenced how we understand the content of books. When we transfer the
content to audiobook (whether on tape, CD, or in a digital file) or e-book formats, we
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retain the term “book” in the name because though the access method and technology
have changed, the content of the narrative we expect to find has not. Normally we
assume that the words of the text are still present because the linguistic mode is
dominant in traditional print books. Whether we “read” Pride and Prejudice in a print
book, on our computers, or by listening to our cell phones, it is the same words in the
same order.
Michael Toolan argues this means it is always the same text: “The distinction
seems supported by the fact that an audiobook of one actor reading a novel is quite
acceptable, while there seems to be no market for a single actor-recording of a play
such as Hamlet. That would not be the real Hamlet; whereas an unabridged one-actor
reading of Pride and Prejudice is, I submit, the real novel” (130).98 This ignores not
only the physical book but also differences in how we interact with the contents, as
well as glossing over important differences between novels and plays. While Toolan’s
argument may seem reasonable, not only is he discounting the importance of mediumspecific analysis that acknowledges how form influences content, he is also ignoring
differences in genre. Of course, an audiobook of Hamlet read by a single actor would
seem odd; Shakespeare’s plays feature multiple roles whereas Pride and Prejudice has
a single narrative voice.99 In arguing for the potential innovations of multimodal

Toolan later on says “I can write out the whole of ‘The Dead,’ thereby producing not a transcript but
the story itself” (138) making it clear that it is not the medium of transfer that allows the words to retain
their status as “the thing itself,” but the words.
99
I shared an early version of this chapter with a colleague who studies Shakespeare and she thought
Toolan’s point was absurd. Of course, a single-voice reading of Hamlet would not be the true play, but
Toolan does not begin to address all the differences between the play and an audiobook version of just
the play’s text. In attempting to make his point about audiobooks, Toolan ignores the many other modes
of meaning-making that are a part of performance, from gesture to costumes, as well as the experience
of watching a performance whether in person or on film. Toolan is correct in identifying a difference
between Hamlet and Pride and Prejudice, but by glossing over essential differences in the genre and
intended forms, he makes a ridiculous argument. However, while the argument is ridiculous, this also
98
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electronic literature, Toolan engages with scholarly traditions of “empirical oblivion”
(Plate), criticism that ignores the material object of the book that I dealt with in more
detail in my first chapter, that lead him to see all “books” as the same, even across
genre. Importantly though, while the text can be said to remain the same, the reading
experience cannot. Espen J. Aarseth explains this problem well:
This [digital versions of texts] poses a very practical epistemological problem:
it removes us from the historical object we are supposed to study, because a
digital version of, say, Pride and Prejudice is not identical to the original
paper-mediated version. How different it might be will depend on the actual
computer system, but since a student or researcher may very well encounter
only the digital version (for many obscure but digitally available texts, this is
already not unlikely) the reading process might differ substantially, especially
of long texts. This may be compared to the differing experience of traveling a
scenic route by car or bicycle. To claim that the text stays the same is to ignore
the material conditions that make the text culturally and aesthetically possible.
(169-170)
Thus, rather than focusing on the words alone as content, we should consider how the
content and form intertwine to create an experience of reading that is reliant on more
than the words in the book. In my first chapter, I focused on how the form of the book
makes certain content legible through the affordances of the material, whereas in this
chapter, I will focus on how the content relies on its form to create a particular
experience.

shows how prevalent “empirical oblivion” is and illustrates the importance of bringing awareness of the
form to our analyses.
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As I illustrated in my first chapter, there are many properties inherent in
delineating media, such as the modal properties (visual, tactile, linguistic) and
“historical, cultural, social, aesthetic, and communicative facets” (Elleström 5). Thus,
while the same words are present in the same order in a print book, digital text, and
audio version of a novel, we cannot say that much else stays the same. First, there are
significant differences in how we can interact with the media: print books offer the
ability to easily flip back and forth among the pages and give us space to make notes
in the margins; digital books (usually) allow searchers to find words and phrases more
easily and are not reliant on the delivery technology for storage; audiobooks do not
require the skills of literacy and also offer the reader the ability to do something else
while “reading.”100 Furthermore, print and digital books both rely on vision, whereas
audiobooks lack an inherent visual aspect and instead rely on aural information,
offering possibilities for tone of voice and other sounds that visual forms can only
narrate; likewise, print and digital books can use other visual techniques—as all of the
books in this dissertation do—that audiobooks cannot.101 In examples such as
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Listening to audiobooks could be considered the same as being read to, but the expected uses of
audiobooks differ significantly from the social act of community reading. While it is common for
people to complete another task while listening to an audiobook, it would generally be considered rude
to clean or exercise while someone read to you. The most common groups to engage in communal
reading now, children and the visually-impaired (it is worth mentioning that audiobooks were created
for people with low-sight, allowing them to read independently), are usually expected to sit silently
while being read to, in much the same way that physical reading leads to absorption in the activity. On
the other hand, a scientific study, “The Representation of Semantic Information Across Human Cerebral
Cortex During Listening Versus Reading is Invariant to Stimulus Modality,” published in the August
19, 2019 issue of Journal of Neuroscience, suggests that our brains may process the input the same
whether the material is read or heard (Deniz et al.).
We could also consider audiobooks in terms of the history of reading aloud, which I will deal with more
closely in my next chapter.
101
I could continue listing examples of the different possibilities and limits between these three media
for books that are often assumed to be equivalent. For example, digital books can embed videos which
is wholly impossible in audiobooks and would require a transmedia aspect in a print book. At the same
time, I appreciate that these media are used interchangeably because of the emphasis on the text as the
only significant part of the book and because few projects are composed specifically as e-books or
audiobooks (for the most part these are supplemental forms that are created based on a print book, and
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Toolan’s, we see the idea of the content as the “soul” of the book, with the material
acting as the “body.”102 Possibilities and limits are inherent in different forms, from
italics signifying internal monologue in visual forms to tone of voice offering more
emotional information in auditory forms, and while these may not change what most
view as the story, they do affect the reader’s experience as I have covered in-depth in
my previous chapter. You may follow the story of Pride and Prejudice if read aloud
by a single voice, but you are not having the same experience as reading the physical
book. Thus, while we can enjoy a literary text in a variety of formats, that does not
mean that the reading experience is the same across different delivery technologies.
The assumption that a book remains the same regardless of its medium shows that we
often devalue the information the form provides to us. To insist on the importance of
the physical text is to acknowledge that certain information intended for the reader is
lost when we trade one possibility for another. The content is not just the words, and
to argue otherwise is to assume that not only form, but design, visual, and spatial
elements are inconsequential.

so the possibilities of these newer forms are often ignored). Drucker considers this for scholarly texts in
Graphesis, saying “As a scholarly act, interpretation has almost always been textual, based on close
reading, and intimately bound to the graphic form of the work to which it attaches. None of this is
exclusively true any longer. To imagine new intellectual forms of interpretation is also to design the
spaces and supports that structure interpretative acts. If the armature of print, now much imitated in
electronic environments, has organized argument to accord with its conceptual capacities, then what
will the emerging features of networks and digitally supported interpretation be like? How will they
differ from those that have instructed our patterns of thought for millennia?” (180-181). Electronic
literature and other “novel” digital projects have been exploring the possibilities of a variety of digital
platforms, and Audible, an online audiobook company, has been creating original audiobooks that
explore what is possible for composing in that medium, however these are still outliers. It will be
interesting to see how these projects might change our relationship to the print book if “born-digital” or
“born-audio” literary projects become more popular.
102
I think it’s worth noting at this point that even this comparison seems outdated because, of course,
people’s individual experiences in the world are influenced by their bodies. While it might feel good to
focus on the similarities of human experience, it is also undeniable that how we are perceived inflects
the concepts we have of our “souls.”
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This is not to imply that the content of the book remains the same across all
editions or individual copies of physical books, even when the book is not transferred
to other media.103 Much of our understanding of the book has changed as the physical
format has evolved and, as I will discuss more in the next chapter, our possible
interactions with the book are affected by its material status. The content of books is
different as prepared by editors and printed by publishers across the years. Some of
these changes are more intimately related to the physical, such as fonts and design
choices, while others clearly fall under the designation of content, such as word
choice, editorial notes, and errors. Such issues become even more pronounced in
translated works, in which the issue of word choice becomes a question not only of
authorial intent but also cultural transfer. Ultimately, we should consider all books as
being works of transfer, because even when a book is in the language it was originally
composed in, it was also transferred across media. At one time this involved a scribe
copying manuscripts by hand before moving to a compositor selecting letters to place
into the press while now it is often a series of keystrokes that moves text from one
computer program to another,104 though it often still includes typing from handwritten
notes or a hard copy. Thus, the content shifts as the text shifts forms. This statement
should surprise no one who has encountered the “definitive” critical edition or the
“restored” version of a book.
Aarseth makes just such a point later in the passage I quoted earlier: “Of course, this ‘drift of the
signifier’ will always take place as the material realities evolve (e.g. from leather-bound edition to
paperback, and from scriptorium to easy chair), but the move from a primary medium to a secondary
one represents a historical discontinuity” (170). Even when we are considering print books, it is
significant to consider what edition we are encountering when making claims based on the physical
manifestation of the book, even though changes in editions will likely change the reading experience to
a lesser extent than an adaptation to another medium.
104
It would seem that this process is the least likely to create change, but even experienced and talented
designers will sometimes make an error in the course of this process, to say nothing of adjustments
made in editing.
103
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We see content affected by transfer in House of Leaves, which has already
been through at least two transformations before becoming a printed book, going from
Zampanò’s manuscript and notes to Johnny’s sheaf of papers before The Editors
compile and complete the book we hold. It is hard to identify everything that the
editing characters might have changed between these transfers, though there are some
clues that Johnny “proofread” Zampanò’s work. Johnny’s notes are full of slang, but
follow the grammatical conventions of Standard American English, except for the
common mistake of writing “would of,” “could of,” and “should of” instead of using
the contraction “’ve” from have. Interestingly, this mistake appears in Zampanò’s
narrative, such as the quote of Tom saying, “You know I hate to tell you this but there
are simpler reasons you could of come up with” (Danielewski 39, emphasis added). It
is difficult to say with certainty, but it appears that Johnny may have “corrected”
Zampanò’s text to what he believed the spelling should be. He has admitted earlier to
modifying Zampanò’s writing: “Now I’m sure you’re wondering something. Is it just
coincidence that this cold water predicament of mine also appears in this chapter? Not
at all. Zampanò only wrote ‘heater.’ The word ‘water’ back there—I added that” (16).
Preceding this confession on the same page, Johnny says “Maybe a cold shower would
of been good for me,” giving us the textual evidence for assuming his modification to
this common error in Zampanò’s text (16, emphasis mine). It is also worth considering
that Johnny asks us if the placement of his footnotes is a mere coincidence as if he is
somehow bound to add notes about his life only as he works his way through the
manuscript.105 Even in this seemingly minor transfer, we see how the text is subject to

105

It seems unlikely that anyone who is familiar with footnotes in an academic text would consider the
placement of any to be a mere coincidence, as their purpose is to comment on the text at hand.
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change, through Johnny’s “correction” and his expansion on the use of footnotes,
neither of which would be possible if the book were an audiobook.106 Thus, while
important scholarly work happens in the absence of media-specific analysis, content
and form interact, and awareness of this relationship can offer new insights.
While the content of a book is essential to its status as a book, this content
cannot be unlinked from its form as a material object. Rather than merely acting as a
container for a text that is more significant than the book itself, the form of the book
and the modes it uses influence the narrative and how the reader experiences that
narrative. This can range from small details of spelling that are indistinguishable when
heard, to adaptations of genre, such as the many differences in seeing a play
performed and hearing the script read aloud by a single actor. The content of a book is
always subject to transfer and modification, whether it remains in the medium of the
book or is adapted to the form of the audiobook or e-book. Furthermore, the narrative
we find in novels has been intimately influenced by the form of the book and the
assumptions we make about the object, such that the two are intertwined. As a book
well aware of its materiality, House of Leaves uses this relationship between content
and form to consider how the book is changing in our media landscape by
emphasizing the process of creating a narrative and our expectations of what purpose
the book serves.

106

Some audiobooks have incorporated footnotes or endnotes, but this is usually clunky and disruptive
because these types of notes do not work well with the form. However, the difference between
“could’ve” and “could of” requires the printed form. I want to emphasize that this detail, which
honestly has little bearing on the narrative, shows how content can be specifically linked to form. More
of an inside joke or part of a fully three-dimensional character, we could easily overlook this detail and
come to understand Johnny, but we could not be aware of this detail at all if House of Leaves became an
audiobook, among other possible adaptations because this common mistake exists by dint of the two
contractions being pronounced the same and therefore relies on visual information to be identified as a
mistake.
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“Due to the darkness and insufferable limitations:” Narrative Construction of
Meaning
House of Leaves is a confusing book. Not only is it a layered narrative that
uses reading aids more common to academic texts than literature to focus on a film
that does not exist, but it also relates a complicated narrative told partly with visual
and spatial elements. In addition to the academic textual conventions of the book,
Danielewski includes numerous multimodal elements, such as blank space, a variety
of typefaces, fonts in more than one color, layouts different from standard reading
conventions, and images.107 These visual and spatial elements further connections
between the book and the house of its title, as well as labyrinthian themes, in this
multi-layered text. This is where the book begins to diverge from traditional texts,
especially in many of the layouts.108 House of Leaves asks us to read pages in
landscape, with text moving diagonally across pages, at one point requiring us to
rotate the book 360 degrees over the course of several pages to continue reading.109
I use the term multimodal to describe this, but other terms exist. “Danielewski uses the term
‘signiconic’… in reference to representations that combine text and image in order to ‘achieve a third
perception no longer dependent on sign and image for remediating a world in which the mind plays no
part’” (Driscoll and van de Ven 159).
108
In general, books are laid out to correspond to the conventions of reading in the language of printing:
for books in English, this almost always means that text begins in the top left corner, is written across
the width of the page until reaching the right-hand margin, then line breaks and picks up again on the
left-hand side of the page and continues down to the bottom right-hand corner, at which point the line
continues at the top left-hand corner of the next page. There are times when this is slightly modified,
such as a blank space or the insertion of images moving lines around on a page or printing in landscape
to accommodate a chart or other visuals with a proportionally larger width than that of the vertical page.
109
Chapter IX (107-152), in particular, forces the reader to rotate the book, navigate different layouts,
and even read text in mirror-image. Alternatively called “The Labyrinth” (Danielewski 540), at times
the chapter asks us to follow several threads confined to their own areas, such as from page 119 to 135,
which features a blue box that lists all the features the rooms in the center of the house do not have,
while the margins feature “footnotes” that run across several pages listing many famous architectural
works on the left and famous architects upside down on the right, with further footnotes in their proper
place at the bottom of the page and what should be the body of the text running in a newly confined
space (see figures 16-18). As the book often does, this system then abruptly changes on page 136, but
107
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These multimodal elements do not just remind us of the material book in our hands,
forcing us to manipulate the object beyond the typical turning of the pages, though this
is one effect of the layout. The images, snippets of musical notation, symbols, and
layout also enhance our connection to the intradiegetic readers, their sense of
confusion, and cause us to question the book as a solely literary vehicle. This book is
purposefully confusing as it asks us to interrogate what we expect to find in books and
how we can find meaning.
To better understand how books have come to be so associated with their
content, it is worth narrowing our focus. Books are a capacious category and have
encompassed many reference texts that we no longer regularly encounter, among other
types of texts. Content could refer to whatever a book holds, whether reproductions of
paintings or the monarchs of England. Literature, however, is still strongly associated
with the form of the print book, despite expectations that e-book sales would
eventually eclipse those of physical books,110 and in spite of exploration and interest in
electronic literature over the last several decades. Literature has its origins in oral
traditions but did not become a category in its own right until books were already part
of the media landscape. In its most basic definition, literature is simply a collection of
written texts, though we tend to associate the term with “professional imaginative
writing.”111 Importantly, while we often expect other types of writing to rely on

does not go back to the conventions of the page we are used to. This chapter is one of the most
commonly analyzed chapters in the book with several scholars citing the mimetic nature of the textual
layout (e.g., Hayles “Saving” 791, Chanen 169, N. Hamilton 13-14). It is also worth noting that
footnote 144 in the blue box plays with the presumed opacity of the page, much as Tree of Codes did
with literal holes. For a good discussion of this note in particular, see Hayles “Saving” 792-793.
110
While this was forecasted (Hoffelder), especially when Amazon first sold more e-books than print
books in 2011 (“Amazon”), this is no longer the case (Handley).
111
This phrase comes from Brean S. Hammond (qtd. in Rettberg).
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objective truth or facts,112 most literature is accepted as subjective remediation or
representation based on perspective. This is significant because if the history of books
seeks to study “how diverse peoples… have striven to store, circulate, and retrieve
knowledge and information” as James Raven defines it, we need to understand how
literature works as opposed to other books (2). It is tempting to simply say that
literature does not seek to provide knowledge or information, but in Uses of Literature
Rita Felski argues that literature does offer recognition and knowledge by allowing the
reader to take new perspectives into an already existing framework. Furthermore,
literature, and narrative literature, more particularly, have long been recognized as
making meaning out of information through story.113 Thus literature may not present
objective information, but it uses narrative to reconfigure information into knowledge
using both content and context.
House of Leaves, despite its appearance, is a work of fiction and is undeniably
literature as opposed to a reference book and this will help us to both understand its
narrative drive as well as the question of what we expect from books. When we pick
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Whether it is true that other types of writing, such as news, reference texts, and even academic
writing, are objective or based entirely on facts or not, this is an essential part of their generic
definitions. This statement is unfortunately broad, but literature is my focus and issues of space
necessitate this rough division.
113
Walter Benjamin famously argued for the importance of story in “The Storyteller” and the argument
has been used by many others since. This argument relies on the idea that information is raw facts that
are presented without contextualization or other ordering. Usually knowledge is considered a more
refined type of information, often through the process of narrativization, to provide meaning to what
would otherwise be unrelated facts. Paul Ricœur’s Time and Narrative (1983) explores narrative’s
suitability to remediating the human experience of time, both in terms of cosmological time or time as a
linear progression, and phenomenological time, which understands it through its significance to the
subject, or time as constructed by human consciousness. Narrative texts also have the ability to vary the
narrative time within the time of narration, meaning these works are not bound to recounting events in a
completely linear fashion or with equal weight. Rather, the composite temporal framework can present
moments that happen at different points in a chronological progression, without the meaningless
succession of events in between, to remediate the phenomenological experience of time, which gives
significance to moments that may be distant as causal or linked.
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up a book of literature,114 we often approach it for meaning. Whether we anticipate the
text will “reveal human nature to be more obdurate than are the institutions that seek
to channel it” (Krystal) or that we will be privy to the author’s exploration of the soul,
there is the expectation of sense and purpose, if not a hope for objective truth or
insight. House of Leaves questions that idea and asks us to experience the book
without expecting the truth. Danielewski’s book explores the form of the book as a
choice for the artwork contained within it. The book is not just a conscious choice for
the creator, but it is also a choice for the reader: there are many options for how we
spend our time and with which media we interact. Danielewski has created a book that
explores what it means for the reader to come to this form—House of Leaves does not
currently exist in other formats115—that would undeniably become a different project
if transferred to another medium. What does the form of the book offer to the narrative
found within? What experience do we anticipate having when we read a book? What
are the limits of the book? And how do we locate this form against other options in our
media ecology? These questions begin to outline how House of Leaves pushes the
limits of the traditional novel to explore relationships with previous books and other
media.

114

Literature is also a hard to define term, partially because it is defined culturally and has shifted
significantly over time. Its simplest definition is somewhat circular—“3. a. The result or product of
literary activity; written works considered collectively; a body of literary works produced in a particular
country or period, or of a particular genre. Also: such a body of works as a subject of study or
examination (frequently with modifying word specifying the language, period, etc., of literature
studied)” (OED). If we dig further it becomes clear that written language is essential to the definition,
but it does not give us much idea of what types of written work might constitute “literature.” Brean S.
Hammond has defined it as “professional imaginative writing.” Arthur Krystal considers this question
in depth in “What is Literature?” and suggests we define literature as “a record of one human being’s
sojourn on earth, proffered in verse or prose that artfully weaves together knowledge of the past with a
heightened awareness of the present in ever new verbal configurations.”
115
While Danielewski did distribute House of Leaves as a PDF prior to its publication, it is no longer
legally accessible as such and there is not an e-book version from the publisher. There is a German
radio drama called “Das Haus: House of Leaves,” first aired in 2011, however (Hazel).
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Content is significant in allowing us to create meaning and without this ability
to create meaning, there is a menacing quality to the book because one of its main
functions has been removed. Since we expect narrative literature to not just present a
series of details (information) without a causal relationship, a novel that has content
without meaning or context unsettles our understanding of the form. This is not just
true of the book, but of other forms that have been placed in opposition to the book
over the years. Now, we tend to think of the Internet and other digital technologies as
the greatest rivals to books, but Victor Hugo placed the cathedral in opposition to the
book, stating that the book would kill the cathedral in Notre-Dame de Paris, “This will
kill that. The book will kill the edifice” (191).116 As a site of communication and
significant meaning in Early Modern Europe, the cathedral played a central role in
both the religious and social life of people. Whereas the cathedral usually provided
space for oral communication and visual storytelling through stained glass windows
and frescos of scenes from the Bible, as well as other representations of religious tales,
the book decentered this public arena in favor of a portable and private form,
disrupting both religious and social life. Both book and cathedral act as a type of
container, an idea people who study the book often deride as a way of devaluing what
the form of the book offers the reader. However, by comparing the book to a building,
whether a house or a cathedral, it is clear that neither is simply a container. The
symbol of the house on Ash Tree Lane is central to House of Leaves; this connection
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While other scholars have connected the house to the form of the book in House of Leaves, I have
not found a discussion of the cathedral as a form that was unsettled by the book as compared to the
house on Ash Tree Lane. I was directed to this quote by a discussion on the cathedral and media in the
medieval period in A Social History of the Media: From Gutenberg to the Internet by Asa Briggs and
Peter Burke (212). Price also makes reference to this moment in Hugo’s novel to make the point that the
death of one medium at the hands of a newer medium has long been predicted (What 165).
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of the house to the book we hold is useful in understanding why House of Leaves as a
book is confusing and menacing. Buildings do contain but that is not their only or
most important function. Likewise, books certainly do contain their text, but the form
does much more than merely offer a portable vessel for the text. Rather than viewing it
as a crystal goblet117 that is most perfect when it is completely invisible, we should
consider what other functions the form of the book has in offering a location for the
text. Just as a building becomes a place, for shelter, socializing, and communication,
the book is also a place for meaning, emplotment, and narrativization. This active
The “crystal goblet” is an idea of design that is often found in discussions of functional objects.
Essentially, it argues that certain modes or objects are transparent in the service of something else. The
metaphor refers to the clear glass that perfectly conveys wine, such that the glass does not impede our
ability to either drink or appreciate the color of the liquid inside, another important aspect of wine
tasting. This metaphor is used for multimodality in books and specifically how visual and spatial modes
appear act in service of the linguistic meaning of the words, as well as in regard to how the form of the
book itself is in service to the meaning and ideas of its content. Both uses demote some part of the
book, whether just the visual and spatial aspects of written language or the entire object, to being less
significant than the meaning found within. There is something to be said for this being a design goal,
but unfortunately this line of discussion often undermines the work that is put in to creating a perfect
vessel and assumes that the final user neither has the desire nor the knowledge to understand how the
design affects their experience of the content. Starre attributes the first use of this term to Beatrice
Warde in 1932 (140). Borsuk interprets the effect of Warde’s “typographic manifesto” as reducing our
awareness of the form of the book: “With the perception that books are ideas bestowed on readers by an
authorial genius whose activity is purely intellectual, the book’s object status vanished for much of the
reader public as we raised a glass to happily consume its contents” (106).
Many scholars make reference to this phrase. Richard Lanham refers to this idea using the metaphor of
the “crystal goblet” in The Electronic Word: Democracy, Technology, and the Arts: “Thoroughly
internalized at that time, [an alphabet] would become a transparent window into conceptual thought.
The shape of the letters, the written surface, was not to be read aesthetically; that would only interfere
with purely literate transparency. ‘Reading’ would not, except in its learning stages, be a self-conscious,
rule-governed, re-creative act but an intuitive skill, a literate compact exercised on the way to thought.
It took a long while for this ideal to be realized in a page of modern print, a page which should, in the
famous words of one book designer, stand to its thought as a fine crystal goblet stands to the wine it
contains” (4). Others approach the same idea without this metaphor. Johanna Drucker takes the visual
aspect of written language as her subject in The Visible Word, “The idea that writing, written forms,
possessed their own specific materiality, however, was articulated only by poets, practitioners, and
never by those professionals with an investment in maintaining the subordinate, passive role of writing.
For linguists, writing, and its subset, typography, had no distinct function. The authority of language
resided in its capacity to signify, not its mutability” (46). In Graphesis, Drucker addresses the form of
the book, saying “All of the graphical features of the book have functions” (162). Lars Elleström
considers the modalities of text in Media Borders, Multimodality and Intermediality: “‘Literature’ and
‘alphabetic text’ are not media as such though, I would say, since there is a distinct and extensive modal
difference between the material, sensorial and spatiotemporal modalities of visual text and auditory text.
‘Visual text’ and ‘visual literature’ (based on printed or otherwise inscribed signs), however, might be
seen as media, since they are both categories that include fairly similar medial objects (if ‘visual text’ is
understood to be a written sequence of linguistic signs on a spatial surface)” (27).
117
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relationship is important because, while the details present in the narrative allude to
causal relationships, the reader goes through the process of configuration to infer
meaning.
To draw out this connection of building to book, let us consider the house that
is the center of House of Leaves. The horror of the house on Ash Tree Lane is its
contextless content—the house seems to replicate at random without expanding the
home. Rather, the rooms and hallways that spawn within the house are “lack[ing]
outlets, sockets, switches, shelves, a rod on which to hang things, or even some
decorative molding. Instead, the walls are perfectly smooth and almost pure black—
‘almost’ because there is a slightly grey118 quality to the surface” (Danielewski 28).
Doors with knobs, stairs, archways, and general architectural features will appear, but
otherwise, each space at the center of the house119 lacks most qualities that would
designate it as a certain type of room or building, including windows, as well as
having a uniformly blank quality. Thus, the rooms replicate like a benign tumor—they
are not inherently threatening in themselves but are an uncontrollable growth within
the house that indicates a failure of regulation and a potential problem. Unlike a
In the Introduction, Johnny explains “From what I can gather now, [Zampanò] was an American.
Though as I would later find out, those who worked with him detected an accent even if they could
never say for certain where it came from. He called himself Zampanò. It was the name he put down on
his apartment lease and on several other fragments I found. I never came across any sort of ID, whether
a passport, license, or other official document” (Danielewski xii). However, even though Zampanò
lived in Hollywood, his writing conforms to standard British conventions, such as using the British
variant “grey,” while Johnny’s tends to maintain American conventions, as mentioned earlier. In this
case, it seems that there was not modification in transfer, as Johnny did not change the spelling to
“gray.”
119
To be clear, this is only true of the rooms in the “center” of the house—those that appear in a
hallway that did not exist when the Navidson family moved in. The house also contains bedrooms, a
kitchen, a study, and other similar rooms that change very little or not at all and exist at the same time.
The family continues to live in the house during the first four explorations in these other rooms.
Furthermore, these new rooms do not offer usable space. At first the family is merely paranoid by the
sudden appearance of the new rooms and so they are off limits. Even Navidson is not to enter which is
why he hires the exploration team. Later, it becomes clear that the space is dangerous and so it does not
become useable.
118
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tumor, there is never a change to the exterior of the house or the interior living spaces.
Instead, rooms simply seem to grow off the living space into an unexplainable void
that should not exist within the house according to the laws of physics but must exist
given their undeniable presence. Like an infinite mathematical function, there seems to
be no endpoint, but a continuously repeating series of numbers that provide
information with no meaning. There is no narrativization of the rooms to explain their
presence or purpose, just as there are no features in the room to designate a bedroom
from a bathroom. The Navidsons and the other explorers are aware of rooms as they
appear and shift, but they cannot understand why this is happening or what purpose
these rooms might have. Thus, we could also consider this book one that deals with
content that provides no meaning, further emphasized through long lists that provide
examples but no explanation, such as this list of what is lacking in the house.
Not only is this house not a home, but it is barely a house in the traditional
sense. Without any of the fixtures that mark a building as a domicile, a shelter in
which people are meant to live, the house becomes a menacing presence.120 We are
threatened by the house because it does not align with our ideas of a house. It lacks the
features that allow it to function as a home. Likewise, if we consider one of the main
functions of a book to be the creation of meaning, a book that lacked that function
would become a frightening object whether because it contains nothing and therefore
gives the reader no foothold to understanding or because its contents do not align with
any previous books. Here we also begin to address that it is not just content that makes
a book a book, but also context. This is another connection of House of Leaves to its
This can also be discussed in terms of the “uncanny.” Taylor has a good discussion of the unheimlich
nature of the house beginning on page 121 and Bemong explains how the uncanny can be understand in
House of Leaves in “Exploration #6: The Uncanny in Mark Z. Danielewski’s House of Leaves.”
120
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form; the book as a structure holding text, a house for all the leaves of paper that
individually hold words. But if we reduce the relationship between book and content
to container and contained, then we cannot expect this form to offer us any meaning,
just as the Navidsons cannot find any meaning in the behavior of their house.
However, there is meaning to be found in the book, through conventions of reading,
such as the ones I outline in my first chapter, and conventions of genre, which I will
take up more closely in the next section. Likewise, the threat of the house, which
moves from simply replicating rooms to actively trapping and killing those inside it, is
only resolved when Navidson works his way through the house and comes out the
other side, much like someone who only comes to understand a book after finishing
the story.
This returns us to content and containers and their relationship to each other. It
is worth noting that the word “content” as we use it in English derives from the Latin
for “that which is contained” (OED).121 Our verb to contain goes back to the Latin for
“to hold together” highlighting that, as I have argued for books and text, content and
container are linked (OED).122 In fact, we could also consider the content of books to
be what is merely contained in books and choose to treat that as equally variable as we
currently treat the form.123 However, just as I critiqued empirical oblivion for
neglecting form in literary studies, ignoring content glosses over important distinctions
“There is no corresponding use of content, contente, contento, contenta in the modern Romanic
languages, which all express the sense by nouns derived from their actual past participle, as French
contenu, Italian contenuto, Spanish contenido. Apparently, therefore, the English word is a substantive
use of CONTENT adj.1 representing Latin contentum that which is contained, plural contenta” (OED).
122
“Middle English contein-e(n, conten-e, < Old French conten-ir (3rd person present Norman conten-t,
conten-ent, subjunctive contene, -teigne) = Provencal contener, -ir, Spanish contener, Italian contenēre
< Latin continēre, to hold together, keep together, comprehend, contain, < con- together + tenēre to
hold” (OED).
123
Book history does this to an extent with its large-scale interest in books as a function of
communication.
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in books that help us to understand the cultural emphasis we have put on this object.
Furthermore, I believe the interaction of the form and content is what has created the
narrative literature we now recognize: sustained narrative that encourages prolonged
attention towards creating meaning.
However, we currently see the book as a rival of the Internet and digital
technologies rather than the cathedral, so we should ask how the Internet acts as a
similar place for creating meaning. Metaphors abound of the Internet as our new
public square, allowing people to discuss and debate, much as they would face-toface.124 Yet, just as the book did not replace cathedrals or religious meeting places,
neither has the Internet replaced the book for all of its functions. The Internet and
digital technology have superseded the book’s capacity for random-access, in large
part because much more information can be held and the mechanisms for quickly and
accurately accessing these data are more robust.125 However, while the book can be a
random-access device, literature is understood as sequential (certain conventionbreaking works are, of course, the exception). Websites, computer programs, and apps
can accommodate sustained narratives, from long-form journalism to electronic
literature to, of course, e-books, but research has shown that people do not engage
with digital reading in a sustained manner. This means that people skim, jump around
the page with their eyes, or never finishing reading when using a screen (Manjoo).
Researchers have proposed that these digital reading habits occur because our brains
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My intention here is not to ignore the significant differences in communicating online and in-person,
but to merely draw a parallel based on the timeliness of the communication. “Time, Space and
Becoming” in Still Life with Rhetoric: A New Materialist Approach for Visual Rhetorics by Laurie E.
Gries offers a good explanation of how time and communication work online versus in-person.
125
In The Language of New Media, Lev Manovich says, “Digital computer turns out to be the perfect
medium for the database form” (206). For his discussion on database, especially as it relates to narrative
in the novel and film, see “Database” (194-207).
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react differently to reading screens, engaging us in non-linear reading (“Your paper
brain”). When we add to this “computer vision syndrome,” caused by too much time
looking at the brightly lit screen, it seems likely that sustained reading online is not
only unsuited to the technologies but potentially harmful (“Effects”). Thus, it seems
improbable that people will abandon the book for sustained reading in favor of the
Internet or digital technologies, because, simply put, those forms do not support the
sort of reading that books do. 126 As Maryanne Wolf says in Proust and the Squid, we
“should not be faced with a choice between books and screens, between newspapers
and capsuled version of the news on the Internet, or between print and other media”
but, rather, we should adapt to use both types (228). Just as the book did not kill the
cathedral, the Internet will not kill the book, but it has changed what we expect to find
in books. While we could place the book in an antagonistic relationship with the
Internet, it is better for us to ask how the Internet has changed our perspective on the
book.
While the growing center of the house on Ash Tree Lane ultimately does not
contain anything, the rooms and space are repeatedly described as featureless and
empty, the book is shown to be capacious in a way that it could contain anything.
Though we expect books to have a standard layout, nothing limits a book to using only
this format. Even in literary texts, writers have used the tabular function of the book
and the space of the page to encompass nonlinear texts, such as Guillaume
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But the fear that not only books but also literature will be abandoned continues. That anxiety is
outside the scope of this study, but not only are sales of print books improving, there also is anecdotal
evidence that e-book sales are dropping, which would support this. In part because it is impossible to
accurately forecast the future, it is difficult for me to brush away these concerns, but since the book has
been an important part of the media landscape for roughly the whole Common Era, I am not particularly
worried about this.
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Apollinaire’s “calligrammes” and Raymond Queneau’s sonnet machine book Cent
Mille Millards de Poemes, which push us to reconsider how the book functions
(Aarseth 10): is it simply a “container,” or do we also expect it to present sequence?
Much as the connection to academic writing makes us aware of the book as more than
“literary,” these multimodal elements suggest connections to other uses for the book,
such as encyclopedia and other informational texts that do not follow the visual
conventions of books meant to be read in a linear fashion. In part through the coloring
of particular words, such as “house” and “home” which are in blue in some editions,127
Danielewski’s text is connected to the Internet by using the color of an active
hyperlink (Aghoro 73, Bilsky 141, Hansen 598, McGrath 123, Taylor 139, Pressman
“House” 108),128 which now houses projects that require database access to copious
amounts of information. House of Leaves sets up the book as a predecessor of the
Internet and requires reading practices more commonly associated with digital
technology through the narrative, such as jumping among the footnotes much like one
would follow links for more information online.129 The content of this novel drives its
meditation of the book within the media ecology and seeks to confuse the reader who
expects a simple narrative.
There are several editions of House of Leaves, including “The Remastered Full-Color Edition”
which uses red, blue, and purple in the text, and is the edition I have used in the preparation of this
chapter. While this seems like it should be a simple statement, there is not universal agreement about
how many editions there are and what colors they use: “Under the heading ‘A Note On This Edition,’
the chart lists four different bibliographic variants: ‘Full Color,’ ‘2-color,’ ‘Black & White,’ and
‘Incomplete.’ … Several scholars, including Hayles, have taken for granted that the novel did appear in
these four forms. At the moment of publication in 2000, however, only two of these editions existed, the
‘Black & White’ and the ‘2-Color.’ Until 2006, no ‘Incomplete’ and no ‘Full Color’ editions were in
print” (Starre 131). Brianne Bilsky notes “almost all critics work with the full color edition. Slocombe
is the one exception I found” (160n2).
128
Other scholars also make this connection, but Hayles does not. Rather than connecting this coloring
to the Internet, she says that the blue connects the house to a movie screen (“Saving” 792).
129
While this reading practice is not totally unique to online reading, it is one way to think of it. Chanen
makes a similar point about sidebars in a magazine piece by David Foster Wallace at the start of his
article (164).
127
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The layout is a narrative technique that is simultaneously confusing and
meaningful. To examine how the layout produces both confusion and meaning more
closely, I look to chapter XX130 which describes an expedition by Navidson, the
creator of the original movie that Zampanò writes about, into the new rooms of the
house (figure 5). This is the fifth exploration into the house, coming after a
particularly disastrous excursion,131 and Navidson undertakes it alone. During this

Figure 5 - Chapter XX, page 423
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Chapters IX, X, and XII also offer very nontraditional layouts.
During Exploration #4, the explorer Holloway Roberts shoots both members of his team, Hook and
Leeder, before committing suicide. Navidson, his brother, Tom, and Reston attempt to save the
exploration team, but only arrive in time to save Hook and bring Leeder’s body back. Having returned
from the depths of the house, Navidson watches a tape that Holloway recorded shortly before
committing suicide and discovers that his body was consumed or taken by whatever seems to be inside
the labyrinth. As the group attempts to recuperate, the house, including the livable space that was
previously left unchanged, begins to attack those remaining. Navidson and Tom are able to save the
children, the others already being outside at this point, but Tom dies doing so. At this point, everyone
alive leaves the house, but Navidson is unfulfilled running tests on samples in a lab and instead decides
to return to the house on his own to explore.
131
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chapter, the placement of the text changes to reflect the character’s movement. These
spatial adjustments include such techniques as restricting the area on which the text
appears to reflect a shrinking hallway that Navidson begins walking into and
ultimately ends up crawling through on his belly (Danielewski 443-458, figures 6-9).

Figure 6 - page 443, showing constricting
text

Figure 7 - page 445, showing constricting
text

Figure 9 - page 449, showing constricting
text

Figure 8 - page 447, showing constricting
text
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On each page, as this restriction happens, the text mirrors this constriction.
Danielewski does not just use white space and size to mimic this change but also
forces the reader to turn the book and read in new directions. On page 474 (figure 10),
for example, the words are horizontally placed along the left side of the page and on
page 475 (figure 11) the text is upside down and diagonal in the bottom left corner.
These are a few examples, as each page offers a new layout that moves with

Figure 11 - page 475

Figure 10 - page 474

Navidson’s movements. Just as Navidson is constantly readjusting to what he finds in
the house, the reader is readjusting to what is found on the page. While the white
space and text orientation are clearly linked to the spatial elements of the action in the
narrative, it is also important to acknowledge that the white space changes the
137

experience of time through this use of space for the reader. As Keith A. Smith
articulates in Structure of the Visual Book, “Every page, even blank pages, yields
pacing. It is inherent in the structure of the book and is only modified by imagery [or
text]. Every page is a unit of space—the literal areas, as well as implied space/picture.
A page is a unit of time, literally in turning, as well as implied time” (398).132 Thus,
pages provide information about both space and time to the reader, as even blank
pages affect our understanding of the space and time of our reading. Blank pages bring
to mind empty space but also affect the pace of reading because even if we do not read
text on the page, we still need to look at the page and turn it. Smith goes on to
compare the blank page to silence, omission,133 or absence, which brings attention to
the physical paper. We should consider the vast swaths of white space in House of
Leaves as not only reflective of a physical journey that the reader mimics through the
manipulation and rotation of their book, but also as a unit of time in terms of the page.
While the reader does not need to process linguistic meaning from blank space, they
still need to read it. There are layouts that Danielewski could have combined featuring
different orientations to remove blank space, such as page 464 (figure 12), on which
the text starts in the top left-hand corner and spans the page diagonally tilting upwards
to the left, and page 465 (figure 13), which has the opposite, text beginning in the
bottom right-hand corner and tilting down to the right which the reader needs to invert.
The positioning seems to fit nicely together, and if the only goal of the spatial
132

Hayles makes a similar point in Writing Machines when she says the page is a unit of reading (22).
While it seems unlikely that silence and omission would be a part of this book that includes an
excess of information, we are aware of several instances in which we are told we are not being told
something. For example, there are several sections of the book in which text has been lost, such as the
section going over Holloway’s final tape in which parts of Zampanò’s pages have been burned
(Danielewski 323-338). There are also many times that Johnny begins to bring up things about his own
life but ultimately does not disclose the information, notably his father’s obituary, from which most
identifying details have been removed (585).
133
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arrangement were to disorient the reader, such a combined layout would seem ideal.
While this layout is confusing, that is not its only purpose.

Figure 12 - page 464

Figure 13 - page 465

In addition to following a confusing path, Navidson’s journey is one that takes
considerable time; before the text begins to strongly reflect the expedition, Navidson
has already spent five days inside the uncontrollable center of the house (Danielewski
425). Page 465 starts,
It is only a matter of time before all of Navidson’s flashlights expire… As for
the three flares Navidson had been carrying with him, he soon uses them when
he finds himself powerless to resist the promise of at least a little warmth and
retinal activity. Who knows how many hours or days pass between each flare.
139

Navidson’s watch stopped functioning long ago. But as he freely admits, he no
longer cares about the meaning of a minute or even a week.
Having spent at least five days in the center of the house, Navidson no longer has a
way to tell time: he does not have a working watch and he cannot use the sun or stars
to tell the passage of days. Not only does he lose his sense of time, but he also uses the
last of his light in this passage, contributing further to his disorientation. At this point
in the book, Navidson is unable to locate himself in space or time, having no reference
points to such information. The blank space not only changes our perception of space
during this exploration, but it also addresses a considerable amount of time in which
very little happens.134 Just as Navidson loses track of time in his repetitive and
featureless journey, the reader must also move through much more blank space than
normal as a function of time. The pace of our reading is decided in part by the density
of information on a page, but we normally expect pages to have text: white space and
blank pages still provide pacing, but in the absence of words or images. Not only does
a blank page take an empirical reader time to “read,” but it also indicates time is
passing in the narrative. As intimated by the discussion of how the orientation of the
text is reflecting the spatial movements of Navidson, the blank space can also serve to
highlight omission and silence as larger themes within the novel, incorporating several
meanings into this multimodal element. In House of Leaves, we see how a different
application of multimodal composition can affect the fictive experience of time by
considering the blank page as not merely an absence, but as a unit of space indicating
time.
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Navidson is at one point described as travelling in an endless corridor (Danielewski 424) with
relatively few architectural features.
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Coming at the climax of the book, this chapter does not serve to simply
disorient the reader. Rather, the layout asks the reader to move through the book as
Navidson moves through the house until he reaches a free-floating terrace in an abyss.
With nowhere to go, Navidson decides to read the one book that he brought with him.
At this point, Zampanò spends two pages considering how Navidson goes about
reading the 736-page book with a single book of matches, but most scholars focus on
the fact that the book is House of Leaves.135 This mise en abyme in an abyss seems like
the ultimate moment of textual production, but rather than creating the book, Navidson
must destroy it to consume it: lacking all other light, we are told that Navidson resorts
to setting fire to the pages he has read to continue the story:
And as the fire rapidly devours the paper, Navidson’s eyes frantically sweep
down over the text, keeping just ahead of the necessary immolation, until as he
reaches the last few words, flames lick around his hands, ash peels off into the
surrounding emptiness, and then as the fire retreats, dimming, its light
suddenly spent, the book is gone leaving nothing behind but invisible traces
already dismantled in the dark. (Danielewski 467)
Having finished the book, Navidson says “I have nothing left” (468) because he has no
supplies, but he is also no longer sitting on anything. The next twenty pages follow
Navidson as he falls through the abyss and prepares to die until he sees a light and the
film ends.
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I do find this interesting, but no one seems to have considered that perhaps Zampanò named his book
from this moment, much as I have used quotes from Danielewski’s book as my section titles for this
chapter.
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Here we encounter an intradiegetic reader who needs literally to consume a
book to read it,136 immediately followed by three endings: the ending of that book, the
ending of Navidson’s exploration, and the ending of the film.137 After a chapter of
Johnny’s journal entries, we return to Navidson and discover that he survives this
exploration, saved by his partner’s return to the house. Though he does not escape
unscathed, having suffered multiple injuries from this journey, Navidson does make it
out of the house and he makes it out not by retracing his steps to the beginning but by
continuing his journey. Much as he burns the book, making it impossible to go back to
the beginning, the house forces him to continue to the end, which we initially think
will be his death. In a surprising turn of events, especially after three people have
already died in the house, the end of the journey is not Navidson’s end.
The menacing house on Ash Tree Lane releases Navidson only after he has no
other options than to abandon himself to whatever might happen. He must reach the
end, just as we must reach the end of the book. Shortly preceded by his act of
consuming the book, literally and figuratively, these resolutions seem to argue for the
importance of the chronology of the narrative in the book. Furthermore, it is worth
noting that just as Navidson cannot simply understand the house by just opening the
door to its center, we cannot hope to find meaning in a book by just opening it. Rather,
we need to participate in its reading and come to the end to find meaning. It is also
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While this is not a typical way to treat a book (though I have heard stories of people who ripped
pages out of books as they read them), it is specific to the form of the book. If Navidson had an e-book,
he would not be able to light it on fire to continue reading (assuming it was not backlit, but then there is
also the issue of the battery).
137
Zampanò’s text continues for two more chapters after the film supposedly ends and I am not sure
how to rectify this information. The sequence I am focusing on supposedly ends with the name of the
processing lab for the film, a clear sign that nothing else will follow, but in the last chapter Zampanò
references the closing sequence of The Navidson Record without indicating if the events he discussed in
Chapter XX actually come after this portion of the film.
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significant that Navidson needs to expend extensive effort to read the book and to get
out of the house, rather than just receiving meaning. The book does not just contain
meaning or narrative, it allows the reader to create it through the journey of the
narrative.
The house on Ash Tree Lane isolates Navidson and his family; Navidson
becomes obsessed with the house’s impossible physics and is driven to explore the
depths. The house is also unique, there is no other house like this one.138 Most
importantly, it does not seem that the inhabitants can control the house; their early
attempts to explore the house do not yield any authority or answers. At first, it appears
that whether Navidson reacts passively or actively, the house will continue replicating
and destroying anything left behind. Though there is no indication that Zampanò ever
visited the house, he seems to suffer similar effects, isolated and pushed to continue
writing about this singular incident,139 much as Johnny will become obsessed upon
finding the manuscript, to the point that he isolates himself in striving to cobble
together all of the information he can find on The Navidson Record.140 The repetition
of these effects highlights the characteristics that many associate with the book—

De la Warr’s journal proposes that the land under the house is to blame, according to Zampanò
(Danielewski 410, 413-414).
139
Zampanò never finishes his book, as Johnny says, “he never finished anything, especially the work
he would unabashedly describe as either his masterpiece or his precious darling” and he dies in
circumstances like those described in the house, falling prey to the desire to go back to the beginning
(Danielewski xxii).
140
Johnny, however, does survive the book, as evidenced by The Editors’ note about his involvement in
its publication (4). Yet, we stop hearing directly from Johnny before the end of the book. In his last
journal entry, he tells a story of a mother whose newborn is terminally ill. The baby survives longer
than any doctor expected, but knowing that the child cannot survive, the mother says goodbye and tells
the baby, “You can go now,” at which point the terminal infant dies (Danielewski 521). Johnny’s last
line is “the child is gone” (521), which, if the theories that Johnny, and in fact the whole book, is the
fantasy of his mother Pelafina are correct, would explain his disappearance from this point in the text,
even though there are two final chapters resolving Navidson’s story (Hayles Writing 129). Either way,
the child is gone from the text, and we can assume that they have also continued their journey to the
end.
138
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isolation, passivity, and uniqueness. Books, especially literary books, are often seen as
individual islands, praised for their dissimilarity from other texts and asking no more
than the trivial effort of “eye movement and the periodic or arbitrary turning of pages”
(Aarseth 2). But while the narrative of House of Leaves shows us these effects on the
characters—especially isolation—it also engages us in the possibility that the book can
be connected, collaborative, and participatory, most notably in the resolution of The
Navidson Record when Navidson’s final journey into the house is only resolved by his
continuation of the journey to the house’s end. He must engage with the house;
otherwise, it would have continued to grow without limits and absorb Navidson, and
by engaging and continuing forward, he is able to reach the end.
The book is not merely a container for its content because, much as language is
not “a vehicle like one for transporting coal,” books do not just convey meaning to the
reader (Easthope 11). While the book contains information and knowledge, the novel
relies on a narrative that selects information to present, creating causal relationships
that are understood as the narrative progresses. The passage of time, both in the world
of the book and for the reader working through that book, is essential to creating
meaning. We do not just open a book and gain knowledge; we must participate in the
narrative to come to this understanding. House of Leaves is intentionally confusing
because it wants us, like Navidson, to actively participate in exploring its depths.
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“Refer back to…”: Conventions of academic texts
Whereas we once looked up words in a print dictionary, we can now ask
Alexa, Siri, or Google Assistant to tell us the definition of words.141 Because of the
ability of digital technology to more quickly and accurately retrieve information or
data and its seemingly limitless capacity, it has become preferred for random-access
uses over the book. This means that the Internet, our computers, and smartphones have
become the containers of information. The shift this has caused in the media landscape
is undeniable and has divested the book of many of its historic uses, though the shift is
not complete and may never be complete. I link this shift to fears of the death of the
book and the vanishing reader, but it has also produced anxiety about the amount of
information available and our ability to make meaning out of that information.
Maurice S. Lee contextualizes this current anxiety against previous “information ages”
in Overwhelmed: Literature, Aesthetics, and the Nineteenth-Century Information
Revolution showing that a similar sense of worry accompanied nineteenth-century
readers who had much greater access to print and information found in print, much as
we now have through the Internet. Published at the dawn of the Internet, as we now
know it, the depths of the house on Ash Tree Lane can also connect to the growing but
largely unknown warren of websites that few had attempted to narrativize, treating the
World Wide Web as a potentially dangerous Wild West of information and dancing
babies. As another container for information, the Internet is even less well controlled
in terms of narrative than books, often presenting only information. House of Leaves
141

I must admit, I am jealous of children who will grow up with this. As a child I was not good at
spelling (I once ate jalapeño dip and then was wildly confused that the word on the label began with a
“j” when my mother explained why my mouth was burning) and I remember struggling to locate words
in the dictionary. It seemed cruel to force me to find a word I could not spell and did not have a
definition for in a system that only offered those two pieces of information.
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offers us a place to consider this connection by interrogating the relationship between
information and knowledge and the role of narrative in creating meaning through
reading aids more commonly found in academic texts.
House of Leaves, as I described, is a layered text because it relies on the
conventions of academic texts and critical editions. These layers draw on several
themes in the book, notably the book as a place for meaning-making that relies on
several readers creating a narrative through organizing the information about the house
on Ash Tree Lane and the film The Navidson Record. By using conventions and
reading aids that are normally associated with academic texts, the form of House of
Leaves emphasizes the role of the book as a mediating device that uses information to
create meaning.
To address the role of the book as a container for information and knowledge,
House of Leaves uses generic conventions for academic texts. These conventions
include several appendices, an index, and over 450 footnotes.142 These materials all set
up the book as a dialogic medium relying on multiple independent readers to come to
its final form, much as any academic text can be understood as such. Here, instead of
entering into a dialogue with other scholars, we find readers empowered to act as
commentators and editors regardless of their credentials—we do not have much
information about Zampanò’s background, but Johnny never seems to have completed
high school.143 As mentioned before, we know almost nothing about The Editors,
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There are also a foreword and introduction, attributed to The Editors and Johnny respectively, which
are significant for the nesting of narratives, but these paratextual aspects are found in a number of
genres.
143
Much of Johnny’s background is unclear, but he states, “at the age of thirteen I went to work in
Alaska” and when the story picks up, he is an apprentice at a tattoo shop with an unpromising future in
the business (Danielewski 20).
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though they “wish to note that we have never actually met Mr. Truant. All matters
regarding the publication were addressed in letters or in rare instances over the phone”
(Danielewski 4). We cannot make informed suppositions about this final layer besides
that The Editors added these notes as the book was prepared in the format we have
before us. These academic conventions do not just create the illusion of an academic
monograph, but also draw our attention to how the book has changed.
When books were the main form of communication for information and
knowledge, reading aids such as these were essential in creating a navigable text.
These reading aids range from spaces between words, which were not standard in
early manuscripts, to indexes. Many reading aids are subject to particular genres, such
as headwords in dictionaries or rubrication144 in religious texts, but others are common
across genres. Scholarly or informative texts include more of these reading aids
because readers are often searching for particular information, as opposed to reading
for narrative. In House of Leaves, we see their purpose converted from helpful to
puzzling. While footnotes, appendices, and indexes usually clarify information and
help readers pinpoint facts, in House of Leaves these typical reading aids do not
always function as we expect.
Though it is almost the last item to appear in House of Leaves, the index is a
good place to start this discussion (figure 14). Whereas an index normally helps
readers find sections by topic, the index in House of Leaves simply lists words in the
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Rubricated books use red ink to emphasis certain portions of the text. Often these portions were the
beginning or end of passages (Drucker Century 173), but some Bibles use rubrication to highlight the
words of Jesus. House of Leaves does not use rubrication in this sense but does feature words in colors
other than black for emphasis. Martin Brick associates the blue coloring of “house” to medieval
rubrication but as a way to defy authority.
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book145 with their corresponding page locations. There are also words listed with the
note “DNE,” which stands for Does Not Exist because these words do not appear in

Figure 64 - Index, note the word “house” in blue and the entry “house (black)” marked “DNE”

the text. Though this element is one of the more obvious subversions of reading aids, it
returns us to the material reality of the book; the index seems primarily to remind us
that the text is a series of words, some often repeated, located on pages. Most
immediately, the index reminds us that while we tend to think of the content of books
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I initially thought we could say the index lists almost every word, if not every word, in the book, but
in the process of preparing this chapter, I started looking for phrases for section headers and discovered
the index does not include the words “contain,” “container,” or “content,” though a search of the text on
Google Books confirms that these words do appear in the text. It also seems that the index does not
include words that appear in footnotes, thus only indexing Zampanò’s text.
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as the knowledge that we find within it, that is the narrativized meaning, this content is
made up of smaller pieces of information, such as words. By simply listing the words
of the book, rather than using keywords or topics, the index exists as a running list of
the words the book contains; this index simply gives us another form of its content
removed from the narrative. Whereas we would normally search an index for an
inkling of where the author discusses an important topic, this index reduces the words
to simply pieces of information that we can find somewhere in the narrative.
The index may be a textual game, because at times it does not function as we
expect an index to, but we can also consider how the purpose of an index is extremely
limited in codex form. An index is a type of search function, but one that is static and
relies heavily on its compositor. If this dissertation were to have an index, for
example, you would be able to find this section by looking for the term “index” or
perhaps “reading aids.”146 While indexes are meant to help find specific sections, we
need to remember the proper terms and should not expect that every instance of a
word will be listed. Additionally, since compositors create indexes individually for
each book, usually based on what they think are the most significant topics in the
book, even if we remember the right term, we might not find it in the index. This is
significantly different from a searchable document that returns every instance of a
word (though one does still need to remember the proper word in this case). In
addition, a more general search engine can return results that are similar to the search
term, rather than an exact match. In both cases, space is not a limit to our searches

Whether this section would also be listed under “search” or “random-access” would depend on if the
compositor only draws on the words directly used in the text or expands the entry to draw all possible
connections. Likewise, this section might be listed as relating to House of Leaves, but not “section” or
“function” because while I use these words, they do not get at the topic I am discussing here.
146
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with digital tools. We could choose to search for every instance of the word “the” in a
text and the program would seek out and return the results.147 The index in a print
book is limited, though, because the book itself is not limitless, so common words,
especially conjunctions and articles that offer little independent information, are
usually excluded from indexes. If a compositor cataloged every word in a book, they
would go beyond creating a standard index to creating a concordance, an alphabetical
listing of all words in a text, that requires a book almost as long as the original book
itself,148 which in some ways is the equivalent of a fully searchable text. So while we
can consider the similarity of the index in House of Leaves to an outdated webpage
filled with dead and useless links,149 we also have a portion of the book that makes it
clear that books are not the most efficient search systems,150 both because of the limit
of space, but also in their inability to change and respond to the reader’s searches
dynamically. As we will see with the footnotes and appendices, the index offers us the
opportunity to see how Danielewski subverts previous book conventions in service of
I chose the word “the” because it is likely to appear many times in a text. Currently I use the word
“the” 2,687 times in this 27,049-word chapter (excluding footnotes). It is a common “stop word” that
text-mining programs are told to ignore (the program stops looking for these words) along with other
articles, conjunctions, and prepositions such as “a,” “an,” “and,” “or,” “but,” “in,” etc.
148
Concordances exist for specific texts or authors such as the Bible or Shakespeare. These works list
every word found in the body of work, usually indicating how many times it is used and where it can be
found. Concordances were not meant to be “searchable” versions of a text, but these do function in a
similar way and in print format are separate books and only available for very particular books. Huber
proposes that the index is a concordance in House of Leaves but does not elaborate or account for the
fact that some words are missing (133).
149
I mention this because the index could also be considered a type of hyperlink that directs the reader
to a particular page as opposed to relying on narrative, just as a hyperlink offers you the ability to jump
to a particular location. I originally thought that the index was full of “dead links,” as a colleague
mentioned finding words there that do not appear in the text, but those words appear to all be marked by
“DNE.”
150
We could also consider this in terms of the book’s capacity for database functions. Simply, a
database is the container of data, like a filing cabinet filled with papers. Books can be databases and
have been; the phone book and encyclopedia are both examples of books as database systems.
However, while the book can be a database, these books can become unwieldy because of their size and
are difficult to update without reprinting. Additionally, it usually takes more time to locate information
in a print-based database. These are some of the reasons that digital technology has taken over many
database functions from the book.
147
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his project to both consider the place of the book in our media ecology and to question
our relationship to the content and context of books. By removing the context of
individual words in listing practically all the words of the text alphabetically, the index
renders the content meaningless. Rather than creating meaning as they do in the
narrative, the words in the index become raw data that resists meaningful analysis by
the reader.
Immediately before the index, are the appendices: there are four sections, three
titled Appendix I, II, and III and an additional section called “Exhibits.” Exhibits OneSix are basically another appendix, a section at the end of the book that offers
additional information. Zampanò designated the name “exhibits,” perhaps drawing on
the term from courtroom use of tangible evidence that supports an argument. Exhibits
One-Six are notes that Zampanò left of things to include with the text, such as
“Duplicate pages 2-33 in Air Force Manual 64-5 (15 August 1969)” (Danielewski
534). However, none of the materials noted in the exhibits are in these sections. The
Editors explain some of these reasons: exhibits three and four have elements
missing151 and exhibits five and six are available in Appendix II.152 On the other hand,
neither Johnny nor The Editors comment on the first two exhibits and the evidence
called for, primarily images, is not provided elsewhere in the book or noted as
151

It is not that everything is missing that should be presented in these exhibits, but that particular parts
of them are missing, for example in exhibit three, Zampanò writes “Include all data in Zero Folder”
(Danielewski 532) and it is the “Zero Folder” which is missing, as Johnny tells us earlier:
“Unfortunately Exhibit Three doesn’t make up for the spillage back there because there is no Exhibit
Three. Aside from a few notes, it’s missing. I’ve looked everywhere, especially for the Zero folder.
Nothing. Who knows, maybe it’s for the best” (379).
152
Appendix II, which the Editors added to the book, includes two collages that Johnny seems to have
made while working on the book. These appear to be pictures of a messy desk, rather than well-thought
out tableaus, but we know that Johnny made them as he says, “Who knows how long ago either,
probably when I was still sketching pictures and tinkering with collages, maybe in August, maybe as far
back as February” (Danielewski 376). Within these collages are the page of the Air Force Manual from
1969 and “Karen’s completed Sheehan Clinician Rated Anxiety Scale as well as her Marks and
Mathews Phobia Scale” (535).
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missing. Some of Zampanò’s instructions border on the fantastic, such as “provide
pictorial examples of architecture ranging from early Egyptian, Mycenaean, Greek,

Figure 75 - Exhibit One, page 530

and Roman to Gothic, early Renaissance, Baroque, Neoclassical, and the present”
(530, figure 15), and we can assume that these were not provided because of the sheer
volume this would add to the book. We could also note that the book includes
extensive lists and ask if these lists invoke the typical dominance of words in books,
for example, the “footnote” that begins on the left margin of page 120 that lists
twentieth-century buildings “in the style of Post-Modern, Late-Modern, Brutalism,
Neo-Expressionism, Wrightian…” and continues on the margin of left-hand pages
until page 134, at which point there is a note that directs us to the margin of the facing
152

page with another “footnote” that lists architects upside down in italics on the margin
of right-hand pages until we return to page 120 (figures 16-18). These long lists are

Figure 86 - page 120 (the chapter in which this
page appears, Chapter IX, is also called “The
Labyrinth”)

Figure 97 - page 134

Figure 108 - page 135
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allowed to remain in the book, providing “information” that does little to support our
understanding of buildings or houses, while the requested images are withheld, though
these would serve a similar purpose. This absurdity of the Exhibits, especially against
what has been included in the book, as compared to the index, again draws us to
consider what function these supposed aids have in the book.
On the other hand, as The Editors’ footnotes to Exhibit Five and Six tell us,
some of the reproductions that Zampanò called for are in a later appendix. Thus,
Exhibits seems to exist only to indicate what Zampanò wanted to include with his
manuscript and these desires were sometimes fulfilled and sometimes ignored or
deemed impossible. The question becomes, what is the point of including these
“Exhibits,” especially as neither Johnny nor The Editors followed the instructions left
by Zampanò? One possibility is to show how expansive Zampanò wanted his book to
be and to remind the reader of the limits of the book as a bounded space. It is also
possible that the Exhibits exist to further frustrate the reader at the limits we have in
accessing material in the book—while the book could theoretically hold this evidence,
we should not expect any book to hold all the information on any given subject,
especially as Zampanò illustrates that this would involve not just a few illustrations,
but the equivalent of several books worth of additional material. Regardless of
whether the book is limiting to the creator or the consumer, the book is a finite object.
Much as other writers have explored impossible books or libraries that contain all the
knowledge or information of the world, the Exhibits illustrate that the book is bound
and has real material constraints, which the Internet and digital technologies do not
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share.153 Importantly, whether this information is available in the book or not, these
supplements do little to explain the house on Ash Tree Lane or the Navidsons, and
even when we do not have access to them, they frustrate the reader by simply
providing more detail without meaning.
The following appendices, Appendix I, II, and III, on the other hand, raise a
different issue. Appendix I features material that Johnny collected from Zampanò with
no indication that pieces are missing. Rather, this seems to be his solution for
including items that have no place elsewhere in the book but might provide the reader
insight; Johnny tells us that there are seemingly endless amounts of writing that he
sifts through to create the narrative and thus he likely needs to exclude some
information to create a story. Appendix I allows him to share this information that
does not fit in the narrative. Likewise, Appendix II gathers material from Johnny’s
life, some of it directly related to his work on the book, such as sketches, Polaroids,
and collages, and some of it giving us further insight into Johnny’s life before
Zampanò’s manuscript. These two sections do not seem affected by the physical limits
of the book; there is never mention of letters, images, or other items that Johnny or
The Editors did not include due to space.154 Neither Johnny nor The Editors explain
most of the things included, and the reader needs to guess at what, for example,
Johnny’s Pelican poems, poems he wrote while traveling through Europe, can add to
the book. These supplemental sections imply that the reader could know more about

In my first chapter, the “impossible book” is the book that actually represents, which usually
involves representing itself, but in this case the “impossible book” is one that can include everything.
This impossible book is closer to the “infinite book” such as depicted in Borges’s “The Book of Sand.”
For more discussion on this, see Aarseth 87-88.
154
We are told some information is not included, notably details from Johnny’s father’s obituary, but
this is not due to space.
153
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Zampanò and Johnny that the narrative does not contain, but which might aid the
reader in better understanding that narrative. This could lead us to believe that the
narrative itself might be the limiting factor, because in creating causal relationships
throughout, extraneous details, such as the story of Johnny’s mother, need to be cut to
create a clear narrative progression.
The final appendix presents “Contrary evidence” as collected by The Editors
and consists of five images that appear to be related to The Navidson Record and the
house on Ash Tree Lane, but with no explanation of what is being contradicted. For
example, one image is “Sarah Newberry’s ‘Conceptual Model of the Navidson
House,’” a photograph of a three-dimensional model that appears to be in a hinged
box, with several wooden staircases, mirrors reflecting the interior, and a tree in the
middle of a labyrinth (Danielewski 661, figure 19). It is not clear what this model,

Figure 119 - “Sarah Newberry’s ‘Conceptual
Model of the Navidson House,’” pg. 661
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created at the “Graduate School of Design, Harvard University” in 1993 contradicts
(661). Given the dates of these items, ranging from 1991 to 1994,155 perhaps this
evidence points to the existence and veracity of the movie or at least the experience of
Navidson. Here the limit seems to be on the ability for a narrative to present an
objective truth because these images suggest there are other sides to this story as
created by Johnny. This also supports that narrative limits us from including every
detail, because in addition to what is extraneous, some information would provide
contradictions. Though these four supplemental sections, the Exhibits and the three
appendices, all expand upon the book, they also show us the limits of the form,
whether in the book’s physical ability to contain information and resources or in the
narrative’s ability to present a full view of a subject. Through expansion, we become
even more aware of the limits of House of Leaves and likewise other books.
We should not assume these limits act as a completely negative factor though.
As I have implied, these sections often frustrate and defy the reader’s expectations and
explanations, with many readers treating them as unnecessary or gimmicks, but that is
not their only purpose in the book. We do not anticipate our novels having indexes and
appendices and the book does not offer much information as to why these appear, but
these sections highlight how information relates to narrative. While narratives rely on
information—that is, the details that make up the events of a story—it is the selection
of details placed in a causal relationship that allows the reader to make sense of a
series of events. This may mean that the author or editor excludes other information
155

One date is given as 1886, but that is the publication date of the book pictured, not when a drawing
that appears to resemble the Navidson house was created (Danielewski 658). Johnny says this book, The
Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft, Volume XXVIII, does not exist, thus in this case its existence,
regardless of the drawing, is the contrary evidence of Johnny’s claim (xx). The drawing itself aligns
with my conclusion that the contrary evidence suggests the house on Ash Tree Lane did exist.
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for the purposes of creating a narrative, and we see that in the appendices. The details
in these sections do little to improve our comprehension of the main body of text but
do much to destabilize that grasp by offering information that we either cannot figure
out how to integrate or information that seems to contradict what we have just read.
Much as the index removes the words of the text from the context to create a
meaningless list, the appendices also present us with information outside of the
context of narrative.
The footnotes in Danielewski’s text are another feature that simultaneously
expands upon the story but also reminds us of the limits of the book. These
annotations appear in different fonts for each of the contributors. 156 The footnotes
offer a framing narrative to Zampanò’s text and often branch off in unexpected ways.
This system of different fonts makes it simpler to understand quickly who writes each
footnote and offers a progression to these comments—by knowing who wrote each
footnote, we can also guess at what point each footnote appeared in the book’s
production. This is a visual technique, which relies primarily on our recognition of
different typefaces to distinguish different contributors.157 This is particularly helpful,
as the footnotes are consecutively numbered, beginning with 1 in Chapter I and

As mentioned earlier, the original text and footnotes by Zampanò are in Times, Truant’s footnotes
are in Courier, and those of The Editors are in Bookman (Danielewski 4).
157
Initially, referring to different typefaces reminds me of the idea of recognizing people by their faces,
but the metaphor becomes mixed in identifying different “voices.” Of course, there is a difference in
tone and style for each of the three supposed writers, normally aligned with “voice,” but there is an
absence of the aural quality of voice—though it is inefficient, most of us subvocalize when we read and
therefore “hear” the words, so while we associate style and tone with “voice,” we have the same mental
voice reading and the designation between characters is not left to the textual voice alone, but aided by
the visual. It’s as if I could only recognize faces, not voices, but still acknowledge unique speech
patterns.
156
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continuing to 450 at the end of Appendix II.158 Since all the footnotes, regardless of
who authored them, are mixed amongst each other and treated the same, the typefaces
are the main distinguishing factor. While footnotes are normally explanatory notes on
the text or small asides that do not contribute to the overall thrust of the argument,
much as my own footnotes function throughout this dissertation, the footnotes
throughout House of Leaves vary in function. In considering David Foster Wallace’s
use of footnotes and endnotes to “hide” important plot points, Scott Rettberg argues
this use “isn’t necessarily critiquing the fact that footnotes are not usually used this
way, but instead, pointing out that this affordance of the apparatus of the book… is
available to us” (61) to reflect on “the inherent limitations of fiction to depict the
complexity of reality and exploring the potentiality of the note itself as a sort of
technological apparatus to enable a less-bound maximalism, a type of perspectival
exteriority not available in the same way in conventional narrative form” (60).159 That
is, while reality often features details and viewpoints that could offer rich texture to
the world, they can also complicate a narrative with tangents and contradictions. Thus,
while the footnotes initially appear to conform to the standard use by textual editors to
reflect on choices made in creating an edition and at times do serve as explanatory
notes or sources—and Johnny does use footnotes in this way to an extent, “Johnny
Truant is meticulous in detailing his process of construction and re-construction of The
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Some footnotes are not numbered, but instead appear with symbols, mixed in with the otherwise
consecutive numbers. Also, worth mentioning, while the footnotes are consecutively numbered, this
does not mean that they all refer to the body of Zampanò’s essay—some footnotes lead to other
footnotes or reference notes in other chapters. Additionally, the footnotes do not always appear as
footnotes at the bottom of the page in reference. Chapter VI includes endnotes (numbered consecutively
with the footnotes in the surrounding chapters) and in other places the footnotes appear along margins
or in boxes that would otherwise be in the middle of a page.
159
McGrath draws a connection to the hyperlink and says, “The footnotes use a bookish form to show
us ways in which the book is—or could be—transformed by digital media” (127).
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Navidson Record” (McGrath 129)—we should also consider how the notes in House
of Leaves offer extensions to the traditional narrative structure. By using the
conventions of another type of book, the scholarly text, Danielewski transgresses the
standard genre conventions of a fictional narrative and uses footnotes to offer multiple
narrative threads simultaneously.
To understand Danielewski’s technique, it is helpful to examine more carefully
how the footnotes function in House of Leaves. Written narratives usually proceed in
much the same way as the printed text, carrying through the page as we follow a select
group of characters. To leave one character to follow another, we usually must put
aside the first person, much as if we are following someone from the room. If the
writer does not provide signs of moving to a new character, then they run the risk of
confusion in having sentences that all refer to different characters consecutively. On
the other hand, if the writer footnotes one character’s story, the reader can briefly
move their attention from one plot to another, usually on the same page, without
adding too much confusion to the text, which is what Danielewski does in this text
using different fonts for different characters. Thus, we can have both the traditional
notes from Zampanò that he included in his manuscript, as well as notes from Johnny
that comment on creating this book and his life and experience with the text, and notes
from The Editors that comment on Johnny and the text. While we could deem this
technique as similar to a frame text, or a story within a story that normally serves to
emphasize the themes of the other narrative, by reorganizing how we access the
companion stories, Danielewski allows us to reconsider what uses footnotes have
outside of scholarly conventions. Additionally, rather than creating a relationship in
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which the framing text uses the framed text metaphorically or to present similar but
heightened action, House of Leaves plays on “the use of footnotes… to make [the] text
not [a] monologue but [a] conversation, in which… their predecessors, and [the]
subject all take part” (Grafton 234). While Zampanò cannot respond to Johnny, the
footnotes allow us to understand the work of commentary as conversation as opposed
to a one-sided process.
These footnotes allow Johnny to create a narrative alongside Zampanò’s study
of The Navidson Record. Rather than offering one story with a single set of characters,
the footnotes offer Johnny the ability to insert his own story of encountering
Zampanò’s text into the book as he moves through the manuscript without reframing
the whole narrative and offers readers multiple paths through the book. Just as
Rettberg indicates that footnotes can “depict the complexity of reality” in Wallace’s
work, here the footnotes depict several narratives simultaneously (61). This adds
another layer of information, but this time the information becomes a narrative in its
own right, as the footnotes progress to tell us Johnny’s story as we read Zampanò’s
text.160 While more common to academic texts, here the information becomes essential
to a second narrative, rather than contradicting or confusing the narrative Johnny
creates from the original manuscript. At the same time, this use of footnotes does not
align with the typical use and adopts a convention from academic texts to expand the
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This use also shows that the reader can join in on the conversation. As Laura McGrath says,
“Footnotes and annotations, as in the case of Johnny Truant and the eerily similar case of the band, are
not to provide evidence of an external case, but to prompt a reflection upon the reader’s life…. The
reader is thus invited to participate in the act of constructing the novel; alongside Johnny Truant, she
can examine her histories and anxieties through the creation of her own path through the novel, adding
her own voice to the text’s multivocal network” (135).
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possibilities of the novel. Thus, this expansion of the traditional narrative functions to
support another story within the book.
The academic conventions used in House of Leaves add to the confusion of the
novel while showing how important narrative is to comprehension. By inserting more
information without narrative, these reading aids illustrate that information without
context is frustrating and show how “content” alone can resist explanation if it is
removed from causal relationships. The book is not simply its contents, as we cannot
simply transfer the content of any book without loss, as covered in my first chapter,
and here we see information transferred to reading aids commonly found in other
genres of texts. Even if we treat the contents of the book as its primary identity, the
form of the book intertwines with the contents and affects our reading experience. The
form of the novel allows us to move from information to knowledge through the form
of narrative. We need to consider how the reader perceives the content at hand, the
information, knowledge, perspective, communication, or experience, based on its
presentation, or in other terms the context of the book, to better understand this
content. By using the conventions of an academic text, Danielewski recalls an age
when books were the primary, if not only, form for the communication of information
and knowledge, and House of Leaves begs the question of how these book-bound
forms can be understood as possibilities of the print book that can be repurposed for
our new expectations of the content of the book. There is now a choice amongst forms,
from books to digital technology and many “old” and “new” media in between, which
hints what content we will find in any given form.161 However, while we may go to
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By this I mean both what content is best presented in a particular form, but we can also understand
this statement as what is possible based on the modes of presentation. For example, while audiobooks
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Google to search for information rather than an encyclopedia, this does not change the
fact that we have built up centuries worth of reading aids that support random-access
in print books. While books are the place of sustained attention, indexes serve those
who wish to pinpoint sections of interest. Where appendices previously offered related
material, now the supplemental is frequently found online or otherwise outside of the
book.162 Though footnotes were once the realm of the editor to explain careful choices
between competing antecedents, we can now find that information on the archived
discussion page for any number of collaborative online projects.163 These conventions
will likely continue to be used in their original manner, but it is also worth considering
how we can understand content as the choice of both the writer and reader and how we
can reimagine conventions to serve the experience of reading a book rather than as a
workaround for an experience that would be best accessed elsewhere. Just as we can
expect the physical form of books to serve their contents, we should expect that the
contents of books are those most suited to the form of the book. Thus, while books
may be shifting to reading experiences that encourage sustained attention, rather than
access to raw data, reading aids that were created to incorporate more information or
faster access to particular facts can be repurposed to support the form of the novel.
House of Leaves is confusing, but it is confusing to point out the difficulty of making

present the “same” content as a print book, the aural mode makes certain information inaccessible, from
typographic conventions such as italics to representations of interior dialogue to homophones such as
the earlier example of “could’ve” versus “could of.”
162
Another example of this would be a transmedia project which unfolds across several different
platforms. I will look at transmedia more closely in my next chapter.
163
The most popular example of this type of discussion page exists on Wikipedia. The “talk” pages on
Wikipedia note changes that editors made to pages and sometimes feature debates on contentious
topics. The “talk” page for House of Leaves is not particularly interesting, only noting changes to a few
external links (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:House_of_Leaves). For a more robust example, the
Paul Revere page has many topics of discussion
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Paul_Revere/Archive_index).
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sense of information without the tools of narrative by reimagining the purpose of
reading aids outside of the paradigm of books as the containers of information.

“Endless snarls of words, sometimes twisting into meaning:” Conclusion
House of Leaves is a convention-busting novel that often sets up an expectation
for the reader, only to diverge from it shortly afterward. As I have shown, while
Danielewski does not always follow the generic conventions of fiction, he uses
conventions from academic texts throughout the book to consider the limits and
possibilities of the book, both as a material object and for creating narratives.
Likewise, while the multimodal elements initially seem disorienting, they come from
the spatial tradition of writing which has been practiced by writers as diverse as Emily
Dickinson164 and Raymond Federman165—this is not so much a convention that
Danielewski is borrowing from another category of book166 as a possibility that he
recognizes. Together, these techniques allow House of Leaves to move beyond the
standard form for narrative work to better explore our experience with the book,
especially as it relates to our expectations for the content of books. Adopting the
conventions of academic texts intimates that this book wants to offer information and
knowledge; House of Leaves offers more information than meaning, often to the
frustration of the diligent reader who follows every thread. Likewise, the multimodal
elements reinforce the importance of narrative by offering us a path through what

Specifically, I am referencing Emily Dickinson’s envelope poems, which work with the constrained
space of the envelope in the composition. The Gorgeous Nothings is a good example of this practice.
165
For example, Double or Nothing, in which the layout becomes a part of the story in this novel of
textual production.
166
Though, I could argue that this convention is from book arts, in which composition using the space
of the page is one of the primary techniques.
164
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would otherwise be unexplained information. As a book that remediates throughout,
House of Leaves shows that content is significant but ultimately proposes that our
experience with that content in the context of the book is more important than mere
“information.”
Content is essential to the book; what we find in books allows us to classify
and understand a book, but the content is also intertwined with form. Though some
scholars may treat content as separable from the form of the book, the physical object
of the book has influenced content and the content of different genres has influenced
the form of books. Rather than treating the words in a specific order as the only
important aspect of the book, we should also take care to consider how the
presentation of text affects our understanding of the book. Furthermore, content is not
only the words we find in books, but also multimodal elements and the reading aids.
While the book may contain, it does not only provide a storage mechanism but
becomes integral in how we perceive the contents.
Though House of Leaves borrows conventions from academic and reference
texts, it is a novel. The narratives of the book found not only in words but also images,
blank space, and layouts, offer us a path through the information that we find.
Importantly, narrative requires our active participation; we need to both follow
through the path until we reach the end—even if there are many options on that path—
and need to participate in creating causal relationships between discreet events to
come to a conclusion at the end of the novel. Just as the book is not simply a
container, we cannot simply access information and knowledge by opening a book—a
book is not a box in which we store meaning. Danielewski purposely creates a
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confusing narrative, often through multimodal elements, because House of Leaves
emphasizes that we must take a journey with the book to come to an understanding of
the book.
The conventions of academic texts, primarily the index, appendices, and
footnotes, further work to identify how information serves the narrative. Each of these
reading aids addresses one way in which books are not just about “knowledge and
information” but the experience of narrative. The index reminds us that the context of
words is just as important as their presence; both the order of words presented as well
as what else we may find alongside the words is significant to their meaning. The
appendices show both the limits of the physical book and the narrative and while this
could be considered a negative of books, it shows that the ordering and creation of
narrative can be a productive limit. The footnotes also expand upon the book by
allowing us to follow Johnny’s story alongside Zampanò’s study on The Navidson
Record, at times mimicking a labyrinth, and, by relying on narrative, helps us to
integrate what could be just more information into the project of the book. Though
these conventions all support the conceit of House of Leaves as an academic study,
they also champion sustained narrative as a strength of the book.
These aspects of House of Leaves begin to address a central question of print
books in the twenty-first century—what do we expect to find in books today? At one
point, books were one of the only options for disseminating and protecting information
and knowledge, but technologies, especially digital technologies and the Internet, have
replaced the book for many of these functions. Thus, looking at the book now, we
acknowledge that books once contained the world’s information and knowledge, but
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this function has now been superseded if we consider information and knowledge to
be raw data and objective statements. Danielewski’s book reflects this tension in our
expectations for the content of books. However, while Zampanò seems to set out to
offer information about The Navidson Record, we continuously encounter the chance
that none of this exists, not even the film, not even within the world of the book. If we
are seeking to learn about this film or about the events that it supposedly recounts, we
must contend with the fact that there may be nothing there, just as there is literally
nothing inside the bowels of the house which expand and contract without warning. If
we assume that House of Leaves has something to say about its status as a physical
book—my contention throughout this dissertation as informed by the self-conscious
relationship of the narrative to its form—then we need to ask what we think books are
“for” now if they are no longer the container of information and knowledge.
House of Leaves is a complicated and confounding novel that seeks to give the
reader the experience of encountering a print book. From the narrative of its own
creation, recounting how it came to be in its final form and the unease and terror it
caused, to the index that simply lists the words we find within the book, it reflects on
what we expect books to be and what we expect to find in books in the twenty-first
century. It is clear that Danielewski understands that the book is a choice, both for the
writer and the reader, that should exist for its content, but he also understands that the
book offers a unique experience that is not found in other media, just as House of
Leaves draws on other forms and user experiences with other mediums to create this
encounter. Books allow us to follow a narrative over significant time and space with
sustained attention, a type of reading that is poorly supported by other technologies. It
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is this experience, that is not devoid of information or knowledge, that we should
expect.
The Internet has superseded the book’s place as the source for contemporary
learning. This is significant because the history of the book often focuses on the
importance of the book in creating a global knowledge economy and spreading
learning. Rather than studying the book in private reading, book historians explore it
as a communication circuit that functions to offer stable and portable information. The
book will continue to function in this way to an extent167 but we should also think of
the book more expansively to begin answering what the book will continue to do in
the future, rather than consigning it to the past. The book has not died, despite many
years of this claim, and people still read print books,168 despite anxiety that the
practice would vanish.
If we seek to answer the question of what we expect from books today in the
positive, our answers, such as an experience or perspective, might seem insignificant.
In part, these answers are unfulfilling because it feels like we could assign this answer
to any number of narrative forms and find the same answer. Films and video games
offer an experience and often allow us to explore, if not inhabit, another perspective—
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It is interesting to note that academic research in the humanities is still usually published in book
format and that it is still expected that most people will read the book in the physical form. A number of
books that I have looked at for this project, including Electronic Literature by Scott Rettberg, make
reference to the material object to illustrate a point. Other fields, such as natural sciences and economics
do not tend to publish monographs or edited collections though, and the most recent research is found
exclusively in journals, often times primarily, if not solely, accessible online.
168
In addition to the fact that physical book sales have steadily increased in the last few years (Milliot),
there is also evidence that online-only magazines have decreased engagement over their physical
counterparts (Rowe). This would seem to support that there are actually benefits to reading in print,
rather than just preferences that will die out with generations raised without digital alternatives to print.
Rowe does talk explicitly about e-books and acknowledges that readers who pick up e-books are less
likely to abandon reading the book than an article in an online magazine, but states that “Still, whether
it’s news, TV, or books, the modern era’s undeniable shift towards digital content may well lower our
engagement levels overall.”
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what makes books different from these other media forms? First, the fact that other
narrative forms seek to offer experience and perspective does not change that literary
books do this. Second, the methods and modes that books use to support these
possibilities make them better suited to certain projects and thus allow books to exist
for their contents.169 On the one hand, we need to consider how books align with
certain forms through our understanding of literature as art. For too long, books have
been held apart from art because of their other functions, which has then limited our
ability to understand how books as literature exist in our media ecology. One answer
to our question might be that we expect books today to contain art rather than
“information.” On the other hand, we should consider the possibilities of the book and
the reading practices that surround the book. The absorbed and sustained reading
practices associated with books, and especially associated with literature over
reference books, offer space for careful reading and reflection. When we add to this
the fact that books are a reader-controlled temporal medium,170 it also becomes clear
that books lay everything out for the reader and tutor the reader in the process of
meaning-making. Thus, we expect to find meaning in books and also to find the tools
to help us find meaning elsewhere.
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Likewise, there are certain projects that are best suited, or at least are very well carried out
considering the strengths and weakness of a given media, in film or video games. Books are not the best
medium for everything.
170
Readers absorb books over time, but we are in complete control over how quickly or slowly we
move through them and can easily flip back and forth to reference previous sections.
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ENCOUNTER: WRITING IN BOOKS

The first book I wrote in, just simple underlining, was On the Road by Jack
Kerouac. I was in high school, and I had been told that the book would “change my
life,” so it felt important to engage with it in a tangible way; the act of writing in my
cheap trade paperback was a way to prove that I had read the book. I underlined things
that seemed poignant as if maybe that would be the line that would change my view
on everything. I remember this because I gave the book away—not because I still refer
regularly to what I marked that first time or because the book was life-changing (I
only briefly weighed riding the rails as a life plan)—the act became memorable
because it was unintentionally shared.
At the time that I was reading On the Road, my brother was overseas in Iraq
doing a tour of duty with the Army. My family, mostly my mother, would send him
packages every few months, filled with the standard fare: snacks, drink mix, things to
pass the time. At some point, he asked us to send him books. My parents went out and
got him the Tom Clancy novels he enjoyed when he was younger, but rather than buy
books based on his preferences (at this point the seven-year age difference meant I
rarely knew what he might like either as my brother or as a young man in general), I
usually included whatever I had recently read. Often the copies showed just a bit of
wear on the spine, having been read once and then sent off. Sometimes they were new,
copies I purchased after borrowing the book from a friend or library. The Penguin
Classics edition of On the Road with a monochrome blue photograph of a vintage car
passing you by had underlining in blue pen, proof of me.
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I remember him later asking me why I had underlined certain things in On the
Road. I tried to explain that those lines seemed important, but mostly I was
embarrassed that I had accidentally shared what I had intended to be for only me.
When I underlined those passages, I did it not with the expectation of readers coming
after me, but in anticipation of reading the book again. I might have read the book
again, but ultimately, I sent it off. I never did get the book back—that’s not really how
care packages to Iraq work. For a while at least, On the Road became part of a little
library at the base. I would like to think that it is still in a little library, drawing new
readers in and asking them to respond to high-school me in the text, to have a
conversation not just with Kerouac’s words but with the readers who have come
before and the material history of this copy.
I would like to think that my brother underlined On the Road in response, and
then that others did too, adding comments and questions and then putting it back on
the shelf for someone else to read and join in an ongoing conversation. If I could have
that book back, I hope I would not just find what 14-year-old me found touching, but
the traces of other hands touching the book.
I do not really want the book back, though; I prefer imagining the conversation
I might have started when I took my blue ballpoint pen and underlined “I had nothing
to offer anybody, except my own confusion.”
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CHAPTER 4

“WHAT BEGINS AT THE WATER, ENDS AT THE WATER:” S. AND SOCIAL
PROTOCOLS

S. by Doug Dorst and J. J. Abrams appears to be a used copy of Ship of
Theseus, attributed to the author V.M. Straka, that has been annotated by two previous
readers, Eric and Jen, but their comments in the margin, or marginalia, become the
framing narrative that runs parallel to this internal text. It is this story written on the
peripheries that allows us to ask what it means to be a reader in the twenty-first
century. Jen and Eric write these marginalia as they traverse the same text we have in
our hands, searching for details about the mysterious author and building a
relationship, which shows their processes of reading and interacting with and through
the book. Most importantly S. has a cooperative relationship with other forms; while
the project brings our focus to how Jen and Eric relate to each other and the book
during their investigation and discussion, it also situates the book in a larger media
ecology. By examining what frameworks Jen and Eric use to interact with the book,
how their expectations of the book affect their usage, and when they choose to turn to
media outside of the limits of the physical book, we can glimpse the future of the book
within our current media culture and specifically how the twenty-first-century reader
might anticipate actively interacting with a book within the limits of its pages and
beyond.
As a relatively recent novel, there are only a handful of scholars who have
analyzed S. Scholars have asked how Jen and Eric model an emotional response to
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novels to renew the affect of literature (Clare), how their handwriting encourages an
embodied reading experience (Ghosal), how their interaction in the book is a form of
nostalgia even as the project embraces contemporary media culture (Tanderup
“Nostalgic”) perhaps to the point that this becomes a paradoxical relationship because
of the reliance on digital technologies (Tanderup “Scrapbook;” Vries and van Dijk),
how we can read the project as a positive indication of the future of the book mixing
analog and digital technology (Wocke), and how transmedia is enacted (Lynch,
McGowan, and Hancox). Wolfgang Hallet has used S. as an example of the
multimodal novel to illustrate how different semiotic modes can be read in narratology
(“Multimodal”), how these modes can be understood in their cultural contexts
(“Reading”), and as in the tradition of epistolary novels, but with an emphasis on
texture (“Epistolary”). Several scholars have even asked how S. is understood by
empirical, “real world” readers (e.g., Ghosal, Wocke), such as Mikko Keskinen in
“Narrating Selves amid Library Shelves: Literary Mediation and Demediation in S.,”
which argues that S. demediates the book and the “overloaded textual apparatus may
function as an apt dramatization of minds interacting in a saturated information
universe” (155). Keskinen appears to be saying that S. exists as a “dysfunctional”
book, moving towards the realm of book-object (156). Alison Gibbons, in “Reading S.
across Media: Transmedia Storyworlds, Multimodal Fiction, and Real Readers,”
argues that the project, encompassing the parts of the story that appear outside of the
book, is understood by empirical readers who further know it is a fictional book, and
that this signals a positive shift in contemporary literature. The only scholar to have
engaged empirical readers in her examination of S., Gibbons uses tweets and
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interviews to ask readers about their interaction with S. In general, these scholars
consider S. in terms of the future of the book and reading, not surprising given the
importance of the reader to the text, but most have looked to the history of literature,
analyzing the marginalia in terms of epistolary writing (Hallet “Multimodal,”
“Reading,” “Epistolary;” Gibbons “Real;” Keskinen) or commentary (Clare, as
compared to Pale Fire), or the contemporary media culture, rather than using the
history of the book and reading to ask how S. questions the social protocols of the
book, including its culturally-inflected status, which is the tactic I take. To do this, I
carefully examine how Jen and Eric treat the book in their roles as educated and
informed readers. While we can read these characters as general readers, they are both
educated in literary studies and much like my treatment of scholars as readers in my
first chapter, we should ask how Eric and Jen model reading within this tradition.
In 2013, writer Doug Dorst and director J. J. Abrams published S., a work of
hoax fiction. Hoax fiction presents itself as something that it is not. Often this involves
questions about the text’s authorship: “Various kinds of trickster narratives,
‘impersonal, ego-less authorship’…, collaborative/collective authorship…; hoax, fake,
forged and spurious authorship; pseudonymous and anagrammatically encoded
authorship…; faux-memoirism; faction and creative non-fiction, Pessoan
heteronymics, all continue to destabilise any normative idea of the writer and the text”
(Mead 338). Questions of “authorship” are not the only questions raised by hoax
works: “‘[O]ntological hoax[es]’… use multimodality to present their narratives in a
way which appears to endow them with a greater sense of authenticity. As such, these
books masquerade as something they are not, disguising their fictional status”
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(Gibbons “Multimodal Literature” 432). S. does not disguise its fictional status
entirely but in part. Dorst wrote the book, while Abrams conceived of the project,
which pretends to be a found fictional novel. Packaged in a black slipcase baring an
elaborate script “s” and these two creators’ names, the encased book you pull out is
labeled Ship of Theseus by V.M. Straka and purports to have been published by
Winged Shoes Press in 1949 (figure 20). The copy resembles an old library book with

Figure 2012 - S. and its slipcase

carefully yellowed pages throughout, a Dewey Decimal system cataloging label on the
spine, a stamp declaring it a “book for loan” on the endpapers, and a second stamp
listing it as “Property of Laguna Verde H.S. Library” on the title page.171
Not only is it presented as an old high school library book, but it is also a
defaced library book—a note which appears to be in pencil, 172 encountered on the
half-title page, asks, “⍟ If found, please return to workroom B19, main library,
These marks continue on the back endpapers, which includes a reminder to “keep this book clean,” a
record of when the book was loaned from the library (Oct. 14, 2000 was the last recorded date), and the
copyright information for S. as published by Dorst and Abrams.
172
All of the earliest notes are in pencil, which is generally seen as the “proper” way to mark a book,
especially a text book or a library book, as if the ability to erase the note will return the book to its
original condition or as if anyone ever intends to erase their notes.
171
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Pollard State University” (Dorst i, figure 21). There is a response that looks to be in

Figure 21 - half title page

different handwriting and blue rollerball pen, “Hey — I found your stuff while I was
shelving. (Looks like you left in a hurry!) I read a few chapters + loved it. Felt bad
about keeping the book from you, though, since you obviously need it for your work.
Have to get my own copy! - Jen” (i). This exchange initiates perhaps the most
innovative part of the book—an ongoing conversation by two readers carried out in
the margins of the text. These marginalia constitute a framing story of two characters,
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Eric173 and Jen, who communicate through this copy of Ship of Theseus. The forgery
of this fiction is that we are encountering an old book—one that has the notes of two
readers before us—rather than opening a new text untouched by another reader.
Through multimodality, S. asks us to read two narratives layered onto the same page
significantly changing how framed narratives can be presented in a text while also
asking how books interact with other media forms through these two modern readers.
The framed story, which I will refer to going forward as Ship of Theseus,
follows a man only known as S—, who finds himself in a port city with no memory of
how he arrived there or his life before his arrival. Initially, he sets out to learn who he
is, but very quickly he is pressganged into service on a decrepit ship crewed by silent
sailors who mysteriously descend into the ship’s bowels in shifts and return to work
looking more worn out than when they first descended. During this journey, S—
discovers an arms manufacturer, Vévoda, who has created an extremely destructive
weapon, and from then on S— spends much of his life chasing and running from the
agents that support Vévoda’s empire. This text is a complete narrative that should be
read, it can even be accessed as a stand-alone audiobook. However, rather than
allowing this core to be the focus of our reading, we can allow ourselves to see it as
what makes the framing narrative possible.
In addition to the reading characters of Jen and Eric, Ship of Theseus itself
contains messages sent between its mysterious writer, V.M. Straka, and his translator,
F.X. Caldeira. Ship of Theseus is supposedly the nineteenth and final book by Straka.
Early in the foreword, Caldeira admits to a much larger role in this book than others
173

Eric does not reveal his identity immediately, unlike Jen, but finally does give his name on page 10.
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by Straka: the foreword states that Ship of Theseus is the only novel for which
Caldeira wrote footnotes and furthermore, parts of the story have been reconstructed
after the fact. Caldeira was to meet Straka in Havana to receive the final chapter out of
ten, but upon arriving, Caldeira found Straka’s room ransacked. Only scattered pages
remained and what appeared to be a body was being loaded into a quickly
disappearing van outside. At the start of the book, F.X. Caldeira is intimated to be a
male editorial figure who has overstepped into the author’s territory and whose
footnotes critics and scholars view as nonsensical. Through the research of Jen and
Eric, however, we learn that Caldeira is a woman, 174 Filomela, and that the footnotes
throughout the text include coded messages to Straka in the hope that he is still alive.
Caldeira holds onto this hope that Straka will find her because she has fallen in love
with him over their years of writing to each other. In addition to the coded footnotes,
many of which Eric and Jen decipher in the margins, the text itself appears to be a
message to Caldeira from Straka, perhaps attempting to explain to her that he also
loves her but never found a way to make their lives come together. Just as Eric and Jen
write to each other through the book, we discover that Straka and Caldeira also sent
messages to each other, sometimes very directly in the text through lines that were not
present in the original manuscript as well as through the codes.
Written first, this text serves as the background for the mystery of Straka and
Caldeira and the iterative notes of Jen and Eric. This book is a place of conversation,
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There is no reason given for why scholars and past readers have assumed Caldeira was a man. Likely
is it simply implicit sexism as she published the book in 1949. We do know that this assumption of
gender is pervasive even though F.X. Caldeira’s identity is mostly unknown because when Jen asks:
“Wondering what does the ‘F.X’ stand for in Caldeira’s name?” Eric responds with the fact that while
the name is debated, the gender is not: “F = Francisco or Filip (depends on source) X = Xabregas”
(Dorst vii). The question of gender may also be a ruse to protect Caldeira’s identity—Caldeira faked her
death, and in the obituary, she is identified as a man.
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as all books are, but the conversations are not merely implicit in our comprehension of
reading and writing. Instead, the conversations range from the explicit marginal notes
to the more subtle coded messages in the footnotes (themselves already an explicit
conversational aspect as mentioned in my previous chapter), while also invoking the
idea of the ideal reader with whom Straka was in conversation in the traditional sense.
Understanding the layers of the text not only allows the reader to delve fully into the
mystery of the coded messages but also to heed how books have always encouraged
discussion and sharing and the ways those activities have manifested, from the
traditional placement in the text itself, such as the footnotes, to the marginalia in the
handwriting of a previous reader.
For the most part, the marginalia advance the plot of the framing story as the
reader moves through the annotated book. While the notes respond to each other and
suggest multiple readings, we do not need to flip back and forth in the pages to follow
the story—we move from the beginning to the end of the book as normal. Most notes
constitute a conversation between the two characters, who pass the book back and
forth to each other without ever meeting. We are helped to grasp this dynamic on the
half-title page: after Jen’s first note, Eric responds “Here—if you liked it you should
finish it. I need a break, anyway. (Leave it on the last shelf in the south stacks when
you’re finished” (Dorst i). This interaction continues onto the next page (listing other
works by Straka) and has nineteen further comments indicating the physical exchange
of the book: “Don’t bother leaving it for me,” “people might enjoy corresponding with
you more…,” “I wrote some notes in response…” (i-ii). While these notes establish
the fact that Eric and Jen have created a system of dropping the book for each other,
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they do not imply any direct physical contact between the two and rather create a
relationship more akin to letter writing, “corresponding” and “response” echoing an
epistolary exchange. This first exchange that we encounter also helps us to grasp that
the story in the margins takes place over a period longer than the length of a single
reading of Ship of Theseus. After Eric gives it back with the encouragement to finish
the book, Jen says she “read the rest in one sitting” (i). Later, she goes back to make
“some notes in the margins” because Eric says she did not read “closely enough” the
first time. We cannot be sure how much time passes between these notes, but they do
show a passage of time linked to multiple readings of the book. There are a few clues
as to when Jen and Eric wrote the notes, for example, the colors of the notes change
over time. Preceding the start of the framing narrative Eric annotated his copy of Ship
of Theseus in pencil.175 At the beginning of their conversation within the book, Eric’s
notes are in black felt tip and Jen’s appear in blue rollerball pen. The handwriting
remains the same, but Jen later writes in orange, then purple, and finally black pens.
Likewise, Eric writes in green, red, and finally returns to black. For the most part,
there is no clear designation, such as a chapter end, for when one narrative moment
ends in Eric and Jen’s story and the other begins, but the colors indicate clusters of
readings in time. In general, the colors are dominant in certain sections of the book.
For example, most notes using green and orange pens appear before purple and red are
the predominant pen colors, but all of the colors can be found throughout the book.
Some notes appear far away from their matching colors, and, therefore,
temporal mates, only becoming recognizable as different points in time
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As with many things in this text, this is part of the hoax. There are not pencil marks throughout the
book, but rather printing that has been crafted to look like pencil and various pen marks.
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retrospectively. In this way, while we can read through this book just once and put it
aside, often realizing belatedly that what we thought was just one more response in an
exchange is actually informed by different circumstances as designated by a different
pen color, S. rewards close reading and re-reading by us, the empirical reader, just as
we see Jen and Eric rewarded in their reiterative returns to the book. The reward is a
clearer comprehension of the text, often through intuiting the role of the reader
through the intradiegetic reader.176 This process of reflecting on previous parts of the
text is what Paul Ricœur identifies in three stages in Time and Narrative as mimesis,
or imitation of action. When we first encounter an idea or description, or an object or
event outside of reading, we tend to assign it meaning (or otherwise forget about it),
but we will often revise this opinion later in light of other moments that give it added
significance. Ricœur differentiates these two timelines as cosmological time—that is
time as determined by the chronological progression of the calendar—and
phenomenological time, which is time created through reflection and based on the
significance we give events. In our first reading of the text, we notice that Jen writes in
purple and later black as well as blue, while Eric additionally writes in red during what
appears to be their first exchange, but we only realize that Jen and Eric must have
written these notes much later after we have read more of the book. This technique
rewards re-reading, which we also see that Eric and Jen have done numerous times,
asking us to envisage the book as a dynamic form that does not remain the same, at
least conceptually if not physically, between encounters.
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This reward is not unique to this text, but its comparative difficulty makes the reward more obvious
than in some other texts.
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As we read S., the book invites us to take the place of these characters as
readers of the original book who comment on the text and analyze the narrative, and at
other times carry on discussions of life outside the book. We are conscripted into the
text through the reading scenes of Jen and Eric rather than by direct address; there is a
“metatextual mise en abyme” created by the intradiegetic readers (Stewart Dear 195).
As the closest to our empirical world, what originally seems to be an additional
narrative layer177 is the primary story for contemporary readers. S. has two stories that
run parallel throughout, representing two narrative layers—the text of Ship of Theseus
and the marginalia. Eric and Jen do not merely add an anecdotal commentary on the
framed story but develop a second full arc in the novel, which I would argue is the
primary narrative layer brought into being by our identification. Initially, these two are
just strangers who happen to be at Pollard State University, but they become
engrossed in an attempt to determine the identity of Straka, a question that has
remained unanswered since the early twentieth century. This search leads them to
discover a dangerous network of quasi-academic researchers and to develop a
romantic relationship.178 They supplement their marginalia with items inserted into the
book such as postcards, notes, letters, and other paper ephemera in a variety of paper
stocks meant to mimic the supposed artifact with impressive detail. The book contains
all these items, the marginalia and ephemera, to create a story that is built out of
177

Normally a narrative layer is a step into the storyworld, for example, a story within a story is a
second narrative layer, which is what we have in S., though rather than descending deeper into the
storyworld, Eric and Jen exist closer to our “real” world. Additionally, narrative layers tend to exist in
sequence, as we must temporarily leave one story to be told another, but the technique of inserting what
appears to be handwriting in a variety of colors allows us to have all the layers present simultaneously
on the plane of the page, even as we need to switch our attention.
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Throughout, we find that the story of Jen and Eric not only physically parallels the story of Ship of
Theseus, running along the margins of that narrative, but also thematically parallels the story. Just as
S— finds himself searching for and running from Vévoda’s agents, Jen and Eric search for information
about Straka and find themselves followed by agents of the S., as Straka and Caldeira also did.
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comments on the internal text of Ship of Theseus playing with the ideas of the found
text and how we can reconstruct not just the story but reader relationships from this
artifact. This, in turn, offers us the opportunity to examine our own relationships with
print books.
The marginal writing of Jen and Eric sets up a book that is shared,
conversational, and dynamic not the solitary, static, and staid stereotype of both the
print book and the person who loves them. S. does more than amend how narratives
might be told in print books; it also moves the book away from an oppositional to a
cooperative relationship with other media. Sides are not clearly taken between the
analog and the digital in this text. While Eric initially seems to be wary of new media,
saying “I don’t use email. Don’t trust it” (Dorst 5), because of its vulnerability to
hackers, as opposed to the control he feels in passing the book back and forth to
communicate with Jen, he later gets a mobile phone and Twitter account to contact
her. Likewise, Jen seems to be citing more recent technology as the cause of
surveillance troubles, when she says “I left so many traces of myself with phone calls,
searches—god, I was even emailing people without thinking about who they were”
(315) but she recognizes the book as the most dangerous trace of all. She even asks,
“Have you ever thought we might need to get rid of the book at some point?” (153).
The material book is obviously central in the narrative world and for the characters,
but new media is also significant—for example, Eric repeatedly praises Jen’s research,
which is primarily carried out online and informed by library and information
sciences, and the two reference “fan sites” for Straka’s work implying involvement in
online communities—making it hard to see the characters as actual Luddites.
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Furthermore, while the project is “intended to be a celebration of the analog” (Abrams
qtd. in Rothman), it not only relies on the digital to create its material form179 but also
to offer additional material online. The most revolutionary revision of social protocols
of books offered by Abrams and Dorst—i.e., the learned expectations and patterns of
interaction—is not that we should write in our copies or even pass them back and forth
in the hopes of falling in love, but rather it is an adjustment in the expectation of how
readers might interact with books in this media ecology. Books do not exist as an
alternative to new media and furthermore, they should not represent everything that is
in opposition to digital culture. Rather, books exist alongside other forms and build
engrossing narratives that we can follow across platforms—either through transmedia,
that is multiplatform storytelling, or through more traditional instances of community.
S. is notable in part because of its status as hoax fiction and because as hoax
fiction it includes two interlinked but equally strong texts. Furthermore, the book not
only tells the story of two readers attempting to find answers but is itself a puzzle that
readers have been striving to solve since its release in 2013; Eric and Jen do not
discover the code in the final chapter and there is another unsolved code running
throughout the book. These two aspects of the project encourage active engagement,
but the status of S. as a physical book and the relationship of Eric and Jen to the book
make it particularly insightful in learning what books are and can be for contemporary
readers. Furthermore, the presentation that creates framing and framed stories that are
not completely separate occasions within the time of narrating, even if presented as
such in the narrated time, is an innovative technique that builds on a well-known
179

Hayles discusses how digital technology makes much of the printing of books possible today,
including the introduction of previously unconventional features often based on those found in other
(newer) mediums (Electronic 162).
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benefit of narrative, presentation of additive events, through current possibilities
offered by digital technologies and modern printing. Even though we perceive the
marginalia as happening in the early 2010s180 and Ship of Theseus as a fictional story
published in 1949, we receive these stories simultaneously. Thus, we have two distinct
moments with different levels of realism and separate narrative arcs presented
concurrently for the reader. This technique makes use of the blank space of the
traditionally printed page to expand the story and conscripts the reader through the
role of fictional readers (Stewart Dear 81). Taken together, all of these aspects push us
to look at the traditional book and move beyond our expectations as readers to
conceive what books can encompass in cooperation with recent technology. Rather
than abandoning the history of the book, Dorst and Abrams actively incorporate past
practices, such as annotation and invoking the empirical reader, alongside more recent
innovations with multimodality and transmedia. In addition to asking us to solve the
mystery of Straka’s identity and piece together his relationship with Caldeira, this web
of evidence allows us to investigate what we hold in our hands. Eric and Jen’s
continued reliance on the book as more than just the object of their study asks what it
is about the book and our relationships with the book that differentiates it from other
media, while at the same time showing that the book cannot be extracted from our
media ecology.
To consider how S. suggests we situate the book in our current media ecology,
I will look at how Jen and Eric interact with the book and other media. First, I will ask
what systems inform their introduction to the book: how do the two perceive this book
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We know that Eric and Jen meet after January 2012 because of a portion of the school newspaper,
printed on Jan. 8, 2012, that Eric includes in the book.
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and their marginalia within it? This question incorporates explicit instructions such as
the stamps found in this old library book, as well as what Jen and Eric’s goals may be
in their annotation. I will then examine how their expectations color their interactions
with the book: what ideas about the book are present in their relationship with the
book and each other through the book? While many expectations of the book are
traditionally held beliefs about the medium, here we also see how these expectations
are troubled and questioned rather than simply accepted. Finally, I will look at what
other media we know Eric and Jen interact with: when do our readers need to find an
alternative medium? My investigation of this will be attentive to both the paper inserts
of the book and the online expansions of the story to ask about the limits and
possibilities of the book. Together, these questions will indicate how contemporary
readers can locate the book amongst other media, rather than isolating the book from
our media ecology.

“KEEP THIS BOOK CLEAN:” Social Protocols of the Book
This story penned in the margins by two readers can tell us about the book in
the twenty-first century, but to understand that we must understand how Jen and Eric
come to Ship of Theseus and how they might be diverging from expected uses or
treatment of the book. These reading practices, as well as more abstract ideas that
surround objects, are social protocols, or the learned cultural habits and practices
derived from the significance created around and attached to an object (Gitelman 7).
Our methods of interacting with objects are specific to cultural traditions and also
situationally understood—how we treat books in a library is different from how books
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are treated in a literature classroom and is different from how I might treat a book I
own (which might also be different from how you treat books you own). Social
protocols of the book incorporate how we are taught to interact with books, including
what we expect to find in books, when we choose to use books, how we handle books,
and aspects of the reading experience that we associate with literacy. In the case of the
book, it is not just whether reading is quiet or noisy, a solitary or group activity, but
also the role we are meant to take as a reader, which has changed over the years,
moving from a specialization to general expectation, and continues to change in
different circumstances, such as the book reader ignoring their physical surroundings
to the online reader commenting in their community. There is much that we have to
assume about Jen and Eric, often based on how we ourselves read the text, but we can
look at the notes they have left for us to determine their framework and practices of
interacting with the book.
There is comparatively little written about how people have read over the
years, with more focus on what has been read and analysis of that information towards
discerning who readers were and are. While there has been significant interest in the
cognitive process of literacy and reading, book history that traces the enacted
processes of reading, including annotating, is often anecdotal or incomplete as it seeks
to piece together habits and practices of reading from the marks left in books.181 This
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The distinction here between research fields that considers how we read rests on my interest in social
protocols. While there is a significant body of research and writing that looks at how we learn to read
(e.g., Wolf and Stoodley), what most readers visualize when they read (e.g., Mendelsund), or “how we
process, recall, and engage with what we read” (e.g., Elfenbein), often under the umbrellas of cognitive
poetics or neuroscience, our knowledge of the circumstances in which people read in the past and the
practices they engaged with while reading, such as when we shifted from reading in groups to reading
privately or how annotation and marginalia were thought of, is comparatively limited. Much of the
history of reading comes from suppositions based on reports of readers, such Saint Augustine’s mention
of silent reading (Manguel 50), the marks readers have made in books over the years (e.g., Jackson;
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trend has changed somewhat with the introduction of new media reading options, but
it is still difficult to determine how different reading has been over the course of the
last few centuries. Most of the scholarly focus on how people read has been on silent
reading versus reading aloud to oneself—initially, it was common practice for most, if
not all, readers to verbalize as they read. The first mention of silent reading is by Saint
Augustine but reading aloud continued to be a common practice through the Middle
Ages; the first instance of a rule requiring monks to be silent in a scriptorium is in the
ninth century (Manguel 43, 50). But we should not think of reading aloud as
inherently public performance—much as a classroom of children learning to read
often features the quiet rumble of many whispered words, this practice was necessary
to locate divisions between words without spaces or punctuation which scribes often
omitted in early manuscripts due to the use of precious papyrus or parchment. Private
reading, which we now associate with consciously silent reading, allowed solitary
reflection, and only became popular in the Early Modern period (Cavallo and Chartier
21). At the same time, silent reading is, in part, what has allowed reading to become
viewed as a private activity. Even when we are physically in public, “the reader has
become deaf and blind to the world… Nobody seems to notice a concentrating reader:
withdrawn, intent, the reader becomes commonplace” (Manguel 42-3). While silent
reading, and especially private reading, has an impact on how we think of the activity
of reading, there is also the need to look at how Jen and Eric, themselves intradiegetic
reading characters, come to the book and examine their interaction with it for us to

Orgel; Sherman), manuals that tell us how to read (e.g., Adler and van Doren; Bloom), or intradiegetic
readers (Stewart Dear). While literacy has been significant in shaping thought and scholarship, I am
more interested in how we treat the book and perceive it compared to other media, not how our brains
process language.
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better compare the position of books to that of other media. Simply assuming their
reading is silent and “private” in the sense that those physically surrounding them are
not a part of their reading experience is not enough to truly comprehend their reading
practices. Most reading now involves “eyes scanning the page, tongue held still”
(Manguel 42), but not all reading has the same purpose. S. asks us to move beyond
reading as an isolating experience and ask when this activity becomes cooperative and
collaborative and how this compares to supposedly more “participatory” activities
associated with digital media.
To discern how Jen and Eric interact with the book, it is worthwhile to study
the systems that surround them as readers of this book. As mentioned, S. appears to be
a used copy of Ship of Theseus from Eric’s high school library. On the back
endpapers, or pastedown, we can see that the book was last checked out on October
14, 2000, and it appears to have never been returned (figure 22). This stamp gives

Figure 22 - back pastedown
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context to what the expected treatment of this particular book was—this book
belonged to the school library which lent it out and expected it to be returned “on or
before [the] latest date stamped.” This book was not private property and needed to be
available for others to use. Eric justifies taking the book, which had last been checked
out in 1995 before the current long-past due date, by saying “this book was wasted on
that place” on the title page in a note connected to the stamp indicating the previous
ownership by Laguna Verde High School (Dorst iii, figure 23). Interestingly though,

prelapsarian paradise
Figure 23 - title page with stamp for Laguna Verde H.S.

while the stamp sets up an expectation, looking through the due dates it seems that this
book was rarely returned “before or on” the day the loan period elapsed. Eric is both
transgressing the explicit rules but seems to be expanding upon a tradition set up by
190

previous readers. On the other hand, past readers did return this book, usually a few
days past the due date (it was once returned before the due date). While earlier Laguna
Verde students may have had difficulty following the precise directions, they followed
the spirit of the stamp “book for loan” in the front, while Eric disregards this.
Circulation is a typical part of the social protocols for a library book, but here we see a
transgression. Eric purposefully removes this copy of Ship of Theseus; however, he
does ultimately participate in limited circulation by sharing the book with Jen.
Eric disregards not only the request to return the book but also another stamp
(figure 22) we find in the back of the book above the borrowing record that requests:
KEEP THIS BOOK CLEAN
Borrowers finding this book pencil-marked,
written upon, mutilated or unwarrantably defaced,
are expected to report it to the librarian
Coming after a narrative that is the handwritten marks of two readers, this seems
almost a joke to the reader who bothers to read to the endpapers, but it lays out another
rule that Eric, and later, Jen break. Again, here the book invokes explicit protocols that
many empirical readers have encountered, and our intradiegetic readers ignore. There
are a few references to marks that Jen or Eric do not recall making, for example, “I
don’t remember this being underlined before” (Dorst 103) or “I’ve always been
impressed that you could draw this so well” referencing an ornate “s” with the
response “Wait—I always thought you drew it. Tell me you’re joking…” (xiii,
emphasis original), but Eric does not attribute any of these marks to former readers.
We can safely assume that if there were marks from former readers Eric would easily
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be able to share that information because he has been “writing in this book since [he]
was 15” (67) and because when Jen tests him telling him “I could put one dot on any
page I this book + you’d notice it,” he does “like on p. 319” (87, emphasis original).
Thus, previous readers heeded the plea to keep this book from being “unwarrantably
defaced,” or at least the librarians tried to remove these marks, and this seems to be a
reasonable expectation for a high school library book. Eric, however, does not follow
this protocol and first diverges into the social protocols of a privately-owned book.
Though the book comes with all the trimmings of a library book, Eric treats it as a
personal book—he may have filched it, but before our narrative begins it has become
Eric’s book. While the trappings of the old library book are significant to S.’s status as
hoax fiction, we should not rely too heavily on our expectations of library books in
discerning Jen and Eric’s treatment of the book. Instead, knowing that the book
appears as a library book, both in its physical presence in our hands and to Jen when
she first finds it at Pollard State, we can interpret how she comes to pick it up and her
initial reluctance to write in the book that later she disregards in favor of more
demonstrative readings.182
Ultimately though, Jen and Eric both write in the book. Textual annotation is a
contentious practice, but it was once extremely common. It is difficult to say with
certainty how many people write in their personal copies now, but marginalia appear
in library books today to the general dismay of readers and librarians (Fajkovic and
Björneborn). William H. Sherman identifies “the cult of the clean book” as “strongly
associated with the growth of institutional libraries” (157). He goes on to argue that by
Interestingly, Eric at first seems insulted that she wrote in “his” book, suggesting that while he has
transgressed the plea to “keep this book clean,” he does not expect others to similarly transgress that
edict in his book.
182
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“turning marginalia from a tool to a transgression [libraries] also deprived those
readers of one of their most powerful methods for conversing with authors and other
readers” (157). Sherman and others have traced how readers used annotation and other
marks from the medieval period through the Romantic era, at which point the practice
became less common, largely due to libraries. Jen and Eric reject the “cult of the clean
book,” using the tool of marginalia for reader-to-reader communication and
transgressing the explicit protocols of the library book in favor of a practice from
before the existence of institutional lending libraries. This juxtaposition encourages us
to see their practice as some form of transgression, rather than our misapprehension of
the book as a library book. Abrams and Dorst imply that sometimes we need to defy
the protocols we know to see what we can do. Though these marginalia are the story,
it is not enough to acknowledge that our intradiegetic readers write in Ship of Theseus,
we should also ask what they write and what traditions we can use to read their notes.
Just as the book is no longer a library book, neither Jen nor Eric are in high
school anymore, and examining the roles of our readers will help to better locate their
practices. Jennifer Heywood is an undergraduate literature major at Pollard State
University nearing graduation. She works in the library in the Special Collections
department and has a marketing job in New York City lined up after graduation. In
addition to her work in Special Collections, she took a library science class in her
sophomore year and is adept at finding information through online databases. Eric
Husch is a “disgraced grad student,” according to the blurb, who was working on his
PhD in the English department until sometime this academic year. After a falling out
with his dissertation advisor, which is never quite explained, he is “expunged” from
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the university and later hospitalized (Dorst 10). Despite his removal from the program
and likely police interest (he vandalized his former department over winter break), he
continues to use the university library while attempting to avoid notice. From Eric’s
telling, it seems that the issue of who Straka was is the most compelling question in
the field. They “meet” because of Eric’s unpermitted use of the library and Jen’s work
there—this time a college library, rather than a high school one, to which this book
does not belong. Jen and Eric both exist within academia, as an undergraduate and
graduate literary scholar respectively, and engage with the book through these roles.
Jen and Eric have been trained to read, to some extent, by people like me—that
is through the practices of literary studies. Reading can be a means to an end; reading
is the research required to support theories and supply evidence. However, simply
being a literature major or being at a university does not preclude the other main form
of reading—reading for pleasure. This dichotomy in reading practices is present in the
first exchange we see, in which Jen says, “Haven’t liked a book so much in a long
time […] I really needed an escape, I think” (Dorst i). Eric does not respond to this
kindly stating “If you thought it was an ‘escape,’ then you weren’t reading closely
enough,” which Jen calls “arrogant” (i).183 Despite his apparent disdain of reading, at
least this book, for entertainment alone, Eric is not immune from the desire to simply
enjoy books. When he was in the hospital he says, “I just read the book. Didn’t think
so much. I loved this book before PSU, before Moody. Got back to loving it in a
simple way” (46, emphasis original). Eric even goes as far as to say that reading for
pleasure is “too big a luxury now” (164) and has been since he began his graduate
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Jen crosses this word out, but not very well, which suggests that we, including Eric, are meant to
read it.
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work. While reading for pleasure is not foreign to Eric, it is not his goal in Ship of
Theseus, and is, in fact, something that he sees as a pleasant option that is not allowed
by work. Rather reading this book is how he engages in his research and Jen helps him
find answers to his questions. The role of the scholar initially informs Eric’s protocols
and allows him to transgress the expectations of the library book and write in the
margins. Jen also picks up on these protocols when she writes in the book to prove
how “closely” she has read.
We could look at the marginal notes as the academic technique of active
reading. Terms such as “active reading” or “critical reading” can have many
meanings, and any number of introductory manuals attempt to teach how to read
actively as opposed to passively, or how to weigh the choices a writer made rather
than assume the language is natural. One piece of advice that is ubiquitous, though, is
the suggestion to annotate the text. Whether there is a “mess” of symbols, simple
underlining, marginalia, interlinear notes, “you should not interpret this as disrespect
for the text or author or as a sign of a disordered mind. Indeed, it is quite the opposite
of both these things. It is simply textual annotation, and it means that someone has
been engaged in active reading” (Janet Gardner 4). This is the technique that Eric
begins with in the text, noting lines he finds meaningful or inconsistencies between
Caldeira’s footnotes. His notes do not have much personality, except for frustration at
the footnotes: “This poem does not exist! No wonder VMS didn’t want annotations.
This is asinine” (Dorst 30, emphasis original). When the markings in pencil are not
mere underlining, they tend to note thematic connections, i.e. “Self as something
finite/diminishing” (295), or connections to ideas outside of the text such as Straka’s
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contemporaries or identity, i.e. “VMS’s vision of himself?” (395). Many of his notes
feature the abbreviation “cf.,” confer or conferatur in Latin, asking himself to compare
a detail in Ship of Theseus to a real-life event, another book, or another moment in this
text. All of these notes follow the counsel for academic active reading (though some
notes imply mostly emotional connection to the text) and would be at home in any
researcher’s personal copy.
This begins to change when the book is shared with Jen. It seems that in
reading for pleasure, Jen does not make any notes the first time through the book
because on her third note, after being told she did not read “closely enough,” she tells
Eric that she “made some notes in the margins so you can see how closely I read”
(Dorst i). Here, again, we see annotation, especially marginalia, as being related to the
techniques of literary studies: the idea of reading “closely” echoing close reading. It is
difficult to say for sure which notes were the first ones that Jen added as all the notes
in the first several passes appear in the same pen colors, yet the notes that Jen first
adds expand on Eric’s original notes, but also begin to diverge from active reading for
research practices. Sometimes her notes are in the vein of textual annotation as taught
in literary studies, and at other times Jen responds directly to a note Eric wrote, makes
playful quips, points out emotional content, and asks questions. Though Eric begins
with the protocols of textual annotation in mind, once the book passes back and forth
between the two, they modify the protocol to incorporate conversation. Jen knows that
she is returning the book to Eric and quickly they establish a relationship based on
passing the book back and forth—there are times when this relationship is put in
danger though, like when Jen jokingly asks how Eric knows she will not steal his
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work. She later writes, “I didn’t think you were ever going to leave the book again
after this” (5, emphasis original). The notes are no longer just about research and
academics, but also about the relationship between the two readers.
This would seem to insinuate that Jen and Eric diverge very early from the
expected protocols of academic reading. And having clearly expressed that Ship of
Theseus is not read for pleasure alone, we see their actions as outside of the typical
protocols for reading for entertainment. However, this assumes that there are only two
purposes for reading—academic research and pleasure—which is not true.184 We see
times when Jen and Eric read for enjoyment and times when their notes show
scholarly interest, but we also see notes that exist outside of either of these protocols.
Just as there are many ways to read in pursuit of academic research, there are
numerous ways to read texts, especially when returning to a work, which both Jen and
Eric do. For example, we could look at “sympathetic reading,” as Andrew M. Stauffer
posits for the annotations and marginalia of a nineteenth-century reader of poetry,
reading the traces as “part evocation, part projection” of the reader’s life onto the text
(83). Stauffer posits several purposes for this marginalia, which was an expected
practice in the nineteenth-century, such as “adoptive and adaptive reading” (86) of “a
source book of feeling already laden with [the reader’s] marks of emotional response”
(91), a way of “orienting oneself” in cheaply printed texts (89), and “staking claims of
ownership over the book” which is “not so precious as to forbid personal annotation
that was also nonscholarly and nonprofessional” (95). This practice can also be
understood collaboratively, hinting that the act of writing in books anticipates
184

Additionally, this implies that reading for pleasure and reading for research are mutually exclusive,
which is also not true. I am using these categories to better draw out practices of reading rather than to
attempt to pigeonhole why someone reads.
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interlocutors who will respond to this evocation of the book’s emotional and
intellectual content. Stauffer’s sympathetic reader gives us a framework for the
marginalia we encounter. Together, Jen and Eric engage in “adoptive and adaptive
reading” practices in a book that they have invested with significant emotional
meaning. Their notes, which are sometimes non-scholarly but sometimes are, also give
first Eric and then both Eric and Jen a claim of ownership to the copy. This model
opens up the drive to write in the book beyond the typical utility that is cited and
clarifies how Jen and Eric move into their interpersonal relationship in the pages of the
book.
Jen and Eric are participating in a collaborative relationship, but Stauffer is
discussing traces from single readers as collaborative, offering additional layers to this
already layered text. The relationship in S. is not just between Eric and Jen, but also
involves Straka and Caldeira, as well as us as empirical readers. All three of these
relationships are also relationships with the book, and Jen and Eric’s relationship to
the material object is particularly important; both have their own relationship with the
book, for Eric one that begins as a teenager and for Jen upon finding the book in the
university library, and the book serves as a nexus in their interpersonal relationship.185
Stauffer’s discussion of the collaborative nature of reading is potentially “indicative of
reading as an activity that intervenes in its object, inevitably affecting and changing
that object’s material status, at least to some degree” (Keskinen 143). Even when
readers do not literally change the physical object of the book, our understanding of
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It is also interesting to ponder how the book serves to physically connect us as empirical readers to
Jen and Eric. If we treat our book as the specific copy that Jen and Eric wrote in, then we imagine
ourselves as touching the same book that they touched. This is similar to an association copy, which
book collectors, including institutional libraries, value because it is a book owned by a notable historical
figure.
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the material changes as our relationship with the text does. We may not write in this
book ourselves (Gibbons “Reading”), but the physical presence of the book is invested
with additional meaning through our reading of the text which is then enacted for us
by Jen and Eric’s literal intervention in the book through their notes. Thus, the
conversation that Eric and Jen have with the book is just as significant as the
conversation they have with each other and implies the same could be true if we are
willing to engage tangibly with our books.
Jen and Eric come to a book that asks the reader to obey protocols for an
institutional library—namely the instructions to return the book and keep it clean. Eric
chooses to reject these instructions and this copy of Ship of Theseus becomes his
private copy until he begins to share it with Jen. His early annotations, in pencil,
primarily follow the framework of academic active reading, but when he begins
communicating in the book with Jen they diverge from active reading into sympathetic
reading and build up an interpersonal relationship in addition to their collaborative
relationship with the book. Through this, the book becomes more than an object but a
participant in the relationship as well as a record of their lives. Their engagement with
the book is informed by both the book’s physical presence and their identities and
begins to show the limits of the book. To come to a fuller conception of the book, we
also need to weigh what the two intradiegetic readers expect the book to be and when
the book cannot meet their needs.
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“As long as the book exists”: Expectations of the Medium
How we interact with books is not only informed by the rules we have been
taught but also our societal expectations, which often come from the physical
properties of the medium. For example, stability is a celebrated aspect of books—a
popular explanation of the explosion of learning after the printing press is the ability to
spread knowledge that did not change with each copy of a book or through travel. This
stability is often understood in contrast to aspects of Internet culture, such as
Wikipedia that is viewed as suspect because of its editable nature, but is embraced by
“embattled book lovers [who] often insist that books do not need batteries, they do not
get infected by viruses and when you close a book you never need to ‘save’ because
you will never lose your data” (Lyons 7). While these facts are certainly true, and we
can see how Jen and Eric appreciate the book for reasons such as this—Eric explains
he does not “have a mobile. I try to keep my life analog” (Dorst 115)—the stability of
the book is also seen as complementary to a dynamic environment. S. relies on generic
conventions of the novel and the expectations we bring to this medium, such as
stability, privacy, and linearity, while at the same time exploring how these
expectations are limiting and not the only possibilities for the book, especially when
pairing other media with the book.
As explained, we know Jen and Eric return to the book over the course of
several months through the progression of their notes. While the interior text does not
change over this period, and should not be expected to change, the book does not
remain the same as it accrues Eric and Jen’s notes. After some time, it becomes clear
that many of their notes, and their re-reading, are in response to their ideas and
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conversation rather than in direct response to the text of the book. Frequently, they
simply use the text as a jumping-off point for other topics, such as a note from the
word “burden-shirt” in a footnote on page 52 that Jen uses to declare “My classes are a
burden-shirt. Especially the lit class. Ilsa’s vague about what she wants + surly when
she doesn’t get it” (Dorst). The replies to this note never return to the idea of the
“burden-shirt” but continue to discuss Jen’s literature class and Ilsa. Thus, while we
should assume that the readers return to read Straka’s text, we should also interpret
their return to the book as a return to look for something new—notes their interlocutor
has added in the last pass. Though the book is stable, Jen and Eric also have a dynamic
experience with the book because of their additions. They return to the book not just to
find something new in the body of the text, but to find something new that was not
present in the book before. We do not experience the book in quite the same way, as
the object we slip out already has all of Jen and Eric’s notes within it. But because we
are learning to read this book that engages the visual affordances of the page in
nonconventional ways, we also have a developing comprehension of the book and this
reconsideration of the narrative after having received more information is our reward.
This mimetic process that relies on phenomenological time is not unique to S. Ricoeur
details this theory in the 1980s across several texts, but the presentation of this idea
through the developing notes of intradiegetic readers encourages us to see our mental
process as dynamic rather than simply identifying the print book as a static form.
At the same time, just as “embattled book lovers” proclaim that one does not
need to “save” when reading a print novel, Jen and Eric note multiple times how the
book becomes a “scrapbook” of their relationship (Dorst 76). While the experience of
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the book becomes dynamic, it also becomes a stable record of how their thinking has
evolved, both in terms of Straka’s identity but also in terms of each other. As their
relationship progresses, we find their return to further annotate particular moments as
significant to their deepening relationship, for example on page 193, Eric underlines
the lines when S— and Corbeau, one of his companions in fighting Vévoda, say, “‘I’m
right here,’ he says. ‘I am, too,’ she says,” and adds the note “I’m right here” in green.
Jen replies to this in orange, likely on her next time through the book, “I am too.”
Further into the margin, Eric has added in red, “STILL,” which Jen replies to in black,
“still.” Jen and Eric add these two comments in red and black much later, as the two
return once again to the book and want to reiterate the commitment they have made to
each other outside of the book. The experience that Jen and Eric have with the book
does not always involve reassessing their thoughts on the book but do rely on the idea
of moving through the book to see what has been added, much as we might return to
an online article to read new comments and engage in discussion. This also shows how
Jen and Eric are investing meaning in the book through their notes—the book is no
longer just where their relationship takes place but the record of its development.186
In large part, it is this stable record of their dynamic relationship that leads
both to become particularly attached to the book. At the same time, they also struggle
with the expectation of privacy in the space. Books are usually associated with
privacy, especially alongside the protocols of silent reading. While Jen and Eric
transgress truly private reading in sharing this book and actively responding to each
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This strength of the book is especially significant to Syllabus by Lynda Barry and I will consider it in
more detail in my next chapter. Importantly, this use by Jen and Eric also tests the assumption that the
book “organizes information,” rather showing it as a place of collection that we then use to organize
and create knowledge.
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other in the margins, they still expect the book to remain private between the two of
them. This becomes even more significant as the two uncover evidence for new
interpretations of Straka’s work and his relationship with his editor, and as they
develop their romantic relationship. While there is an expectation of privacy, both in
communicating through the book and reinforced through their series of drops, they too
are aware that others are interested in their research and that the physical book is not
secure or confidential and they will not remain anonymous or obscure to someone who
finds this book. It is not their relationship that they are shielding from others, though
there are reminders that getting too personal in the space of the book might be illadvised, such as on page 290 when Jen notes “Getting laid has made you funnier” and
Eric reminds her “Um… remember: you were the one who was worried that other
people might read this” (Dorst). Rather, the two are, initially at least, concerned about
protecting their research and avoiding legal issues, especially surrounding Eric’s
presence on campus.
As the story progresses, this evolves into potential danger to their lives and
further encourages them to protect their work. Early on, Eric resists any other form of
communication, such as email because of the chance that someone else will “hack”
him. Jen attempts to email Eric and he tells her “Don’t bother trying that again. I don’t
use email. Don’t trust it,” because he “got hacked a few times last year. Someone was
trying to steal my work. More than one person, actually” (Dorst 5). Email and other
digital technologies cannot be trusted because of their vulnerability to unknown
intruders, whereas Eric feels in control of the book and their system of drops. This is
ultimately naïve, as we can see from the annotations that neither will claim as their
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additions (the ornate “s” in the foreword on page xiii), but even after learning about
the vulnerability of the book—it is ultimately a physical object that others can access
if they know its location—they have grown attached to this particular book because of
the stability of its record. While the two eventually come to realize that keeping their
research private necessitates communication outside of the book, initially they merely
decide to change the location of their drops. Jen even asks, “Have you ever thought we
might need to get rid of the book at some point?” but Eric has grown too connected to
the book and responds, “I won’t do it. Ever” (Dorst 153). In this, despite knowing that
the book also has limits to its privacy, just as any medium, he sees value in allowing
vulnerability so they may keep this record. Thus, even as the stability or
(semi)permeance of the book is seen as a positive, the privacy and incorruptibility of
the book are questioned.
The record of the notes is ultimately related to how we, as the final receiver of
this project, perceive time and its functioning throughout the narrative. S. plays with
conventional book design and historical traditions of reader engagement to offer
another model representing time on the page. Traditionally, books create a sequential
narrative that unfolds over time, creating a sequence of events that we follow from the
first page to the last in the body of the text. S. shows that books can offer other
versions of narrative by utilizing the visual in the marginalia throughout, and by
placing the notes alongside text to comment on what has been read and the ensuing
conversation creating a layering of notes from different times in concurrent
presentation. This simultaneous presentation of two separate times is a type of “doubly
deictic subjectivity… whereby the reader’s actions become superimposed onto a
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character’s actions” (Gibbons Multimodality 141) or lamination in which the layers of
the narrative are visually joined to each other and unite the reader’s experience with
the character’s interaction. The process of lamination, as used by Gibbons, occurs
when the reader experiences mimesis with the characters in at least one narrative
layer. I am adopting this term because, like a protective plastic cover on paper, the
marginalia in S. is represented as indelibly superimposed on the page of the traditional
print novel as it conscripts the empirical reader through inhabiting the same role as the
intradiegetic reader. Often understood in terms of narrative depth, this multimodal
presentation that uses the visual features of the page strengthens the doubly deictic
subjectivity of the reader to the reading characters and the lamination is not merely
conceptual but literal as we see the moment(s) of Eric and Jen responding to the novel
Ship of Theseus and each other as we also reach the same narrative points the
characters comment upon. This is different from a reader experience perspective, in
that it mimics the configuration process of finding significance in events through a
reflection of time in the phenomenological sense, without requiring greater time of
narration in the visual field. In “Narrating Selves amid Library Shelves: Literary
Mediation and Demediation in S. by J. J. Abrams and Doug Dorst,” Mikko Keskinen
makes the following claim:
The artifacts thus accumulated between the covers of Ship of Theseus also
forms an archive that is not merely a documentation of the characters’
communicative attachments but, taken as a whole, also a dramatization of the
workings of the mind, memory, and thinking. In that sense, the archive serves
as a database of how each of the fictional characters’ cognition gathers,
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classifies, and processes data from various media sources and their modalities.
(152)
Though comparing the book to a “scrapbook” or “archive” is closer to the material
presence of S. than a database, the collection of notes and artifacts do help us to learn
about these characters. The notes and the ephemera become our insight into the minds
of Jen and Eric as we not only read their comments but also have the chance to watch
their returns and revisions throughout the book. Of course, a reader does not literally
read the two narratives simultaneously or traverse the text any faster because of their
concurrent presentation, but the appearance of both narratives in the same field of
vision, though with clear visual difference, changes the perception of the narration of
time, in addition to the identification between reader and character Gibbons notes.
This layering of different moments in time is striking because the ability of
multimodal elements to introduce lamination is contrary to the belief that the visual
arts cannot show additive action. In a famous move, the Enlightenment philosopher of
aesthetics, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing declared visual arts were unsuited to portraying
additive action because while “poetry” portrays in pieces, painting is best used to
show the whole. This argument is based on the idea that visual art and literature have
separate but complementary realms, respectively beauty and pathos. We could
understand this as an early attempt to define the possibilities, limits, and strengths of
these forms. To examine this in more depth, Lessing was specifically looking at the
ability of painting to present a story. The shortcoming of narrative painting is an
inability to present a progression of time; rather, it often creates the sense that
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everything depicted is occurring simultaneously.187 Difficulty in using space to
designate separate temporal moments lead critics such as Lessing to declare that
narrative was not a strength of the visual.188 However, the visual is not completely
unable to influence our perception of narrative and narrative time, especially when it is
complemented by the linguistic. The complexity of the marginalia in S. involves
perceiving the two stories as cosmologically separate but phenomenologically linked
in time, so we are still maintaining some separation in the time of narration, whereas
such a layer of meaning is hard to garner from the visual and spatial dimensions alone.
It is only with the visual and spatial working in concert with the linguistic that this
designation becomes clear.
To discover how lamination functions, let us look at pages six and seven of S.
(figures 24 and 25). On this two-page spread, the framed narrative of Ship of Theseus
exists within the standard print conventions of a block of text printed in black, while
the margin notes of Jen and Eric are primarily in blue and black. Eric has underlined
the line “a vague and terrifying sense-memory of falling” from Ship of Theseus which
is the third and final recollection S—. has of himself. Eric has made a note in pencil:
“Deaths by falling. Vaclav Straka (bridge) Ekstrom (balcony); Summersby
(overboard); Feuerbach (in home)” (Dorst 6). Following the initial annotation, Jen
adds in blue pen, “Durand, too,” to which Eric responds in black felt tip pen, “— No
— shot by Franco’s troops near Madrid” (6). The conversation continues between the
For example, “Les Mysteres de la Passion du Christ” by Antonio Campi in 1569 shows not only the
final crucifixion of Jesus but also the events leading up to his death constituting “the passion of Christ”
on a single canvas. Though we know these events occur in sequence, in the painting they appear to
happen simultaneously in different locations.
188
Space or time become important in distinguishing these differences, both of which are absent if a
painting is on a single canvas without boundaries or frames. Triptychs (and other multi-panel paintings)
show an attempt at resolving these issues. This can be combated through sequentiality, such as in film
and comix, being either space or time depending on how one views it.
187
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two in the same respective colors as they debate how Durand died, how the scholarly
community came to know this information, and whether it is conclusive. Their
conversation begins towards the bottom of page six, and once it is within a few
millimeters of the bottom of the page, there is an arrow directing the reader to the top

Figure 145 - page 7

Figure 134 - page 6

of page seven where Jen adds “too much death-by-falling in the world of Straka.” She
then writes in purple felt tip pen, drawing an additional arrow from a parenthesis
indicating her last sentence in blue pen, “Can’t believe how flippant I was about this.
It’s so easy not to think about how the bad things that happen to people are bad things
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that happen to PEOPLE” (7, emphasis original).189 Coming at the beginning of both
narratives, the reader does not initially designate the thought as having been written
much later than the notes in blue and black pen, but treats it as the same character who
happens to be using a new pen for an unknown reason. If read as such, Jen seems to be
coming to a quick conclusion about how the feelings of a fictional character should
not desensitize her to the discussion of the deaths of “actual” people. What only
becomes clear as we continue is that Jen adds the note in purple later than her
comments in blue. While this is the fifth instance of Jen using purple felt-tip pen in the
book, there have not been any narrative clues such as the one on the half-title page
about the cosmological significance of this pen color. When the purple and red pens
dominate, Eric and Jen have found their research endeavor is fraught with dead-ends
and enigmas, and they begin to feel personally targeted in a series of unexplained, lifethreatening events, such as multiple fires near Jen. These later episodes, following
their initial banter in the pages of Ship of Theseus, provide insight into Jen’s concern
with the “bad things that happen to people” (7) beyond the usual empathy. We as
readers have to recursively reassess this note once we reach later significant
information in the novel. The refiguration does not occur solely in the imaginative
realm; we also see it enacted in the physical presence of the text. This places the
reader in the same experiential sphere as Jen and Eric, not only in reading and
commenting upon a text, but also in the process of reevaluating information from a
place of future knowledge. This retrospective narrative recognition enacts doubly
189

This whole discussion stems from the underlined text in the framed story, and the reader is aided in
learning how to read these notes alongside and interspersed with the internal narrative through the
spatial arrangement of the notes, generally following left to right and top to bottom conventions, and
visual aids, such as arrows, brackets, etc., when the confines of the page do not allow reliance on
standard conventions alone.
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deictic subjectivity, in which the characters’ actions reflect our mental processes, but it
also shows the presence of multiple points of time within a single page. The
lamination does not occur merely because of kinship between the reader and character
sharing the experience of a text, but in overlaying four different moments in time: Ship
of Theseus, Eric’s note in pencil, Jen and Eric’s discussion in blue and black pens, and
Jen’s comment in purple pen. Each of these happens as a distinct moment of narrated
time but occurs within the same time of narrating. Thus, while the visual and spatial
have difficulty showing different temporal moments in a single plane in the context of
narrative painting, which traditionally exists without the linguistic mode, here we see
the addition of the visual and spatial to language as making possible a type of narrative
depth through two narrative layers that enact four separate instances in cosmological
time that is extremely difficult to achieve with words alone.
The ability for analog media to display multiple layers of time has also been
questioned with the rise of digital technology, but here we see how it functions with
the affordances of the book, using techniques that have been part of the history of the
book. Dorst hints at the analog’s ability in a footnote: “Straka was attuned to the
histories of places; he mentioned in a letter to me that he often had dreams that took
place on several archeological strata simultaneously” (10, emphasis mine). While it
might be “easier” to add transparent layers in computer programs that offer the ability
to look through different times, this is not unique to new media, and S. can create the
effect of multiple layers on a single plane, rather than having to manipulate space to
move through the layers of time. This use of space and the visual is playing with what
is already regarded as a strength of the linguistic and the book in particular: additive
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information, representation of time, and narrative are generally acknowledged as a
particular strength of the book. We should also acknowledge here that narrative books
are themselves a temporal art form in that it takes the empirical reader time to read
through the text; we cannot take it all in at once, as we can when looking at visual art.
S. plays with both the representation of time through lamination and with the
expectation of encountering a narrative that occurs over time. It does not quite thwart
our expectations of the book but uses the conventions of the book to introduce a new
technique to highlight the already recursive nature of the book and its reader.
Jen and Eric come to the book not only with a sense of how they ought to treat
the book but with cultural expectations of what the book can offer them. S.
acknowledges the historical strengths of the book—stability, privacy, and linear
narrative—as Eric and Jen find these and question the limits of these properties. The
book can remain the same between readings, and the two grow attached to it as a
(semi)permanent record of their thoughts and relationship, but we also see how their
engagement with the book transforms reading into a dynamic and collaborative
relationship. There is an expectation of privacy in the book, especially by Eric, and the
two do find space for intimate conversations, but they also find that this privacy can be
“hacked” through the physical presence of the book. While analog media is
comparatively “incorruptible” to digital media, we are reminded that physical objects
are capable of interception. Finally, time and linear narrative are engaged with
lamination in a way that builds upon an acknowledged strength of the book through
multimodality, allowing the empirical reader to reflect on our own expectations of
reading and the book. All of these expectations inform Jen and Eric and us as
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empirical readers, but we also see how the traditional assumptions are troubled and
questioned. Similarly, while the book is central to this narrative, we see our
intradiegetic readers move beyond this one medium when it does not fulfill their
needs, offering us further opportunities to ask what the book can be within our media
ecology.

“See attached”: Limits of the Book
While the book is integral to the story and clearly loved by our fictional
readers, it is not the perfect medium. We see Eric and Jen make use of other media at
times. This is significant because when media besides the book is necessary, we can
see the limits and possibilities of the book rather than only our expectations of a print
novel. This use of other materials is present within the book through a variety of
inserts and also online. While digital technology is mentioned at times with S., it also
becomes a part of the narrative through the use of online platforms such as Twitter and
Tumblr to tell more of the story. By looking closely at when and how Jen and Eric use
other media, both within the book and outside of the book, we can consider the
constraints of the form and how this medium functions in the larger media ecology.
The most immediately obvious examples of when Jen and Eric look outside of
the book are the materials directly between the pages of the text. Interspersed in S. are
22 inserts, ranging from postcards to a map drawn on a napkin (figures 26 and 27). All
the items are ephemera; ultimately, they must be thin enough to fit within the pages of
the book, but though they are also paper, they begin to outline the limits of the book.
In general, there are five categories of materials—reproduced research materials, such
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as facsimiles; extended notes, often in the form of letters; inserts that offer images or
other visual information; mailed ephemera; and finally, a decoder based on an

Figure 167 - inserts, document from Straka
Archive in center

Figure 156 - inserts, letter from Jen to Eric in
center

“earlier” Straka book.190 To better understand why there are inserts, it is helpful to
think of what the inserts provide that marginal notes cannot. For example, the research
materials keep their integrity by being reproductions—it is their presence that is
noteworthy, not merely the information contained. Additionally, it would take time
and considerable space to transcribe these documents, the second of which is a
concern that necessitates other inserts. While the book has especially large margins on
three sides, the space of the margins is still limited. When looking to write more than a
few lines, Jen and Eric need to find other methods to provide space. Thus, some
inserts are simply longer notes, such as three letters that were never mailed. At the
same time, the ability for the book to hold these items, just as the material object can
also receive annotation, is an affordance—“Due to [the book’s] very materiality, to
their three-dimensional, multilayered architecture, they are also liable to be used as a
writing surface for notes and underlinings, or to serve as handy folders for loose
This is a volvelle, a “turnable disc… to facilitate calculation and navigation… [which] rose in
prominence during the incunable period for its scholarly utility” (Borsuk 169).
190
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papers and dried flowers, or to hide cash, drugs, and even handguns in” (Keskinen
141). There are limits to the inserts though. Objects can only be included in the book
when they are ephemera, so even though we hear of other things passed back and forth
with the book, such as a piece of obsidian that was sent to Eric and purportedly
belonged to Straka, this cannot be left for future readers in the pages. We have to
acknowledge that even though there might be other things we would like to see as
readers, there are limits, primarily space, material beyond the book, and access, to
what this book can hold literally with the inserts and figuratively in the margins.
Carefully examining the inserts both illustrates when Jen and Eric need to move
beyond the book and shows our readers as aware of other options beyond the book.
Early on, there are four reproductions inserted into the pages by Eric and later
Jen from the Straka archive in Prague, a translated letter and telegraph along with their
original language copies, a second telegraph in English, and a newspaper facsimile
from 1910 (figure 28). There is also a printout from a scholarly journal from Jen that

Figure 178 - Newspaper from Straka Archive
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mentions an obscure book referenced in Ship of Theseus. All of these are research
materials: supplementary information that aids Jen and Eric in discovering Straka’s
identity or interpreting his book. These are reproductions partly because their presence
preserves their authority in addition to sharing the content. This is especially true for
the letter and telegraphs as Straka left behind a remarkable small paper trail and these
documents are some of the few credibly attributed to him. Space is a concern here, but
there are other benefits to including facsimiles of these materials.
There are inserts that seem motivated solely by the issue of space. Again, the
book has especially large margins, larger than one would typically find in a traditional
book with such a thin gutter on the spine side. When looking to write more than a few
lines, Jen and Eric need to find other methods to provide space. This is true for a
handwritten list of accusations against Straka that Eric provides for Jen, for example
(figure 29). We also get three letters between the two characters: these letters are each

Figure 189 - list of accusations against
Straka, written by Eric
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dedicated to describing an event that particularly shaped their lives and relationships
with their parents. Eric and Jen did not mail these letters, rather they are a sort of
extended note to the other and are responded to in the margins.
While space is an obvious concern in S., some inserts do not seem concerned
with space but with material that is difficult to incorporate into the book as it is. For
example, there is a page from the campus newspaper, two photos, and the napkin map
which all seek to insert visuals into a printed text. While inserting images pre-printing
is relatively simple with today’s methods, there is no easy way to manipulate the
physical book to absorb images that are not already a part of the text without risking
the legibility of the page or the integrity of the book. Since Jen and Eric come to the
book much as we do as readers, it is easier to share the steam tunnel configuration or a
picture of Filomena by inserting these materials in the book where they then stay for
us to discover. Unlike Johnny Truant in House of Leaves, these intradiegetic readers
are encountering a book in the same form as we are and are limited in how they can
modify the text. Jen and Eric mention additional photographs that we do not get to see,
and it is unclear if they share these photographs or whether each expects their
correspondent to look for it on their own, for example, “Found a photo of F’bach! He
looks nothing like Pfeifer—but the young guy [with] him does” (Dorst 78). While
initially, it seems that Eric might not have seen the image, saying “That’s probably…”
rather than offering a more definitive statement, he notes “([According] to the article)”
at the end, insinuating he not only saw the photograph but an article that accompanies
it (78). There is one item that has no immediate explanation in this vein, what appears
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to be a “prayer” card from a funeral,191 perhaps because Eric could not easily describe
this item or share the aura it has as a physical object. All of these items encompass
material that Jen and Eric discuss and sometimes incorporate into the print book we
encounter, that is beyond the book—whether those are images, information, or a
material presence in its own right. Our readers can only store items in the pages when
they are ephemera without risking the destruction of the book. We must accept that
even though there might be other things we would like to see as readers, there are
limits to what any book can hold while maintaining the importance of the text.
The penultimate category of inserts are things that speak to access to the book,
primarily things that have been mailed. This includes five postcards from Brazil,
where Eric travels to attempt to find Caldeira, a card containing a newspaper clipping,
and two letters. The card and two letters are sent to Eric by other people—Jean
Baptiste Desjardins and Filomena X. Caldeira—who do not have access to this book
to correspond in the margins. While theoretically, the book could encompass notes by
many readers, we are shown here that it is meant to be a closed system between Jen
and Eric, returning us to the expectation of privacy in reading though privacy between
two readers rather than privacy for an individual reader. On the other hand, simply
maintaining the privacy of the conversation is not the only reason to communicate
outside of the book, as evidenced by the five postcards that Eric sends Jen from Brazil.
While books can be mailed or otherwise transported, Eric is only gone for about two
weeks and there is the suggestion that the book would not be safe in the mail or even
191

I have hedged this name because while this card is designed in the traditional way of a funeral prayer
card, with an image on the front, the deceased’s name, and a quote on the back, these have no
immediate connection to a religion. The image on the front is not of a recognizable saint and the quote
on the back is not a prayer but from one of Straka’s other books. It is possible it is a calling card, but it
appears during a discussion of a funeral.
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with Eric while he is traveling. Instead, he leaves the book with Jen and sends short,
somewhat cryptic postcards to update her on his travels. Rather than a concern with
privacy, this concern of access seems to be aware of the potential for the book to be
destroyed. Though the book is “stable,” it is still paper—in addition to the worry that
mailing the book would lead to its interception by being out of their control, Eric’s
postcards remind us that the book is susceptible to more mundane damage and
dangers. The idea that the book is not indestructible is reinforced when Jen reminds
herself that this record of their relationship will only last as long as the book does (76).
The last insert is a decoder, sometimes called a compass because it includes
longitude and latitude markings, but which does not point you in any direction and
instead reveals different letters to help discover messages (figure 30). This is found at

Figure 30 – decoder, or Etövös wheel

the very end of the book right before the back cover. Also called an Etövös wheel after
a disease that Straka created in an earlier book, Eric gives this to Jen when she
mentions that one of the codes might involve locations, though unlike other inserts, its
placement in the book does not line up with this note. In part, the decoder serves a
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similar function as the archival reproductions—it is an aid in their research. The
Etövös wheel is also material beyond the book that would be impossible to write or
draw onto the page, though in this case because it would lose its functionality. Finally,
this insert also acts as a clue to us as the end readers to pursue this idea and allows us
to work through one of the unsolved codes, further conscripting empirical readers into
the narrative. Thus, the decoder is an inserted object due to demands of space, its
functionality as material beyond the text, and for us, the empirical reader, to access.
As mentioned earlier, there are also mentions to emails and cell phones, though
usually with the implication of how they may not be secure methods of
communication. Furthermore, any record can become a hazard. “I left so many traces
of myself with phone calls, searches—god, I was even emailing people without
thinking about who they were. It never occurred to me to be more careful” (Dorst
315). While this quote initially seems to point specifically to more recent means of
communication, Jen is less concerned with the methods she used to contact people
than with the “traces” she has left of herself and her work. At this same time, Jen and
Eric become even more aware of how important it is to keep the book, with its many
traces of their work, safe and within their immediate control. The main benefit to the
book in this situation is not its analog nature so much as its physical presence—the
book can be intercepted, but only if it is left unsecured. We tend to conflate analog and
physical, but digital technology also has a physical presence—material stored on an
encrypted USB drive is both digital and something that one can intercept in this
physical form—it is just that analog forms rely on their delivery system for presence
and transfer in a way that digital technologies do not—I can email a file without
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moving anything, such as my computer, in the physical world, the recipient merely
needs to have a device to receive it on whereas I cannot lend a friend a print book
without moving the print book. It is easy to assume that Jen and Eric are wary of new
media for its susceptibility to “hackers,” but this overlooks the flaws in their system of
communication and their fears of being discovered by any means.
At the same time, we cannot simply say that S. maligns all digital methods as
Jen frequently makes use of online searches and databases to help their project. Her
research, work that she does primarily online or with database systems rather than
with “analog” techniques such as a card catalog or even with physical books, is
consistently praised by Eric. In this, we see that digital technology has changed how
research can be done. This can even expand the experience of the reader who is
passionate about a book but not engaged in scholarly research—there are multiple “fan
sites” mentioned between Jen and Eric. For example, on page 23 Eric mentions
“there’s a website [with] a list of all the fictional books + authors VMS ever referred
to in his work” (Dorst). This compels Jen to see if a particular book, The Archer’s
Tales by Arquimedes de Sobreiro, is “fictional.” This leads to one of the inserts, a
printout of a page from the Toronto Review for History and the Humanities that has a
reference to the book, which implies that Eric was too quick to label this book as
fictional. However, Eric has shown in his earliest notes in pencil, written since high
school up to when Jen first discovers the book, that he has searched for many of the
references in the text, especially within the footnotes. Rather than assuming that Eric
did not try to find this book, it is better to assume that he could not find a reference to
this book because of his lack of training compared to Jen. It is the Internet and
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database technology that allows her to best use her training and find as much
information as she has.
Research online is not shown to be “superior” though; the two also have
access, it is unclear if this is direct physical access or digital access, to the manuscript
version of Ship of Theseus that they compare to the text at times. This sort of research
has long been practiced but is becoming less accessible as more aspects of book
production move to digital technology (Kirschenbaum). Significantly, there are several
places in which the two notice Caldeira has added or changed lines, “In the original
MS, she doesn’t answer him here” (Dorst 394), showing that their ability to refer to
the original physical version of the novel offers authoritative information. The two
also receive the lost pages of Straka’s original manuscript upon Caldeira’s death and
discover the ending that Straka intended: “‘I’m so glad Filomela never opened that
envelope.’/ ‘Yeah, I have nightmares about his version. All those women…’ / ‘I don’t
think he was trying to shock readers. I think he really felt like he’d failed them all’”
(452). This alternative ending troubles our conception of the authority of the
manuscript the two consult, because even if there are changes from this prepublication version and what we are reading, it still features Caldeira’s ending rather
than the one Straka wrote. Furthermore, the ending that Eric and Jen reference is not
an insert within the pages of the book. Images of the pages and screenshots of a text
editing program translating the text into English were posted online on a blog
attributed to Jen. The blog is not the only example of supplemental materials found
online and the world of the book continues online through both official channels and
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fan sites. Thus, the dedicated reader is asked to leave aside the book, or to at least look
up from the book, for the screen to follow the narrative world of S.
The mystery of who V.M. Straka is and the story of Jen and Eric does not
finish with the book. Rather, S. is a transmedia project that uses the Internet to
disperse more of the story. As Henry Jenkins defines it, “A transmedia story unfolds
across multiple media platforms, with each new text making a distinctive and valuable
contribution to the whole” (Convergence 95). The transmedia aspects of S. include
Twitter accounts for Jen and Eric (figures 31 and 32), a Tumblr attributed to Jen that

Figure 31 – Jen’s Twitter account,
@JenTheUndergrad, captured July
2019

Figure 32 – Eric’s Twitter account,
@EricHusch, captured July 2019
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features an alternate ending to Ship of Theseus (figures 33 and 34), and a website with
photos of Straka’s presumed murder scene (figure 35), among other potential official

Figure 33 – Jen’s Tumblr with
original ending, captured July 2019

Figure 34 - Translation of original
ending from Jen’s Tumblr, captured
July 2019

Figure 195 - photos of Straka’s ransacked hotel room from Eotvoswheel.com, captured July 2019
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elements. There are also several other alternate endings available online, mostly
hosted on fan sites, which, potentially, have become reincorporated into the
transmedia project of the book from their status as paratext around the book. This is
not simply a plot to further capitalize on a popular book; the first piece of online
content relating to S. dates back to, at least, November 2008—almost five years before
the publication of the book— and was posted by J. W. Dominguez, a marketing
consultant at the book’s publisher, Mulholland Books, an imprint of Little, Brown and
Company, and the webmaster of Eotvoswheel.com. Before the publication of the
book, there was also a cryptic book trailer from J. J. Abrams’s production company
Bad Robot. More pieces followed, being dispersed online and with the addition of fan
sites that strive to discover the true identity of Straka and the “real” ending of Ship of
Theseus. While S. is a “love letter to the written word,” 192 as it says on the back blurb,
Dorst and Abrams do not reject digital technology as we have seen with other texts
interested in the form of the book, rather they make use of blogs, Twitter, and Tumblr
to continue the story online in a way that builds upon Jen and Eric’s methods with
different media, asking what is the equivalent to marginalia online.
As I mentioned earlier, Alison Gibbons looks at the transmedia whole of S. in
“Reading S. across Media: Transmedia Storyworlds, Multimodal Fiction, and Real
Readers.” Throughout this piece, Gibbons looks at empirical reader responses, as I
mentioned earlier, but also how we can reconcile what appears to be a project with
disparate aims—the center of the project relies heavily on the material form of the
book, but the full project encompasses digital elements in a way that does not seem to
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Many people treat this phrase as synonymous with the physical book, but it is worth noting that
“written word” does not distinguish the delivery system at all.
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stake a claim for any one media form. “S. establishes that narratives are not confined
to the pages of the printed book, but can be expanded” (336). Gibbons focuses
primarily on how “real” empirical readers have reacted to this book, importantly
emphasizing that readers can discern the fictional nature of the book despite its
expansion to platforms such as Twitter. Her point that the narrative grows is
significant in understanding how this book proposes a more expansive future that
includes books in the media ecology but does not limit the book to exist in isolation.
Just as Jen and Eric engage with other media that we find referenced or inserted into
the pages of the book, the online transmedia aspects are a similar recourse to other
media. The book is the core of this text, but it has physical limits that extend beyond
the affordances of paper ephemera.
This extension into online communities is also notable because just as we see
the readers interacting on the pages of the book and modeling new ways to interact
with and within books, by extending the conversation to online platforms, we can see
how the book is not an isolating medium. The typical stereotype of a reader is a figure
distant from the world around them, but books have long been a link for community.
Historically, religious groups to book clubs have used print texts to create common
ground and now some of this activity has moved online, from general interest sites
such as GoodReads to work specific sites. Community and collaboration are pervasive
in S. and include Jen and Eric’s community of two, the research community around
Straka (which potentially overlaps with those who seek to harm Jen and Eric), and,
through the online transmedia, a larger community in which empirical readers can
participate. This is reinforced by the fact that several fan sites now host alternative
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endings that were purportedly received from mysterious sources and have therefore
been drawn into the official project of Dorst and Abrams. This creates space to
become part of the book, rather than just creating community around the book or
finding a model for participation in the book.
Jen and Eric, despite their attachment to Ship of Theseus, recognize that the
book cannot fulfill all their needs. While we are primarily privy just to their
conversation in the book, we get glimpses of when other media is necessary for this
pair. The most immediate example of this is the inserts included in S. which show the
limits of the book in terms of space, material beyond the book, and access. The
Internet is first brought up in the context of the book in terms of research, which the
two find useful but not to the point of replacing more traditional methods, but this is
expanded as the story appears on other platforms, such as Twitter. In general, the
expansion online also acknowledges the limitations of space, material beyond the
book, and access—though access is emphasized as community becomes an immediate
option for readers rather than just an ideal. The book remains the core of this
transmedia text, but even in this “celebration,” Dorst and Abrams acknowledge its
limits and better delineate the possibilities of the book.

“Put down the book and come here”: Future Readers
S. offers us a narrative that gives us access to two intradiegetic readers, Jen and
Eric, through their notes in the margin of a print book. When looked at more
expansively as a transmedia project, we also see how these readers are not limited to
using only the print book for their conversation and research and in fact, that the book
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exists within a structure of social protocols that interact with other media. When we
look carefully at how Eric and Jen interact with the book, from the framework of their
use of the book following or rejecting implicit and explicit rules and purposes, their
expectations of what the book can offer, and their recourse to media beyond the book,
we begin to see how readers might situate the book alongside other options for
narrative.
Often S. is identified as “bookish” under the definition of “bookishness” by
Pressman—“the fetishized focus on textuality and the book-bound reading object”
(“Aesthetic”)—because of the importance of the material book. Though much seems
to rely on the physical manifestation of the book, at least in our concept of it, if not our
tactile experience of the book, 193 S. is not an oppositional project, something that is
often assumed in staking a claim for books, and instead embraces the symbiotic
aspects of convergence culture. As Jenkins explains: “If the digital revolution
paradigm presumed that new media would displace old media, the emerging
convergence paradigm assumes that old and new media will interact in ever more
complex ways” (Convergence 6). The convergence paradigm neither assumes that
newer media will replace older media such as books (the digital revolution paradigm)
nor that all media will coalesce into a single delivery system (the Black Box Fallacy).
Jenkins goes on to affirm, “Once a medium establishes itself as satisfying some core
human demand, it continues to function within the larger system of communication
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Abrams and Dorst have allowed an audiobook version and an e-book version. The e-book is S. and
allows the reader to use layers to see the text without the marginalia, but the audiobook only includes
Ship of Theseus and includes neither the annotations by Jen and Eric nor the foreword or notes by
Caldeira. I have not been able to review a copy of the e-book, but I have listened to the audiobook. This
experience was notably different from S. because it made Ship of Theseus the focus and removed it
from the larger project. Listening to just the framed text allowed me to appreciate the story itself, but
often left me trying to recall how Jen and Eric had reacted to a passage.
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options. Old media are not being displaced. Rather, their functions and status are
shifted by the introduction of new technologies” (14). Books have shown over two
millennia that they meet a demand, though the exact function of books has changed
drastically over the course of print culture. I share Jenkin’s focus on the “shifts in the
protocols by which we are producing and consuming media” to better discern how this
“celebration of the analog” that relies on digital technologies is a suggested future of
the book.
Rather than being solitary, static, or somber, especially as compared to more
recent narrative forms such as video games, S. portrays a relationship that relies on the
book and transforms the object into a shared, dynamic space of conversation that can
play with the design of the page and even reach beyond the pages of the print book, all
to enhance the limits and possibilities of the book that we have long known. This is
not to say that the project does not recognize the limits of the book—it is, in part,
through this acknowledgment of what the book cannot do or provide for readers that
the possibilities of the book are emphasized. However, when we consider what
expectations and strengths of the book are focused on—stability, privacy, and
linearity—we see that S. relies on what we have long known about the book. In
general, Jen and Eric do not discover surprising new uses for Ship of Theseus, rather
they use their own experiences, and a dash of historical practice, to situate the book
within their lives. Though the presentation may be innovative, Dorst and Abrams build
on the history of the book and reading practices in creating these reading characters
and this project. The affordances of the book that S. highlights were always, at least
theoretically, possible.
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Eric and Jen are modern readers. As several other scholars have noted, their
marginalia align more closely with social media messages or email than older forms of
annotation or epistolary narrative (Tanderup “Scrapbook” 162; Keskinen 149). Rather
than this “participation in contemporary media culture clearly contradict[ing] the
intended celebration of the analog that is reflected in its form and content” (Tanderup
“Scrapbook” 161) this relationship of the characters to current technology protocols
situates them as readers who are aware of other technology and have come to the book
for some reason. However, this reason does not need to imply a valuation—the idea of
affordances and constraints or shifting cultural expectations do not ask us to rank
media from best to worst. 194 S. does not make a case for the book because it is in
danger of being abandoned in favor of newer narrative forms; the need to re-evaluate
books is not because its value is at stake. Rather, seeing the shifts of social protocols
through the convergence paradigm asks us to notice what aspects of a project are
heightened when it is conceived of and received as a particular medium. The fact that
Jen and Eric are readers who engage with Tumblr, online databases, cell phones, and
other “new media” reinforces their awareness of each medium fulfilling particular
needs. It is true that both have an intense connection to a print book that they have
invested with meaning through collaborative annotation, but they do not avoid other
media or even seem wary of the book being replaced.
Projects that explore the possibilities of the book already know that the book is
valuable. The book has fulfilled a need for centuries, and it is unlikely to disappear;
194

What is the worst media? Putting it this way, it immediately becomes clear to me that such a
question is an extremely personal one, along with all the other possible pitfalls of the delivery system
versus the intention versus cultural expectations. I don’t even know how to answer this question. Each
time I come up with an option—8-track, Twitter, Tumblr—I question if this even is a medium or if it is
somehow disqualified.
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rather, the status of the book is shifting, including how readers come to the book. By
examining how our social protocols and expectations of the book are changing, we can
ask if previous strengths are intensified through generic conventions being subverted.
For example, privacy, (semi)permanency, fixity or incorruptibility, time and linearity,
and “cleanliness,” characteristics that have long been associated with the print book
and reading, are emphasized and played with in this narrative, reiterating what the
book is “good” at while at the same time forcing us, as empirical readers, to confront
what appears to be a new type of book. The fact that S. is “a product of the
contemporary media culture” does not undermine its project; to view it as failing
under these circumstances is to view the book as wholly separate from all other media.
S. is a hoax; it looks like something that it is not, and we are tricked by this just
as Jen is at first. Ship of Theseus is not a library book and S. does not limit its narrative
to the pages of the print book. Even as it celebrates this analog medium and the written
word, Dorst and Abrams ask us to look up from the pages and beyond the book. We
read about Jen and Eric researching online, talking in person, and even leaving the
book behind, and we are to understand that our position as readers does not limit us to
interacting only with the book. We are encouraged to find more information elsewhere
by seeking out extensions of the story online. While the project asks us to reimagine
how we engage with the book, showing it as a dynamic object, it also is well aware of
the limits of the book. What we hold in our hands might not have been touched by
another human before, but it also extends beyond the object to triangulate the book
and reader in the twenty-first century.
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ENCOUNTER: MAKING BOOKS

During my senior year of college, I took a book art class. I was an art minor
and needed a few more electives to fulfill the requirements, and book art sounded like
a perfect fit for an English major. I do not think I had any idea what the class might be
before I took it; I cannot recall encountering book art or even altered books before I
enrolled. I had made a few “books,” mostly gutting cheap copies of novels from my
high school to refurbish the old covers with blank pages for use as journals when I was
younger, but without much conviction. As I sliced out the text and used floss instead
of thread to create a new blank block to put in, I was valuing the idea of the book,
hoping to incite “genius” in the recipient as they wrote in what appeared to be a
classic. At some point, I stopped doing this, either having run out of discarded books
from my high school or bored of the idea of invoking the authors we had been allowed
to read.
Our book art class met in the printing studio, with its presses and chemical
eyewash stations, but we rarely used this equipment. Instead, we primarily sat at the
worktables brushing glue or sewing bindings, starting with the most basic parts of
bookmaking. It was in this class that I learned the difference between a codex and a
perfect-bound book. Binding perfectly meant slathering glue onto the edges of papers,
covering it all with cheesecloth, then slathering it in glue again to replace the sturdier,
but more time consuming, stitched signatures of the codex. All of this could be hidden
inside the cover, which could be further hidden inside the slipcases and clamshell
boxes we learned to make alongside our books. Mostly we made blank books or books
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that only hinted at what they might one day hold, like the book I made of clear
sandwich bags, meant to collect things I could not paste into another book. I still have
many of those blank books, waiting to see what they might contain, waiting to become
a place I inhabit, rather than just a thing I made.
Book art was one of the few art classes I did well in, rarely suffering the
professor’s dissatisfaction during the critique. The only trouble I remember having
was with Japanese Stab Binding: the drill we used to create holes boring through our
pages tended to slip in my hand, creating a path that was anything but straight. I still
have one or two flubbed attempts at this book type laying around, with the binding
string sliding ever closer to the edge as it goes from front to back. One of these
attempts became a gift. I decided the binding looked like a drunk person had attempted
to make a book and filled it with cocktail recipes, some more real than others, for my
friend’s 21st birthday. I finally made a tiny version in which my holes aligned: I use it
to collect the fortunes from fortune cookies. I came to these conclusions not before I
made, imperfectly or well-enough, these books, but as I held the artifact.
Around this same time, I wrote my first paper about the way the pictorial
images figure in a book. We had been tasked with writing about something that our
professor might never have heard about before so I decided to write about the images
in Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close (no one, as far as I could tell, had ever
addressed them). I did not have the words yet to explain why I thought this was
interesting. I do not think I did very well on that paper, but I knew that the flipbook at
the end was not just a gimmick. As a flipped through the pages, I thought about how
the story was told with the book.
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Though we mostly made books without content, for our final project in book
art, we had to not only construct a book but complete one—filling the pages with
something more than promise. Our instructor gave us a theme—home—and we each
had to make a limited run of books, at least as many as we had classmates, that
brought the form and content together. I made a standard small codex and filled it with
facts about my hometown, stressing both its ordinariness and a few of its
contradictions, like the incongruity of the fleecy white cover I had landed on, made of
fabric for babies’ blankets, providing a warm fuzzy feeling on your hand as you read
the hard facts and cold sarcasm within.
After the class ended, I bound two masters’ theses, my best friend’s and my
sister-in-law’s, and made a large clamshell box for my mother to preserve her
baptismal gown from 1946, but I expected that making books would just become a
skill in my craft arsenal or another part of my art dilettante identity. While I enjoyed
the class and knew that librarians and archivists regularly took bookmaking classes as
part of their training, I could not imagine what use it would be to me to know the
difference between paperback and hardcover book construction. This is not terribly
surprising in retrospect, but as I read through my past encounters with books, both
content and form, I have read meaning into any number of passing moments that I put
on a shelf without a second thought. This book swells with all those experiences, each
having informed my relationship with books, now bound together to tell their own
story.
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CHAPTER 5

“DEVELOPING A PLACE NOT A THING:” A MEDIA-SPECIFIC ANALYSIS OF
SYLLABUS

Syllabus: Notes from an Accidental Professor by Lynda Barry (2014) looks
like an altered composition notebook. From the traditional black and white marbled
cover and cloth tape on the binding to the 200 lined pages that are bound with a single
string in the middle, Syllabus not only looks like a composition book, but it has been
created just as a standard composition book would. However, rather than having 200
blank pages, Barry has used the 200 pages of Syllabus (and the front and back covers)
to share her notes, written and drawn, from her first three years of teaching at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison (UW-Madison) with particular focus on her course
The Unthinkable Mind. Barry fills every page with handwritten notes, images, copies
of student drawings, and collaged ephemera. While this aesthetic is Barry’s signature,
sometimes called “clumsy and childish” (Samanc 182) or “messy” (Kirtley 80) along
with “text-heavy” (Miodrag 41),195 she uses it with a purpose beyond artistic style in
Syllabus. This project epitomizes the idea that a book exists for its contents; the
composition book in Barry’s hands is neither an assertion of nostalgia nor aesthetic
pleasure. Though nothing immediately suggests this book could not be adapted to
another form, Syllabus uses the form of the composition book to reinforce the content
of the narrative and to animate our active participation in Barry’s method for creating
art and investigating the creative process.
Barry herself has said that many speak poorly of her drawing: “From the beginning of my time as a
cartoonist people have said I can’t draw or that my drawing is bad” (Barry What 41).
195
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Unlike the other books in this study, Syllabus has not been widely discussed.
At the time of this writing, Henry Jenkins in The Secret Origins of Comics Studies is
the only person196 to have published on this text in literary studies or comics studies
and he only briefly discusses it as an example of “anti-formalist” theory (145). Jenkins
surveys formalist texts by comix197 artists, such as Will Eisner and Scott McCloud,
and uses Syllabus and Cartooning: Philosophy and Practice by Ivan Brunetti as
examples of “anti-theory” that “strip aside preconceptions and encourages students to
rely more fully on their unconscious minds through acts of improvisation” (145).
Jenkins treats Syllabus as a type of textbook198 and specifically calls it an “extension
of [Barry’s] teaching” but he also places it in the tradition of comix and comics
studies, even if he does use it as a counterexample outside of a “coherent tradition”
(147). There has been some interest in comics studies and literary studies in Barry’s
other full-length works, especially One! Hundred! Demons!, but even that interest
pales in comparison to other comix.199
Scholars have cited Syllabus in numerous articles on pedagogy because of
Barry’s focus throughout the text on not only her syllabi but how and why she teaches
her students. These articles range from teaching mindfulness in secondary schools
(Eliuk and Chorney) to assigning theoretical texts in college-level illustration courses
196

I have also published an essay in Response: The Journal of Popular and American Culture that
examines Syllabus in the field of literary studies. In my article, “Multimodal versus Multimedia: What
Do Books Have to Do with It?,” I look at the relationship of the physical book to Barry’s project.
197
Following the suggestion of Art Spiegelman, I prefer the term “comix” to “comics” or “graphic
novel” (Shao). Largely drawing on the introduction of the term “comix” in the Underground Comix
movement, Spiegelman explains, “I prefer the word co-mix, to mix together, because to talk about
comics is to talk about mixing together words and pictures that tell a story” (Spiegelman Comix 174).
Spiegelman also makes the point that “one of the problems is that the word comics itself brings to mind
the notion that they have to be funny” (174).
198
Though calling Syllabus a textbook is a reach, this is an accurate characterization of Brunetti’s text.
199
Whereas there are 27 results on the MLA International Bibliography for Lynda Barry as the Primary
Subject Author, there are 243 for Art Spiegelman, almost ten times as many.
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(Veryeri Alaca and Onmuş). Nicole Armos uses the text as an important interlocutor
in “Re-instating the Amateur: Holding Space for the Core Purpose of Art in the
Classroom,” arguing for the importance of artistic practice without the goal of mastery
or professionalization, a theme that runs throughout Syllabus. Other articles use
Barry’s text as an example of comics-based research200 (Kuttner, Sousanis, and
Weaver-Hightower), a guide for creating arts-based research projects (Flowers;
Yamada-Rice), proof of the usefulness of multimodal learning practices such as
“sketchnoting” (Andrews), and some simply suggest Syllabus as further reading (e.g.,
Councilor). How Barry discusses images is also a point of interest, with scholars such
as Susan Handelman using it to connect comix to sacred texts, specifically how “lines,
form, letters, and images” interact and allow us to come to meaning, which
Handelman sees shimmering through the presentation of the page (39). Though there
has been a moderate response to Syllabus by scholars, it is rarely treated as a literary
text; rather, it is treated as a scholarly text, a pedagogical manual, or a how-to book.
I will analyze Syllabus: Notes from an Accidental Professor as I have the three
previous narrative books in this study: as a literary text but through the lens of mediaspecific analysis. While I will engage with Barry as a scholar, I will also close read her
book using media-specific analysis to ask what this book, its form, multimodal
contents, and social protocols—the learned cultural habits and practices—suggests
about the book in our current media ecology. Syllabus uses its materiality to
emphasize Barry’s arguments about the place of the book in a creative and intellectual
practice, warranting this approach. Syllabus does not just remember it has a body, as

Comics-based research “leverage[es] comics as a powerful mode of social inquiry” (Kuttner,
Sousanis, and Weaver-Hightower 396).
200
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Olafur Eliasson said of Tree of Codes, but it engages the body of the reader to bring us
a new experience of reading. Rather than focusing solely on the techniques Barry lays
out in Syllabus for fostering creativity, I look at how Barry theorizes the book as a
place for thinking by discussing the intersection of form, content, and social protocols
and show how media-specific analysis can bring new insights to bear on literary
studies. Using this method, I will show that Syllabus weaves all aspects of the book
together to conceptualize the book as a place, rather than a thing, where we engage our
bodies and minds in thought.
Before discussing Syllabus in more detail, it is worth spending time with
Barry’s other works because her paradigm of the book has developed over her career
and these early texts lay the groundwork for her full theory in Syllabus. Barry takes up
questions of creativity, and the connection of drawing to apprehension, repeatedly in
her work. Lynda Barry is an artist, and more specifically a comix artist, though she has
also published novels and worked in other art forms,201 and her work frequently
crosses borders and thwarts expectations. She began publishing her work when she
was at college in the late 70s (Grossman). Though she was not a part of the
Underground Comix movement of the 1960s and 1970s,202 Barry made her career
publishing in alternative newspapers, aligning her work with other artists that started

Susan E. Kirtley describes Barry as “a playwright, novelist, activist, teacher, and lecturer” (xi) and
Barry self-defines as an “image-wrangler” (qtd. in Kirtley xi).
202
Underground Comix is both a landmark in comix history and an intermediary step in the comix we
know today. Primarily traced back to the 1960s, underground comix grew out of fanzines, humor
magazines, rebellion against the Comics Code Authority, and the general counterculture of that time,
usually starting as individual publications out of a basement or in exchange for goods or services at a
small press. Historians of the Underground Comix movement often emphasize comic books such as Zap
or Raw in the rise of the Underground, but many of these artists first began their strips in alternative
weekly papers such as East Village Other or the San Francisco Oracle. As part of the counterculture,
Underground Comix were immediately part of the adult entertainment landscape as opposed to
juvenilia, largely due to their content (Estren; Mazur and Danner).
201
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in that movement such as Robert Crumb and Art Spiegelman203 (Powers). Though
Barry has not gained the fame of these artists, she has published numerous books, is
now an associate professor of interdisciplinary creativity at UW-Madison, and won a
MacArthur Genius Grant in 2019. Her recent books, What It Is (2008), Picture This:
The Near-Sighted Monkey Book (2010), Syllabus, and Making Comics (2019), all
coalesce around questions of creativity and cognition, but her earlier works, such as
One! Hundred! Demons!,204 are more personal in nature, often focusing on her
experience as a girl in the 1960s, as a mixed-race woman,205 and as a victim of sexual
assault as a child. Together with her colorful work, 206 collage techniques, and
distinctive drawing style, these topics often lead to her work being undervalued or

203

Art Spiegelman comes directly from the Underground Comix era but has also moved beyond it.
While comix historians often identify Justin Green as the first artist to use comix for “serious topics,”
Spiegelman came out with Maus first as a serial in his magazine Raw beginning in 1980 and then
collected with Pantheon in 1986. Focusing on his father’s experience of the Holocaust and
Spiegelman’s own experience as a second-generation Jewish American, this book is still one of the
most widely respected and oft-assigned comix. Another notable Underground Comix artist is Robert
Crumb, who has been somewhat accepted in the art world, appearing in over 20 exhibitions in
museums. Both artists work in black and white, but their very different focuses have led to different
receptions. Crumb is known for work focusing on his own personal impulses, often filled with sex and
violence. (Beaty; Rosenkranz)
204
At the end of One! Hundred! Demons!, there is a “how-to” section that explains Barry’s process and
encourages the reader to paint their own “demon,” which serves as a precursor to Barry’s later works
that focus more on the process of creating.
205
Her mother is Filipina.
206
Barry began to publish primarily in color with One! Hundred! Demons!. Prior to that, most of her
work was in black and white, in large part because alternative weekly papers printed her comix. In other
contexts, I have interrogated why academia takes colorful comix less seriously than comix in black and
white or minimalistic color palates. Color is not the only element that governs how we understand
comix, but its impact on the reception of comix as serious artistic work is undeniable. As Scott
McCloud posits in Understanding Comics, “In black and white, the ideas behind the art are
communicated more directly. Meaning transcends form. Art approaches language” (192), which belies
the highbrow conflation of serious comix with black and white. This continued preference is especially
clear if we take into account the large number of art comix that not only appeared in black and white
but are continuing to be printed in black and white, even as the books are treated as beautiful objects
rather than disposable entertainment.
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seen as less serious than her contemporaries who approach “big” ideas in clean black
and white. 207
Syllabus: Notes from an Accidental Professor is a culmination of the
techniques and topics that Barry has been working with throughout her career. The
pages are bright and colorful, Barry has collaged materials from her everyday life onto
the pages alongside her hand-drawn images, and it is creative nonfiction, or as Barry
terms it “autobifictionalography.”208 The narrative recounts how she found herself
teaching drawing and writing at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the
207

The number of scholars writing on Barry is considerably smaller than many of her colleagues, as I
noted earlier. However, these earlier works have often been analyzed by Feminist scholars and as
integral to women’s comix, recuperating Barry’s older projects as setting the stage for other cartoonists
we have canonized. Notably, Hilary Chute in Graphic Women: Life Narrative and Contemporary
Comics analyzes how Barry “works in the edges of events” to explore trauma and memory (95). Chute
champions Barry as a significant figure in autographics—“life narrative fabricated in and through
drawing and design using various technologies, modes, and materials” (Whitlock and Poletti v)—and
shows how Barry “implies interactivity and participation” to suggest “readers ‘fill in’ the narrative with
their own experience” across several of her works, including One! Hundred! Demons!, What It Is, and
Naked Ladies! Naked Ladies! Naked Ladies! (Chute “Materializing” 289). In Lynda Barry: Girlhood
through the Looking Glass, Susan E. Kirtley examines Barry’s representation, throughout her oeuvre, of
girlhood. The only monograph on Barry’s work, Kirtley’s study traces concerns with childhood,
growing up, and the importance of finding joy in the every day from Barry’s earliest work through
Picture This. In particular, Kirtley contends that What It Is and Picture This shift focus from the creator
to the creative process and “can be seen as a performance designed in part to help others, but also to
bear witness to past mistakes and self-doubt, creating a written record to defend against amnesia” (183).
The themes and issues that Chute and Kirtley discuss can be found in many articles on Barry: how she
uses feminized techniques such as scrapbooking (Michael “Scrapbooking”), emphasizes the importance
of play and “childish” pursuits (Michael “Excavating;” Samanc), moves beyond conventional narrative
forms (Tensuan; Miodrag), and questions her identity often as it relates to her racial background (de
Jesús “Of Monsters,” “Liminality;” Ho). Most, if not all, of these concerns and methods can be found in
Syllabus, showing Barry’s development in grappling with how to answer questions that she has been
steeped in for years. However, these same scholars have not taken up Syllabus in their analysis and
Barry is mostly studied in this subset of scholars as opposed to widely in comix or literary studies.
208
Barry explicitly uses this term in One! Hundred Demons! but we can apply it to Barry’s other
memoiristic works. The term is meant to signal that things are not entirely true, but they are also not
entirely fictional. In an early interview, prior to her work being obviously drawn from her life
experience, Barry says, “I don’t think it’s possible to do pure fiction… As you go through a story, you
need to periodically ground yourself in something that you know is true. The thing that’s
autobiographical about my work is that I picture it; I see it happening on the streets where I grew up.
The characters themselves are fictional. The events that happen, I’ll take from anywhere.” (Barry qtd. in
Powers). Others have studied this term and its usefulness to other life writing: “Barry’s solution to these
questions is to term her book ‘autobifictionalography.’ Indeed, the hybrid term could be said to apply to
all autobiography, but it is the graphic memoir that foregrounds in its very form the ways in which the
power of memory must always share the act of self-representation with the devices of fiction” (Jared
Gardner 6).
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relationship between cognition and the body. True to the name, the narrative uses
several syllabi she developed from courses, as well as her reflections on the courses
and students. It is hard to quickly summarize Syllabus because it does not align with
most of the signifiers that we normally use to share our thoughts on books. Part
memoir, part how-to book, part pedagogical research,209 Syllabus covers roughly the
first three years Barry taught at the college level, beginning in Spring 2012 when she
was an artist-in-residence at the Arts Institute at UW-Madison through Spring 2014.
At the book’s beginning, we join Barry as a new instructor at the college-level:
she has never created a syllabus before, and she reaches out to friends and fellow
artists for their syllabi. Barry guides us from her motivation for teaching—the chance
to “seriously study something for a semester with a group of really smart students,”
namely how “art [functions] as a transit system for images” (Barry Syllabus 9)—to
how she instructs her students throughout the semester. This idea of art as a “transit
system” and questions associated with that idea run through the book, but we never get
an answer to the question “how do images move and transfer?” (9). Instead, Syllabus
focuses on how we can find this answer for ourselves through Barry’s teaching
techniques. The first quarter of the book sets up this inquiry and how a variety of
people—students who study art, science, and everything in between—can engage the
body to explore how “something inside one person takes external form—contained by
a poem, story, picture, melody, play, etc.—and through a certain kind of engagement,
is transferred to the inside of someone else” (9). The remaining three-quarters of the

Andrea A. Lunsford in Graphic Subjects describes What It Is as “part activity book, part lesson plan,
part autobiography (recounting Barry’s path towards art), and full of shimmering watercolor and
meticulous collages… a dizzying, exhilarating, sometimes even maddening performance of teaching,”
showing that Barry’s recent works often exceed our understanding of genre (312).
209
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book, from page 51 to the back cover, take us through a semester by presenting her
class materials and the results from those courses, concluding with a picture of Barry,
her students, and the stacks of notebooks Barry and her students filled during this
process (199).
While Barry named her book after the document that outlines the course of
study and it does include syllabi, daily class agendas, and homework assignments, she
did not create a mere collection of her teaching materials. As I noted, this book also
includes Barry’s questions for herself and her courses, her reflections on becoming a
professor and her life while working at UW-Madison, and her students’ drawings.
This moves the book from a type of teaching portfolio to a hybrid memoir and
pedagogical manual. Furthermore, many of these materials are in the first-person
plural or the second person,210 always allowing the reader to imagine Barry addressing
them. While we could view this as just the nature of Barry’s teaching style, we can
also understand the choice to use first-person plural and second person as a direct call
to action for the reader. Therefore, many call Syllabus a “how-to” book, as it
constantly proposes actions we can take. However, Barry also engages theory and
many years of personal experience and does not just create activities we can try but
lays out a methodology. The result is a hybrid genre in which Syllabus uses its own
methodology to create itself.
Most frequently, Syllabus is classified as a comix211 or graphic novel212 (this is
the Library of Congress classification on the copyright page and the publisher’s

Samanc identifies this as “invitational rhetoric” (192).
Scott McCloud defines comix as “Juxtaposed pictorial and other images in a deliberate sequence,
intended to convey information and/or produce an aesthetic response in the viewer” (9). William
Kuskin supports the importance of sequence to comix, saying “the medium of comics is defined by
210
211
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designation on the back cover). Even if we accept that this book is a comix, that
generic definition is similar to designating a book as fiction or non-fiction: there are
many genres within comix, just as there are within novels.213 Whether we designate
the book as a comix or not, this is a question of form, rather than content. At this point
I have already mentioned several genres that we might assign to Syllabus: memoir,
sequence” (49). Thus, the sequential nature of comix and the ability of comix to reach the viewer
through the combination of art and text are essential to this definition. While the designation of Barry’s
form as a comix, or not, is not essential to my work, I do not believe that Syllabus is a comix because it
does not use sequence according to this definition. By engaging with other genres, such as the manual,
Barry allows the reader to jump around in the book in a way that comix do not support.
212
The tension produced by identifying a work as a “graphic novel” versus multimodal literature is
significant in how we approach books. Many comix artists have noted that the term “graphic novel”
exists to elevate comix. Will Eisner’s A Contract with God was an early use of the term, and Eisner
used it as a “euphemism” to designate his work as “serious,” as opposed to the colorful single-issue
comic books (Levitz). Furthermore, artists such as Art Spiegelman have made the point that graphic
novels rarely feature the same narrative arc as “ungraphic” novels even as the page length might be the
same, as I mentioned earlier. I have adapted the use of the term comix from Spiegelman: “Instead of
‘comics,’ Spiegelman prefers ‘co-mix,’ art accompanied by brief text. By definition, he points out, a
comic strip is a narrative of cartoons” (Shao)—though, after years of being called the “father of the
graphic novel,” Spiegelman has softened his stance and refers to his own works as “graphic novels”
(Mouly). The addition of novel to “graphic novel” has led us to complicated territory in which many of
the best-selling and well-known works are not novels at all, regardless of the narrative arc, because they
tell nonfictional, or not entirely fictional, tales. Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home, Marjane Satrapi’s
Persepolis, and Art Spiegelman’s Maus, the works that come to mind when we discuss graphic novels
in literary studies, are not fictional, which is still one of the defining features of the novel. Finally, the
term graphic novel, as I hinted at earlier, implies that other novels, traditional novels, do not use the
visual mode as a part of their storytelling. Admittedly, the relationship between the visual and the
linguistic modes in comix functions differently than the relationship in literary fiction novels, but the
term participates in the empirical oblivion that I argue against in my first chapter. In fact, I have found
several of the other books in this dissertation, which were all published and received as literary fiction,
in graphic novel sections in libraries and bookstores, sometimes mistakenly and sometimes officially,
further showing how this term is pointless in its ambiguity. It is for all of these reasons that I prefer not
to use the term in my scholarship, even as it is still used to categorize and sell works.
Scholars have put forth other terms that take into account the fact that comix are normally published as
books and are neither a medium of their own but have a distinct formal quality. Notably for my work
William Kuskin says “As a medium, the book has specific figural tendencies—its ability to assemble
serialized installments into a convincing whole; its tendency to draw the reader into its imaginative
world; its readiness to imply a whole greater than its material parts; its capacity to stand in for the
author—that cluster around metonymy. The recognition that the book’s material form is deeply
semiotic and that its semiotic codes are deeply material should frustrate any categorical description that
relies on only one sense of media. So, I suggest a new term, graphia, as a way of acknowledging the
interplay of media-as-technology and media-as-semiotic-code that occurs in the literary book” (67,
italics original).
213
This difficulty in defining Barry’s work and the resulting confusion in placing it in bookstores and
libraries has been pointed out many times, as Kirtley says Barry’s recent books “expand the boundaries
of comic art… as evidenced by the difficulty that many stores have in shelving the books” (186). I have
also witnessed this. At my local library in Rochester, NH, Syllabus is in the non-fiction section (not the
Adult Graphic Novels section) and a quick scan of the Ocean State Library system shows that it is held
in graphic novel sections, young adult graphic novels sections, and non-fiction sections.
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how-to book, manual, scrapbook, personal reflection, teaching portfolio, and
scholarship. While these genres may seem disparate, and sometimes not even related
to literary texts, this speaks to the hybridity of Syllabus in presenting Barry’s theory of
art, stating her goal of learning about image by teaching students how to engage a
certain state of mind through writing and drawing by hand, and collecting both her
materials and notes on this process. Barry guides the reader from her introduction,
making us aware of her questions, goals, and hypothesis, through a semester’s worth
of material. Rather than simply being one genre, the content of Syllabus encourages us
to see the book as pedagogical research,214 creative nonfiction,215 and manual216
because Syllabus presents a theory, supports that theory with research through
teaching as the method, alongside a reflection of these techniques, as it shares the
techniques used for teaching as imperative statements. These three genres—
pedagogical research, creative nonfiction, and manual—that I am suggesting for
Syllabus are variously supported in the scholarship of Syllabus: as I have stated
already there are those who see Syllabus as arts-based research, those who view the
“2. a. Systematic investigation or inquiry aimed at contributing to knowledge of a theory, topic, etc.,
by careful consideration, observation, or study of a subject” (OED). To elaborate, I suggest that
scholarship is a text that participates in the discursive practice of analyzing through reference to both
primary and secondary sources. This dialogue works to frame the primary sources in a way that
illuminates an element that is not inherently apparent in the original piece or engages it in a larger
conversation. Additionally, scholarship should allow readers to explore other ideas through reference to
other scholarship or influential material.
215
“Creative Nonﬁction, deﬁnes the genre simply, succinctly, and accurately as ‘true stories well told.’
And that, in essence, is what creative nonﬁction is all about.
In some ways, creative nonﬁction is like jazz—it’s a rich mix of ﬂavors, ideas, and techniques, some of
which are newly invented and others as old as writing itself. Creative nonﬁction can be an essay, a
journal article, a research paper, a memoir, or a poem; it can be personal or not, or it can be all of these.
The words ‘creative’ and ‘nonﬁction’ describe the form. The word ‘creative’ refers to the use of literary
craft, the techniques ﬁction writers, playwrights, and poets employ to present nonﬁction—factually
accurate prose about real people and events—in a compelling, vivid, dramatic manner” (Gutkind).
216
“A. 3. Of a book, etc.: of the nature of a manual; intended to be kept at hand for reference. B. 1. b.
gen. A handbook or textbook, esp. a small or compendious one; a concise treatise, an abridgement. Also
in extended use. c. A set of instructions or procedures (not necessarily concise) for using a particular
piece of equipment or for carrying out a particular operation” (OED).
214
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book as either a pedagogy manual or a creativity manual, and those who read Syllabus
within the tradition of Barry’s other works of autobifictionalography. These are all
correct because Barry makes use of all three of these genres within her work, though
she obviously makes some changes to be able to blend the three, especially as it relates
to the form of the material book and its strong multimodality.
Though Syllabus engages several different genres, it is also a methodological
text. Barry presents exercises and her reasoning to offer the reader both a way to
engage in a creative practice that links the body and mind through her own enactment
of that process, allowing us to see the book as its own proof of concept. In doing this,
the form of the (note)book becomes essential to understanding Barry’s project as an
embodied application of what she teaches. The content is informed by several genres,
but more importantly, it uses the time frame of an imagined semester and the additive
nature of learning to bring the reader the experience of being Barry’s student. This
relationship between the reader and the content relies on explicit social protocols, in
that Barry gives direction as to what we should do with our (note)books to cultivate
attention and inspiration. Through its form, content, and social protocols all within a
strongly multimodal text that asks us to read both image and text, Syllabus offers us
the space to foster metacognition and reconsideration of what needs the book fulfills in
the twenty-first century.
This hybridity and attention to the material is an important part of my interest
in Syllabus: over the last decade or so, there has been increasing interest in
“bookishness,” that is, books that have a “fetishized focus on textuality and the bookbound reading object” as per Jessica Pressman (“Aesthetic”), or “the bookish [as] the
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reassertion and reimagination of the constellation of values and meanings traditionally
associated with ‘the book’” from Jonathan Freedman. Frequently these books are seen
as reflecting on the current status of the book or, as I prefer, having something to say
about the future of books. Often, though, the aesthetic of bookishness is only
identified in traditional literary texts, even as the materiality of comix has been a
popular topic of interest in comics studies in this same period.217 Comix are normally
excluded from the idea of “The Book” (Price What 52), but Syllabus demands that we
hear what it has to say about our assumptions and expectations of the print book.
Rather than focusing on what this book is, I want to focus on how its hybridity,
attention to materiality, and invitation to participate can help us think about the future
of the book, including comix books.
Though comix should not be entirely collapsed into literature, we should view
the importance of form for literature and comix as connected. As William Kuskin says
in “Vulgar Metaphysicians: William S. Burroughs, Alan Moore, Art Spiegelman, and
the Medium of the Book:”
The claim that comics is an independent medium is largely a bid for the
cultural authority of high art. The cost of this claim has been a sharp division
between genre fiction and so-called masterworks, as well as the obfuscation of
the multivalent nature of the book. All literary books combine sequence with
figuration, particularly metonymic figuration, to create a powerful relationship
between the reader and the imaginary statement contained within. They
accomplish this by presenting a synthesis of rhetorical and material forms,
For example, see “Self-Regarding Art” by Gillian Whitlock and Anna Poletti; “Sidebar: Materiality”
by Ian Hague; and, “Mediality and materiality of contemporary comics” by Jan-Noël Thon and Lukas
R.A. Wilde.
217
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which represent the intersection of individuals—writers and readers,
illustrators and colorists, typesetters and publishers—with time. I term this
symbolically laden object, graphia. (75)
Following Kuskin, I believe that the form of the book is significant if it exists for the
text that it holds, regardless of whether the book holds comix or literary fiction.
Furthermore, Kuskin begins to show that comix are not a medium, largely because
comix rely on the same technology as literature—the book. Thus, if we seek to unearth
the future of the book, or print more generally, it is important for us to be capacious in
our understanding of the projects that rely on the material object. I do not think we
need to expand the term book to be any sort of container, as suggested by several
essays in A Book of the Book, but Kuskin is accurate in identifying comix as relying on
many of the same affordances of the book as literature and persuasively encourages us
to analyze the mix of visual, spatial, and linguistic modes of both comix and literature
through similar rubrics. Simply put, comix books are books too.
The future of all books seems to always be in danger, primarily through
displacement. As I have stated in earlier chapters, since the rise of the Internet and
other digital technologies, books have lost ground; the dictionary, encyclopedia, and
phone book are now more likely to be electronic resources than physical ones. All of
this is an issue of the media ecology, and specifically how the status of books has
shifted in response to new media. Though predictions are risky, the history of the book
suggests that this shift is just the most recent one and that the book will remain
because we have found it useful for millennia. Drawing on the ideas of Henry Jenkins
in Convergence Culture, in which he makes clear that new media is not “better” than
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old media, I have argued throughout this study that with more choice available the
book can be used for its strengths rather than its abilities. This exploration of the
form’s strengths is a large part of Syllabus. Barry urges us to rethink our relationship
to the (note)book—rather than treating the book as a thing that houses meaning greater
than itself, either looking through the physical form or consuming it, we should
understand the book as a place where we go to think and play. While Barry presents
her investigations in terms of the notebook, her conclusion can be expanded to our
understanding of all books.
It is Barry’s idea of the book as a place that becomes the most compelling part
of the project. While books are usually thought of as objects, the book is much more
than an object. Previous chapters in this dissertation have addressed how books can be
places where we communicate, create, change, and challenge current ideas and
connect the physical medium of the book to previous places such as the cathedral and
new places such as the Internet. While the book can be held, carried, passed, and
forgotten in ways that a building or an online network cannot, it still offers us a place
to deeply engage, discuss, and play. Barry emphasizes these possibilities for the book
by making use of the capabilities of the physical medium, prospects she has explored
for decades through her own use of notebooks. Thus, in Syllabus, we see how a book
can be both radically different from the conventions and expectations of traditional
books but also align itself with strands of book history that have always known the
book to be a dynamic place for creation and meaning-making.
To draw out this idea, this chapter will offer a synthesis of my previous
chapters and use the ideas of physical form, content, and social protocols that I put
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forth there. In the next section, I examine the construction and design of Syllabus as a
composition book. I ask how this choice relates to Barry’s argument in the book and
why this project manifested as a book. In this chapter’s second section, I explore how
we can understand content in Syllabus and what the pages hold. By delving into this, I
establish Syllabus as both a methodological text and its own test case by examining
what Barry does in the text, ultimately allowing us to understand it as an artist’s book.
Then, I probe the social protocols that Barry puts forth in Syllabus, which are explicit
instructions as opposed to implicit suggestions. Through this, I explain both how we
can understand the book as a place and why this is helpful in locating the book in our
current media landscape. Finally, in my conclusion, I draw out the ways in which this
method is not isolated to Syllabus but can aid other literary studies scholars.
Throughout this work, I have asked what the book of the twenty-first century
is, what we expect to find in books, and who is today’s reader. Overwhelmingly, the
answer has been that both authors and readers are aware of and informed in choosing
books because books offer an experience that cannot be found in other media. While
narrative can exist in other formats, and we can even find literature outside the
confines of the book, the print book requires engagement but also does not force the
reader into seemingly “interactive” roles that distract from attention and deliberation.
Barry creates a metaphor for this unique experience in presenting the book as a place,
not a thing, that we can go to for our own creative and intellectual practices.
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“Your composition notebook is the heart of our class (also the liver, spinal cord,
and cerebral cortex):” The Physical Book
The form of the print book has influenced literary texts, both in terms of how
authors compose and how we read them. Despite this fact, literary studies often treats
the material object of the book as insignificant or invisible in service of the content, as
I discussed in depth in my first chapter. This is also known as “empirical oblivion”
(Plate)—an inattention to form that allows critics to argue that it is only the words that
are significant in a literary text, rather than acknowledging the form, visual elements,
or spatial aspects as significant factors in meaning-making. In Tree of Codes, we need
to read the physical form of the book, the holes in the pages, alongside the text to
understand the enduring absence, making it clear that the text is not the only important
part of the book. This theme and form would not be possible if the text were in another
medium, and thus we also understand Tree of Codes as being a book for a reason.
Though the relationship between the form and the project is different because Barry
has a different message to share, Syllabus also uses the material object of the book and
is thus purposefully a book. Syllabus gently reminds us throughout that we are
interacting with a physical text and invites the reader to have both an embodied
reading experience and to remember the importance of our body in how we come to
understanding.
When we pick up Syllabus, we first notice that it looks like a composition
notebook. The marbled notebook (figure 36) runs throughout the narrative, from the
statement on page three that these “notes, drawings and syllabi” were “kept by hand
on pages of either legal pads or in standard black and white marbled composition
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notebooks” (Barry Syllabus 3) to the photo on page 199 in which Barry poses with her
students and the composition notebooks everyone filled during the semester (figure
37). The book’s design, such as the cover with rounded corners, cloth tape on the

Figure 207 - page 199

Figure 216 - Syllabus cover

binding, and the pages which show the lines of the ruled notebook, mimic this form.
But what takes this beyond mimicry is the significance of the composition notebook to
the text. Barry favors composition notebooks, and legal pads, for her own note-taking
and sketching, and in the six courses she discusses in this book, she also requires the
“standard composition notebook B+W marbled cover, 200 pages” as class material for
all of her students (48). Not only is it a facsimile of a composition book, but that form
is constantly present in the text.218

Barry’s most recent book Making Comics is also designed as a composition book and draws on
many of the same themes as Syllabus, though it is more explicitly a “how-to” book for creating comics.
While it is not the subject of my analysis, I would say that Making Comics is purposeful in its form,
though it theorizes the role of book less consistently than Syllabus does.
218
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But why the composition notebook? Barry does not explain why she requires
the composition notebook as opposed to another type of material, but it pervades the
narrative, and we should consider what Barry asks students to do with their notebooks
and what purpose the notebook can serve to understand the form. The daily diary that
Barry asks her students to complete is the core of this method, or as Barry says,
“Keeping an active comp book is at the heart of this class” (Barry Syllabus 62). She
asks students to “take it everywhere, and fill it with things from your day” (60). Barry
instructs students to fill their composition books with drawings, observations, notes
from other classes, sketches, receipts, ticket stubs, and other ephemera. Whatever
students decide to include in these notebooks, they must regularly complete an
exercise Barry calls the daily diary. This assignment requires students to draw a fourpart frame219 onto the page and list seven things they did, seven things they saw, a
quote they heard, and a sketch of something they saw (61).
All of this is meant to spur students to “notice what you notice” (Barry
Syllabus 60). Barry elaborates by saying “What goes into your diary are things that
you noticed when you became present—that is to say when the hamster wheel of
thoughts and plans and worries stopped long enough for you to notice where you were
and what was going on around you” (61). This assignment is based on Barry’s interest
in “being present and seeing what’s there” and engaging a certain state of mind

219

Barry does not initially tell us why she chooses a four-part frame as opposed to another number, but
we can surmise that her reliance on the number four is because four is a common number of panels in a
comix. On page 124 of Syllabus, Barry says “notice most story structure components are in 3 or 5
sections beginning, middle, end – Aristotle or exposition, rising action, climax, falling action,
revelation/catastrophe – Freytag but COMICS somehow fit comfortable in 4 panels There seems to be a
need for an extra beat – maybe something like a no-action action – a pause. Practicing drawing things in
fours is a good way to understand how this works.” We can also be attentive to how the four-part panel
works with the shape and size of the composition notebook page, showing that this direction relates
both to the form of the tool and to the final product students are working towards.
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alongside the physical activity of writing and drawing by hand to produce creative
work (4). Rather than asking students to judge what is the most interesting thing that
happened to them or intentionally narrate their lives day-by-day, this daily diary is
meant to collect “bits and pieces of everything that concerns us through the day in one
place” (62). Instead of agonizing over what is worth writing or drawing about, even
what their final projects should be, the notes, sketches, and ephemera in the
composition book will offer the answer (figure 38).
Think of your composition notebook as a catch-all that collects samples from
all the elements of your day-to-day life. Unexpected juxtapositions of these
elements can lead to stories you can use in class. Patterns start to emerge that
can be very helpful in trying to understand what this thing I call ‘the back of
the mind’ is up to. I think of the comp book as a place for the back of the mind
to come forward. If you keep up with your comp book all semester, when it
comes time to decide what your final project should be about, your
composition notebook will already contain the answer. (62)
Thus, the composition book becomes a place of brainstorming and a more general
place of thought. As Barry says, the composition book should not just offer students a
place to work out class assignments, but also “as a place for the back of the mind to
come forward” (62). This practice relies on the notebook as something that is both
cheap and easily acquired and as something that can be kept and referred back to.
These characteristics are inherently linked to the form of the notebook.
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Figure 228 - page 62
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Though the notebook that we know today did not appear until the fourteenth
century, wax tablets were an early predecessor to notebooks, in which two or more
shallow wooden trays filled with wax are joined to create a diptych (or polyptych),
like a simple board book (Houston 257). The earliest wax tablet dates back to the late
fourteenth century BCE, and people in antiquity used these tools for all types of
writing, but especially everyday writing that was not necessary to preserve (257-259).
Wax tablets eventually faded from use as other materials came into dominance and the
marginalia in many early books, especially educational texts, attest to the continuation
of noting, even in the absence of notebooks (Orgel 30-49). Paper was expensive early
after its discovery in Europe, and thus notebooks were a luxury many could not afford,
until the Renaissance when commonplace books became popular (Jacobs). 220 During
the Enlightenment, schoolchildren regularly began making and using notebooks
(Eddy). From handmade notebooks, which were little more than folded pieces of
paper, came the commercially-produced notebook, usually dated as appearing in the
United States in 1887 (Drumm). This notebook is the composition book, complete
with the black and white marbled cover (Drumm). Most importantly, the notebook has
blank (or ruled221) pages that are meant for writing notes (OED), often with the
implication of being cheap and disposable.222
While the exact origins of the composition notebook are unlikely to feature
into Barry’s use of the form, largely because the dominance of the marbled
220

The earliest parchment notebook dates back to 55 BCE, but notebooks did not become widely
available for several centuries (Borsuk 259).
221
John Tetlow received a patent for a line-drawing machine in 1770, mechanizing the production of
ruled paper (Mertes). Prior to this, people ruled pages by hand in a variety of manners, though Tetlow’s
invention may have been preceded by those which produced staff paper for writing music.
222
The legal pad, Barry’s other writing surface of choice, has its own unique history. Thomas Holley is
the supposed inventor of the legal pad which he created by gathering the scraps of substandard paper at
the paper mill and binding them at the top in 1888 (Brand).
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composition notebook for over a century made it a standard form, the notebook’s ease
of access and the ability to remain as a record are significant.223 Whereas the wax
tablet existed to be erased—the “pages” were made of wax to make it easy to create a
clean surface through melting—the modern notebook is meant to be replaced
(Houston 259). Additionally, the notebook is a space that is not held sacred, unlike
books. The rise of institutional libraries created the “cult of the clean book,” in which
readers see marginalia as a defect (Fajkovic and Björneborn; Sherman 157). The
notebook can endure as a space for recording, as opposed to being the site of constant
effacement for future notes like the wax tablet, and is a space for our writing, rather
than something that must be kept pristine. While we can feel free to use notebooks for
writing that is not perfect or complete, we can also retain it as an archive and get
another. This is exactly what Barry advocates in Syllabus and what she models in her
text. The composition book is meant for play and it is also meant as a transcript for
ideas that could become stories and images. The classroom rule “We fill our
composition notebooks and then start another. Aim for 3 to 4 during the semester”
makes it clear that students should aim to record whatever interests them, rather than
waiting for the perfect line or image (Barry Syllabus 55). It is only through careful
observation and recording those observations224 that we can find images worth
transferring.

223

This is an important use of the book, as I discussed in my third chapter. In S., Jen and Eric value the
book because they can retain it as a record.
224
The form that Barry uses in Syllabus is closely linked to the social protocols that she explicitly gives
for the composition book as a classroom supply and what she implies about the place of the (note)book
in general, which I will discuss in more detail in the third section and conclusion of this chapter.
However, it is important to acknowledge that, and it is also worth noting that this practice of collecting
everyday observations also emphasizes that we cannot just wait for inspiration to strike; we need to
make a point of observing and playing with images, words, and ideas to be able to create and
understand. Barry does not expect her students to already be brilliant artists, writers, or storytellers, she
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Barry does not just want her students to record elements of their lives using
any cheap and easy tool though. It is significant, both to the process and to our
understanding of her project, that we write and draw by hand. Barry advocates for this
because she believes that writing and drawing by hand is both something that many
have abandoned but can use to create a certain state of mind. Part of this is a desire to
avoid distraction (as the rule “We do not activate any electronic devices in class or use
them for our assignments”—similar to countless others on syllabi—refers to), but the
desire for her students to engage their bodies goes beyond avoiding distraction (Barry
Syllabus 55). Barry believes that there is a connection between body and mind that we
need to engage.
Both writing and drawing lean on a certain kind of picture---not the kind that is
already finished in your head and just needs to be put to words or reproduced
on paper – It’s a kind of picturing that is formed by our own activity, one line
suggesting the next. We have a general direction but can’t see where we are
until we let ourselves take a step, and then another, and then we move on to the
third.… You don’t know what your drawings will be like until you draw them
with this kind of picturing in your mind that moves your hand. The trick is just
that: let it move your hand. (136-7, emphasis original)
expects to teach them how to cultivate these skills without worrying about the technical aspects that are
normally emphasized in courses—Barry’s project is about ideas rather than verisimilitude or poetry.
Armos argues that this allows “amateurs” to explore artistic practices “as a means of developing
interpersonal connections, and seeking personal transformation and a deeper understanding of life” (9).
This interest in art as a process of thinking rather than a valuing of the product is why Barry selects
students who study a variety of disciplines, from the arts and humanities to the sciences and everything
in between (Barry Syllabus 35, 39). Barry is also not teaching her students to make “good” art or
writing, but how to find ideas. This process is transferrable, and we can see Barry using it herself to
think about her teaching, such as on pages 87-91, when she is working through why her students hated
crayons this semester. In thinking about this problem, she fills the pages with scraps of colored pages,
doodles, her thoughts, and a picture of her alter ego dancing, collecting many parts that help her to
understand the issue and its solution. Barry’s project is not about becoming a highbrow artist, but about
thinking and finding what interests you in what is already there.
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Barry calls this “kind of picturing” (136) a “certain state of mind” (115) or attention
(115)225 at other times and throughout we can infer that the “certain state of mind” that
Barry is developing is focus on the task at hand without the worry that something is
not good. At the same time, the insistence on writing and drawing by hand is about
more than avoiding distraction or encouraging focus.
Early on in a section titled “theory” (Barry Syllabus 12), Barry tells us that
“music and drawing go together” and reminds us that babies, even pre-verbal ones,
can “already use the languages of music and dancing and pictures” (14). Here, we see
a connection of drawing to the movement of the whole body, as dancing can also
“change our sense of time and transform our experience of time” (14). Though Barry
does not go back to this particular point226 or argue that we should replace words with
a non-linguistic method of communication, this moment sets up the importance of
drawing by hand in connecting the process (figure 39), as well as the focus that she
advocates, to an engagement of the body. Our body is not separate from or less
significant than our minds; the two are linked and engaging that link is helpful. Barry
will emphasize this point throughout, from mentions of other body parts, such as
“Your composition notebook is the heart of our class (also the liver, spinal cord, and
cerebral cortex)” (60), to constantly engaging the body during what could be “passive”
activities, such as “When classmates read aloud, we do not look at them. Instead, we
draw tight spirals slowly” (55). Though it may seem absurd to ask college students
In What It Is, Barry suggests we doodle, especially while waiting, “because it helps us maintain a
certain patient state of mind” (103).
226
Though Barry never specifically addresses dancing in her classroom materials, she does draw her
alter ego dancing on page 91 of Syllabus, saying “I need to do a dance about it.” Dancing plays a more
significant role in What It Is, in which Barry discusses how she gave up hula dancing on pages 89 to 93.
She also asks, “can drawing change our sense of time?” on pages 129 to 131 of Syllabus, invoking
similar ideas as she does in this early section.
225
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Figure 39 - page 14

to just listen and absorb a story instead of analyze or parse what they are hearing,
Barry’s contention is that children are uninhibited in their creativity, whereas adults
have lost that ease of play and “in grade school we didn’t listen critically to stories the
teacher read us” and she wants to “somehow restore that state of mind” (46). This state
of mind, which observes and absorbs without judgment or distraction, is easier found
when the body is engaged; otherwise, we run the risk of complete passivity.227

227

In What It Is, Barry draws a connection between watching TV, and being completely passive, to
being turned to stone by the Medusa. In discussing how fairy tales and myths engage a sense of play,
Barry says “Fairy tales and myths are often about this very thing. They begin sometimes with this very
situation: a dead kingdom. Its residents all turned to stone. It’s a good way to say it, that something
alive is gone. The television eased the problem by presenting channels to an ever-lively world I could
watch though it couldn’t watch me back, not that it would see much if it could: a girl made of stone
facing a flickering light, 45 years later a woman made of stone doing the same thing” (53). However, it
is the passivity of watching TV alone that Barry indicates turns one to stone. In Picture This Barry says,
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Barry also presents ways for us to bring our attention to the page of the
notebook as a way to interact with the notebook as a place. Throughout Syllabus, the
instructional documents tell us to “relax and draw a spiral228 for about a minute while
remembering” to quiet the mind and reflect on the task at hand (Barry Syllabus 62).
Barry elaborates that drawing the spiral is “an exercise in both relaxation and
concentration” (76). Drawing the spiral itself may be relaxing, but Barry asks us to
further relax while drawing the spiral and to “put all of your attention on the tip-tip of
your head… then move it to the center of your forehead… then the bridge of your
nose, your nostrils, your upper lip, your jaw…” moving through the whole body (77).
With this exercise, it becomes clear that drawing the spiral should not take all of our
attention but allows us to concentrate on something and quiet the mind enough to relax
our body. Here again, we see Barry connecting the mind and body in preparing to
engage the back of the mind for creative work. These practices make it clear that
keeping the notebook by hand has a purpose because Barry wants to engage the body
in the direct action of creation, linking the mind to the page through the conduit of the
body.
All of this is to get to a “certain state of mind,” which is also called “attention”
(Barry Syllabus 115) or “dreaming awake” (128). Importantly this is not a state we can
enter quickly.

“If you are going to watch TV why not draw pictures too?” (39). Here, Barry proposes drawing as an
antidote to the flickering light that would turn you into stone.
228
The spiral, and its close relative the labyrinth, are ancient forms. Found both in nature and in ancient
constructions such as Newgrange in Ireland, people have been drawing spirals much longer than the
book has existed (“Newgrange”). We could consider the spiral that Barry uses to be a unicursal maze,
with one path in and out, but the ancient origins of this symbol suggest there is a deeper significance
than the path it maps (Cappello). While I do not have the time to take up this thread, it is important to
recognize that the spiral Barry uses is more meaningful than as a common doodle. See Chapter 2 for
more investigation of the labyrinth.
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Sometimes right before class I’ll see students rushing to finish the homework I
gave them and I always feel sad. They’ll get nothing from the work without the
state of mind that comes with it. It’s a thing Dan Chaon calls ‘dreaming
awake’—we can use writing and drawing to get to that state, but not by
rushing. But it takes awhile to believe this…. Rushing it is missing it but how
will you ever know this? Take time find out. (128, figure 40)

Figure 40 - page 128
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While this can seem like meditation or another spiritual wellness exercise,229 Barry
advances observation and sustained attention as part of a physical practice that can
bring about inspiration:
We know that athletes, musicians, and actors all have to practice, rehearse,
repeat things until it gets into the body, the ‘muscle memory,’ but for some
reason, writers and visual artists think they have to be INSPIRED before they
make something. Not suspecting the PHYSICAL ACT of writing or drawing is
what brings that INSPIRATION about. (163)
Barry explicitly connects these repeated physical acts to artistic practice, but she does
not imply that the practices of observation, sustained attention, and “dreaming awake”
are only good for creating art. Instead, she urges us to think of them as a path to
inspiration more generally. We can apply this methodology to more than making
comix or cultivating an artistic practice and we can use it to support any type of deep
thought, as evidenced by those who engage Barry’s method for arts-based research
and multimodal learning. In this way, Syllabus appreciates notebooks, and books more
generally, as places of observation, sustained attention, and deep thought.
Barry’s insistence on the importance of writing and drawing by hand brings up
the connection between the book and the body. The body and the book have long been
connected and though it is unclear exactly where this metaphor began, it is clear that

Barry is not teaching “mindfulness” as a general technique here but is advancing awareness in terms
of “attention” for the purposes of thought (Barry Syllabus 115). Her aesthetic in Syllabus might seem at
odds with current trends in mindfulness that encourage sparsity, but this is because Barry’s method
relies on collecting things that interest us to learn about the “back of the mind” (62). This may look
radically different, but we should not assume that Barry is “wrong,” simply that her method for
accessing mindfulness does not draw on the traditions that favor scarcity or absence.
229
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this metaphor can adapt alongside our ideas of the book.230 There are several
variations on the body and its connection to the life inside it that can be metaphorically
associated with the book.231 Ultimately, how we understand the relationship of the
book to the text is parallel to the relationship of the container and the contained in
terms of the body and the mind. Just as our relationship to this metaphor might mean
having an awareness of the body and the sensations that come with that, rather than a
desire to transcend our bodily needs and desires, Barry reminds us that we need to
account for our body in the process of thinking as I argue we need to account for the
form of the book in our analyses. Even if we choose to see the book or body as
vessels, we cannot neglect the importance of that vessel. Here the insistence on our
body, that we should engage it to maintain attention or inspire thinking, connects to

For a good discussion of this metaphor, see section 5.2.3 of “Embodiment and the Book that Bleeds”
in Multimodality, Cognition, and Experimental Literature by Alison Gibbons (98-102).
231
If one treats the body as temporary and merely the container of the ethereal soul, then it follows that
the book is just a container for the text. This implies the book is the carrier of something that is greater
than itself—the book that one encounters is important because of the text that it houses rather than its
material presence; this text is transferrable and probably has been seen in other formats. This is a classic
understanding of the book—it is rare for someone to exclaim that the Bible is not the Bible because it is
in a different binding—and one that has been encouraged by empirical oblivion. It is more interesting to
examine how this comparison would align with an understanding of the body as equally significant. If
the book is the body because the text is transferrable, then the soul, intellect, or whatever you would
like to call the human “text” to is also transferrable. For those who believe that death is the separation
of the eternal from the mortal, the possible transfer of the text is expected. This metaphor also allows
the possibility that our intellect or consciousness is transferable, which appears in science fiction as an
option for avoiding death. One does not need to view the physical and abstract as separable for this
metaphor to remain pertinent though. If we view the book and its content as existing for each other,
then we can still understand it within the metaphor of the body and mind which must both exist for us to
exist. Now, rather than either the body or the book as existing solely to house the mind or the content,
respectively, we can treat both as necessary. I could take this metaphor further and discuss how the
“styling” of the book resembles the choices of wearing certain clothes, dying one’s hair, or otherwise
affecting one’s appearance. This would account primarily for slight differences in books though—cover
design, font choice, perhaps size and format. What I find more interesting in extending this metaphor is
the overwhelming convention in traditional literary texts that keeps the inner workings of the book, the
text on each page, roughly the same. We could connect this to the exclusion of marginalized identity in
the United States—its ok to look a little different as long as you are mostly the same—and ask how the
publishing industry not only excludes books from being published, but also exerts control over how
those who are allowed access may express themselves.
230
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the body of the book. The physical presence of the book is important in its ability to
remind of us our own body for Barry.
Barry’s project is about the relationship between cognition and the body, how
we understand, and how images—not the visual representation but “something which
feels somehow alive, has no fixed meaning and is contained and transported by
something”—move among people (Barry Syllabus 15). It is through the practice of
observing, collecting, and drawing that she believes we can begin to understand the
concept of the image and more: “The only way to this is by making things. Thinking
about it, theorizing about it, chatting about it will not get you there” (72, emphasis
original). Barry believes the process of creating is essential to understanding and that
cognition does not occur in the brain alone but requires the involvement of the body.
She explores and enacts this theory throughout her classes, asking her students to
probe these questions with their composition notebooks as daily diaries, which
become more than records of their lives, but places of deep thought: “the nature of
note taking by hand. Thinking of one’s compbook as a place. The practice of
developing a place not a thing” (194, emphasis original). Not only does this process
involve allowing images to come alive through drawings that we do not “think over”
or finish in our head, but it also returns to a state of play that Barry thinks most adults
have lost (figure 41):
Daily practice with images both written and drawn is rare once we have lost
our baby teeth and begin to think of ourselves as good at some things and bad
at other things. It’s not that this isn’t true, but the side effects are profound
once we abandon a certain activity like drawing because we are bad at it. A
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certain state of mind (what McGilchrist might call “attention”) is also lost. A
certain capacity of the mind is shuttered and for most people, it stays that way
for life. (115, emphasis original)

Figure 41 - page 115

This is the crux of Barry’s project. By asking students to return to drawing, regardless
of whether the pictures are “good” or “bad,” she asks them to open themselves up to
new types of attention and thought. The composition notebook is a place for this
practice of play, which in turn becomes a place for attention and serious thought.
Barry’s book does not explicitly state much of this: rather, her book is the
space in which she works through these ideas, as well as the experience of teaching
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courses without the explicit goal of improving skills. Thus, Barry models Syllabus
after a composition book not just for the sake of material pleasure, but because Barry
teaches from her own experience of writing and drawing. She asks her students to use
the composition book because it is an easily acquired, cheap form she has favored over
the years (along with the legal pad) for her play, not because it is superior to other
notebooks or sketchbooks. Syllabus is not Barry’s definitive theory of cognition and
teaching; it is her place for deeply engaging with the ideas of memory, understanding,
and image, just the sort of play she seeks to share with her students. What first seems
like a clever nod to her teaching supplies is an enacted theory of “being present and
seeing what’s there” (4). Barry does not narrativize her teaching of this practice but
performs it for us in this physical book.
Syllabus looks like a composition book because Barry has woven the form of
the book into the goals of her project, her methodology for achieving those goals, and
her concept of what a book can be when we engage with it as more than a consumable
object. The physical form is intimately connected to what Barry instructs her students,
and us, to do with our own notebooks, based on what she has found helps her to think
and create. Rather than translating that process into a more traditional form, whether
comix or literary narrative, Barry takes advantage of her history of hybridity and
liminality to play with how the material book can become a part of the story within.
Let us turn now to how Barry presents this methodology and proposes a different
configuration of the constellation of meanings and values of the book in more detail.
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“The Truth that Shows Up:” Content
The content of Syllabus is not just the personal reflections, teaching materials,
and instructions on how to format our daily diary, it is the pages gathered from Barry’s
performance of the techniques she puts forth. Here we see the content has not just a
connection to the form of the book, but a kinship because the material in the book is
reflected in the form of the book. This intimacy of form and content is the soul of the
book. We are not just holding a book that engages visual and spatial modes of
meaning alongside language, but a book that weaves the form and content into the
goals and soul of the project. Thus, Syllabus is Barry’s artist book that allows us to see
an enactment of the method the book suggests.
Barry’s project is strongly linked to the physical object of Syllabus, but this is
only one part of the book. As Barry says, she wants her students and readers to
develop a place, not a thing. To further examine how Barry addresses the future of the
book, I will look at Syllabus’s content. Syllabus is part pedagogical manual,
recounting class exercises and the ideas behind them, and part personal reflection on
why Barry is engaging in this type of teaching and her experience doing so, all
modeled in the format that Barry gives her students to help foster their visual thinking
and expression. Barry not only gives the reader the information about what
assignments and habits she asks of her students but, in explaining how to do an
exercise such as the daily diary she requires of her students, Barry demonstrates the
form. She scatters examples for smaller assignments around the pages or inserts them
at various points in the narrative, which creates a full, overwhelming, or messy
aesthetic. This aesthetic is not that of the traditional literary text or comix, in which the
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eye knows where to go next. Instead, Barry forces the reader to contend with a
crowded page and decide what is significant and what is ornamental. Ultimately, the
book is a lyrical personal essay integrated with the visual to discuss her pedagogical
method in these classes. Most importantly, the book seeks to teach us how to have an
experience of deep focus outside of the confines of this specific book and becomes a
tutor text in a literal sense. In this way, Syllabus is a methodological text that contains
the story of its creation as a proof of concept for the methodology.
The content of a book is what is in the book, as I covered in my second
chapter. However, the content is not simply what is in the book. Content interacts with
the form of the book and how the content—the story or experience of reading—
unfolds helps us to come to an understanding of the book. When looking at House of
Leaves, I discussed how Danielewski purposefully creates a confusing book to remind
us that a book is not a container that we open to receive information or knowledge.
Instead, we must actively participate in the experience of reading the narrative to come
to comprehension. House of Leaves emphasizes this necessity by using the paratextual
conventions of academic texts, such as footnotes, appendices, and an index, because
these conventions remind us that a book can house information without a narrative
path to guide our understanding. While the general category of “book” can contain a
seemingly endless variety of information and knowledge, narrative texts rely on story
to guide the reader through the text and allow space for active meaning-making on the
part of the reader.
Throughout this study, I ask what we expect to find in books as a way to
understand content. On the one hand, the form of the book is associated with
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information and knowledge, because the book was once the dominant form for sharing
insights and observations. This statement usually seems to fall flat when we look to
literary texts as opposed to reference or academic texts because the subjectivity of
literature can be seen in opposition to the objective nature of reference or nonfictional
texts. However, while literary texts, including comix, rarely serve to present facts or
data, they rely on information to create a narrative in which we find meaning. This is a
type of knowledge, which Rita Felski supports in Uses of Literature, saying
“Literature’s relationship to worldly knowledge is not only negative or adversarial; it
can also expand, enlarge, or reorder our sense of how things are” through its aesthetic,
and sometimes fictional, dimension (83). As I discussed in my second chapter, we can
understand information and knowledge as important to the form of the book and as
essential in creating narrative, even as we acknowledge that books do not exist to
simply contain and transport facts that we access by opening a book’s covers. Syllabus
plays with this relationship between the book and knowledge, exploring the role of the
book in comprehension without offering explicit answers. Barry is interested in
exploring not just how she became an “accidental professor,” telling this journey as a
story, but how we think and come to understanding itself. Syllabus engages with these
ideas of information and knowledge, but rather than treating the book as an organizing
system, Barry presents it as a tool to collect information that we need to organize to
create knowledge. Much as Barry asks herself and her students “What It Is?”, it is
worth spending some time investigating Syllabus, largely based on what it houses.
Barry is not just telling us something, whether a story or her pedagogical
philosophy, but she is sharing how she learns with us in hopes that we can use her
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method as well. This technique is what I want to highlight because Barry’s Syllabus
sets up a methodology to explore images, art, and how we think, or whatever questions
we find most intriguing, through embodied practice with “the idea of the notebook
being the core” (Barry Syllabus 9). Whereas we might expect the book to end with a
definitive statement to one of Barry’s many questions, “Is creative concentration
contagious?” (2), “If the thing we call the arts has a biological function, what is it?”
(6), “What does originality have in common with the original digital device?” (8),
“How do images move and transfer?” (9), she does not. For many, after the
introductory material, Syllabus often feels like a collection of materials from Barry’s
classes. This is not because Barry abandons these questions: rather, her classes are her
exploration of these questions alongside her students; the lack of answers to these
questions relates back to Barry’s goal of allowing the notebook to be a place rather
than a thing: Syllabus does not contain information that we are meant to extract while
ignoring the container; the “content” of the book is the process that we can use to find
answers to our own questions.
Within this framework, the “story” of the book is not a simple narrative to
follow. While the book starts with Barry’s proposals for teaching at the UW-Madison,
it does not proceed to her final semester of teaching before finishing the book. Most of
the materials included in the book are from Barry’s Unthinkable Mind class in Spring
2013.232 Alongside these, she also inserts calls for applications for her Making Comics
and Write What You See classes in Fall 2013 and many unlabeled pages without a
specific class or year. In the “Special Thanks” section at the end of the book, she also

There is one homework assignment sheet from Barry’s Spring 2014 Write What You See class on
page 175. All other labelled instructional documents are for the Spring 2013 Unthinkable Mind class.
232
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includes her classes through Spring 2014. Despite the subtitle, “Notes from an
Accidental Professor,” that might indicate our chronology would follow Barry from
2012 to 2014, most of the pages recount a class in the midst of this period. Barry
acknowledges that the narrative she creates is not a log of this time:
This is a book of notes, drawings, and syllabi I kept during my first three years
of teaching in the Art Department at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
The chronology is rough and mixed up in places but all kept by hand on pages
of either legal pads or in standard black and white marbled composition
notebooks. (Barry Syllabus 3, emphasis mine)
Thus, Barry’s notebooks served as a place that she collected material, whether her
teaching documents or her thoughts on those techniques, that she then compiled into
Syllabus. Barry creates a new sequence that replicates a semester in her class. For the
first 50 pages, Barry presents materials that range from her first semester at UWMadison as artist-in-residence through her classes in 2014, but from page 51 on, we
work through the Spring 2013 semester with her Unthinkable Mind students. This path
is essential to comprehending how we both work our way through the book and to
how we can view the relationship of image and text within Syllabus.
The way Barry has ordered her text, taking materials that she created for her
Spring 2013 class and creating a trajectory for us to follow based on how a semester
would unfold alongside reflections on how activities worked, whether through her
words or her students’ responses, shows that Barry did not sit down to write this book
from scratch, but utilized materials she already had to hand—which is exactly what
she says, “This is a book of notes, drawings, and syllabi I kept during my first three
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years of teaching” (Barry Syllabus 3). Barry shows herself using the techniques that
she instructs her students to use and “take[s] the truth that shows up” in her notebooks
to create this book through the methodology that she sets up (170, emphasis original).
The fact that this book is assembled from pages Barry already created, rather than
being written from these “notes, drawings, and syllabi” is significant in helping us
reframe the book as an artist’s book (3). By understanding the content as a collection
of materials Barry originally kept in “either legal pads or in standard black and white
marbled composition notebooks” that Barry then curated into a book that explains how
we can also engage in this method of deep thought with our bodies, we can see the
strong connection across the project of the form, content, and protocol and identify
Barry’s method in the creation of this book (3).
This relationship between the form and the content allows us to identify this
work in terms of the artist’s book. Johanna Drucker defines the artist’s book in A Book
of the Book as “self-conscious about the structure and meaning of the book as a form”
in its material form and themes (378). In addition to attention to the form and ideas of
the book, artists’ books “are often produced in small editions, frequently by visual
artists, and they usually come in experimental flavors” though none of these are
requirements of the genre (Hayles Writing 65).233 Rather than focusing on who makes
it, how many are made, or what methods are used to make it, Drucker suggests that we
should define artists’ books based on their relation to the form of the book because an
artist’s book “interrogates the conceptual or material form of the book as part of its
intention, thematic interests, or production activities” (“Artist’s Book” 378).
In Writing Machines, Hayles discusses her first visit to a bookstore specializing in artists’ books,
Printed Matter (69-70). Interestingly, this bookstore was the first to carry Barry’s work back when it
was a copied booklet, what we might now call a “zine.”
233
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Importantly, “an artist’s book has to have some conviction, some soul, some reason to
be and to be a book” (384, emphasis original). By offering this new definition,
Drucker opens up the possibility for us to identify a self-conscious mass-produced
book as book art, and that allows us to understand Syllabus as book art as well as a
literary text.
Furthermore, Syllabus is not just an “artist’s book,” it is the artist’s book in that
it is Barry’s place for working. The physical form that relies on our connection to the
medium of the book directly relates to the material she requires in her syllabi and
makes a strong link to her personal practice for over forty years, which results in a
strongly multimodal text. Furthermore, she enacts her process of working through,
paying attention, observing, and collecting, which allows her to see what is there. The
physical practice is the basis of her method, so a book effacing that practice, whether
through the design, medium, or text, would be antithetical to her project. This explains
not merely the overall design, but the handwriting and drawings throughout. Syllabus
is replete with reasons it must be a physical book for the full idea to come through. It
is also deeply self-conscious of the form, how the notebook functions for Barry and
her students, and uses the role of the notebook in Barry’s practice to dictate its
appearance and materiality, aligning it with the form of the artist’s book, though it has
been reproduced into a fused medium and is not strictly a hand-crafted object.
To draw out the idea of the artist’s book in greater detail, I turn my attention to
page 46 (figure 42). Barry covers this page with scraps of paper, from a postmark to
construction paper roughly ripped, with a few notes in Barry’s handwriting. On the
background of a white composition notebook sheet, there is a sense of three
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dimensions through the layering of materials pasted onto the sheet. As our eyes
bounce around the page, drawn to the brightly colored scraps and stamps, Barry asks,

Figure 42 - page 46

“What can I tell you?” typed on a ripped section of printer paper and “Metaphor is
what? Image + image + image?” written in block caps with pencil on burnt orange
paper (Barry Syllabus 46). On the left-hand side of the page is a vertical scrap of
brown paper, with a note in black pen on listening to stories while drawing, “We need
to draw while listening to a story together” (46). These pieces of text would be treated
as the “story” in a typical book, as Barry weighs how she wants to introduce a certain
state of mind in her students, but they fill up a small portion of the page that otherwise
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riots with patterns, colors, and organic shapes. 234 Other pieces of text, such as the
words “yours,” “yesterday,” and “DEW” clamor for attention alongside butterfly
wings and a small cross-section of a print of a person petting a cat. This page
epitomizes the “crowded” aesthetic of Syllabus, as the page appears to be simply filled
with whatever Barry had to hand, rather than cleanly polished to convey information.
However, if we remember that Barry says the composition book, which she composed
this page in, is a place for “ephemera from your daily life” and any type of drawing,
we begin to see this page as Barry’s performance of her instructions (62). Though this
page and others like it initially appear as a break from the “content” of Syllabus, these
collages show us the materials that Barry collects and how she organizes these scraps
of her life through the notebook. Rather than presenting a didactic textbook that tells
us what to do without showing us the process, Barry shares pages from her own
notebooks that engage her techniques. Pages such as this collage remind us that
Syllabus is Barry’s notebook.
This relation of the content to the form is especially significant when so many
other multimodal books are seen as digital outputs. While it is undeniable that Tree of
Codes, House of Leaves, and S. rely on digital technologies for both their publishing
and composition, Syllabus is hand-made. Barry alerts us to this fact early on, but we
might assume that she merely reproduces on a computer what she originally created by
hand, just as Danielewski created his layouts on a computer after having drafted them
with a pencil. In fact, she has scanned or photographed the pages from hand-drawn
234

This page, which has one of the many questions she seeks to understand as well as a note to herself
about a technique she will use teaching, also features a spiral with another teaching note: “use spiral”
(46). The spiral, as I discussed earlier, is our point of contact with the page. It brings not just our body
but also our awareness to the activity of drawing. Barry does not just suggest the spiral as a way to calm
the mind, but she uses this pattern throughout her own pages.
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pages and then placed them within the blue and yellow borders we see to account for
the differences in page sizes taken from legal pads and composition books. For
example, pages 6 (figure 43) and 7 (figure 44) show both the crisp right angles and
yellow hue of a legal pad, whereas pages 22 (figure 45) and 23 (figure 46) show the
rounded corners and white pages of composition notebooks. Furthermore, the two
pages reproduced on 22 and 23 are both right-hand pages, with a straight edge on the
left where Barry extracted the page from the binding, though they appear on facing
pages. On other pages, such as 113 (figure 47), we can see the marks of the thread
from the binding and the hint of a page underneath. While Syllabus has been massproduced, it is not a digital output. One could argue that digital technologies make its
large-scale distribution possible, but we should also understand it as handcrafted.
Created in notebooks and published as a book, the material form of the composition
book has been a part of Syllabus throughout and is significant to Barry.

Figure 44 - page 7

Figure 43 - page 6
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Figure 45 - page 22

Figure 46 - page 23

Figure 47 - page 113

Syllabus allows the reader to follow Barry through a course of study, offering
the possibility of engaging our bodies in a process of creativity and thought, and to
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explore how Barry herself has used this process. Just as I have argued that narrative
requires the reader to engage with the book and have an experience to understand the
content, Syllabus plays with this relationship of content to experience as a college
course requires students to participate to learn: Syllabus does not transfer knowledge
but asks us to read the form and content as connected, alongside the content of the
pages, to see how Barry has answered the questions she lays out throughout the book
and find our own answers to these same questions. While appearing to hybridize many
genres and forms—pedagogical research, creative nonfiction, manual, artist’s book,
comix, and multimodal literature—this boundary-crossing is necessary to showcasing
Barry’s project in every element of the book.
In looking at the book as a medium, as opposed to understanding literary texts
as simply the words of the text, we should heed how content is more than what is in
the book. Content is interrelated to the other aspects of the medium—the physical
form and the social protocols. Syllabus allows us to see how this interaction between
form, content, and social protocols can boisterously synthesize and perform the
experience developed for the reader. We are guided through this process by Barry,
who reads her own notes to curate them, and Barry’s students, who show possible
paths through the course in the drawings copied into the book. Syllabus presents a
methodology for engaging both our bodies and minds and enacts that process
throughout, creating a book that must be a book.
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“This thing that has manifestation ability:” Social Protocols in Syllabus
Social protocols, or the learned cultural habits and practices derived from the
significance created around and attached to an object (Gitelman 7), are often implicit
suggestions that books might offer through intradiegetic readers. As I showed in my
third chapter, these social protocols might reference particular ways of interacting with
books, such as writing marginalia, or they might relate to our conventions and
expectations, including when we use another medium besides the book. In S., Jen and
Eric find the book to be a place to communicate, but they are also informed readers
who sometimes make the choice to use the Internet, mail, or face-to-face meetings.
Just as Tree of Codes reminds us that creating a book is a choice, S. reminds us that
reading or interacting with a book is also a choice. While social protocols can be taken
to mean the ways we are taught to interact with a book, they also include the abstract
ideas we have about books and our relation to the book as a reader. This aspect of the
medium is less obvious, but it strongly affects our conception of books. Rather than
making suggestions about what readers might find in books or could do with books,
Syllabus makes explicit the value of the notebook as a place for a creative practice.
Though much of the narrative surrounds Barry’s first three years of teaching, we do
not hear about it retrospectively, instead, the narrative invites us into her classroom,
joining her students to receive her instruction. We do not need to piece together what
Barry thinks we could do with a composition notebook; she explicitly tells us as she
models the practice throughout, giving us both directions and examples.
Though Barry never uses this term, social protocols are extremely significant
to Syllabus because Barry encourages us to re-envision our relationship to books and
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notebooks throughout her text. As I have mentioned throughout this chapter, books do
not present knowledge but offer us space to create knowledge. Syllabus gives us a
technique for collecting things that interest us to learn how we think. Primarily, this
takes the form of the exercises that Barry outlines for her students, from the daily
practice of observing what is there to the summative practice of combing through
these daily entries to find fodder for larger projects. Barry treats the notebook, and by
extension the book, as places of working through. Rather than striving to find the most
interesting images or ideas, she invites us to collect as many interesting things as
possible to find what patterns emerge. This in and of itself can teach us what we find
ourselves drawn to, much as she has found herself drawn to questions of creativity and
art. Throughout Syllabus, social protocols are explicitly laid out towards explaining
how we can better think about how we think: Barry teaches metacognition without
bogging us down in terms that might stunt that thought because we feel that we do not
understand what is going on.235 Importantly, these practices also help us reconsider the
role of notebooks and books in our lives. Rather than being things that we absorb, so
as to retain and regurgitate content, notebooks and books are places of deep thought
that are meant to inspire.
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This is particularly interesting because while books have often been the source for the autodidact
(often by ignoring the people who helped the “self-learner” to get their hands on books), we now have
genres of books that are explicitly meant for learning, such as the workbook (Price What 144). Syllabus
is explicitly not a workbook, because it does not advocate we “fill it out” and we actually might have
difficulty finding space to write amongst the already full pages. On the other hand, workbooks can be
“completed,” and it is difficult to share these books, as the mark of one reader means that another
cannot participate in the manner intended. We can view Syllabus in the tradition of the book as the
voice of the teacher, but it distances itself from the more recent invention of workbooks by asking us to
practice in our own composition books.
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To return again to the idea of the daily diary, we can see how Barry proposes
we use the composition notebook as a place of observation, sustained attention, and
thought. In introducing the daily diary, Barry says:
Keeping an active comp book is at the heart of this class. You’ll be expected to
completely fill at least three of them over the course of the semester and to do
so, you’ll need to take this task seriously. Keep the comp book with you at all
times—or as often as you can—and use it for everything. Along with diary
pages, writing and drawing assignments, I’d like you to use it for work in other
classes you may have, lecture notes, ideas, rants, plans, insults, first drafts of
any sort on any subject, reviews. And I’d like you to include some of the
ephemera from your daily life: ticket stubs, candy wrappers, receipts, labels,
weird handouts, stickers, notes found on the street, torn out pictures, etc. You
can glue or tape them in. Decorate the covers any way you wish. Think of your
composition notebook as a catch-all that collects samples from all the elements
of your day-to-day life. Unexpected juxtapositions of these elements can lead
to stories you can use in class. Patterns start to emerge that can be very helpful
in trying to understand what this thing I call ‘the back of the mind’ is up to. I
think of the comp book as a place for the back of the mind to come forward. If
you keep up with your comp book all semester, when it comes time to decide
what your final project should be about, your composition notebook will
already contain the answer. (Barry Syllabus 62, see figure 38)
It is important to note the direction that Barry gives regarding the notebook. Here
Barry is asking us to keep the composition notebook with us “at all times—or as often
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as you can—and use it for everything,” making it clear that the notebook is a constant
companion (62). By keeping the notebook with us at all times, it becomes a “catch-all
that collects samples from all the elements of your day-to-day life,” rather than simply
as a journal assignment for one particular class (62). Through the practices of keeping
the composition book with us always and including any sort of writing, drawing, and
ephemera that we would like, these materials will help us to understand our
unconscious mind and find patterns in our lives. This suggests that the notebook can
move from being a tool to aid memory, such as a class notebook might be, or a log of
the most significant portions of our day, as we might view a traditional diary or
journal, to a wide-ranging collection to help us explore our own interests and
proclivities. As Syllabus pushes us to be present and notice what is there, it also offers
us space to become aware of what we are aware of and can aid us in finding patterns
in what we notice and find interesting.
Visually, page 62 (figure 38) stands out for having a large section of typed
text. The above quote does not appear in Barry’s handwriting, unlike much of the
other text in the book, but she collages it onto the page. Furthermore, this quote is
either a speech bubble from the near-sighted monkey, one of Barry’s avatars in
Syllabus and many of her other books on creativity, or smoke from her cigarette. As
the monkey tells us how we are to use our composition books, she both looks out from
the page, seeming to directly engage the reader through eye contact, and draws in her
own notebook with the four-part frame of the daily diary. Emanating from the
monkey’s notebook is a spiral, the line connecting it to the pen in the monkey’s hand,
along with the words “relax your whole self” (Barry Syllabus 62). Other spirals fill the
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page, dancing around the monkey’s head and framing Barry’s instruction on how to
come to the daily diary, which significantly starts with drawing a spiral for “about a
minute” as you reflect on the day (62). Other patterns decorate the edges of the page,
providing both a frame and an example of the many things we can include in our daily
diary. These patterns that frame the edges of the page also remind us that we are
seeking “patterns” in which “the back of the mind… come[s] forward” (62). Again,
through modeling her methodology, Barry shows us that the comp book is not just an
object that we use, but a place for us to make connections and learn.
Syllabus offers us many possibilities for what we can do with our composition
notebooks, from pasting in ticket stubs and candy wrappers to keeping a daily diary
and making observations. All of this incites us to use the notebook and not worry
about whether things are worthy. Ultimately, we are not meant to hold the composition
notebook sacred. As Paul Fisher Davies points out,
Non-signifying drawing might be said to communicate an appreciation for the
art of comics creation, as well as to inspire it…. The use of found materials
concretises the page, too, and draws attention to its status as a real-world
object, to be interacted with. In Syllabus… Barry recommends marking the
page ‘meaninglessly’ with an X to avoid it acquiring a status as precious or
untouchable. She similarly recommends the drawing of spirals whilst listening,
enacting an of-itself mark on the page. This marks the materials of the comics
as a ‘contact’ space and the act of marking as a felt pleasure, to be reflected in
the reading. (151)
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Though the spiral and X are not meaningless, Davies is right to point out that the page
is a contact zone and that Barry’s technique does not fetishize the notebook.
Throughout Syllabus, the idea that there is no “good” or “bad” drawing or art—or
perhaps more precisely that it is not helpful to think in such terms when working
through ideas and that such thoughts will simply keep one from a creative practice of
any sort—supports the composition book as a place for anything. We can see this
reflected in Barry’s text, as the pages of Syllabus often have ephemera and doodles
alongside more narratively driven text and images. We could treat this material as
decorative or supplemental, but even when it does not contribute to the narrative, it
relates to an understanding of the composition book as a place to collect anything that
interests its owner as I pointed out in my previous section. The messy aesthetic of
Syllabus models the practice of pasting in things from our everyday life. More
importantly, this method reflects that Barry has enacted not only her ideas but her own
practice into Syllabus to show how we can interact with books as readers and creators.
In Syllabus, the social protocols at hand are not mere suggestions of what we
might do with books, but explicit instructions of what we can do with our notebooks to
cultivate attention or become more observant. Importantly, this makes it clear that we
are not meant to passively receive information, as we have seen evidenced in the other
books in this study. Not only does Barry explicitly tell us that “Thinking can’t get you
there” (Barry Syllabus 13) and “thinking about it, theorizing about it, chatting about it
will not get you there” (72), she implies that merely reading her book would not “get
you there.” Again, this is in part because “there” is “The center that I cannot find [that]
is known to my unconscious mind” as W. H. Auden says (qtd. 13), but also because
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Barry strongly believes that the haptic connection of mind and body, of doing, is what
helps to find answers. Barry reinforces this by showing her mark, and the marks of her
students, throughout the book. While at times she will use typed text, such as we see
on page 62, this reminds us that her handwriting is her mark, which is as difficult to
copy as someone else’s thought (139). The social protocols found in Syllabus
acknowledge that while we treat the physical object of the book as we would treat
other books, we cannot just receive knowledge, but must actively engage our bodies to
come to understanding.
Barry’s text invites us in as readers, but it asks us to make pictures and write to
find our own answers. Throughout the narrative, she shares her own reading and
thinking about how we come to ideas and images. However, we are not only readers of
Barry’s experience; we become active participants in thinking. Through the story of
her classes, we encounter Barry as a reader in the book, but we also acknowledge the
students of her courses as participants, and we can place ourselves in either Barry’s
shoes or in the place of her students, following her on this journey. Thus, we can find
many intradiegetic readers in the text and at the same time, we can see how these
readers have in turn left their trace in the text. What Barry asks students to do with
their notebooks and what purpose the notebook can serve are the final aspects of her
project. Whereas we can read Syllabus and even seek out all the secondary sources she
notes throughout the text, moving from simply reading and thinking to doing and
using notebooks as a place for deep thought is the suggestion that Barry offers for the
future.
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The direction that Barry gives in her book, or social protocols, is intimately
related to both the form and the content because Barry uses these methods to create
Syllabus. In enacting these techniques, she takes the place of the intradiegetic reading
characters, such as Jen and Eric in S., though we should also acknowledge her as an
intradiegetic reader as she brings in ideas from other works and responds to her
students directly in the text, showing not only her writing and drawing but also her
reading. For example, on page 188, Barry reflects on how her students’ work has
changed her own work: “Before this class I never drew anyone flying or peanuts
making out or used someone else’s drawing to help understand something” (figure
48). As she copies her students’ drawings, she does not just follow their line but also

Figure 48 - page 188

uses their drawings to think about her questions of creativity and image—just as I am
advocating we use her drawings to think about the book.
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The direction that Barry gives us for using our composition notebooks changes
our relationship to the book, moving from a reader who interacts passively236 to a
reader who makes a mark. All of this aims not to change simply how we interact with
books, but to change how we understand books. Rather than treating books as
“things,” Barry urges us to think of them as a “place” where we engage our bodies and
minds for deep thought. Books do not exist to transport meaning or to be devoured,
but to create experiences and offer space for meaning-making. To help us understand
this concept of books, Barry shows us how she built Syllabus, rather than “writing” it
from a strike of inspiration, using the pages of notebooks that were her places for
playing with ideas and exploring images. This weaves the form of the composition
notebook and the content of her hand-drawn pages into her “constellation of values
and meanings” of the book (Freedman). Syllabus looks like a composition book and is
filled with pages from composition books so that we can grasp how Barry has found a
place in books for thinking.
Again, this is not an entirely new theory of books. Rather, Barry is capitalizing
on a use for books and notebooks that has existed for centuries, but that has been taken
for granted because it has always been there. This is much like her instruction to
notice what is there. The things she incites her students to notice are not always the
newest or best things, but simply what they find themselves staring at. Likewise, we
should treat the tools that we use to enact these processes with the same care, much as
Barry points out the utility of the non-photo blue pencil (Barry Syllabus 118-119). The
non-photo blue pencil, a colored pencil that allows lines to “disappear” when
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I do not believe that reading is a passive activity, but sometimes it is characterized that way, such as
in Aarseth’s definition of “cybertexts” (1).
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photocopied (118), is recommended for rough sketches because the color “looks like
thinking” (119, figure 49). The tools that we use, such as this pencil, affect our work

Figure 49 - page 119

and thinking,237 which in turn can affect how we understand our tools. Barry wants us
to recursively consider with our (note)books. The book is ubiquitous, and we know
what it is, but by changing how we treat the (note)book, we can find that our ideas of
the book change. This is especially important for the form of the book that has existed
for centuries and often seems resistant to change. We can only change the book by
changing how we understand the book.
As Barry presents her “meditation on our love affair with the Staedtler nonphoto blue pencil,” she engages this tool to illustrate its place in our practice (Barry
Syllabus 119). Notably, we can see the rough lines of Barry’s first rough version of the
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Drucker makes this argument in Graphesis by pointing out that the form of the book has influenced
scholarly thought (180-181), as I discussed in chapter 2.
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text beneath the black ink lines, sometimes with slight variations in phrasing, and how
her drawings emerge from a searching line, rather than a fixed image already within
her head. As Barry tells us, non-photo blue “looks like thinking,” but on this page, it
does more than look like thinking, it shows how her thought developed in the
composition of this page (119). Though Barry and the class are “smitten” with this
tool, it is not invested with a power of its own (118). Barry praises the pencil because
“there is something about it that can make drawing easier and more spontaneous” but
it remains a tool and does not become a talisman (118). In and of itself, the non-photo
blue pencil does not transfer thoughts directly from your head to the page, as we can
see in the overlaid text on the page. We can use this tool to create rough sketches
without having to worry about smudging our ink when erasing or if the photocopies
will pick up stray lines, allowing us to feel freer to experiment on the page, but Barry
does not invest the pencil with “inherent magical powers” (“fetish” OED). Our tools
may influence how we go about composing or creating knowledge, but Barry does not
encourage us to fetishize certain tools. Neither the Staedtler non-photo blue pencil nor
the composition notebook become talismans in Syllabus because we need to engage
with them. Just as Barry says of images, “you power them on” (Syllabus 33, emphasis
original). While we can refer to these materials as a contact zone or simply tools,
thinking of the notebook as a place makes it clear that though the form has specific
possibilities, strengths, and limits, it is what occurs within that place that is significant,
not some “magic virtue” already within it (“talisman” OED).
I have adopted Barry’s metaphor of the book as a place throughout this
dissertation because this metaphor avoids either investing the book with its own power
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or devaluing it as a form of mere convenience. While we could view the book as a
talisman, “empowered to silence cell phones or inculcate focus” (Price What 69),238 or
a fetishized object that is irrationally worshipped,239 we can also appreciate the book
for the possibilities it offers us. This is also not the same as treating the book as an
appliance as Ivan Brunetti encourages us to think of our tools in Cartooning:
Philosophy and Practice: “After many failures, we will develop empathy for our tools
and discover their intended purpose, and soon enough they will begin to ‘behave’
appropriately” (57). Though Barry does acknowledge the book is a type of tool, it is
not merely a means to an end, and it does not have an intended purpose outside of the
form that has evolved based on our needs and the social protocols that dictate how we
encounter the book. Just as I have argued that the book is not simply a container for
information or knowledge and that it is not a thing we should disregard in reading or
consume such that we discard it after we have used it, the book is not a magic item or
device that has an “intended purpose” we need to discover. The (note)book is a contact
zone in which we engage, whether that is our body and minds in thought, our ideas
with the ideas of the author, or our voices with the voices of other readers. The book is
a place where we come together with something else to find meaning that is
inaccessible to us without this space.
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Price does not argue that we should treat the book as a talisman, but that is has become talismanic in
our current moment.
239
Though I am most obviously referencing Jessica Pressman’s “The Aesthetic of Bookishness” with
this term, Michael Taussig also invokes the notebook as a fetish object in I Swear I Saw This: “In any
case, endowing things with godlike powers seems to me a nice boost to the imagination required of us
to navigate our way through today’s nasty world. It is a boon, therefore, that the fieldworker’s diary
achieves fetish status, and does so in no uncertain manner” (25). Though he persuasively argues that
“fetish” has changed in meaning to be predominately negative, I still do not think investing “godlike
powers” in the notebook is a helpful way to think of the notebook or book.
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This “reassertion and reimagination” of our expectations of books is significant
as there is much more choice for the reader in our media ecology (Freedman).
However, as I argued in my analysis of S., the reader today is aware of that choice.
Barry’s goal is not to make us Luddites, but to show a particular strength of the book
and to encourage us to embrace the book for that reason. As Henry Jenkins says “Once
a medium establishes itself as satisfying some core human demand, it continues to
function within the larger system of communication options. Old media are not being
displaced. Rather, their functions and status are shifted by the introduction of new
technologies” (Convergence 14). Books have clearly proven that the form fulfills a
need for people, as the form has persisted since antiquity (with some changes in
materials and construction), and it is not that new media are replacing books, but that
we can better understand the strengths of the book as other technologies have the
capacity to take up roles that books imperfectly filled, such as helping to find precise
information quickly. Currently, though, we not only have choice, but we also need to
understand our choices. It is for this reason that books that explore the form of the
book have been significant, because, in better understanding what books do well and
when other media will better serve us, we can move from a place of anxiety to
engaging the many possibilities of the book.

“You Power Them On:” Form, Content, and Social Protocols as the Full Medium
The look and feel of the physical book are likely what we first notice as we
pick up Syllabus, as it both looks like and has been created like a composition
notebook, rather than a more traditional codex hardcover or perfect-bound paperback.
Though we might assign this choice to gimmick or whimsy, the idea and importance
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of the composition notebook run throughout Syllabus. This subtly reminds us from
first picking up the book that our bodies are a significant part of our creative practice
and that we need to practice writing and drawing by hand to engage our unconscious
mind. This relates directly to the content—what Barry asks her students, and us, to do
with composition notebooks—and the social protocols—both the explicit direction we
receive and what purpose the notebook fulfills in our media landscape and how we can
use to find our own answers. The form of Syllabus brings us into Barry’s creative
practice and prepares us to reciprocate her deep thought with our own.
Barry creates a methodology in Syllabus, selecting the most successful parts of
her teaching practice, explaining how and why this methodology is effective, and
reflecting on successes and failures, such as how taking shortcuts might reduce
benefits, whether she takes the shortcuts or her students (Barry Syllabus 87-91; 128).
Barry does not simply lay out this methodology in plain prose, but enacts it for us
throughout the book, treating this composition notebook as she asks us to treat our
own notebooks. This, in turn, creates a strong relationship between the content of the
book and the form and moves Syllabus from a highly multimodal text to an artist’s
book: Syllabus has both a “reason to be and to be a book” as Drucker says of artist’s
books (“Artist’s” 384, emphasis original). Importantly, while we often find a test case
alongside a methodological text, Syllabus is itself the test case and does not provide
answers for the readers. Though Barry brings up many questions, especially early in
the book, that she hopes to explore by teaching, she does not tell us what she
discovers. Rather, the book is her enactment of this process and invites us to actively
participate to find our own answers, as any narrative text does, and refutes the
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relationship of container and contained that is traditionally associated with the
physical book and the text.
As I suggested earlier, Syllabus unambiguously displays its social protocols.
Whereas other books in this study use intradiegetic reader characters to suggest
possible uses and expectations for the book, Barry tells us exactly how we should use
our composition notebooks and this book. This, in turn, suggests a way of responding
to the book as a unique medium in our media ecology, which is also a social protocol.
While we can see the book as an old medium that is dying, we can also see it as a form
that has persevered across centuries for a reason. This reason is exactly what Barry
proposes we do with our notebook—the notebook is a place for observation, sustained
attention, and deep thought. Barry does not limit her thoughts to the composition
notebook though, despite its emphasis in the form and content, but shows how this
value can be associated with books more generally. This is Barry’s major goal
throughout Syllabus: advocating for us to understand our notebooks, and by extension
all books, as places rather than things.
This conclusion is both explicitly stated, “The practice of developing a place
not a thing” (Barry Syllabus 194, emphasis original), and subtly drawn out in Syllabus.
From the physical form of the book through the methodology that Barry sets out and
enacts, Barry teaches us that thought and inspiration require regular practice. This
practice requires sustained attention, time, and our bodies. If we engage in such a
practice, we can think metacognitively, understanding how to be present, but also what
interests us and how we best work (which clearly Barry has spent much time thinking
about). Other language that Barry uses also emphasizes this relationship to books,
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such as the idea that books are built, rather than written. Barry does not mean that
books do not require writing, but that they are collections that grow from regular
practice, rather than the result of a lightning bolt of inspiration. Thus, rather than
treating other books, the books we read, as something that transfers information or
meaning to us, we should treat their reading as an experience of engaging with
someone else’s place of deep thought, which we can then reciprocate.
This explanation of the book in our media landscape aligns well with how the
other books in this study have presented themselves: as one reader’s deep engagement
with an absence that will never mend or disappear, as a confusing journey that resists
the simple transfer of knowledge from one form to another or one person to another,
and as a place where two readers explore an academic mystery and a personal
relationship. Books have endured because they encourage the reader to spend time
with ideas and questions and offer space to explore that information. Other
technologies for narrative exist, but the material facts of their existence alongside our
expectations and conventions of their use make the book the ideal form for this type of
experience. In the book, we have a stable platform that the reader controls, such that
they can return to earlier information or jump ahead, and which requires significant
time to move through. Within books, we can slow time, much as Barry tells us we can
when we engage our bodies in drawing or dancing (Barry Syllabus 129-131). While
comix books are often excluded from our discussions about the form of the book,
scholars such as William Kuskin remind us that both comix and literary texts engage
their medium and can do so to create a powerful relationship between the reader and
the experience of the text. Syllabus crosses the boundaries of comix and literary text,
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using Barry’s reputation as a comix artist to show how the form of the book can come
to dominate other genres and formal distinctions in this artist’s book.
These same books simultaneously present their existence as a choice, both for
the creator and the reader. Since there are many other options for narrative today,
including a number of forms for written literature, we must treat books as a choice in
their inception, but we should also acknowledge the choice of the reader in picking up
a physical book. Rather than being anxious that the book is dying and that authors
need to assert the relevance of the book compared to smartphones and e-readers, we
should focus on the strengths of the book that are already apparent in multimodal
literature of the twenty-first century. Awareness of the strengths of books, separate
from the many possible uses for books, is more important than pronouncements of all
that books have done in the past.
At the same time, it is significant that books are an old media form. Books
have fulfilled some need for millennia and while their role in our lives may be
changing, it is extremely unlikely that new technologies will replace books, just as the
cathedral shifted in purpose but did not disappear. The future of books is similar to the
past of books, likely to span much time and involve many changes. By looking at the
history of books, we are not only reminded how books and how we handle books have
changed significantly, suggesting that the changes we are now experiencing are simply
part of the cyclical history of books, but also that many of the changes we are now
seeing were once the status quo. From illuminated manuscripts combining modes of
meaning-making to marginalia as an accepted practice for readers, book history offers
us many versions of the book that seem alien compared to the now traditional literary
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text. Taken together, these facts indicate that the future of the book is secure, even as
the book may change to fulfill different gaps in the media ecology or as influenced by
newer media forms.
Syllabus engages these ideas and offers the space for a new paradigm of books
overall, rather than just for Barry’s projects. Though these concepts are presented
through instructional documents and personal reflection, this is because Barry models
her concept of the book alongside her techniques in Syllabus, showing us how we can
understand books as a place of comprehension rather than things. Significantly, Barry
draws herself reading Iain McGilchrist’s The Master and His Emissary (Barry
Syllabus 49) and Brunetti’s Cartooning: Philosophy and Practice (94) rather than just
referencing them in her book (figures 50 and 51). She does not disregard the physical

Figure 50 - page 49

Figure 51 - page 94

form of the book in favor of relaying the content of these books but shows us how she
interacts with these books as a place to think about images and cartooning practices,
respectively. When we also take into consideration Barry’s goal to have students think
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about building books and treating their composition books as place, alongside how
Syllabus weaves together form, content, and social protocols, it becomes clear that we
can extend Barry’s paradigm to all books. Syllabus does not just want us to have a
composition book to foster a creative practice, it wants us to understand the role books
can have in our lives.
In this study, I have shown that using a media studies lens we can better
understand individual books and books within our changing media ecology. By
studying not just the text, but the physical form, the content, and the social protocols
we unearth the reason that a book is a book, rather than another medium, and
understand how the form of the book interpolates our expectations and assumptions of
the book into the story of the content. Without looking at all three of these aspects of
Syllabus, we would not fully understand Barry’s project or any of the books I have
analyzed. In Syllabus, she performs her own method of thinking and creativity for us
to reproduce. These techniques move us towards understanding the book and notebook
as having a distinct place that relies heavily on its physical presence to allow for a
bodily enactment. We cannot arrive at this conclusion via a single aspect of Syllabus;
we can only find it in the interaction of all three elements of the medium.
If we only focus on the content of the books, whether that is just the text that
empirical oblivion encourages us to see as relevant to literary studies or if we expand
that to acknowledge the visual and spatial aspects of the page, we will miss these
signals. This has been the main failing of adherents of “bookishness” who have sought
to prove that certain books about books are staking a place for literature in print. By
ignoring or undervaluing the form itself, including how it has created what we now
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call literature, and the social protocols that are suggested by these books, which often
include the use of digital technologies alongside print books, they have understood
these books as backward-looking products of anxiety, often with the inherent paradox
of being created by digital means. This is true of any school of thought that proposes
to look at books but then ignores an essential part of the book, whether that is form,
content, or social protocols. These analyses, while possibly still doing interesting and
important work, will miss part of the book because these methods treat part of the
book as insignificant. Through my use of media-specific analysis from a media studies
perspective, we can see how the full medium is essential. Not only can we better
understand how a book can use form and social protocols in creating an experience for
the reader, but we can also comprehend that the full medium is crucial in defining a
place in the media ecology that interacts positively with other options for narrative and
books.
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CHAPTER 6

“MY JOB IS TO MAKE PEOPLE UNCOMFORTABLE:” MEDIA-SPECIFIC
ANALYSIS BEYOND THE BOOK

Up until this point, I have been concerned with describing how the medium of
the book can affect our understanding of literature because literature is intimately
connected to the form of the book. While the book can hold many things, from the
fictional narrative of a novel to the database of a phone book, literature as a concept
grew alongside the book and is still often found in the form of the book.240 However,
just as our ideas about the book are changing with the introduction of new
technologies, so are our ideas about literature.241 We need to acknowledge that
literature is not bound to the book any more than the database is if we define literature
as “The result or product of literary activity; written works considered collectively; a
body of literary works produced in a particular country or period, or of a particular
genre. Also: such a body of works as a subject of study or examination” (OED),
“professional imaginative writing” (B. Hammond qtd. in Rettberg), or “a record of one
human being’s sojourn on earth, proffered in verse or prose that artfully weaves
together knowledge of the past with a heightened awareness of the present in ever new
verbal configurations” (Krystal), rather than based on its physical form.

A number of scholars attest to the conflation of “book” and “literature,” whether based on their own
presumptions of the connection (Pressman “Aesthetics”) or to signal the problem of this relationship:
“If ‘print’ shouldn’t be confused with ‘book,’ nor should ‘codex’ be confused with ‘novel’” (Price
“Reading”).
241
Notably, we can see this in works of electronic literature (Rettberg; Hayles Electronic), though the
growth of cultural studies that looks at many types of “texts” can be viewed in a similar manner.
240
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The medium in which any work of literature is presented is significant to our
analysis of it, whether that is the original method of dissemination or a translation
across form. As I have shown throughout this study, the interaction between form,
content, and social protocols can tell us much about a book. This is a methodology that
can be used by literary studies scholars who wish to marry close reading of the text
with close reading of the medium that carries that text. Just as we, as a field, pay
careful attention to what words are being used, often asking what the origins of that
word are and how it has shifted through time, we can use this same approach to look
at, not just through, the form of the book and other media. To show how we can use
this methodology for literature that is not as strongly linked to the book, I will first
review how I presented this methodology in my four chapters, then briefly look at
three works that gesture outside of the book, and finally ask how these works
interrogate twenty-first century reading more generally. This coda will illustrate that
this method can be applied to literature that is not “bookish,” and how it is not just
books that are changing, but how we understand literature and reading.
In my first chapter, I looked at how the material object of the book demands to
be read alongside the text in Tree of Codes; by cutting holes into the pages of another
text, Foer both questions our assumptions about how we read and forces us to engage
with the consequences of the Holocaust. What is often seen as a beautiful object that
memorializes the form of the book and the victims of the Shoah aims to make the
reader uncomfortable—we feel that we must relearn how to handle and understand the
book, and even then are often left underwhelmed by this “gravestone rubbing” of The
Street of Crocodiles by Bruno Schulz (Foer Tree 139). What can be overgeneralized as
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a bloodless response to a tragedy is actually one reader’s response to a particular
author and book intertwined with his lived experience of absence and loss as conveyed
to him generationally. Without an examination of the material object of the book,
alongside an understanding of how this form has informed our reading practices and
expectations of books, this meaning is inaccessible. Looking at the history of the book,
this chapter also showed how many of our assumptions about narrative have been
created by the form of the book itself.
With a focus on the content of the book, my second chapter explored how
examining the text alone, especially if we do not attend to how that text is presented,
can lead us to misunderstand the book. House of Leaves plays with reading aids that
allow readers to quickly find “information” in a type of bounded maximalism—the
idea that a book can “contain” something much larger than itself—while also engaging
us in layered narratives that present many paths through the text. Frequently described
as a difficult or confusing book, House of Leaves wants to confuse the reader, as we
grapple with translating the content of a film to the pages of a book and the transfer of
that content between different readers. Ultimately, Danielewski reminds us that while
books might be associated with “information” and “knowledge,” and that literary
fiction also relies on discrete pieces of information to create knowledge of a story,
they are not vessels that only exist to transmit data from one person to another. Rather,
books organize information, using reading aids based on genre and created over
centuries as the form of the book evolved, so that there is a path, or paths, for the
reader. In the case of literature, this is most often narrative which allows the reader to
have an experience with the book. Thus, while we could treat content as just the text
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within the book—the typical object of study for scholars of literature—House of
Leaves makes it clear that content and form inter-animate each other rather than
existing in a hierarchical relationship to one another.
Social protocols are the third aspect of the book and one that is frequently
overlooked during close reading because of the implicit nature of these values and
etiquettes. Rather than relying on my own reading habits or histories of reading that
are often anecdotal or incomplete, I have looked at books that feature intradiegetic
reading characters. These characters not only appear in the book as readers but, in the
case of the four books I selected, actively read the book we hold in our hands. This
relationship is the most pronounced in S. because Jen and Eric not only read Ship of
Theseus, the framed text we have access to, but they use annotation to interact with it,
a technique we as readers can easily use in our own books, even in S. While the
intradiegetic readers in Tree of Codes and House of Leaves are understood as having
access to what would become the book we hold, Jen and Eric do not occupy the space
of “author” and we are encouraged to think of the book as a unique copy rather than an
exact duplicate. In this, we see Jen and Eric value the book for its stability, privacy,
and linear narrative—well-known strengths of the form—just as they find that they
need to interact with other media when they reach the limits of the book, for example
when it comes to space, material beyond the book, and access. These readers
illuminate what we find valuable in books while at the same time acting as informed
readers who understand the value of other media forms in this “love letter to the
book.”
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Taken together, these three books begin to show the place that the book now
holds in our media ecology. Instead of fearing that the death of the book is drawing
ever nearer or that readers are abandoning the book for newer technologies, this study
has striven to show how the book fulfills certain needs. It is from this perspective that
my fourth chapter synthesizes the impact of the full medium of the book on our
understanding of Lynda Barry’s Syllabus. Presented as a facsimile of a composition
notebook, Barry builds her book from her notes on “becoming an accidental
professor” to promote (note)books as places, rather than things, of embodied
engagement. This vibrant artist’s book allows us to understand the full medium of the
book as related to Barry’s argument about how we can use books and incites us to
treat books as someone else’s serious engagement with a topic that we then reciprocate
during the process of reading. While it is important that Syllabus is a print book, this
book could be transferred into a different medium and resists our understanding of
“bookish” texts as those that are unreadable without the paper pages and binding of
the material object. The movement that my study charts, then, is from understanding
texts as being about books in order to stake a claim for a threatened medium to books
as having something to say about books in a time when we have the space and
resources to understand the strengths and possibilities of print. Instead of instigating
handwringing and worry, Syllabus enthusiastically encourages us to embrace books
for what we can find in, through, and with them as a medium.
I now turn to works of literature that rely on other technology as sites of
engagement. My goal is to show how media-specific analysis with a media studies
lens can be used across literary works, regardless of whether the literature is presented
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as a book or as a PowerPoint, app, or online. While I do not think that books are
dying, it is also undeniable that literature is exploring other media. My method
recognizes this and can be used for projects that seek to employ the expectations,
conventions, and ethics of other media. To begin outlining how this method can be
used outside of the book, I will briefly examine three projects that explore other forms:
A Visit from the Goon Squad by Jennifer Egan, which includes a chapter in the form of
a PowerPoint presentation; The Silent History by Eli Horowitz, Russell Quinn,
Matthew Derby, and Kevin Moffett, which exists as both an app and a print book; and
novelling, which uses an algorithm to present a recombinant online novel. Just as I
analyzed Tree of Codes, House of Leaves, S., and Syllabus beyond the text on the page
by looking at the books rather than through the pages to seek meaning in the words
alone, I will ask how these forms affect our comprehension of these seemingly very
different projects.
A Visit from the Goon Squad by Jennifer Egan (2010) is a book. For the most
part, it is a traditional literary fiction book that offers thirteen interconnected stories
across roughly fifty years and many perspectives. Most of the book follows standard
conventions: there are two sections that use typography to mimic the print formats of
newspaper headlines and magazine articles respectively,242 and one section as a
PowerPoint presentation, alongside the ten sections printed according to the
conventions of adult literary fiction. The book has been called both a short-story cycle
and a novel as each section introduces the reader to a new time, place, and narrator,

“Selling the General” and “Forty-Minute Lunch: Kitty Jackson Opens Up About Love, Fame, and
Nixon!,” feature weak multimodality in text formatted to look like headlines and a magazine article
respectively. Despite the fact that this is atypical for a fictional narrative, it still falls within standard
print conventions generally.
242
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and the book is not only written from different perspectives but in distinct narrative
styles: Egan uses third-person limited-perspective past tense; first-person present
tense; omniscient; and second-person narration. The book has therefore established
itself as one that does not offer complete unity, and so the visual variation fits well
with this fact. The theme of the text overall is time, as the stories roughly coalesce
around the characters Sasha and Bennie and give short glimpses at their lives in a nonchronological and often peripheral or second-hand manner. Regretful nostalgia haunts
Bennie and Sasha as both struggle to move beyond their pasts. Within this context, we
encounter a section composed as a PowerPoint.
Entitled “Great Rock and Roll Pauses,” the story in the form of presentation
slides is told from the perspective of Alison Blake, Sasha’s daughter, sometime in the
2020s. While the title implies that pauses in rock songs will be the focus of the
presentation, the chapter gives a view of the Blake family and their life. Alison’s
brother, Lincoln, who has nonnormative social behaviors, is engrossed in the pauses in
rock songs. This fascination with false endings is intimately related to time, which is
then mirrored in the form of the chapter. While a reader is normally given the freedom
to read at the speed of their choosing, Egan controls the flow of knowledge in this
critically appropriative chapter through the sparse slides Alison presents, much in the
same way oral presentations control time, again considering the page as a unit of time.
As Susan Solwitz points out in “Pauses in Visit from the Goon Squad: Aberration
Takes Charge, or, Literary Hijinks with the Notion of Time,” the form of this chapter
also reinforces the lack of connective information that the reader has experienced
between earlier chapters, as well as introducing a type of pause itself into the book as a
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whole. It is not only that the narration does not fill in the details between scenes, or
even within them, but that we receive tidbits across the slides that we then need to
decide what order to read in and how to connect together, much like the structure of
the book as a whole or a PowerPoint without an accompanying oral presentation.
While most prose relies on words to convey space or pauses, Egan presents
“blank” slides to show gaps or silence. This is not much different than a blank page,
except Egan offers the frame of a slide, simultaneously creating a page that is not
blank but is to be read as blank. The absence of language leaves the interpretation up
to us, a technique Alison uses several times towards the end of her slides. Pages 282,
302, and 304 all present blank spaces. Alison tells us exactly what the blank slides
signifies in the first instance: silence. “A Pause While We Stand on the Deck” (figure
52) comes after Alison’s father shouts at Lincoln for going on about the pauses

Figure 52 - A Visit from the Goon Squad page 282

in songs, causing Lincoln to cry and Sasha to angrily explain, “The pause makes you
think the song will end. And then the song isn’t really over, so you’re relieved. But
then the song does actually end, because every song ends, obviously, and THAT.
TIME. THE. END. IS. FOR. REAL” (Egan Visit 281, emphasis original). This pause
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is meant to be uncomfortable; it is a moment of tension in which everyone in the
family appears to be frustrated, and the interpersonal conflict is obvious. At the same
time, Alison has told us that this is a pause. We know it is not the end of the story, so
we do not need to wait to feel a sense of relief. The reader’s perception of this is
different in the print version of the book than in electronic formats: the slides are
printed on facing pages in the codex, so the reader knew before the title that it was
merely an interruption rather than an ending, whereas an electronic reading would
show just a single slide at a time, making the tension of the pause more palpable.
Alison presents the slides on pages 302 and 304 without accompanying text.
Page 302 features a black slide with a slightly smaller white border, preceded by a
slide titled “What I Hear as I’m Falling Asleep,” in which Lincoln is talking to his
dad. The final lines of text on 301 are, “Here, let’s stand by the window. Listen with
me. What does that sound like to you?” The blank slide on the next page (figure 53) is

Figure 53 - page 302

the silence to which Lincoln and his dad are listening, as well as the pause in their
conversation. The next page features a slide with just the text, “Okay. I know” (Egan
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Visit 303), without attribution or other narrative explanation. Page 304 follows with a
slide that is not entirely blank but does not feature any text (figure 54). Rather it has a

Figure 54 - page 304

white background with five circles, four smaller ones overlapping a large circle in the
center, which mirrors Alison’s visual representation of her family on page 236. We
could view this wordless slide as the end of Alison’s narrative since the following four
pages feature graphs mapping the pauses in rock songs and a final slide reading “The
End” (309). While the section continues, this pause really is the end, just as Sasha says
all songs will end, because we no longer have the story of the Blake family as narrated
by Alison. These slides offer pauses and silence that play with the preoccupation of
Lincoln and the greater themes of time and music throughout Egan’s book, utilizing
the wordless space as the absence of linguistic meaning. It also takes a reader time to
move through these wordless spaces. If we view the curated presentation of “Great
Rock and Roll Pauses” on YouTube, posted by the publisher243 prior to release, each

As the video’s description says, “Of course, this story is also about much more than these secondlong pauses: it’s about family, alienation, and the moments in which we recognize the passage of time.”
243
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blank slide is shown for 5 seconds. It may take us less time to read the blank slide,244
but we still afford it time. Importantly, it is the form of the PowerPoint that allows
Egan to play with the notion of the gap that is significant throughout the book.
“Great Rock and Roll Pauses” differs in its print and electronic formats, such
as in how many slides we see at a time, and there are other differences in how this
section is read based on the format we encounter. For example, we must turn the book
90 degrees clockwise to read this section. This actively engages us in the idea that this
section is not like the others; not only does it look different, but it also requires us to
hold our books differently. This increases our awareness of the process of reading a
printed book, but I would argue it is not a symptom of the “aesthetic of bookishness”
(Hayles “Combining;” Pressman “Aesthetic”) or “metamediality” (Starre). While
House of Leaves likewise asks the reader to reorient the book to fully engage with
certain text or images, A Visit from the Goon Squad does not reinforce its presence as
a material book through narrative structure, thematic concerns, or even the section in
which the materiality of the codex becomes most obvious by asking the reader to
diverge from conventional reading: this section draws on a digital format rather than a
print one. Instead, we should reflect on how Egan’s PowerPoint asks us to reconstruct
Alison’s story as a reflection of A Visit from the Goon Squad’s narrative structure.
Here there is a disconnect between the form of the book and the content and social
protocols we find, assuming we read this section in a print book.
While A Visit from the Goon Squad is a book, “Great Rock and Roll Pauses”
not only looks like a PowerPoint presentation, but it was created using that computer

244

In the curated YouTube video, slides with linguistic information are shown for between 5 and 10
seconds in general.
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program. Certainly, many writers use computer programs to compose today but the
slide presentation is not a form generally read in print. Though one could argue that
much literature today is “already digital” because it is created using a computer or
online application (Hayles Electronic 159, italics original), it is usually expected to be
printed even if not all readers will engage with the physical form. “Great Rock and
Roll Pauses” does not fit that description because, while it ended up being printed, it
uses the features of the program in a way that cannot be replicated in the book. If we
view the presentation online, not only are the slides presented individually and timed,
but the slides also use color and music. Some of this could be captured in a physical
book, but it also makes it clear that this experimental section was not composed as a
printed book. 245 Rather, Egan says that gaps inherent in PowerPoint, as it is normally
accompanied by an oral presentation, were what drew her to the form: “PowerPoint
(or any slideshow, it doesn’t have to be Microsoft) is a genre composed of discrete
moments separated by gaps. As a genre, it echoes the structure I was already working
with in Goon Squad” (Egan qtd. in S. Lee). By thinking about what the form of the
PowerPoint can do and how we use it, we can better understand how the story this
chapter tells functions within the book as a whole, rather than finding it simply
perplexing or incongruous.
To ponder another relationship between content and form that involves but
goes beyond print, I want to look at a text that was not originally a book and requires a
crossing of media boundaries to explain its whole project. The Silent History by Eli
Horowitz, Russell Quinn, Matthew Derby, and Kevin Moffett was first published
245

It is worth noting that the slides appear in color in e-book format as well. The color helps the reader
distinguish how the slides are to be read and the striking colors are also reflective of its narrator, a 12year-old girl. The e-book does not include the music though.
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serially via an iOS app in 2012 (figure 55). This born-digital narrative advertises itself
as “a new kind of novel,” however, despite the excitement about the potential of
digital applications for storytelling, it was published as a print book in 2014. A
somewhat limiting move, the print book version abandons two introductory videos and
further loses parts of the app-based text, all the reader-submitted “field reports” linked
to GPS locations. The print book only retains the portion of the text written by Derby
and Moffett called “testimonials.” While we could call the app multimedia because it
uses video in addition to the textual narrative, the codex is definitely not multimedia

Figure 55 - Silent History iOS interface

and not consciously multimodal, seemingly abandoning the affordances offered by the
app and further following conventions in the print book by using the text alone to tell
the story.246 So, what can we learn from this narrative migration?
The Silent History is, as mentioned, comprised of testimonials and field
reports. Derby and Moffett wrote the main narrative arc, known as the testimonials,
and users can contribute field reports linked to particular locations that can only be
read if you are in a precise spot. The testimonials follow several individuals who have
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Of course, the book still relies on the visual representation of language through writing and the
spatial mode on the plane of the page.
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intimate experience with “emergent phasic resistance,” the inability to comprehend
language, such as parents, co-workers, medical professionals and those who were once
a “silent”247 themselves. Though the most “novel” part of the project’s form, the field
reports are generally treated as supplementary because an individual would have to
travel the world to read every one. Even the authors contend that the story, the
narrative arc, exists solely in the testimonials and someone who is not near any tagged
locations will not miss an essential part of the story. The print book reflects this
information and does not refer to the field reports. For the most part, the print book
appears to merely compile the testimonials in the codex form.
The claim to be a new type of novel seems overblown. Though the app does
integrate location, it is an accompaniment to the narrative rather than being an
essential plot element. Amy Hungerford weighs how this component of the app could
change the interaction between the novel and the reader, moving it from a solitary and
“place-less” object to an experience the user explores, thus changing how we
understand readers. The field reports also become a place for interaction through the
ability to submit place-based vignettes and grow the story. Hungerford ultimately
determines the lack of “literary programmers” as the reason more “novel” apps do not
exist, but I think the cause lies more in her ultimate conclusion in Making Literature
Now: reading and literary production are about social connections more than genius or
innovation. While apps and websites seek to build networks between people distant in
geographical terms, physical proximity, material, and contact are more effective; “just
as the lack of a physical book cover narrows the conduits for artistic vision, the lack of
human physicality radically narrows the tools for social connection” (Hungerford 77).
247

Throughout the book, those who have EPR are called “silents” or “the silents.”
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An author or app developer cannot manufacture community by asking people to move
themselves but continue to read alone.
The failings of the “revolutionary” Silent History app to change reading and
readers do not explain its move to the physical form of the book though. The app
could have easily been forgotten or become defunct, but, instead, it became a physical
bound book. This implies Horowitz et al. saw something to be gained in this move that
was not achieved by the app alone. To examine how the move relates to the story, I
will use Hungerford’s method in looking at The Silent History—i.e., to “take the form
and content of a work to reflect, or even to allegorize, the deep structures of the
historical moment in which it is made” (Hungerford 94). However, I will apply her
method to the project encompassing the book and app, rather than one or the other, by
first walking through the content.
The narrative is centered around “emergent phasic resistance” (EPR), a virus
people contract prior to birth that causes the language-processing regions of the brain
not to function. These children are born with the ability to hear and make sounds, but
they cannot understand verbal or written language in any form. Initially, the general
public assumes these children have no way to communicate and will live isolated and
detached lives and therefore the government should corral the “silents” rather than
parents and doctors attempting to educate or study the affected. After some time, a
schoolteacher discovers silents engage with each other through a complicated system
of subtle face movements, called micro-expressions. Communities start to blossom for
the silents, often in abandoned buildings or other liminal spaces. Tensions grow as
people see these communities as threatening because they are separate from
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mainstream society and because it is unclear how these young people provide for
themselves. As hostilities come to a head and it seems unlikely the public will allow
these communities to exist, a doctor develops a new technology prompting the
language-processing areas of the brain to function in EPR patients. This implant
immediately becomes popular and the majority of silents have the surgery to be able to
use language; the procedure even becomes mandatory in children under the age of
seven. There are some obstacles, but, overall, the new technology seems to be
positively increasing the ability of silents to integrate into society. While this
technology appears as the ultimate solution for EPR, there are some silents who are
resistant to getting the surgery, and prejudices against people who chose this life only
increase. Ultimately, a lone renegade causes the implants to all malfunction for an
unknown length of time. There is rioting and general chaos, especially by children
implanted at birth, experiencing a lack of language for the first time. The current
danger is resolved, but the narrative ends without resolving if the implants are restored
to full functionality or even used at all. Ultimately, the general opinion about this
technology seems to be ambivalence, and the reader is left uncertain whether it was
the best solution. This narrative arc parallels The Silent History as a textual object—as
a new type of technology, the app was unable to displace the familiar form through a
few “improvements” and left the reader unsure about the introduction of this “new
type of book” in the first place.
The book is still a status quo form for the story, offering community of many
different types. Horowitz and Quinn developed the app to build networks around the
novel, encouraging readers not only to visit new locations to find more of the narrative
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through field reports but also to add to the story in a visible way. However, the app
Silent History did not dramatically change how we read; there was no violence or
chaos associated with this technology, but it also did not supplant the book. Instead,
we see The Silent History return to the older technology in the form of the book and
the reader who encounters both is left feeling ambivalent about the project of the app
if the codex seems sufficient to contain the narrative and create community in the way
books have since at least the twentieth-century. Not only do the themes of the story
ask us to question our assumptions around technology, but also how supposedly
innovative technologies may not actually improve life. Rather than solving a problem,
either the perceived issue of how we interact with stories or the issue in the book of
how people engage without language, the technology seems to find a problem where
there may not be one.
When we are attentive to the full publication history, both the app and book
together instead of as alternate or opposing forms, we can contemplate whether the
questions in this project are about our relationship to technology and how our
information-driven culture seems to look to the new and innovative as saviors over
older models. I must admit the ending is ambiguous; it is not a resounding victory for
either side, but we can conclude that the order of the project seems to be in favor of
the continuation of the book.248 Though the idea that some people may be able to find
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We can look at language in the narrative to be sure the technology in question is not our sign system.
Several characters share uncertainty that micro-expressions may be superior to language because of the
instability of language, “We were on the verge of understanding that words were waterlogged boxes—
unsuited to contain the meanings inside. With the true language, intention and meaning and expression
are all one” (Horowitz, Derby, and Moffett 86). This lingering uncertainty about language opens a
space to investigate how other systems might work, but ultimately language is neither decided for or
against and it seems silents will be able to live in their own communities though potentially always in
tension with those who see them as deficient. However, when the implants malfunction, losing language
is a terrifying proposition. Calvin Anderson, one of the first people diagnosed as a silent and the first
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meaningful existence without language is left open at the end, the authors identify
language or sign-systems, whether micro-expressions or English, more broadly as the
orienting technology in our lives. We are able to see language as equivalent to how we
create community and come to know ourselves and our world. The form of the book,
whether the traditional or “new type,” is barely mentioned in the narrative, but the
return of The Silent History to the traditional codex form ties this physical medium as
a useful form that co-exists with newer media249 to these themes of the story.
Here, I am not arguing that The Silent History aims to tell the story of technofundamentalism—the belief that technology can solve every problem, including
problems created by technology (Vaidhyanathan)—but the project does reveal an
interesting relationship between literature and the book—namely that the book does
well for literature and is already portable, interactive, shareable, and receptive to
reader additions (usually in the form of marginalia or interleaving). Thus, the real
failing of The Silent History app is that the creators did not pay attention to what an
iOS app could do that a book could not and wrote a narrative that worked just as well
as a printed book. This sort of “innovation” is what has stunted the e-book—merely
person to receive the implant said, “My ears rang and I felt like my head has split open and all the
words I’d ever learned were streaming out onto to the ground. It was the pure, grinding sensation of
losing my mind” (410). Language is how we think, and not only does Calvin equate losing language to
losing thought, but to going insane, despite the fact that he only acquired the ability to process language
as a form of communication later in life. Furthermore, when Dr. Burnham discusses the effects of the
implants malfunctioning, he confirms “My vague sense of the possible effects of a sudden absence of
language was validated by some early news reports—a vertigo-like disorientation, a perceived
distortion of space and time, and a hypersensitivity to certain sounds” (416). While the narrative would
seem to be attacking language, ultimately the book relies upon language to exist and appears to be
agnostic about what sign-system might be best. Rather, it is techno-fundamentalism that is under
consideration, which is ironic because the authors themselves appear to have fallen prey to that in
thinking that a new type of book was needed.
249
We can alternately ask if the project of this book is an anxiety about the silence that befalls people
who stare at their phone or tablet—if this is the case, then the goal of forcing others to travel for field
reports might be to force them to look up and speak. This is still an example of technology attempting
to solve a problem that technology created though, even as another form—the book—can be used as a
remedy, among many others.
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updating the technology we use to read does not somehow make the story better or
more user-centered; instead, ignoring the form can lead to readers feeling
underwhelmed and frustrated, such as when I discovered that I had to read every
testimonial in order in the app and could not skip around without first working
chronologically through the story—when released serially, this made sense, but tying
the reader’s hands just leads to frustration with no pay-off. We do not need to reinvent the book, as projects like this attempt to, if we are not looking to offer the
reader a good reason to leave the print book behind. However, if we read the story and
full project as responding to our historical moment, we can find an allegory of technofundamentalism in which a supposedly groundbreaking project failed to seriously
weigh the possibilities, limits, and expectations of a new technology while trying to
solve a problem that might not exist.250
Whereas my first two examples can be read as stumbles in the interaction of
digital technology and literature, novelling (2016) by Will Luers, Roger Dean, and
Hazel Smith shows the possibilities of electronic literature.251 This “recombinant
digital novel” is accessed online through a web browser (Luers, Dean, and Smith). The
reader is first brought to a landing page (figure 56) that describes the project, much as
the cover of a book might offer information about the contents. Upon clicking the
“cover,” the reader is brought to a new page that features black and white lines and
boxes of varying opacities, looping black and white videos, text, and a background

250

Though this appears to be contradictory, I do believe that The Silent History can be read as a technofundamentalist project even though that was not the goal of the creators. Thus, while the creators set out
to actually revolutionize the novel, they fell prey to the belief that technology could solve a problem
that technology created and reading the project in this way proves useful for understanding the changes
in our media ecology and why the book remains vital.
251
As evidenced by its 2018 Robert Coover Award for a Work of Electronic Literature presented by the
Electronic Literature Organization.
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soundtrack. Every thirty seconds, we get a new combination of these elements (though
the soundtrack continues and appears to be a six-minute loop), unless the reader clicks

Figure 56 - novelling landing page

through to a new combination before the thirty seconds elapses. After six minutes, the
whole process begins again. The text is not constructed in the way a novel normally is;
rather than laying out the text in the order we are meant to read it (or as it would
appear in the pages of a book, regardless of how we are meant to read it), the text
fragments are randomly presented by a computer program. Likewise, the short videos
are combined with the text and design elements at random, asking the reader to
examine the juxtapositions and make their own connections. This all relies on an
algorithm that determines what text, video, and layout will be called up from the
database for each thirty-second “page.” In this work, the space of reading, the
computer, becomes more significant by providing the text and visuals in space that we
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will need to associate (Luers “Getting”). Clearly, this text does not attempt to recreate
the experience of reading a book online or use narrative in the way we typically find it
in books; in fact, narrative is not the goal of this project.
While this project initially seems to share almost nothing with the tradition of
novel writing or perhaps even with literature, novelling features four characters who
read and write and “evokes the history of the novel,” even as it plays with the other
meaning of novel: new (Luers, Dean, and Smith). The four unnamed characters are
primarily based on the four performers who appear in the videos (figure 57); we

Figure 57 - one random combination in novelling

encounter four different people going about their lives, often seen reading print books,
smartphones, or computer screens, and we read the text fragments, such as “the page is
dead for him; he prefers the chameleon screen,” “she scavenges for her father amongst
the disarray of words,” and “do you understand what you are reading?” (Luers, Dean,
and Smith). There are no names used throughout the text and there is no discernible
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difference in tone or style in these text fragments. While we see the performers
reading, writing, and sometimes interacting with each other, we can only connect them
to the text through the association of word and image that we are presented on the
screen. Here, while we encounter the ideas of reading, writing, characters, plot, and
the novel, we are removed from narrative: every six-minute version will offer a new
“story” and it is highly unlikely that any reader will have the same series of text and
video as another. There is not really any plot to describe and for the most part, I am
left overwhelmed by the feeling of sifting through noise to find meaning in this work.
That could be read as a criticism, but this statement also aligns with the goals
of the project. Rather than attempting to produce a static “story,” novelling seeks to
replicate the logic of the database and question the importance of narrative to literature
and life. As Will Luers says,
There are many authors of electronic literature that resist narrative, because
narrative as structuring device is just one of many that we now use to navigate
contemporary life. Our environments, social interactions, diversions and
expressive tools increasingly follow database rather than narrative logic
(Manovich, 216). For digital artists, computation and database aesthetics offers
so many possibilities for exploring networked life, that narrative is just one
formal device among many. It is optional. Also, as Galen Strawson point out,
there are harmful limitations to relying on causal-chains to explain nonlinear
forces in lived experience.… However, some of the most lasting works of
literary fiction—Don Quixote, Tristram Shandy, Ulysses—probe not only the
complexities of lived experience, but also the viability of narrative for
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representing such complexity. Literary fiction is an ever-elusive quest to
model, map and harness contingency and indeterminacy on the level of
signification. The possibilities for computational fiction are immense in
furthering this effort. It is unlikely that recombinant poetics in electronic
literature will produce fictions made of well-formed characters living explicitly
in a believable external reality, but it might produce fictions that evoke the
murky and liminal symbolic systems that make up our internal and external
networks. (“Having”)
While we can see novelling as an attack on narrative, we can also understand it as
relying more heavily on the reader’s ability to reconfigure the fragments we are
presented, just as Ricoeur suggests we are able to narrativize our own lives (or as
historians narrativize history). It is not that there is no narrative or that it is impossible
for the reader of novelling to synthesize a narrative but that the authors do not provide
the narrative for us. Much as we might observe our neighbors returning to their cars
immediately after arriving home and conclude they have forgotten something they
meant to bring inside, without asking them to verify, we can create narratives from the
juxtapositions we find in novelling without abandoning the sense of complexity that
we might be wrong.
Furthermore, in questioning the importance of narrative to literature, novelling
makes use of its form. As I said earlier, novelling is not just a book online. It relies on
an algorithm to produce the juxtapositions that we receive, as well as making use of
the multimedia capacities of the computer to combine not just text and images but
moving images and sound. In addition to being a recombinant work, it also engages
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modes that we cannot have in the print book and encourages us to follow the gaze of
the performers in the video and consider the wider frame of the screen: is the man
looking at something that could help us to better understand the text? I also mentioned
the idea of “noise” earlier. In one sense, we are presented noise in terms of sound, but
we can also understand noise as unordered information or a shifting signal (Edmond).
The introduction of the music plays with this understanding of noise to further engage
us in the idea that we need to find meaning in the image and videos ourselves. We
need to read through the “noise” of each screen to create our own interpretation, just
as data scientists might describe raw information as “noisy” before analysis. Thus,
novelling does not just use digital technology to create a project but weaves the
realities of a digitally inflected life into the project.
novelling asks its readers to reimagine not the book, but literature. Throwing
off many of the conventions of print, the story must be created in thirty-second chunks
of a six-minute tale, with the reader responsible for sorting through the noise to
reconfigure the statements we see repeated alongside video of four performers
engaging in reading and writing. We can read novelling repeatedly, finding a new
story each time, either allowing the screens to advance themselves or moving through
at the speed we desire. While we still have each screen acting as a unit of reading, we
also encounter screens with two text boxes that are associated only through their
proximity. We can treat the text on each screen as separate, much as we understand the
text of books as linear and sequential instead of simultaneous, but we likewise
understand that it is random. This stochastic, or randomly determined, relationship
removes us from the material fact that book pages present a build-up of words we
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view in a sequential order that is then bound in an order of reading. Whereas the book
organizes information for the reader, novelling allows the computer to pull forth
combinations that do not inherently involve narrative. At the same time, the reader still
has an experience with the text that is “a record of one human being’s sojourn on
earth, proffered in verse or prose that artfully weaves together knowledge of the past
with a heightened awareness of the present in ever new verbal configurations,” though
in this case, it is more the record of the reader’s own life than that of the characters
(Krystal). novelling is literature, but it is certainly not a book.
I chose to highlight these three projects because, whereas the four books that
comprise the majority of my study, Tree of Codes, House of Leaves, S., and Syllabus,
all explore the form of the book, these three projects explore what possibilities digital
technology opens up for literature, another key component of convergence culture.
The “ever more complex ways” (Jenkins Convergence 6) in which old and new media
will interact is not only a “shift[ing]” of “functions and status[es]” “by the introduction
of new technologies” (14) but also “makes possible many… innovative developments”
(Hayles Electronic 162). While I disagree with Hayles that the print book is now a
digital output, it is interesting to reflect upon how literature has seeped out of the form
of the book to explore how PowerPoint, geo-located apps, and web browsers can
influence the representation and reception of written work. It is also important to
acknowledge that while books have a strong connection to literature, the print book
does not have a claim to literature. Looking at works that explore beyond the
boundaries of the book, we can inspect social protocols and expectations that are
influenced by new technologies from another perspective, much as the transmedia
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portions of S. better define Jen and Eric’s reasons for communicating through Ship of
Theseus.
Across all three of these projects, “Great Rock and Roll Pauses” in A Visit
from the Goon Squad, The Silent History, and novelling, the question of how we read
is posed, primarily how long do we read in one sitting? As I said in my second
chapter, books are understood as encouraging sustained attention, whereas most screen
reading is expected to be brief and often incomplete. While this might be a
romanization of the material book (Price What 69), these three works acknowledge
and engage brevity: as Alison says, “a word-wall is a long haul” (Egan 254). Even as
literature is now seen as a panacea for the overwhelming stream of notifications, here
literature is presented in tidbits: Egan includes bullet points on each slide, The Silent
History originally allowed readers to read only one testimonial, approximately 1,500
words each, per weekday,252 and novelling has one to five sentences on a screen at any
given time and starts anew every six minutes. Rather than asking us to simply shift our
eyes to the screen, these projects ask how literature can change with reading habits
based on digital technology. While slow, absorbing reading still has a place, most
notably in the book, we should also consider how literature might change as our
reading habits as a whole change.
In discussions of the contemporary period, the idea of “participatory” media
appears repeatedly. If we are to believe some scholars and critics, for example, Henry
Jenkins and Wolfgang Funk, we have moved into an era that anticipates readers,
252

Ironically, this is the most we are asked to read across these three examples, and it becomes a book. I
do not think it is a coincidence that The Silent History became a book; I think its main failing was that it
did not rethink what a novel could be outside of the book, as we see in both “Great Rock and Roll
Pauses” and novelling. Especially given the history of serialization of many novels we now view as
unified wholes, it seems that there was not really much “novel” about this project.
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viewers, and users to not just “consume” media, but to remix, influence, or spread
projects such that they become “prosumers” rather than passive receivers. Though this
conclusion is flawed as it assumes that interactions such as reading are passive in the
first place, the idea continues to circulate. Interestingly, “Great Rock and Roll Pauses”
and novelling anticipate a more classic form of participation from the reader, namely
filling in the gaps between juxtapositions that are not immediately obvious. Though
more pronounced in these projects than it is at other times,253 both projects make it
clear that the reader is not just “receiving” information. On the other hand, The Silent
History attempted to be more obviously “participatory” by allowing readers to submit
“field reports,” but as of January 23, 2020, there are 224 field reports, as compared to
1,164 ratings and 192 reviews on GoodReads for the app version alone (“The Silent
History”).254 It has also been brought up that while reading in a public space is often a
“protective” measure to avoid conversation with strangers, so is using your phone or
tablet (Price What 93). Thus, we must question how “participatory” we want our
literature to be, rather than wondering why it appears to be left out of this trend. As the
numbers on The Silent History make clear, we already have numerous systems for
participating with literature, from the book club to the process of reading itself.
Finally, these projects raise the question of what we are connected to or
disconnected from in our reading. As I have illustrated throughout my chapters,
reading in the form of the book connects readers in many ways: to reading practices

253

Even Comics Studies scholars who frequently discuss making connections across the gutter are often
looking at comix that provide a stronger narrative thread than A Visit from the Goon Squad and
novelling.
254
Unfortunately, Apple does not publicly state the number of downloads for any app on the App Store,
so I do not know how many people have downloaded The Silent History. However, there is only one
review for the app in the App Store at this time.
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throughout the centuries; the form of the book; previous readers of the same copy; and
to other readers of the same book. While we view the book as solitary, it can also
serve as a nexus for connection. On the other hand, web-enabled devices, and
particularly the smartphone and computer, are imagined as connecting us to people at
all times. Reading is a panacea precisely because it encourages us to disconnect from
these communication devices and allows us to quiet the “noise” of contemporary life.
As Leah Price contends, “Where texts train readers to empathize with fictional
characters, books allow readers to bond with each other” (What 152). Thus, the
tension in connection and disconnection can also be seen as an effect of convergence
culture as our definitions of these terms change. There are the traditional connections
that readers make between sentences and phrases, such as we see in “Great Rock and
Roll Pauses” and novelling, and the sense of connection between readers that is
questioned in The Silent History, which takes the issue of communication as a main
theme and asks whether we can be “silents” but still find meaningful connection. On
the other hand, novelling and “Great Rock and Roll Pauses” also ask if technology can
change our connection to the past, representing how new inscription methods can
distance us: the four performers are often shown isolated in novelling as they stare at
phones and laptops, and Alison in “Great Rock and Roll Pauses” finds that her main
form of writing alienates her mother, Sasha. Meanwhile, technology is questioned as a
positive method of increasing connection in The Silent History, both within the text
when the implants malfunction and leave people with the feeling of “losing my mind”
(Horowitz, Derby, and Moffett 410), and in the app design that suggested readers
should travel to find other readers or at least their traces. Whether we seek to avoid or
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engage people in our shared space or engage with those who share only the practice of
reading, books and literature can provide either a shield or an ax to break the ice.
These three issues—how long we read, how we want to participate in our
reading, and how we connect or disconnect in reading—have arisen in my four
previous chapters and they will likely be continually relevant in other contemporary
literary works. Largely this is because these issues have always been pressure points
for literature and have been variously interpreted across the history of the book while
becoming especially pertinent in our current moment. Offering sharing and security,
knowledge and entertainment, community and isolation, books and literature have
never been just one thing. Of course, this often depends on how readers engage with
books and literature, but it also depends on the spaces the media landscape provides
for these forms. As we find literature spreading beyond the reach of the book, and the
book seems to be crowded out of many roles it used to fill, we can question how the
ideas, expectations, assumptions, values, and etiquettes that we bring to books and
literature will determine our reactions. “Digital tools may not be upending our reading
practices any more drastically than changing forms of print did. What they are
revolutionizing is our ideas about reading. In the process, they’re remaking the printed
past” (Price What 33, emphasis original). By looking not just at literature in the book
but also literature that explores beyond those boundaries, we can see a fuller picture of
how reading and literature might be changing.
The future of the book will not be a simple story, just as the history of the book
is hard to tell as a straightforward narrative. Perhaps the problem is that narrative itself
requires that we disregard the events and ideas that do not fit with the arc we want to
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tell. What does seem clear is that the book is not dying: the death of the book has been
forecast in earnest for the last thirty-some years, but Price points out that the death of
the book has been a topic since the nineteenth-century and “in hindsight, we can see
how rarely one technology supersedes another” (What 165). The anxiety and the
uncertainty about whether the book will survive and how we are changing as readers
exist because we do not have the benefit of hindsight yet. We will likely never be at a
point to have this benefit, but it is better to critically view the intersection of form,
content, and social protocols to understand our media ecology than to wring our hands
over the fear that the book and literature are no longer needed.
It is to that end that my methodology, critically examining not just the text of
literature but the form, content, and social protocols of the medium, aims to fill a gap
in literary studies. If we are to understand how literature reflects our experience in the
contemporary era, it is essential to understand how the book, and other formats we
find literature in, both rely on our understanding of the form of the book and its place
in the media ecology. I have focused on the book throughout this study, drawing on
the history of the codex and how it is used to organize information and especially
narrative, but this method can be applied to electronic literature and other projects
with the same success. We exist in a world of choice, at least choice among media
forms, and we need to acknowledge the choices that are made around literature, rather
than assuming that the legacy of the book is immaterial to the reader’s reaction to
books. We might know a book when we see it, but we should pay close attention to
how that book makes us see our reading experience.
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